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r0,586, r62
ZrO
728,I
199, 4
15,8ltg ,5
,246
I,72E
529,60tt
1,719,704
65
65
59
410 0
42-00
4500
481 0
483 0
t03.5r,498.I()2,II2.
8,7r0.E8
900
920
4
4
T
TELEPHON
RADIO AN
EL ECTRIC
GAS UTIL
ND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ES
4, 0 05, 94464r,8556,q16,96r
1,775,5+7
14, r50 , 542
2IE,785.55
20,84E.r9
325 ,67 4 .20
96,7?.0.73
707 ,6 91.55CU_ TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITTUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
T-IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPIIENT
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI.lBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'lENT AND SUPPLIES
2L,
27,
48,
6,
10,
90,
50I0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
22
t2
55
t2
25
5E
77
1,04
2,88
5E
56
27
59
87
I59.4t
543. t7
859.77
558. 55
56E.2965I.95
REPORT NO. l)E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
07,074
79,0r8
85,662
51,055
PAGE 7
RUH DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
84,q2(+.+l
,74r.I0
857.52
006.56
205.57
415.06
857.99
555. E6
085.40
89.1 .56946.?t
296.97
255.2t
092.77
459.57
445. 99
5I5.82
657.97
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION i
s090
5092
tlHS L
520 0
525 I
5252
550 0
55I0
5400
55I 0
55q 0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5600
581 3
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
FIRE
src
CODE
7000
7200
QUARTERLY SUMIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
04-000 cHAvEs c0uNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
NEOUS hIHOLESALERS]'I AND PETROLEUT1 PRODUCTS
LESALE TRADE
BUI LDING I.IATERIALS
HARDhIARE STORES
FARI.I EQUIPI.IENT DEALERS
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOHE DEALERS
MISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOIIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
ITlISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I'tr scE
P ETRO
TOT.
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTAIE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COI.IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
22
25
7
60
I8
9+
32
58l4
55
99
74
228
59
2L
t8
797I,659
6,
58,
L67 ,
155,
442,5t,t9r,
64,
769,
3,7?0 ,
154
4I
355
LLA
LEU
htH0
r5,I49,9062,5(!5,III
50,969,262
1,170,226
509,0565,r07r6(5
70,055.29
50,554. 90
505,559 . 5I
1,702,952
r , 595, g5I
I ,646 , E50
r,466,606
10,990,861l6
?I
Ir4lrlI,Ilr4
10,EI5,0
E
7I
9
2r7
2rz
7r5
E5rIIr0
I2, g62,l
648,
781 ,
48,
70
70
87
lI,E2r.05
19,1E2.9I
65, q6 0 .64
L4,377.52
76
455
t45
I94
2
I
?
2
7
5I
I5
7?
r,847,6592,059,5I9
5,599,02E?,gg+,(tzg
5,250 , 055
579
2402t5
t27
LS,
vrcSB
00
t0
t2
?0
50
5I
55
70
7300
7500
7600
7E00
7900
E0l0
, 522, 086
,575,755
,55I , 6 96
149,54r
,107 ,5?6
,8I4, 930
,sEE, 062
, 952,538E56,4II
,659,548
, 0E(, 0 95
,567,59r
,8 08, 58 0
888,854
23,1?.?
3, 5q6 , 551
687,144
23,122
2,677 ,713
,22E.54
,587 .50
L60,250.92
05
52
I4
I8
06
E7
99
65
E7
56
90
78
92
7q
,423
,506
,299
, 619
r 514
, 317
,20+
, E14
,6cr?
,4II
r 990
42t
41I
,555
,588
, 
q87
z2II
I5
52
7II5
214,497
357,767
r,r02,974
50L 240
197 ,5r9,
r, 057,
?q6,
0r7
715
9562II
+ ,529
3 ,5q7
5, 0E9
9, E42
6 ,417
r76
68HOTELS, I'IOTE
PERSONAL SER
]'IISCEL LANEOU
TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
ES
USINESS SERVICES
l, 5E5, 54El, 950, g5g
5, 039, 955
2,504, r55
r, r77,540
82 ,96L .7 2116,649.4r
LEL,997.77I49,452.5I
7 0 ,231 .92
AUTOMOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I
8060
EIO()
E20 0
65
265
55
77
I7
1,34q,220
7 ,5g0 r17+2,EI4,I67
3,?qq ,697
57,250
r ,28
7,55
2, 5E
5, 25
5
,520.59
, 2r2 .85
,r05.55
,590.56
,lE?.76
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE 0F NEI^l I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 8
07 /ll/92
766.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
()4-l)OO CHAVES COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
25,550
25,550
29 ,87.t
151,905, rE2
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8600
8900
8910
S ERV
NONPROFIT I.IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITEGTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INsTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT.IENT
?4
2,555
I()
10
6,05(}
6,176
561
55,291
795
9
,37 2
,47 L
,145
5, 668, 0 04
55E, 962
50 ,784, 47E
557,905
?0,275| ,64?,1+9
.28
.56
.52
9200
GOVT
25,550
25, 550
54, 905
r90,5r0,595
I,5II.54L 5rl.54
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I,7 9?,.q3
7 ,EC10,525.89
t
ii
REPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARX EDI
x
t0cATr0N ! 55-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL FIINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI.I, ]'IOLYBDENUM
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PRoDUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'1I SCEL LANEOUS ['IANUFACTURING
TOT. l.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NU].IBER:
PAGE 9
07 /ll/92
768. 0 0
T ERLY
TED X
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CIBOLA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
TAXABI E
GROSS RECEIPTS
ll5,6l5
2 ,7 E5 ,636l,?08,q22
2,275 ,EL+
737,567
7,007,459
17,540
q0,E?9
52,537l,2rE,5l5
I ,7 ++ , qq(t652,2II
q 
,029 , LL5
51,556
E0,090
255,012
3, (t+3 ,947
010 0
0700
AGR I
1500I6I(l
1620
1700
CONS
5040
5070
5080
5090
509?
T.IHS L
tt
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
I15,635
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,895.47
, 124.54
,026.57
1, 075.78
2,2+5.59
r54, 025. 40
56 ,+63.23I40,525.34q+,51?.q9
q05 
,62?.46
1000
I'II N E
4t
t?
L2II()
I75
3 r0(10 ,276L,574,972
2, 518,4751,2r5,0r0
ErI?rEr654
2000
240 0
27 00
280 0
5200
540 0
350 0
3600
3700
5900
MFG-
t5
t2
7
7
l3II7
55,725
L62,0+6
4t4
?05
597,682
E89,021
5,195.59
66,565.64
251
567
5
9
E5
,656
,0E5
5l0
53, 2
50 ,7
PRI]'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPIIENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPITIENT
590,979
258,60I
400,E28
4s
95
tr4,I,2IE,
l5
I8
t75
2,6 0 9,46 0
82?,q68
5, 154, 4E5
722,615
2,7 42,7 0+
76.E4
55.01
4r00
4200
4E l0
4E5 0
4900
4920
TCU-
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLU['IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPT.IENT AND SUPPLIES
NISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROL EUH AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
E5E
896
I58
75t
49r
9
9I
66
2L
rt5
29E,
77,
576,I,506,
2,46?, Ir09
I,75I.7I
4, 914 . 30
3,77 3 .47
5 ,7 L2 .60
47 ,754. 08
65,866. r6
?,7 9+
2,855
0,765
7,EsE
I02,66E.92
58,484. 99
Zs(t ,6?? .67
r4,556.57
2L0,423.62
7 289,189520 0
525 r
5500
55r 0
7t 5, 95E,5(5
iREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
STATE OF NE[.I IIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
529,548
255,6r9
2r25E,6lE
22,845,5r4
2+6,E02
514,766
25, 6E0
E02 ,7 97
r,654,595
7,565,7I6
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I (,ATE: 07/Ll/92
ul.lBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E4, (90 .51
27, r5r.28
L5,2E9.62
95 ,?53.591,004,973.4tt
tr,5r7.0t
2E,528.r0
r,549.07
42,156.23
6ti.,04L.75
79, rr5.0r
4r5,29I.00
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
sIc
CODE
5599
5600
5700
5E00
58I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
QUARTERLY SUI'ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
53-ll(ll) CIBOLA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5400
55I0
554 0
559?
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I.1OBI L E HOHE DEAL ERS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IU5EI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVIGES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
58
I6
50
6,590,505
9(8,845
878,077
4 ,6q0 ,960
45E,4E5
?47 ,237
5
I62
51
57
20tt0
24
8
,841
, 18l
, 17l
,201
48r
2q3
90
2,641
849
605
1,055
54r
1,8r4
+05
155
50
6I
45
49
0
5
?
9
9
94
E85I
5q
06
910
3,56 r
849
689
1,054,
57I r
1,920,{(r,
148 ,
I5
24
I9
ttl
r54
85
90
4t
,7lq
,580
29,776.87
15,071.47
96
6?
I2
,0
,7
,6
t6
?.45
67 tt
I
t6 ,599,100,405,E65
60? .96
EI7.9E
t06.s8
446.77
6000
610 0
6500
55I0
6550
6700
FI RE
I5
9t
7
t22
LE?,95?
5r4,766
25,55r
7 38 ,597
7000
7 200
7300
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIO
8060
8100
8200
8900
89I0
S ERV
9200
GOVT
t442
,906
,907
,L74
,905
,562.65
,302.7+
,571.5E
,090.50
45
54
26
I4
495,555q97 
,78+
644,780lrl,076
477 ,L53q95 ,90tt
642,662lll,076
zE,gll .67
50,68+. 08
39 ,7 q0 .?(t
6,85+.67
r97
7 ttz
r,54r,459
5,E55,6r5
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,IlE 4 9, E42, I 95 57 ,522, E54 2,236, 654. 55
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,273,697
52q,7LE2,25g,llg
PAGE II
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUIIBER: 76E. O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
75,79E.05
55, I0l . 7I
r54,59E.79
, lE0. 18
,701.55
I4.51
459. 95
rE,560.r0
IE, 950 . 06
7,E20.I6
59,944.E5
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I].IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
09-000 coLFAx couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
2 ,515 ,002
6,579r555
9,5E6 , 457
56q,E67
I09,099
? rq50 ,L66
3?.t,597
232,047
r , 095, 522
57,0
226,3
0t00
0700
0800
AGR I
I620
I700
CONS
I5E I
TIINE
1500
t 6I0
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS T.IELL DRILLING
TOT . I'II NING
GENERAT BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRAGTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LU['IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLIsHING
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COT.IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQU IP].IENT
]'II SCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RETATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDhIARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I.IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
LRSR
1,470,271
291,006
65
55
64
40
I+
508
t24
168
3lE
2000
20t0
2400
27 00
5200
5400
5670
3700
3900
I'lFG-
t2
?5
2l4050+
t05
3?
245
E
2,L09,7I,298,6
5,616,5
215
7 ,37 tt
285,E20
r, 077,532
142,Er5
1,576, r5E
r ,7 99, 046
r, 057, g5r
,556.E0
,459.02
,25E.50
I4
73
25
24
4r00
4200
4500
4600
48I 0
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
r90
60
512, 935II7,E55
r r g02, 905
500,E10
4, l5r, I7E
5040
5060
5070
5080
]. 000r599
L,4g5,g+q
5,659,75E
I , 9E2, 545
9,520 . r5
80,536 . 00
I07,551.87
6E, 457 . 95
5090
5092
I.IH S L
II
52O() BUILDING I'IATERIALS
72
r58
?5
REPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:09-000
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARIMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD
I'IOTOR VEHICL
GASOLINE SER
MI SCEL L AN EOU
APPAREL AND
55
I26II2q6
I7
I7
237,976
r,776,971
q r7g7 ,5L6
457 ,888l,r4g,54g
667,E6r
r45, 66 r
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,5?7,931
458, E55
755,73?
435,4?7
408,092
r,551r654
I ,902,8?7
67E,5E7
760,+22
5EE, OI5
I91,872
500,r05
7 ,257
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
550,74r
582, 6 9r
l,?2L,5+6
I ,952,456
674,7LL
756,98I
552,585
lqz,?37
297 ,477
7 ,257
PAGE 12
RUN DATEI 07/LL/9?
RUN NUt'IBER; 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
, LZ? .7 (t
,797.E1
,969.55
,699.06
,068.55
,210.00
,754.9E
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I T',lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEl,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
COLFAX COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5400
s5I 0
55(} 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
525 I
550 0
55r0
6300
65t 0
6550
FIRE
STOR
EDE
VICE
SVE
ACCE
ES
ALERS
STAT I ONS
HICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
SSORY STORES
230,543
1,765,092
5,910,015
502,688
922,475
527 ,495
I45, 66 r
t5ltE
257
I96I
55
E
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COFIDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, T'1OTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSElIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I4UNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI.IENT
2,477,947
45E, E55
655,400
l6r,l05.ll
29,r51.75q5,r56.EZ
IIO
51
t?
36r
796
?59,06
1,107 ,22
4,696 t2O,II7, 529859 4,571L7 ,2q5 ,529,E47
5.32
4.15
6000
6I00
6200
27
65
t06
2l ,399 .47
25,251.9fr
75,525.56
7000
7?00
7500
7500
7500
7E0 0
7900
80I0
8060
lt5
r05
159
7I
65
I r7 ,757 . 45q5, 040 . I7
45,905.96
22,096.qE
8 ,7 28 .56
9
E7
22
t79
7
829
t4
176,
1,26E,
55
5E
176,45{
r r 268,586
0
6
r0,655.9084,74r.90
E100
820 0
8600
8900
8910
S ERV
r,Eg5,l5g
56,095
7,E26,5EI
l,E4l,E06
55,1647,6I6,E5I
20, 05r .25
tr1,E80.97
r,995.79
4E5, 02E.76
46q.90
I
920 0
95 95
95 95
GOVT 22 E20,557 7 52,7 42 50,761 . 02
Ti
REPORT NO. (l8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-000
SIC
CODE
9999
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r,577,540
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
55,556,98(
PAGE I5DATE: 07/ll/92
NUI'IBER: 76E.(}O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,239,973.92
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
COLFAX COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,63+
I
REPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl tlEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
14,694,688
E, 532,5 02
23,290,554
6+2,7 4l
r,280 r 57E
6 ,064 ,7 65
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
11,700,I54
4,234,665
16,02r,147
8E,461
516 , 97 fl9r,785
84, 582
1E9,277
1,505,991
3 ,7 ttZ,66+
5, lg6 ,5 g5
r,50r,795
12,049 ,269
505,517
I55,80EqE7,65E
6L,992
4l ,51 9
261,520
832,6(t+
618,295
PAGE 14
RUN DATE. 07/IL/g?
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMT.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
O5-lll)O CURRY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGR I
1500I6t0
r620
I700
?70
520
540
550
550
370
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GA
NONI'IETA L L I
TOT. t'IININ
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
7
25
32
54
470t
5, 556 . E6
5r ,52E.46
5,52?.26
25r,514
289, 521
520,E55
423,6r1
4, 02g,5rl
4,455,r25
].r,055.
r6,902.
50,938.
158 9
I400
MINE
SF
c r'l
G
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHtIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, ]^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY ],IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPT'IENT
T'IISCEL LANEOUS T.,lANUFACTURINGT0T. t'IiANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMTIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PIUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I,IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCET L ANEOUS t^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
E96 ,549
278,02q
2r+15,q66
392,0E2615,5r2
996, r54
q 
,596 ,627
654,909
18,502.668,I12.II
27 ,?01.98
3 ,7 58 .27
?.,517.09
15,491.65
49,79?.q8
56,675.04
268 590,519.45
237,27L.37
855, 025.82
5,115.65
r1,502.E5
78,94r.69
.00
.E7
206,587 .50
505,5q8 . l8
E9,009.44
6 95, 551 . E7
CONS
544
624
65
146
2000
2500
2400
5900
I'tFG-
9
5E
7
7
9E , 119
70q,q95I,II7,5I5
4000
410 0
420 0
4500
4E1 0
4E5 0
4900q9?0
TCU-
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
5092
25
42
r52
445,E86
327 ,86 5
445, E86
7r,612
?6,3(t?
4,555
q,2?5,9q5
44
?t
290
,27 6 ,233
,642,qLL
, 07 9,7 08
7I
t5
25
8
4I
9
t2
53
I63
24
t
i'
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-000
HOTELS, ]'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A[.TUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAT SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAS5IFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
10,EI4,905
2,3?7,
,767
,57 E
,904
,0EE
,E95
,5(12
655,579
55,065
2,65r,250
? r0(t3 r6251,256,65r
JUNE, I99?
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,7 42,553
9(1E,78?
224,E2?
L,q26 ,qoll,ll2,E74
12,805,585
L0,842,442
r,075,E95
7 02,121
l,26g,llE
Z r 542 r(t82
L ,29? r 657
5,025, r79I,5I1,E96
2 ,595 ,6L2
5,6 95,515
50,L20,E75
606,299
55,065
2,3E4,7E0
PAGE 15ATE: 07/lL/92
UmBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
162,049 .25
57,502.6L
r5,629.84
56.71
9r.19
50.26q9.+5
E9.55
58. 97
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CURRY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
NHSL TOT. ].IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
FARI,I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
IIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I{ISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND TOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELR5., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTREAI ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
26
E
I8
1r4
I5
t07
30(t9
35?.,
,057,
,1172,
,956 ,
, E55,
,056,
920,
,487 .+3
,797.qq
,33E.50
,555. l5
,225.52
,905.55
3r5
520 0
525 I
5252
5500
53r0
540 0
55I 0
55q 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
55
86
60
152
5t2l
5I
t2
L?
z
r,452
2,607
1,570
6,055I,5II
2,92+
60
65
776
654
65
41
z0
259
105
5ctI
q
t67
402
09E
667
0]7
590
872
746
76 rctI55,2
78, 5
364,7
79,3I57,5
620l, (0(t
24
I2
t0l2
80
E,555 , 25560,429,747
050()II
20r
Ir5,
905,
].4L2,965
1,57q,+47
2,637 r052
3q?,648
3,022,7 03
l5
90
6000
610 0
6120
6200
6300
6 5I0
6550
900
0t0
06 0
I00
200
600
56,608.02
2,125.82
58 11,Il5,
7E7 t
565OII
659
6E7.90
6 ,972.52
47,591 . 96
6700
FI RE t47
7000
7?00
7500
759I
7500
7600
7E00
49
5662Ir
r , 502, 55+
r,(gr,6g(
2,576,59r
r , 5 g(,925I,I0l,02g
L44,257 .q7
78, E57 . 5r
8E,58(t. r6
159,57E. IE
]65
152
95, 258.
64,090.
40
89
7
E
8
E
8
8
+9
160
3?
5E
I5II
555 ,8724,?98,870
1,746,505
90 9, 254
27 ,697
E7,27+
356 ,81+q ,?gL,gg2
1,743,327
907,477
27,322
78, 080
,4l4. rl
,qEO.2t+
,605.15
,9EE. IE
,556 . 05
,69L.02
REPORT NO. 060 TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI HEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r,755
I45,209,51E
JUNE, L99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r,755
104,12E,r26
PAGE 16
RUN DATE: 07/LL/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
(l5-lllll) CURRY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
8900
E9I(l
S ERV
920 0
9595
GOVT
I.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNT'IENT
I6
L,7 97
2
5
5
5
ZO,
507 ,297
,685
,569
95
55
59
2,97 0 ,025
518,86 9
IE, 9O 9 ,7E?
175,406.6{
r 9, 525.7 9
1, 128 ,7 90 .26
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'TENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
II
4,772
r,865.66
5,r00,601.92
I
REPORT NO. 08O
LOCATION:
I
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 17ATE: 07/Ll/92
UmBER! 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,7 96 .53
3,+92.(15
6 ,28E. 9E
97.064,581.r7
5,090. l5
9,577.+7
1r,479.E2
28,079.E5
545.64
I , 0E5.5 I
58,520. r2
6 ,52E. 55
,525 .55
,550.6I
r r , 684.829I,055. E5
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLYX EDITED X
x
5rc
CODE
I400
I!INE
r500
1700
CONS
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
27-()()O DE BACA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
NONT'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. T'IINING
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
149,004
6 9, 4E6
2rE,490
54,?(tO
207 ,728
258,7E9
703,061
9, 06E
IE,56E
71r,995
rr9,805
150,950
2r0,629
LRSR
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
I'II SCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
1'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I..IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEl'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HISCEL LANEOUS [,IHOL ESA L ERST0T. tIHoLESALE TRADE
BUILDING FIATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD
I'.lOTOR VEHICL
GASOLINE SER
]'TIsCEL LANEOU
APPAREL AND
FURNITURE, H
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
12
25
37
+E,422
59,E6I
I 0E, 285
2400
27 00
550 0
5900
I'lFG-
4I00
420 0
4EIO
4900q920
TCU-
5020
5090
t^lH S L
8
2I
4,I02, 729050 I,6IE75,019
5200
5500
5400
5510
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E0 0
5E I5
5910
5990
RETL
STORES
E DEAL
VICE 5S VEHI
ACC ESS
OI'IE FU
ERS
TAT I ONS
CLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ORY STORES
RNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
q7
l2
II
E6
I5
t2
t3
9
t2
5q,2+0
164 ,092
L97,273
4E5, I57
5,762
IE, I IE
655,75(
I()E,EO6
125,422
198,75+
I96,520
1 r520 ,40q
52
7II
45
I53
207 ,8(tB1,666,4r5
6000
6 5I0
FI RE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
T{l()O HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
tREPORT NO. l)E() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'tEXIC0
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
I20,4lE
E0,519
727,077
5,55E,75E
JUNE,1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
26,L78
68,462
EO, (lE7
qE 
,97 q
r20,4lE
7 9,81(
669, 166
2, Egl, gl5
PAGE IEDATE: 07/ll/92
NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT,IMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
27-(l()l) DE BACA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
720
750
750
760
7 90
801
806
E20
E60
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
16
22
26
9
rtL ,07 9
94,090
96 
'7 
(t0
r+9 rL?7
1,570.66
5, 958 .8 9
4,7 99 . 90
2, E25 . 59
E900
S ERV
9
55
rs4
457
7 ,225.07
q,7(19.63
59,E21.46
t7t,E0E.9ETOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r+, 765
987 ,298
I2,215,E4r
r5,956,096
57, 14r,767
2,L76 rq62
6 ,722,5q6
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
148,498
675,005
E25,502
558, 091
205,400l9lr2.r0
I1,991,958
6, 556, 552
?0,574,960
PAGE 19
RUN DATEI 07/LL/92
RUN NUMBER: 75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
O7-O()O DONA ANA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0
070
GRA
0
0I
t500
I6 l0
1620
1700
c0Ns
520 0
5q0 0
350 0
5600
567 0
5700
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URA N I UT.I
COAL0IL AND GAS IIELL DRILLINcOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. 1'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
ER PRODUCTS
ING
PRODUCTS
ND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
FIACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL IIACHINERY,EQUIPFIENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t''IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COt'It'lUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
T'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPFTENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
578,
17?,
L26,I4l ,
0 r8,
22,457,4+7
2,737,399gqo,7E2
6 ,7 g6 ,5rg
52, 952, r56
I,55E,7r0.41I6I,059.27
55,L7L.29q06,?q2.76
1,96r,r65.75
57
59
96
,724
,17 +
,E9E
5, 9lEI,I4O
5,05E
3tI,2t,
55,
508
505
667
145
625
E,El2,45l
?76,906
19 ,404 ,97 +
r , 555,455
39 ,295 ,57 9
75.23q2.62
21,E69.40
r2, r01 .55
10,997.95
t22,+0E .05
17,62E.06
9, 125. 09
40,5E7 .20q9 ,5L2.?9
l0 94
1200
t5EI
I5E 9
MINE
214,753
880,5r7
lZ,6
55,5
I0
24
859
1,652
7I5
2+
75
2L5
I6lI0
I9
520
27
2000
2500
2400
2700
2E00
2900
LUt,lBER, l^100D AND PAP
PRINTING AND PUBLISH
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED
PETROLEUI'I REFIIIING A
5+
I4
3I
5+
2,445,092
??6,215
r ,4q5, 6 r5
49E,027
q86,60r
71,456
291,2E5
586,5r2
29,8q2.774,450.I0
L7 ,7E7 .09
25, 6E5. 20
2,621 , gr6
255, 0 l6
Tttl ,5?L
8
5
4
3II
5900
t'lFG-
9
96
32?
6E9,592.50
579,889.89l,19r,625.70
4100q?00
4500
4600
48r0
4830(t900
q920
TCU-
25
1r9
2,053
292
r 054
,065
8,7 97
256I4,62I
1,242
27,310
,615
, +35
,95I
, E45
,54I
4E8,t22.26
15,928.6+
E73,556.65
72,695.001,592,5II.5E
5010
s0z0
5040
409,5II
lE4, 077
525,7 96
50
I9
55
1 r 040,0559,055, rEI
5,12r,100
24, 956 .80
r0,804.(tr
52, 085. E3
IREPORT NO. 08O
5060
5070
50E0
5090
509?,
tlHSL
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUTITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : ()7-()OO DONA ANA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN T.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
157,782,+EE
2,565 r6E7
r48,580
2,87E,667
I0,229,050
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 20
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUFIBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
514,250.50
7L,270.9E
4E,755.8E
255,265.r1| ,47 9 ,616 .25I,565,552 . r 9
r24,9r4.86
92,654 . El
142,2?5.16
230,420.43
585, E5E .80
?91,237 .7L
1,018,512.10
505,264 . 57
51r,655. r958,075.I5
I,015 ,708.45
7 ,8E5 ,99L .7 4
r56 ,428. 16
9, 08E. 50
3,577 .56
567,495. t5
2(+2,615 .4+
?47 ,c+59.03l, 045 ,558 . 6 9
57,433.23
267 ,620.4L84,6r2.95
src
CODE
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APP
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQU
MACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
FII SCEL L ANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUN PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
I()
55
5t
250
58
506
,424
,2??
,557
,7 37
r l5E
,4?6
120,546 .77
19,579.91
65,867.E8
92,077.?L
1E2,0I7.9E
5q7 ,734.79
LI
IP
ANC ES
. AND SUPPLIES
5,576
2,97 6
2'995
L?. ,710
7r66Eq6,92L
4(l
t9I
5I
2, 085,437
5r5,397
1r 070,916L 557,5IE3,04?,912
9 ,17?,564
2,I,
2,
3,
6,
4,I6,
8,
5,
l(r7,052
17 + ,636
E04,945
194,440
I57,000
659,45104r,4r 9
542, EEE
556,025
766,593
262, (t9?
755,206
550,578
27 6 ,337
088,215
624,555
650, 95E
rr0,749
520 0
525t
5252
550 0
55I 0
5400
55I 0
55(0
5592
5599
5600
5700
6000
6I0 0
612 0
6200
6500
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL NERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOHE DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT A
SAV I NGS
S ECUTY.
I N SURANC
REAL EST
REAL EST
HOLDING
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL sERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
T'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
6T
4?
t8
96
2q
26?
54
90
46
8?
22LIs8
480
I57
26
L2
r,576
5, 205
4,
2q,
25,
I6,
L29,
7,45r,092
2,459, 769
I ,6 96,4446,2L6,302
2q,477,975
50, 957, 0E8
q 
,7 45 ,85(t
4,101,400
2,Egg ,225
+,577 ,940
6,4E6,625
5,528,19?
I6,859,785
E,q57,6q4
5r750, r75
628 ,7 rt$
2q,557,320
5I ,t
5E00
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
7500
7600
7800
7900
GENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
AND COT'IDTY. BROKERS, DELR5. , EXCGS . , SERV .E AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
ATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
AND OTHER INVEST]TENT COI'IPANIES
25
2?
226
46E, I57
155,E06
3, 307 ,721
46
4t7
4(5, 657
155,806
2,502,19L
27 ,L5r+.16
9, 41E . 0I
152,6+7.76
54
24
2,236 ,710
1+8,580
5E,E7+5,02r,r61
7000
7200
7500
759I
I45
654
705
IEq56
?3q
,578,26E
, 552, 6 7E
,419r555
, 059, E75
,321 ,732
, 949,7 09
5,962,215(t 
, 052 ,7 E0
I7,465 ,6E0
9+9,E57
4,qzg,gL5L4rl,692
t
5q 5t6,279 50q,E?2 50, 92t .77
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
17, I25,09I
2,956 ,L52
90, lr(,540
E4,022
I,E4E,EE()
q22,E&l
4q2,E21,231
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,846 , 2142,642,559
78,E05,0E0
8(t ,022
r r950,607
55I,205
507,790,819
PAGE 2L
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'TBER! 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
947 ,697.55
505,78E. 55
259,?28.35
25,490.00
826,606 .61
r68,29{.64
4,755,553.E?
5,002.52
rr1,755.2E
20,236.\q
rE,556,72E.62
STATE O
COMBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Etl tilExIC0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYSX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
07-l)(l(l DONA ANA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
EOIO
8060
6r00
8200
8500
E900
E910
S ERV
9II9
920 0
9282
9395
95 95
GOVT
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - T'IILITARY BASES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - IiIUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNHENT
664
7t
215
47
15,595,752
rr,654,79(
q 
,27 5 ,06340r,509
15,496 ,269
E,+20,032
+ ,232,300
5E5,581
1,265
r07
4,640
l0
25
t49999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1l , 421
I
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I HEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
19,491,428
22,07E,E73
572,849
4,557, r5E
4,?(t7 ,?.51
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l7,El8, r07
21,500,475
256,952
596,9I9
60 ,9+2
1,57 g ,922
566,044
E90,5r7
PAGE 22ATE: 07/ll/9?
UMBER: 76E. ()tl
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,750.57
7 ,7qL.?LI0,491.78
559, 35 9. E5
561,554. 05
952,148.21
r,657. r5
r+76.44
20,E74.?0
256 ,57 5 .3L
21,952.E6
L63,t27.67
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMI1ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : O5-O(l() EDDY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
sIc
CODE
0100
0700
AGRI
l5l0l58t
1589
I400
]'II N E
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLING
l0
2?
52
829,765
I75,540
r,005rr05
55,670
r40,542
r94,012
OIL
NONI'I
TOT.
AND GAS
ETALLIC
I'II N ING
NATURAL GAs TIQUIDS
FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUETS AND POTASH
4t
254
7,004,555
10,6r2,041
7r007r009
I0,EE8,84(
507
1500l6r0
I620
I700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I-IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
L UI.IB ER, I.IOOD AND PAP ER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEN]CALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
1'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL HACHINERY,EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQU I PI.IENT
]'II SCEL LANEOUS T'lANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVIGESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT-IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
48, 554
7 I ,552
67 ,43+66,0I5
,065,492
,757,235
, 5(4, 0.14
,(t6E r2(t7
,955.52
,4r5.01
,562. 99
,99r.80
,72-6.32
55r,257
957,166
I 55, 268
,544 r569
,040,604
,305 ,627
l4, 955.41
55,565.96
5,555. E0
92,8I5 . r r
2r,547 . Er
+7 ,976.70
250
?z
23
4t8
695
qr5
Ir7
10,0
58,4
I,I]9
226
90
402.
I,E59
2L0 , ctE,I
662,0
99,5I,I56,7
9
q
TO
E2
4I
7
54
t2,I,
2L,
2000
2500
zq00
?7 00
2600
2900
3200
5400
3500
5600
5700
5900
MFG-
410 0
4200
4500
4600
48r0
4850
+900
4920
TCU-
8
29
9
8l9
I5
E
8
65
178
I9
I6
I5
I4
t9II
50,5r7
223,705
E55,605
24,697 ,lLL
25
2
57
27 ,599
6, 0E5
386,054
+ , q53 ,966
t
7
5
8
372,E49
5,035,62E
20E
9
4E
25
592
I64,090
,540,758
,410,034
,5I6,0E0
7 52,515
r58,257
329,271
7qE,74E
405,5r 9
76.56
79.50
80.0902.5I67.I0
5
I
5010
5020
5040
5060
223 ,7 (t6g4,5gE
r ,4r5, 527
2,094,236
161,059
78, 582
LEz,45?
r,596,259
,5IE . I2
,04r.55
,557.09
,29E.44
IREPORT NO. ()E() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I HEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
L/
00
PAGE
07 /l
768.ER:
TE:
I'lB
23
9ZDA
NU
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:05-000
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL t ANEOUS I.IHO L ESAt ER5
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROtEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
QUARTERLY SUI'ITIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EDDY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
z, E75,5I 0
355,6 16
7 97 ,O?ct
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
257 ,(157
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L27 ,7?2.19
L5 ,97 9 .17
4E,961.E4
674,80E.01
s070
50E0
5090
509?
l^lHS L
20
54
128
56
520
l, 945
+,243(t,+73
6,25L
5, r6
L,q2
2, L7
l0 ,85
II
2
6I
zI
8
59
55r,509
6,L37 ,?72
5, 7 I5, 092
2 , gll ,69?
r8, 905,465
II
2
5I
2I
I()
57
555
102
567
278
55,
575,I,55I,
15,650.52
299,555. I5
E?,342.q5
lzq ,6+6 .7 9
62E,569.70
1,029,054q2,?E4
I8,725
90
r5r
55E
94
r46
87
46E
5,469
2
5
29
77
55
0z
ctg
I7
55r
495 tI,5I2,
5200
525 r
525?
530 0
55t0
5400
5510
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
5910
5920
5990
RET L
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
HARDIIARE SToRES
FARM EQUIPI.lENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COIIDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRATLER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBIL E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T,IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
57
62
69
23?.
59
36
I7
7 2(+
1,62q
,85 4 ,8 g4
,553,2-42
, 
q42,7 +g
,229,52?
,651 ,545
,9r0,605
,6I2,615
,?7 I ,7 54
,6r9,15E
,415.05
,7E6 .7 9
,17ct.26
,506.57
,519.06
,7 04 .56
,1E2.6?
,3?E.65
38
20
29
2.,L56 ,296
27 0 ,166
58
27
I55
25
54
905,697
I l, 544, 525
r9,812,525
L057,500
658,655
85(,5r5
r ]' 5E4,455
17 ,40(t , +7 +
7 16 ,564
518, 5E5
,460,E0+
,526,897
,223,??4
,059,q20
,596,5I9
, 
(+7 ? ,0EL
,612,517
,336 r62?
,zlq,555
677 ,L95
5I
7
5
2,156,490
r,5g2,rg5
3 ,405 ,27 I2,17g,Egz
r,E4g,5g5
262, 631596,rrl
5, r8E,25g
2,285 ,427
96q ,416
52,601
86,559.51
40, 065.51
.64
.80
.48
,879.9E
,151.21
,550.92
,7 09 .54
6000
610 0
6120
5200
6300
65I0
FIRE
I(,
20
67
r58
4E48
7000
7?OO
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
80r0
E060
5t
562
25E
204
IE6
t?
65
242
5t
42
7
2,169 ,glz
r,446r6gl
5, 754, 550
2,7 98,EqE
2,L05,277
262,63L
4r5,129
5 ,256 ,527Ir,548,480
968, 050
52, 6 0l
126, I67.E5
E2,505.52198,7r2.r5
127 ,0 r6.05
r04,592. r7
r5,519. Et
El00
8200
?2,94E .93
507,4E6.75
155,705 .73
57,0E2.99
r, 955 .7 I
aREPORT NO. ()8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:03-000
NONPROFIT tlE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNl'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEFI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
247,779,127
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 24
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU['I['IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
EDDY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
32
5,607
z9a
27,05r
,0Il55, 96 07,559,rr5
299,557
5E,650,805
l5
725
r,65E.4057I,579.I0
L7,602.491,570,rr2.55
,500
tE77
,864
8600
8900
89I0
S ERV
920 0
95 95
GOVT
I9
?r207
5, 907
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'1ENTS - (SERVIGES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION L76,760,277 9 ,95?,22L .7 0
REPORT NO. l)EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
552, 956
r 57 ,858
509,6r5
75, 958
290,028
q(r(t 
,517
r,944, gg2
12,409,979
9q0,620
l6 , 968, 557
21,746
3E5,855
932,645
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
350,254
52,5L5
r 59,80 6
42,56E
210,9I0
?(+0,732
51,55E
r,594, 0E0
r, 759, g5r
PAGE 25DATE: 07/ll/92
NUI-1BER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
IE, 95+.77
3,22E.55
8,505.50
2, 550 .24I5, 055. 9l
r4,8r2.24
95,q47.17
1,260.E9
20,555.10
I6,857 . t5
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OE-OOO GRANT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LTURAL PRODUCTION
LTURAL SERVICES
GRICULTURE I9
010 0
0700
AGRI
AGR
AGR
TOT
ICU
ICU
.A
1020
t094
I5E I
158 9
t47 +
I'II N E
2000
2400
27 00
2800
3700
5900
HFG-
t4t
t2
16
?59q?E
I50 0
t6r0
1520
I700
c0Ns
3200
540 0
5500
50r0
5020
5040
5070
COPPER
URANIUMOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
POTASH
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONIRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI,IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LU]'IBER, bIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II,IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND AttIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PIUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]',lACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.,IHOL ESAL ERS
5, 944, 050
2,2q0,3+L
79,3?29,56r,677
14 ,6?(t ,390
5,697 ,6 02I,EE2,II9
78, 26 5
7 ,676,?-90
13,52+,27q
76.98
22.9L
85. r7
59.75(++ 
.7 9
7
l7
7
28
II
166
43
1,775
213,7I05,5qr6
426,7
748,7
657,510.91
47 ,560.2L
EE1,075.99
4t00(200
q500
q600
4EIO
4E50
4900q9?0
TCU-
5080
5090
2l
E9
,zqz
,650
r,941.45
E0,547 .29
2I
45
t0
240,05E
707,400
5r0, r55
237 ,996
56E,727
42,06r
13,6r0.72
55,470 .75
2,5r5.52
45
?.5
520
r1,794,065
784,4L9
15r66E,2r5
?1,40+
52E, 949
298,E02
7
I5
70
REPORT NO. 08O
x
LOCATION: OE-Ol)O
PETROLEUH AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIATS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI{ENT STORES
DEPARTI'IEHT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPARET AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., 5ERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE 26
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLYX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRANT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5092
hIHSt
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
2,102,203
3, g1 9,212
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5l ,7 52III,E2I
520 0
5Z5l
5300
55r0
5400
s5I0
554 0
5599
5500
5700
5E00
5815
s9t0
5920
5990
RETT
6 , 9E8,
8,876 ,
?54,
258,I,r55,
575,
77L,
2,458,r,ll0,
707,II7,
4,55r ,
29 ,L32,
,689.55
,785.78
,540.EE
,609.E4
,750.70
,989.7?
,560.4r
,646.21
,27 0 .62
,994 .7 3
,565.1r
2t
tzz
L2
E
52
15
75
IE
50
56
?L
27
I52
62
E4l ,6 02L,g4+,972
I, 055, gg0
Lqg ,987
5q4,6E5
64,E97 .2L
8,E00.09
20,79r.55
432,q09 .3+
546,E4E.90
.22
.67
16,951
456
t5
6?
I
I7
,555.76
,805 . 04
t5
l5
I4
5E
55q7
I50
66q5
7
26Ll, 7E6
454
507
605
509
r04
5r5
405
502,
909
660
565
I6E
r56
L,646 ,422
152,429
47 g ,947
7 ,L67 ,7q7
9,975,025
559,627
q7 2 ,539I,754,740
57 6 ,0L7
7E0,7q+
2,503,473I,II2,5I2
777 ,651
117,565
5,504, 552
55,I57,586
9
380
9r0
6000
6t00
612 0
5200
6300
65r0
6550
FIRE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
780 0
7900
2t
9
LZ
54
t06
246
927
25,2L3
557,731
787,607
r,955,900
275, 905
7,58r
25,2L3
26E, 56 I
652, l7E
r,259,665
29q ,6617,5EI
S SER
PAIR
SERVI
RS AN
ION S
AND O
EALTH
IE
I04q5
56
8010
8060
EIOO
620 0
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINES
AUTOIIOBILE RENTAL, RE]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR
T.IOTION PICTURE THEATE
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREAT
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER H
TEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
]'.II SCEL L ANEOUS S ERV ICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
45
I85
I05
85
46
992,650
854,682
2,7 9L ,E57
586,5r4
29L,595
,7 99
,245
,022
,596
,584
40,zEE.89
55,459. El
51,8(8.55
155,55r . 95
3? ,594 .6LE,EI5.55
VICES
AND OTHER SERVICES
CES
D PRODUCTION
ERVICES
TH ERS
S ERVI CES
869
E(r9
2,371
5+7
144
rr9,0052,5gr,5rl
2,175,E51
502,460
1r7,505
2,360,7452,r75,70r(t77 
,832
5 ,52E . E5145,9r5.95
134 ,497 .7 0
29,53q.27
75,580 . l8
F
E900
89t0
S ERV 12,895,288 11,580,27E 686, 555.7E
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
PAGE 27
RUN DATE: 07/LL/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4 ,37 0, 245 . lE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
()E-OOO GRANT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,955
9200
9595
GOVT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E5, 0E0, 077
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
74,017,42E
7REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATI0N:2+-000
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUT'1BER, t,,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'loT0R FREIGHT TRANS. , tIAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC ].,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.INUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
PAGE 2E
07 /ll/92
768.00
5IC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GUADALUPE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 2l ,6262rErl,505
r7,515
3E,q22
64,972
555,595
5r2,079
r,059,405
L ,07 g ,556
2r5, 904
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
45E,435
2, 495, 555
46, El7
27 (+ , L57
q?l,916
E50,675
1,079,556
2r5, 904
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2+,425.9E
145,5rE.97
2,E32.7 0
r6, l5E.5l
?q,657.01
4E, 951 . l5
4,?72.35
6,519.66
65, 556 . 42
r2, 9r5 . 57
I]E9
ITIIN E
1500l6l0
1620
1700
c0Ns
50t0
5040
5070
5080
5090
5700
5800
5Et5
5 910
5990
48
79
I2
2000
2400
2700
5400
5900
I'tFG-
4I00q200
4El0
4E5 0q900
T CU-
17,515
28,6r5
1,05E.7I
1,734.799
5l
6+
l5
95
5092
l.lHS L
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDhIARE, PLUFIBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'lACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'lI SCEL t ANE0US l.lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'T AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUITDING MATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPL IANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
25
9
42
5(8,55I86,4r0
556,595
I9,I9I
E6,4I()
rEl,229
r,r63.47
5,258. 6 0
I0,9E5.65
8
23
r l0 ,815
r56,0r7 70,q72r 07,650
I5
57l5
I4
q7 
.t2
r5.90
95.14
59.66
44
25
5200
550 0
55r0
540 0
55q 0
5599
5600
l r?L7 ,235
r,259,556q5, 4l r
76,E92
65, 0
58, 5Ir9(l 
,6
1r072,942
97 8 ,46?
52, 975
76,6E4
I
65 550,49+ 5rr,295 rE,7tt.t9
IREPORT NO. (l8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIIENT
9
24
55
2r8
777
JUNE,1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,02q,626
56E,4E0
2, qzl,205
r0,126,05E
PAGE 29
RUN DATEI 07/IL/92
RUN NU].IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
z(tz ,6(+0 .7 E
51E.96
4,732-.65
54, (55. (5
146,40E. l7
602,E26.54
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 24-OOO GUADALUPE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE 285
FN
REVY5
TOTA L
GROSS
5rc
CODE
RETL
,152
t697
,57 0
,78q
1,079
27
9
565
q
7000
7?00
7500
STATE O
COI'18I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL IHDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
55
I5
I5
5t
8
t2
20
65,q?+.19
1,557.95
5q+.62
20,067 .49
236.74
9,455 . E0
11,755.19
EH MEXICO
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
REPORT ED
R ECE I PTS
4, 6 06 ,475
6000
6r00
6500
65r0
FIRE
7500
7600
E0t0
E060
E20 0
E900
8 9I0
S ERV
5,265
78, 068
5,265
7E, 068
lr07g,L62
25, 56E
9,q94
551,504
5, 905
155,989
r96,125
9200
GOVT
,E50
r56,50r
l9E, I25
570,E56
2,469 ,E55
rr,656,757
t
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
260,551
I0,975
88,475
27 I ,q05
27 5 ,005
422,5r6
JUNE, L992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
?(+5,94r+
(t 
,0(t7
70,6I4
z4l,l55
4,422
22,072
PAGE 50
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r5, 905 . 35
229.0E
5, E20 . 95
15,072.E5
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
IOCATION : 5I-OOO HARDING COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
0r00
AGRI
I58t
I5E 9
]'II NE
27 00
5700
NFG-
qt00
4E10
4900
TCU-
LOCAL
TELEPH
EL ECI R
TOT. T
50
50
50
509?
t^lH S L
5500
5400
554 0
1500t6l0
I700
CONS
?o
70
90
5700
5E00
5Et5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS ]^IELL DRIttINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPHENT
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
IGHI^JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
ND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDI,IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'II SCEt LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUII AND PETROLEUI,I PRODUCTS
TOT . t.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
II
E
23
72
18, 920
4E, 55 9
14,656
401,969
18, 920
48,559
14,6565r6,r60
I,065.04
?,723 .qL
E0E.59
17,E55.5E
AND H
ONE A
I C tlA
RANSP
2I
?o
57
58
9
24
I5
I() 59,556177,797 21,6I5149,09+
23q.t4
l,I5fl.50
L,2?2.96
E , (tL7 .20
5990
RETL
6000
65I0
FIRE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AG
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANC ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRAGTND REAL ESTATE
T.,
EA
7000
7 200
7500
7500
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t
(t
REPORT NO. ()8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]-T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 5I
07 /tL/92
76E.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
5I-()()O HARDING COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L,529,2q2
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
454
7 (t ,3(tz
935,266
7600
E20 0
E900
S ERV
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES IO2L
+7q
7(t,362
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
25.32
5,997.07
5L 7E5.44TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 232
t
REPORT NO. O8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N:25-000
I.IETAL ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UI'TOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. MINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HIDALGO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, L99Z
PAGE 52
RUN DATE: 07/IL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.O()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,156.46
,222.99
I ,766 .453,q66.47
5,E55. l7
E,650.E2
54,005.4E
10,E58.59
4L,?34 .25
5q,28?.0L
5,665 .76
11,545 .49
59,162.5r
I,567 .84
r000
I0 94
t5E9
I'II N E
URANIUI'I, ]'IOTYBDENUM
EXCEPT DRILLING
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r ,246, 7E5
L0 ,57 5 ,6?2,
EI,296
191,108
690,520
219,025
798,529
r,141,776
96 ,6 95
255 ,155
1,002,45+
218, 564
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
68,E65
r65,026
655,782
1E5,205
780, l6l
9 18,82 0
989,6qr
L72,L76
1500
t 6l0
1620
1700
c0Ns
2000
?7 00
5700
5900
l.lFG-
qI00
4200(600
4Et0
4900
4920
TCU-
5070
50 90
5092
T.IH S L
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUI PI'IENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANU FACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.lAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
EL ECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTI L ITI ES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLAi{EOUS hIHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
49,444
90 ,2ct5
50,760
59 ,094
57
71
I,2r7
10,4r5 ,2L84 76
6q
547
tt
2L
63
t6
I()II4
I6
54
43
l2
57
5t
14
2L
4L5 ,7 37
2,7 4l ,771
72,660
5,9gEr54l
515, 95E
2r65q,5E5
58,5043,r12,576
17 ,946.E2l+1,773.47
3,602.26
167,558. 92
520 0
525L
5252
5500
55t0
5400
5510
5540
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5815
9+,q57
205 , L6LCLE AN
ORY ST
RNISHI
G PLAC
-BYT
MISCELLANEOUS VEHI
APPAREL AND ACCESS
FURNITURE, HOFIE FU
EATING AND DRINKIN
LIQUOR DISPENSERS
D AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
OR ES
NG5 AND APPLIANCE STORES
ES
HE DRINK
t
55
I8
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
62,060
645, 920
JUNE,1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
62, 0I0
248, 0 9l
54r ,7 94
285,6I5I. 959, SEr
21,q24,LoL
PAGE 55
RUN DATE: 07/LL/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,720.5E
35,E59.05
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 25-OOl) HIDALGO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
59
59
59
t4
EE
29?RETL
l0
20
90
6000
6100
5510
FI RE
9200
95 95
GOVT
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORE5
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S_AND-L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, tloTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'TUSEI.IENT AND RECREATION SERVI
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHER
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SER
LEGAL SERVICES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - T'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
2r, 902. 95
23,q20.8q
2E5,555 .57
366,72q
4r5,667
+,glg,75q
610,25955,II()2r7,59r
206,q?.9
5, 556
0 I4 .25
706.76
990.63
205.67
567,609
I , r74,56 g
6 , Lg? ,625
I10
969
r95
556
q5
20
5III
l5
527000
7200
750 0
7500
7600
7900
8 0I0
E060
EIOl)
8900
S ERV
55,
2L7 ,?32,
5,
l5
112
2
LZlt
,240.3+
,3?6.92
CES
S
VICES
t5 246, 0 9l
54r ,7 94
I5, I46 .49
20,507.60
L 16 9, 059. E2
9
56
210
78r
2,05E,02I3,77L,943
2E,045,07E
REPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:05-000
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN TIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
567,547
,745, 06 r
,62r,849
,E9I,56E
5r,525,56E
r, r56,900
I 0, (52,7 9E
6El,772
2, 955,5r5
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
357 ,727
404,E(tl
5,595,296
59,0E7,rI7
45,090,557
5,099,751
690, I55
1,927 ,?05
9,554r661
14, 0El ,752
2E, I 54
919,205
2, E85
1,456,0r2(t?+ rE52
r,0gg,g60
PAGE 54
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER! 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
20,235.15
QUARTERLY SUI-1MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LEA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
0t00
0700
iAGRI
AGR
AGR
TOT
ICUTT
ICULT
. AGR
1000
ISIOI58I
1569
r400
MINE
1500t6l0
I620
I700
CONS
URAL PRODUCTION
URAL SERVICES
ICULTURE
I'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONMETALLIC T'IINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. t'IINING
URANIUT'I, HOLYBDENUM
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
2I
759
22,q95.03
508,75r . 08
?,236, 90E.65
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER T'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUFIBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIFlARY I'IETA L I]'IACHINERY, EXCE
EL ECTR I C
EL ECTRON
TRANSPOR
I'II SCEL L A
TOT. MAN
l9
2E
427
5s5
3 r499 ,7 9l
80E, 0 97
4 r 552, 49510,r00,265
rE,760,65E
7 CE .6790I.92
895.2E
090.6E
554.55
37,I07,
471 t79t,
tt
60
I4
??
2?
2E
56,777
1,227 ,209
r,r59,495
5,575,4E6
I ,002 ,6(t7
I , 344, 055
I7 0 .
t979.
,552.
,766.
L7(t,t8r
I
5
45
256I
665
r5
85
87 ,67 rt
?8,1?6
99, 928
7 9 ,394
04, 7 95
677 ,269I,E72, ()II
2,568,3?7.23
1,617 .72
53,?32
55,7 95. 56
289,(1L9.20
59,500.46
I 0E, 978 .42
55
2000
20I0
2400
27 00
2E0 0
2900
5200
5400
5500
5600
567 0
5700
5900
I'lFG-
4t00
420 0
450 0
4600
4Et0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
65
05
67
7E
60
8I
?4
62
AL MACHIC CONP
TAT I ON
NDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTSPT EL ECTRICAL
INERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
EQU I PI'IENT
NEOUS MANUFACTURING
U FACTURI NG
IIO
295
652,589
5,059,561
TOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMF1UNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
276
zt
5I
32q97
16E,2?3
274,501
737,5?0
607,418
941,219
7+9.qE
572.55
675 . E6
r66.74
952.17
3r5lrS22rlIrs
55, 0
5,t,I5,
IE0 r
75,
957 ,
1,q09,24,
I
5010
5020 54 4 ,050 ,027 2,244 ,lsE 12E,505.24
iREPORT NO. OEO TAXAT I ON
STA
c0r,lB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
OF NEI^I I.IEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTET'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
3,5??,E59
2,0L9 ,042
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
502,0L2
l,6gg, 095
E2,124
55,640
2E,295
04, 0E4
55,755
75,723
61,304
28, 505
44,550
796,475
E5 
' 
I52
r,705,484
PAGE 55
RUN DATEI O7/IL/92
RUN NUFIBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
29,755 . EI
97,E52.4E
70,996.05
660,575.5E
756,454.89
64,909.4E
55,595.50
46, 554 . E5
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION !
src
CODE
5040
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
06-0l)O LEA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6r0
Ir9
Ir9
6,7
Ir5
5rI
2r9
I4,5
58, q
5I
5
t5
I
I1l?I
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
HHSL
520 0
525L
525?
530 0
551 0
540 0
55r 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECIRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPI''IENT AND SUPPLIES
f'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I{ATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT.IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBI L E HOT'IE DEAL ERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI.IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER_tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
25
92
255
67
52I
977 ,585
6 r728 r0ct65,0r0,r02
5,q98,77+
27 ,EE6 r24L
7rr,597
,655,500
,915,920
, 957 , E5l
,465,4gg
40,EE5. r7
325,59E.2r
r09,545.90
224, E65 . 5I
88E,57E . 9E
7Z
32
r35
26
E6
,234,656
,6 02, 567
,485, 6 05
,555,299
,0Er r 4l7
,205rE21
,460,325
,967,3q5
,LZE,77L
943,99+
26
32
3I
III
I5II
7
2
?
6I
5
5
ZL8I
70
112
69
267
82
50
4I
688
r,970
55L254.65
rr2,761.65
r1t,]t4.E9
588,285 . 6 9
77 ,(Et+.39
r83,415.61
r70,604.85
Er5,690.16
5, 946,550 .55
,497,451
,007,251
,555,890
,84E , E5 0
,560,800
,509,50r
, 397 ,7 0tt
,L97,950
,759,80 9
936,264
E5,595
2,232,L05
6000
6r00
6120
6200
6500
65I0
5550
5700
FI RE
9
32
69
22,588
132,372
972,87 0
22,588IIE,I99
6 48,8 l5
29.40
57.50
r0.55
lr5
6rE
37 ,7
REAL ESTA
HOLDING A
TOT. FINA
TES
NDO
NCE r
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
THER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIES
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7
156
5,095. I2
99,170.12
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
65
576
245
279
25E
907,8E6
r,75l,5lg
7,757,70?
3,892,E55
5,525r657
704,048
I ,7 r3, 036
7,05E,121
5,509,959
2,96? r0+0
40,9E0.49
99, 086 .54
405,E15.22
203,605.I9
L69,529 .5(t
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900 57 +05,774 402,832 25,5E0 .52
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
q,247 ,339
L?,61?,785
r,245,r59
EI ,554
I5,250 ,625
996,279
50,847 ,4(+L
276,6E0,Eqz
JUNE, I99Z
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 55ATE: 07/Ll/92
UMBER:768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6t7 ,2E9.6455,79r.69
?,216, I l0 .58
L2,232,046.0r
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
()6-O()O LEA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6 010
8060
8r00
EZ0 0
E600
E900
E9I()
S ERV
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
IEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
t85q2
9?
50
4,r14,265
5,227 ,2L5
r, r60,9r6
57 ,qgI
257 ,849. rE
500,79+.96
67 ,254.37
5,904.01
E9t 10,82E,580
625,9r9
5E,55E,76I
21 5, 7 5E, E92
920 0
GOVT
2E
2,5q4
7 r(134
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
iREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 57
07 /ll/92
76E.00
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
t'tBX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUITIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
26-O()() LINCOLN COUNTY
NC. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
3 , qgq ,957
JUNE, I99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,106,442
768,405
4,504,5E5
55,205
269,435
15, 991
520,9E5
r26,060
56 , E95
REPORTED
TAX DUE
IEE,752.95
2,39E.54
r7 ,50 0 .82
6,624.58
2,199.E6
,482.
,656.
,5E5 .
,152.
0100
0700
0800
AGR I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC I,IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. T'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
LUI'IBER, 1^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PU
STONE, CIAY, GL
EL ECTRICAL ]'IACH
ELECTRONIC COI'IP
TRANSPORTAT I ON
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT.IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROTEUI'I AND PETROLEU].I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE STORES
205
27q2
IE
338
2,177,205
655 ,558
3, r66 , 944
r,009,200
7 ,r+lq r966
I ,545,7 0 g655,172
2,797,E07
E05,50 96,r5r,446
96 , 07 9.43q2,r07.40
169,576.4I
55, r24. I5
379,549.60
158 9
I400
t'II N E
1500
r6r0
1620
1700
CONS
5060
5070
5090
509?
I.IHS L
257
226
497
t3
,522
,5E0
0 .45
2.E5
ct7 r35
27E,62
r,459
5,628
2400
2700
520 0
5500
567 0
3700
5900
T'IFG-
4t00
4200
4500
4600
48I0
4650q900
4920
TCU-
829.L7
20,8Eq.82
93q,977
1,62q,662
II
26
5E
8E
22
BLISHING
ASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
INERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
EQU IPI'1ENT
9r,358qqs,260
r44,660
20L 916
5020
5040
E
5E
25
112
43Ir75
Z(+
85
?,L45
2,895
5,42E
+,22E
75
40
E5
t6
5
9
25
45
520 0
525t 50 1,E59,052
EO,5OE
165,956
451,545
7L8,749
9+9,7q? 59,E50.52
REPORT NO. OE(I TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE 5EDATEs 07/ll/92
NUT1BER: 76E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I8,II5.IE
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 26-000
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPIIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETA]LERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., 5ERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI,IPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IU5EI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT T,IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCTUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LINCOLN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
SIC
CODE
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I3
5910
5920
5990
RETL
9
10
507I,I45
550
551
540
55r
554
6500
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
9200
9395
9395
GOVT
69
L2
55
I()
70
28
223
4?
74
90
OE
59
60
54
87(tz
68
ll
7
5,74E,9
554, 0
454, 0II7,9gg0,g
590,55,I5E,53,2?l ,l
276,5
540,0q,673,2
26,36q,9
E46
271
2L9
259
977
650
386
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
29r,E70
E65, 9+l
54,505
575,007
E7q,47E
2,309 ,4q7
2, l59, E55
3?_9,662
r,4g5,2gg
L4?,L82
7 ,715 ,7 34
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
27 ct , 367
5,I75,I4E
509,E51
569,575ll7, r80
950,471
507,308
5, I49,565
2,37q ,97 6
257 ,026
65E,05E5,7rg,rg7
?2,549 ,53?:
525, r44
34,505
r ,595, 456
? ,07 I ,042
5r5,656
2r ,5r2.6 02,236.7I
25 ,543 .7 6
49,810.58
I07,07E.57
I50,2E5.E7
+62,
5ct
?0
85
I9
I9,
207 ,
?4L,
1,455,
z7
I7
45
I
544,
?0,
?3,
7,
6?,
2l
51
I5II
I5
65q2
24
677.96q49.6c,
6I6.90
7r0.19
549.q5
080.78
025.06
952 .84
220.99
07 6 .E7
?27.45
37?.?L
6000
6t00
512 0
6200
,
,
t
75,
7,
l,?2L,555
rr6,5607,Z06,rlg
l9
E6
575,007
745,695
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
7900
E 010
8060
El00
E200
E500
E900
6910
S ERV
207
t22
E9
55
48
57
73
2q
?s
, I55
,7 5L
,6E7
,050
,250
,2L9
,564
805,
260,
190,
225,
977 ,
650,
555,
,552.29
,500.70
,329.77
,?95.q9
,809.49
,861 . 7l
, 545. 94
,E24.75
r4r
r64
690
845
40E
r54
?t9
155
575
26I,0gr
460.I5
49E.56
446 . EE
I
IE 54,580 52, 0 9E 1,815 .75
IREPORT NO. O8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:26-000
5rc
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
53,667, E66
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
q3,L95,22E
PAGE 59
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768. () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,7 65,56E . 9E
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIYITY REPORTED IN
LINCOLN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,464
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I ]'IEXICO
CO]'tBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
20L,4L2
8,447 ,862
4,652,653
r5,540,965
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
189,486
7 ,59.t,24O
2,2?5 ,E35I0,015,755
44E,065
42,130
PAGE 40
RUN DATEI 07/LL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1I,4E7.60
459,785 . 0E
154,952. l2
606,578.21
?7 ,007 .47
2,554.10
q9 ,892.29
59.55-
| ,7 49 .64
175, 026 . 96
164, 956 .5E
2E,7E9.59
19E,59E.52
36,E71.02
4,851.58
65, 524 . E1
475,504.5I
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
52-OOO LOS ALAHOS COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
010 0
0700
AGRI
ls00I6I (,
1620
r700
c0Ns
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
tUI'IBER, [,100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII-IARY FIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ETECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL HACHINERY,EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTAT I ON EQUIPT'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUFITS.
MISCELLANEOUS IlANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIIIT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
t.IISCEL LANEOUS l.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTST0T. tIH0LESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I7
r59
t90
55E
2500
zq00
27 00
520 0
5400
5500
5600
3670
3700
5E00
5900
I'lFG-
29
7
0
7 852,7I5
1,024-
?q9,775
5,154,998
595,504
412, 04E
, 082
,lI9
E2?,978
r,024-
29,34E
2,E57,155
2 ,925 , 916
474,880
5 r 4E0, E54
24
EE
46
4200
4EI()
4E5 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
50 90
5092
tlHSL
7
2, 956
491
6q 5,56r,706
tt
57
290, 955
4, E95,5g2
IE5 r
145,
059
955
rr,218.00
E, 7I4 . I9
520 0
550 0
55r 0
5400
88 6 ,457 , lE5
7 E4,443
1,055,70523
50E,577
79,696
1,044,555
I
t9 7 ,905,L74 7,909,152
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'tENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I99Z
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
241 ,37 +
26,055,285
5,599,46(
49,406,5E6
PAGE 4IATE! 07/LL/92
ut'IBER: 76E.00
REPOR
TAX D
I4,655.2E
48,65E.E6
954.q9
66,5E8.85
I,579,471.72
527,540 . 05?,99tt,585.61
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:52-000
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S_AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS ALA]'1OS COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROs
LRSR TEDUE
SIC
CODE
551 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
581 5
s9l0
5990
RETL
]00
t4
9
I5
253,75q
6q5,724
?30,65(t
I5,5E4.50
59,195.52
r5,964.04
29
9
294
554
2 ,7 q(t , sZCt
47 9, 9I9
5E0,0r6g,101,ggE
25, E65, 996
2 ,7 31 ,025
?i7 9 , 9I9
574,793
6,193,726
20,6r8,952
,L27.96
,852.02
,E45.E0
,476.77
,505. r9
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
?53,764
76r,5r8
26E,225
738, 0E5
r ,7 09,457
799,165
29,20 0,578
5,406,67r
54, 786 , 5E 0
6000
6100
6500
6510
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
7E00
21
191
325
I5
58
2E
l2
165
28
34
575l,Zqg
96
48q67
25r
1(+
14
2L
rr5g5,25g
798,L67
7 ,7 25 ,44q
2, I 05, 7gg
9r6,7E0
r54,148
40tl
76
170II
16
29
ERV
DEV
RA
vIc
8IIr7
02
55
29
t6OZ
,400
,7 52
802,6?2
15,4r4
rr095,075
HOTELS, IiIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS S
COMI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAI
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SER
FIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFI T I'IEI'IBERSH IP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
ATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSCAL GOVERNI'IENT . COUNTIEST. GOVERNI''IENT
,706 .59
,zq5.L5
,954.I9
L?7 ,542.2q
55,579.7E
E, 152.75
5, E45, 7 g5
235,407
242,q4+
565,165
3,E26,09?
?35 ,407
242,+qq
365,067
,9r0.55
,27L.55
,675.E7
,98?.+7
I CES
ELOPT'IENT L ABORATORI ES
ND OTHER SERVICES
ES
g, 525, rg5
2,995,055
r,095,274
2L9,7L5
E 010
E050
EI()O
E20 0
E600
E900
8910
S ERV
9200
9300
GOVT
9999
202
55
r,095
ST
LO
TO
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
I
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,327 Ilr,E00,7l4 90,900,55E 5,496, r84.66
REPORT NO. O8O
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EH I'IEXIC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE (tz
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NUl'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 94E. E7
2?4,3L0.43
,E5q.29
,289.81
8,725.70
56 ,452 . E0
E?,4q9 .87
r2,76r.58
9,267 .Zg
5E,902.51
L55,549 .67
7,372.q4
268,675.r4
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
FN
REVYSX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTII'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I9-OOO tUNA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
l56 t
I5E 9
r'II N E
1500
t 6I0
1620
I700
CONS
OIL AND GOIL AND G
TOT. 1'IINI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
A5 NELL DRILLING
AS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NG
I4
8E
I7
rl5
2r0
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
665,202
5,8E7,500
r, r56,4gz
5 r095 r(149
898,158
293,t+87
293,250
,sEE, I I6
,153 r257
zqq ,037
5r6,932
1. 0E9,523
2, gg5 r gSl
154,660
5,4?5,722
2,57L,277
r,r5(,992l,Lgg,727
847 ,5056,060,r59
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
66,155
3,777,615
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
ED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
ND PAPER PRODUCTS
UBL ISHING
LAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
4l
?70
.42
.55
12,206
q ,0q5
750
4,57E
,??9
,051
2000
?400
2700
5200
5400
5500
3600
5700
5900
MFG-
410 0q?00
4500
4600
4EIO
4850
4900
4920
TCU -
FOOD AND
I UI'IB ER ,
PRI NT I NG
STONE, C
KINDR
t^I00D A
AND P
LAY, G 1510
146,250
203,440
67,532
I,O5E,4IE
1,493,E09
,904
,827
l,0EErlg5
2,753,6 0E
154,020
4 r750,656
255,7E0
PRII'IARY I1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
IRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPl'IENT
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANU FACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
FIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.JARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS T.IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
72 ]
5E7
15
55
90
25
I9
10
200
2r5
157
5010
5020
5040
5070
50E0
50 90
5092
T.IH S L
15
4rtl9tr4
521,570
551,056658,7rrI, 952, I5I
r5,877. I0
2E,755.51
?0 ,9?5 .9757,6(+. r5
112,45+.50
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,IIE,967
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
845, 055
lZct,glE
247,L95
53,504
67L,377
255,619
?21,226
PAGE 45
RUN DATE3 07/IL/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,4r6 .82
I0r,755.9I
1,055 ,697 .59
7,c+46.70
I4,7E5. 5l
77,545. IE
25,q40 .7 L
45,768. 0 0
24,27 L .E3Il,5E9.rl
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I9-OOO
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTFIENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FIOBILE HOI'1E DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
FI RE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LUNA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
520 0
525 I
5252
5500
551 0
5400
s5l 0
554 0
559?
5599
25
9q9
I2
49
+ ,192,4712,142,25+
5r744,555
556,692
66E, 455
I6
26
42
29?
682
,90I
,514
209,5E2.0E
L27 ,96c+.44
19?,+7E.q7
16,E76.21
59,82E.06
5,4g0,gEI
2,L32,741
5,209,4r0
27E ,67 5
66E, 455
5
40l5
I5
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59I0
6r0
6I2
650
65I
655
0I0
060
t00
200
600
900
9r0
4I
t9
25
75
5?
864,208
256,LqO
655,546]-446,640
r,rgl,952
710,r57
256, r40
598,840
L,qLg,77L
r,r91,962
42,584 . 68
r5, 555.46
55, 950 .59
85,?02.67
7r,575.90
5920
5990
RETL
L,732,376I7,6r0,557
2 ,6L(t20,4r5
6000
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
8
8
8
E
6
E
8
AUTOI'IOB I L
I'II SC EL L AN
I'IOTION PI
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
78
99
97
86
+5
L,2E9 ,32ttq23,982
7 64 , Ot+0
4r5, 0Eg
r 9(,552
54
5E
I5
?L
55,554
67r,577
270,555
22L,226
ER
EOU
CTU
AN
ENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESS REPAIR SERVICES
RE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
D RECREATION SERVICES
I , 559, 950
426,L?8
78r,055
45 9,8542rI,890
124, 9tE
35r,557
7 9+ ,829
56 ,047
5, 51E,255
, r58.60
,24?.97
,8r7 . l5
,273.54
ANUSEMENT
PHYS I CI ANS
HOsPITALS
LEGAL SERV
EDUCAT I ONA
, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I CESL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICESSERV
52,557.71
3,562.E1
294,59E.5r
9IOO FEDERAL GOVERNHENT - ALt OTHER
164
9
695
54E, 5{4
56,0q7
4 ,92E , q28
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I9-O()(l
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNMENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNFIENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI TIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
6(}5,566
47 ,421,357
JUNE,1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
597 ,5+E
56 ,554,254
PAGE 44
RUN DATE2 07/II/9?
RUN NU]'IB ER: 7 5E . O O
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
55, E52 . 06
2,L54,45r.40
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LUNA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
920 0
92E2
9595
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS. (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
II
2,064
I
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COITB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTI'IENT
EH t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
REV
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
80,57E
IE,5I2,E97
JUNE, I99Z
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
60,57E
256 ,86 5
160,6,155,
114,545
r49,8E7
555, 502
5+L,902
92,0E9
PAGE q5
RUN DATEI O7/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,5E5. r 0
r5,407.69
249,655.4r
r0.68
38
46,016.85
9, 759 . E6
554,405.57
6,5(+l .27E,67r.65
52, 551 .41
52, E52 . 40
5 ,5E2 .90
X QUARTERLY XX EDIIED X
QUARTERLY SUHTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : I3-OOO T'ICKINLEY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
I500l5r0
t094
t200
I5E I
l5E 9
T'II N E
0I00
0700
AGR I
1620
I700
CONS
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UI'I
COA LOIL AND GAOIL AND GA
TOT. ]'IININ
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
shr5F
G
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT HEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, HOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GtASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAT I'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI.IENT
MISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'l0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPETINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI-IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI.IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECIRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
8
E
206
39E
+,l7g,3gz
951,745
4 , 13? ,23?
2 ,636 ,9651L6E0,355
t76
7
18
40
I9
5
1
q
4
I4
5III
,05(,80r
,06r,46r
,132,232
,2E2,E7E
,5rr,572
L,?6L ,L7 9
I9,6E5,E49
92?,669
37 5 ,456
512,854
495,8(t(t
2,559,955
905,E99
,791,55E
,4E5 r444
,75E, 096
E60,754
52,4
23?,415I,5
6E6,2
07
I6
52
70.
7?.
2000
2500
2q00
27 00
2E00
2900
4500
4600
4Et0
4850(900
4920
T CU-
I6
7lz
7 59 ,069
at ,7 9(+ ,896
189,765
53,927
271,891. rl
1r,504.49
5,26 9 .55
520 0
540 0
5600
5700
5900
I'lFG-
999
966
2,240 ,107
27,62+,113
72
16E
2t
29
4000
4t00
4200
r52l9
2E
t0
249
2r569,550
E25,510
3,?60 ,2E?
1,207 ,2L69,744,505
141,504.27
49,868.50
IE5, 590 . E7
72,585.68553,4(5. E6
4t
9
5010
5020
5040
5050
4, 045,957q02,465
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COIilBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
5E, 1 9E
2,7 g+ ,239
5,429,95q
15,877 , 557
r8,555, 678
4 ,253 ,950
2,29q ,699
5,054,700
5,ggr,0g5
5,4r9,4E9
9,605,427
2,927,q00
1,400,855
58,484,25r
I52,056,852
655,20+
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
29 ,605
I , E65, 456
4,599,552
7 ,597 ,377
1,726,2?-9
759,565
50 , 547 ,40 9
r1r,56E,596
62E,rt40
70,0E5
4E5,E29
I ,2(}5, 925
PAGE +5
RUN DATE: 07/LL/92
RUN NU['IBER: 768. () l)
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,795.E4
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I3-OOO }ICKINLEY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
520 0
525L
5?52
550 0
55r 0
540 0
5sl 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5815
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^,lH S L
65r0
6550
FIRE
7000
7 200
7300
65
L2
r02
9
20
256
r02
t2
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'1ENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS hIHOLESALERS
PETROL EU1.1 AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARM EQU I PI'IENT DEA L ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPETOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL EST
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERs AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
lt4
I95
r75
I50
59
1,404,156
5,E76,5r0
1,659,r90L 57E,255
r,760,912
4q9,232
5,559,505
L ,542,655l,zq7,07E
I r 54r, g55
376,064
95,
75,
95,
22,
265
3I
58t
55
8?
55
73
58
2L,043,0?4
q ,82?,8+55I,589,445
,IEI
,555
, 
q02
,07 4
,4?5
,?95
,7 56
,556
,559
,400
446.5I
125.07
OE5. II
076.55
E62.96
451.56
050 .82
t09,r54.45
2(17 ,9+0.qO
457 ,55 r .75
104,(88.51
I50,97I.2I
826,098.40
955,700.84
r9t,9t,I55,
231 ,tqz,
57q,
r56,
575
626
06t
I5E
5?4
55r
8r5
556
5r7
827
2,t5,
16,
5,I,
nL'
5,
2,
9,
a,
2l
63sI,48(
45,409.1r?,859,r98.4r
6,556,8E2.09
5E,099.t4
75,090.66
214, 5 08 .
5000
6I0 0
6I2 0
5500
750
750
760
7 90
EOI
q,?q6.77
29, r31.20
120,396
515,65I
AND SERVICES
TITLE ABSTRACT
RS
ATE
7E
94
80
4Ett
243
2595rt
7L9
IE
57
9tt
,
806
810
E20
660
57
99
54
42II
565, r5E
2,540, r06
L,625,L02
627 ,787
65,580
270,E11
2,556,650L 552, gE7
609,996
65, 680
16,55E.60
r55, 785.20
95,8E9.99
56,980.98
3, 949. 9E
IREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
4,L69,254
259,oEE,415
JUNE, L99Z
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,053,E07
I66,584,E9E
PAGE 47
RUN DATE: 07/LI/92
RUN NUI.IBER: 76E.l)O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
129,748.55
6,1?8.?6
957,215.2r
L23,(t52.Lz
9 ,77 0 ,77 0 .7+
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TOCATION : I5_()()O I'ICKINLEY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
E900
89r0
S ERV
9200
9500
9595
GOVT
5TA
L0c
L0c
TOT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES I()r,275
2,496,737
L04 ,27 5
17,456,456
2,205 ,295
L04,275
15,E7E,297
555
TEG
ALG
ALG
.G0
OVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
OVERN]'IENT - COUNTI ES
OVERNI'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
V ERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
15
4,095
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 4A
07 /ll/92
75E.00
RUN
RUN
DA
NU ER:
TE:
I'lBX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
IOCATION:
5IC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMIIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
50-000 I'l0RA c0uNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO JUNE, I99?
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
E7,769
I75, 958
r4, 069
179,656
505,555
15,974
125,920
9 r?8?
259,4r1
69,377
59,859
9+,7L2
I 05,566
594,412
2400
27 00
3900
I'IFG-
1500
I620
I700
c0N5
410 0
420 0
48I 0
4900
TCU-
5040
5090
50 92
tlHSL
0100
AGR I AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIONTOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.,IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUFIBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGH]^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, T
24
57
15
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
107, 057
20L,652
46 ,8 95
261 ,659
659,525
I9,4E9
1E0,050
r5E, 042
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,E55.63
9,670.IE
756.22
9,850 . 95
27 ,4E7 .?6
860.60
6,770.2t
5L?
1(t, 053
4, 004. 04
TEt EPHONE
ELECTRIC H
TOT. TRANS
AND TELEGRAPH CO}4I'IUNICATIO
ATER AND SANITARY SERVICE
PORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS
RANS. SERVICES
N5
UTILITIES
AND UTILITIES
48
7I
520 0
5500
5400
55I0
5540
5599
5500
5800
58I3
5990
RET L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS [.IHOLESALERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. ]^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEAIER5
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELIANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS _ BY IHE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUsINESS SERVICES
I6
?4
26
l5
t7
9,5I7
316,977
.00
.15
2
5
5
52
9
I6
32
I25
5 9,85 9
9+ ,7 L?.II5,E5I
769,5E0
,?37 .q8
,090.E0
,859. l5
,595.EI
6000
55I0
FIRE
9
t
7000
7200
7500
6,+32 6,q32 345.72
iREPORT NO. l)EO
X QUARX EDI
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]',|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
46,70r
26 ,555
545, 54E
2, 425,943
JUNE, L99Z
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
45,566
21,5r5
520,Eq6
L ,95(t ,87 4
PAGE q9ATE: 07/ll/92
ul'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2, 341 . 6E
t,t+6 .2+
?7,995.9E
106, 955. r4
RU
RU
ND
NN
T ERLY
TED X
x
QUARTERLY SUMFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
5O-OOO MORA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7500
7600
7900
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
2t
l7
76
559
6 010
8060
E20 0
E900
8910
S ERV
9500
GOVT
9999 NONCTASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT{ENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. 06ll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 50
RUH DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
572,623
L 800,566
661,809
2,2?l ,zEs
5,255,755
r,052,500
E0,521
2,?25,0+3lr526,lgg
774,8L2
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : I5-()O() OTERO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
5, 05
5,05
010 0
0700
0800
1500l5l0
,I00
,157
2E
4,075
78q,E95
I9
06
I7
7
I5
7
27
120,690
r09,545
56,055
266,0E9
99, 640
r06,67r
r0,798
219, r08
5, E95 . l7
6,55(+.?+
595. EE
r5, 045 . 29
t3r0
MINE
4920
TCU-
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI..IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE HILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, tJo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
r'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ETECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COt-lPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS TIANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI-IMUNIGATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI1OTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI{ARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'TACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
8,5?2
r,5067,8II
I89,554 . 5E
7?,294.1+
297,E5E.75
70,91r.98
675,675.61
0
0
25, 576-
25 ,37 5-
5-
5-
276.79-
276.79-
6,1r1.20
5,056.15
555
IO
56
599
800
55, 907 , 957
r,569,502
3,g57,ZZgIr,926,605
55,56 0 ,27l
5+,219,072
743,0I9
1,140,794
2,988 ,902
59,091,776
66, I45
9I 08q2
65
72
85
, I21.95
,054.05
,r04.E5
,22E.0r
,508 . E5
r620
I700
CONS
567 0
5700
5900
HFG.
485
490
I
2rL
2000
20t0
250 0
2(00
27 00
2E00
520 0
3400
5500
5500
15
?
257,55E
59, 751
,4E5 , 57 I
,65(t ,47 6
4,009.95
5,092.59
25 ,7 9L .5+
224 , LC+O .0c+
q 
,662 . q(+
?73,395.2r+
r4,255 .50
5,61].07
I9
5I
t4I4
55, 148
426,.r24
100,725
5r,495
I
5t
171
67
I7
lE2
25
56]E
377
410
420
450
46 0
4Et
5010
5020
5040
5070
50E0
4, r09,905
r29,6E2
15,+78,2L9
5,541 ,955
r,2r1,055
7 ,292,336
r ,56 g, 547
14,990,057
5I
5Itt
I
22
22l2
594,565
258, 9lE
765,585
55, 0I4,5
42, q
10.77
61.70
97.56
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
707,155
577 ,237I9I,I8O
33E, 0E6
072,299
9rE,295
145,65r
105,2I7
r59,75rI59,I7I
654,120
4?5,0E3
909,75r
267,499qsq,357
PAGE 5I
RUN DATE. 07/II/9?
RUN NUFIBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-()()ll
I'IISCEL LA
PETROL EUT0T. t^lHO
BUITDING t'IATERIALS
HARDhIARE STORES
GENERAL I-,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBILE HOME DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CO['IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OTERO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
L ESA L ERS
ROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
ADE
LRSR
587,q02
587,568
6 ,293 ,97 6
17L,q97
566,92E
2,563 ,2(t0
r0,185.81
21,961.86
149,E(0.75
APRIL TO
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
5090
5092
1.lH S L
6700
FI RE
2I
t0
7t
I9
l27
57
58
7
45
7E
55
r96
9
1,t0,II,
s5. 27
76.?8
23.23
4E.99
56.75
62.32
56.0E
59.41I4.4I
48.87
55.27
EO.E9
75.+7
50.q7
r0.5998.8I
?0.?L
NE0US lllH0
I'I AND PET
TESALE TR
95
I2
r76
7q
10
t5
718
I ,555
5400
55I 0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5600
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
595, 064
755,950
?6?,511
472,725
257 ,3q399r,154qzq,599
lrr,092
+I5,2E7
37q,260
7 59 ,967
545,5329l?,237
570,506q5+,357
046,5+9
725,89q
5200
5251
550 0
55I0
6000
5100
5120
6200
6500
65r0
6550
7E00
7900
8010
6050
8100
E20 0
I5 05,5
54, 9
71 ,6
?6,7
68, E
55, 5
6Er6
6,tt
69,9
70,8
9E, E
25,5
r4,5
76,8
27 ,6
01,6
22,3
1
6
6
5I
q
7+
4
E
205
94
4q
L2
],
10,I5,
5,
2,
III
5II
I
III
5II
6t
55,
5r576,610
17z,624
5, lE0 r 464
I,75r,79087I,577
,384
,2L5
715 ,rt+g
52,236
2,2L7,26E
296,695
626,E95
5
217
5 ,04+
45,120
28 45,559.68
5,166.79
2L
97
t5
7?,?05
L 1229 r7?383,572
135,095l,50r,zrg
r 32,852
I
5r5
1r5
7
2
,377.46
,051.11
,65r . 05
18r r55,457.71
1r9,299.50
I 25, 987 . 6E5r0,r57.72
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7500
HOTELS, T,IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPFIENT LABORATORIES
AUTOHOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I-lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEI'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
12EqLz
2?L
,57 2 r 692
,I0r,582
,564,550
I,97I,g+2
2,066 ,07 (t5,5r5,E69
197
r08
2
2
5
I 77,06q.12
36,274.72
55
142
45
57
I6
r55,072
5,5E4,650
I ,57 3 ,6?2
729,856
251,564
54, I78
7 L ,34757,5+l
29,E56
1I,2E5
,075.75
,599.02
,785. l5
,r84.E5
,73E. 94
REPORT NO. l)8(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l I'1EXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 52
07 /lL/ 92
76E.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I5-OOO OTERO COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
77,94E
2,402,655
g ,260 ,629
50 , 955, r5 r
r55,755,554
REPORTED
TAX DUE
q,439 
.45
r40,54E.75
51r,959.011,787,4r5.65
7 ,g+L,156.6E
5r4
9,?
55r4
E600
E900
E9t0
S ERV
NONPROFIT FIEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
FIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. _ EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
t5
49E
32
L ,9?0
5, rg9
78, r88
0 9, 052
91,710()5,I5E
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCTASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'TENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION rE4,725, E56
IREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
ll9,25rII5,2I9
50,044
5,070,67E
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROS5 RECEIPTS
II5,EEE
7E, 555
5ct
PAGE 55
RUN DATE. O7/II/92
RUN NUt'IB ER: 7 68 . () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,282.60q,897.05
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUHT'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TOCATION : I()-l)()() QUAY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
0t00
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
B
c
T
NT
I500
t 6I0
I700
CONS
20I0
2+00
27 00
5(00
3700
GEN ERA L
H I GHI^IAY
SPECIALT0T. C0
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS
GROCERIES AND REL
ELECTRICAL GOODS]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'I
t'IISCELLANE0US tlH0
PETROLEUI'I AND PET
UILDING CONTRACTORS
ONTRACTORS
RADE CONTRACTORS
RACT CONSTRUCTION
52
I9
97
I6E
I5
z4
IO
205
606,054
4 r22+,509
6E4, 075
5,514,659
572,7E3
5,657,5(t0
551,072
4,541 , r g5
.08
.El
.65
.52
55,57 9
209 ,7 97
19,962
255,559
5900
t'lFG-
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAI PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIt'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFIMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
49
9q
9q
+
4
5
q7
52
E7
r69,r70
629, l5r
EI7, II5
r01,252
55 r, r25
669,r51
l5
7II
4Z
, l0E
,269
,458
,46q
IE0,759
242,965
186,I50
851, 975
21,777
174,752
7E7,066
267 ,72?
1,r52.r9
10,5r6 .55
44,489.75
16,746.61
57,55E. 95
18,521 .59
I48,585.60
6,525.99
35,678.20
40,627.05
rr,244.51
I5,57E.88
r1,655.Ir
55,207 .81
27
t5
l7
65
7
22
L27
.29
.18
5,4I0
15,555
,569
,414
,(0
,01
,75
z?q,+71
10,08(+
5q,942
25, 925
2,7 L+
r90
322
5q7
E70
265
{100q200
48r0q85 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
5040
5060
5080
5090
5092
tlHSL
520 0
525 I
5252
5500
551 0
5400
551 0
554 0
5599
5600
36 ,7 02
4l 9,290
E64,+12
27 9 ,669l,124, r4g
555,280
3, 057,50r
AND ALLIE
ATED PROD
AND HOUSE
ENT AND S
LESALERS
ROLEUI'I PR
D PRODUCTS
UCTS
HOLD APPLIANCES
UPPLIES
ODUCTS
9
2
2rq
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIP}lENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
48II
58
54
7
ci , ctO9 ,0?3
??7,48q
l rL2+,?45
519,8 95
45,434
5r605,510I6r,526879,1r9
582, r42
45,454
.5?
.22
.t7
.57
.62
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
250, 94E
15,925
249 ,066
574,E95
5, 559,54E
9, E59
PAGE 54
RUN DATET 07/tt/92
RUN NU]'1BER: 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
48,430 .64
7E5,256.65
r4,449.90
977.50
15,564.25
,867 . g0
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5IC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I()-O(,O QUAY COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
70,lIq
2,679,472
7E4,545
478,352
5700
5E00
HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
DRINKING PLACES
PENSERS. BY THE DRINK
ROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEAIERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONs
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS. (SERVICES)
69,575
2,667,672
7 E2,459
409,805
q,352.76
r65,57E.65
4E,842 . 96
25,6t2.E1
FURN I
EATIN
L IQUO
DRUG
TURE,
G AND
R DIS
AND P
?6
74q4
9
5
5
5
5
R
8I5
910
920
990
ETL
9200
9595
GOVT
778, 06 r
r2,546,890
1,072
14,65E
6000
6t00
6t20
6500
6510
6700
FIRE
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
E()IO
8060
EIOl)
E20 0
8900
E9IO
S ERV
I80
575
15
I4
42
,222
,909
250, 948
581 , 515
5,55r, (r76
9,E59
7000 105
50
49 ,995
283, 156
r,494,0r5
215,585
485,759
565,E50
560,9I9
I,4EI, 990
215,385q59,644
529 ,57 3
523,600
92,480 .L7
15, 54I . 0l
2E,6q9.7351,57I.19
L9,925.72
5I
87
6?
IE
52
t6
I5
215,58494r,05I
43E, 5EE
2?1,028
I7 5, E9I
950,(09
455, 44 0
??1,028
52
01
25
r50.
090.8r4.
t0
5E
?7
I5
,
,
,
r50
6r5
t4
55, 750 . 92
535, 05r .64
623.2?
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I ,77E 55, 0+1,25r 26 rlE5,5(t? 1,605,942.11
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARX EDI
src
CODE
0t00
0700
080 0
AGRI
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE].I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,635 r?82
5,6 9E, 585
r5,474
645,90I
r,624r965
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r ,553,56 g
L rg27 ,5E5
6I , E55
L7 4 ,929
5 , (tqz
24c+ ,595
878,E02
28,
tLZ,
1,755,
547 ,?,974,
680,
6 ,228,
L9 ,97 9
PAGE 55ATE: 07/IL/g?
UMBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E5, 062. 02
I 04,507 . 29
?92.53
RU
RU
ND
NN
T ERLY
TED X
x
LOCATION: I7-O(lO
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GA5,OIL AND GAS I.JELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONTIETAL L IC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. ]'IINING
QUARTERLY SUMI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
l5I0
1581
I3E 9
I400
I'II N E
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRITLING
FUELS AND POTASH
85
96
l6
l6
I7
c0
2000
2500
2q00
27 00
2900
5200
5400
I500
4r00
4200
4600
4Et 0
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
t0
20
00
NS
IO
40
70
E()
90
92
5
5
5
5
5
5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'lILL PRODUCTS
LU['IBER, WOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY FIETAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'TENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRU]'ITS.
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI-IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I'lI SCEL LANE0US l.lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EU]'I PRODUCTS
OI,7E7
15, 51(
5L 20680,22r
25,527
l(t,205.E78L56I.29
54,905.97
81,596.20
212, I68.55
I50
29
22
259
4(t0
20
52
I5
208
568,0r5
L,E07 ,255
6 52 ,854
2,567,E57
5, 575, 940
I 12, E7E
2,755,679
67E,4653,822,699
97 9 ,8676,54{, 975
2
lr5
6
Ir4
3rE
ttl4
20
l5E,54l
I70,288
256,594
q,776.73
4,197 .73
r0,469.55
90,282
I5,254.54
49,ELC+.82
9
5700
3E00
3900
t'lFG-
5t
125
24
t6
8
95
I IE,4() I
76, 9E6
72.t4
Z(t.?0
67 .21
5E.70
55.09
5r.50
75.t0
99 .7 (t
40t
557
E7E7t2
909
817
605
679
IlEr 6r6
Ir5
6r0
102,+
32,6I65,9
5E, 6
551,9
II 42,234
r59,054
I ,252,997
1,076.96
54
591,
6T
25
E65
255
5,09
55, 50
9.5r
1.05
IREPORT NO. llEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 56
RUN DATE:. 07/tt/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. O(]
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4r,01E.55
55,r95.02
,6E7 .55
,471.77
,975.66
,251.+5
,550.52
,041.26
,5E5 .8E
,584.68
,0+2 .50
,q97.(t9
,005.25
,E50.22
,777.97
,250.54
,E99.E6
,56 r .55
20,E34.94
r8,577.25
14r,481.5r
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFIMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I7-Ol)O RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1.IH5L TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE 107
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
l,qg0,54z
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6 92, 110
LRSR
5I
2
5200
5Z5L
5252
5500
55r 0
5400
55r 0
554 0
5599
5500
5700
5600
5E I5
5910
59?0
5990
RETL
BUITDING MATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPT'IENT DEAL ER5
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'TENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'lOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
t9
9
9
79
9
t57
12
42
I6
70
I05
117
r07
57
t 524, r6 I7(),5IIq97,5?q
9r0,405
490, I55
428,550
53L 506
5EE,557
56r,q59
t45,577
286, r58
55E,230
611,292
685,576
492,095()57,EEI
4r9,525
50
6
2E
2,55
58
34
27
5,7465,25I
4,267
0,654
7 ,52tt
4, I76
7,55+
5,575
4, 934(t,ll2
0,32q
8,957
0,656
6,299
q 
,587
5,87E
2,575
59
55
55
18
6
5, 453
5, l4g
0,472
5,69?
2l, 17
5
48
6, 9E5ll9
26
r5
2t
5, 21
IE
50
148
r0s
t2
28
352
1r005
2
8
5
t5
147
z9
4t5
19II
t5
E
t2I9I
9I
140
I5
9I
1,2+7
FURNITURE, HON
EATING AND DRI
LIQUOR DiSPENS
DRUG AND PROPR
PACKAGE LIQUOR
NONPRO
t'II SCEL
ENGINE
TOT. S
EF
NKI
ERS
IET
ST
URNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
NG PLACES
- BY THE DRINK
ARY STORES
OR ES
2,
25,
I
2
r,57
2L ,07
AN
TI
ES
AT
5000
6500
6510
6700
FI RE
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
80t0
E060
EI()l)
E200
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANI
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL EST
D SERVICES
TLE ABSTRACT
t5
55
60
t9IIE
2?
5t
IE
?22
t5
885
55 9, E52
324,EI0
2,570,955
558,800
r56,687
r75,545
r,695,529
2,5q7,9E6
555,80I
3(t7 r2rt9
322,592
2,374,3?6
574, 184602,4r8
625, EEI
327 ,5L4
rr5,709
r75,999I,g4g,g2g
2, 547 , gg6
556,E01
E
7000
7 200
E600
E900
E9IO
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUSE]'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
,205.17
,617.98
,650.5E
,8?6.52
,1E5.00
9,591.76
110,294.59
I5I,E5(). ()E
?L,320 .69
684, 454
607, r40
56E,215
FIT
LAN
ERI
ERV
T'IEMB ERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
EOUS SERVICES
NG AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE5
ICES E
t
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . ITIUNICIPALITIES
9200
9s95
25, E5 I
r ,507,57E
+7,968gr656,gr0 54
I ,55
66,75
1,72
480,82
2.48
7 .57
E.52
0.9E
tREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 17-000
TOT. GOVERN].IENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABTISH]'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
CO].IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
++,2E2
102, 189
57 ,76(t,22q
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
43,220
89, I5I
45, 675,575
PAGE 57
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E. l)O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,551 . 02
5,007 .22
2,6t17'I76.E7
QUARTERLY SUI'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIO ARRIBA COUNTY
5rc
CODE
GOVT
9999
NO. TAX
RETURNS
9
I5
2,965TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEl.I t'lEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 5E
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. (lO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
II-l)(]() ROOSEVELT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGR I
I5E I
l5E 9
]'II N E
OIL AOIL A
TOT.
AGRICUTTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE T7l7
I26
7
I9
I5
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,5q2,sqq
,o42
,60E
70,12E
506,485
4E,025
25, r r4,7 05
4,615,975
TAXAB L E
GROSS REGEIPTS
2,407,sEE
1,497, r40
5,6 06, 9r5
L,257
323,2?9
E,866
41I,550
247 ,88ct
82,325L 050,795
3L6,EZZ
2,696 ,7 lg(+36 
,7 96
4 ,65r , 55E
r 04, 57E
59,50E
59,508
535,77?
635,772
r(0,056.09
7 ,907 .E2
E, 50 9. 76
75.
r9,593.
525.51
24,342.80
I5,601.51
77.0r6t.Et
65. 04
54. 95
55.EI
74.1t
6 ,262.6E
7 .3t
7 .5r
,32(t.64
,E52.07
,59E.81
5, l5
5, r5
S 1^IELL DRILLINGS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
G
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I.IEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I.IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GtASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS ].IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI{AY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVIGES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCA5TING
EL ECTRIC t..IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTI L ITI ES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUT,IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESALERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARD].IARE STORES
ND GA
ND GA
T.IININ
1500l6I0
I520
I700
CONS
r30
268
2000
2 010
zq00
27 00
2800
2900
3200
5500
5700
5900
I'IFG.
8
5I
2, r50
6, 941
7
L2
30
46
75
9
60
4100
4200
4810
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5070
5080
5090
5092
].lH S L
IE5l
126
7
29
I6
227
50,692
5r,860
r6,567
52,878
4(,651
r6,896
15,545
(+ 
,4
56 rqI8,5
149,7
25,5
26E, 5
2lr5I,I
5
5r 9
5
7r7
50r0
5020
5040
95
I5
r54
2r4
?
714
,3
rI
,7
54
65
59
97
2t
56
125, 45922I,llI
520,605
5200
525 I
I
I6 666,750 5r0,r28 lE, 044 . 65
iREPORT NO. O8lt
X QUARX EDI
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COT'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPART]'IENT
Et^l t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI,I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
REV
FN
REVYS
PAGE 59ATE: 07/ll/92
UT'TBER: 76E.()(,
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
458,
189,647
79,E4?
455,219
EI5,665
6,520,52r
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1E5,055
75,25E
581, 0E2
RU
RU
ND
NN
TERLY
TED X
x
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
II-OOO ROOSEVELT COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FART'I EQUIP]'TENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI1ENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
TIOBILE HOt'IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITUREI HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I6
65
9
56
I5
55
37L
1,295,
56r,
+,594,
25E,
90+,
9
IE
25
66Il5
7E6 ,90?
22q,928
658,550
r,795,404
240,275
692,7 34
5252
5500
55t 0
5400
5st0
554 0
5592
5599
7q9
EE8
I78
500
655
547
859
r52
9I0
E9I
925
23+
1,425,56r,
5,5EI,
?63,
2,07 5 ,
?1,479.80
77 ,63+.7q2r,670.69
275,5?7.57
r5,510 . 95
54, r90 .56
5500
5700
5800
5E I5
59t0
6000
6r00
6r20
6500
65r0
7600
780 0
7900
80I0
E060
EIO()
820 0
E600
E900
S ERV
1,60
24
52
595,662
224,E37
505,97 q
{L759.5E
r5,490.20
29,988.44
4,55r
0,276
5,846
,?52
, cl16
,450
,II6
r 587
.72
.55
.80
5 ,544 .7 6
45,?24.55
87, q02.05
16,597 .49
96
I4
5l
5920
5990
RET L
224
566
7
23
q6
t84
572
r,259
Lq,236
3,r05,40r
19,327 ,5L5
7?,075.84
E45,626.45
lr,r0l.97
4,8I9.E2
23,2E9 .29
15,695.62
25,2E2.39
25,577 .86
1I,425.19
r1,050.58
,8r0.gE
,gqE.12
6550
FIRE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
ES
USINESS SERVICESAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OIHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
20
9E
64
46
48
308,274
425, Er2
459,28E
206,08E
I9E,I6E
?7E,tt60
421 ,557
457, 063L9?,l?tt
r90,051
25
50
I5
9
93,262
E0q,652
2,E52,057
276,625
92,41E
7 53 ,7 (t?
r,456,701
275,625
7000
7200
7300
7500
HOTELS, I'IOTELS,
PERSONAL SERVIC
I'IISCEL LANEOUS B
AUTOFIOBILE RENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS R
MOTION PICTURE
AT'IUSEMENT AND R
60E, 075
4r999,07?
45
295
9200
GOVT
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I, 9(lE 74 ,15 L 556 5r,082,649 l,Ell,872.E2
REPORT NO. OEO
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN IUI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
NONFIETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT
TOT. I'IINING
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2q5,?55
270,77E
r50,499
9,00(r,754
20,305,606
250 , E55
5,599,004
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
190, r77
2r0,461
65,E95
6q5,656
2,205 ,65ct
194 , 910
5,305, gE5
4r1,255
45, I50
PAGE 60
RUN DATE. 07/IL/g?
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E . O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1r,655.56
12,E50.65
E20,595.0E
90,527 . 98
2(t,757 .92
212,990.EE
1,148,679.85
4,r58.55
I5,801.8E
I7,02E.60
32,799.q2
,349.4+
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERTY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 29_OOO SANDOVAL COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
SIC
CODE
0r00
0700
0E00
AGRI
1500I6I ()
1620
r700
c0Ns
t9
28
10 94I5I O
t 58I
I58 9
I+00
T'II N E
2000
2500
240 0
27 00
3400
550 0
5670
5800
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^lAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I.IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEU]iI REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS].IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COF1PONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
PROF.I SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI.ITS.
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATIO
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAP
569
26
20
595I, O()E
17,2E0,555
1,574,97E
1ct? ,06L
7 ,460,024
26,777 ,398
Lq,28L,77ct
L,(t87 ,322
45 9, 546
3,723,670
r9,952, rr2
9
2900
3200
2E
57
2L
38
r6
9
9
t6
275
2,457,436
560, r53
555,7 9?
2r379,75E
197 ,8?2I ,772,729
4,27+,+0L
?.63 ,7 L2
275,570
550,116
I 05, 51E
L42,7 57
E7,053
54,450
6
8
5
?
6tltt5
923
I 0 ,2E5, 757
r ,950 , (21
r5,6EE, 927
90
70
70
,677.
,385.
,151.
,+?1 .
,004.
I5
t9
58
5900
I'lFG-
t2t
299
38, 994. 90
155,4r5.40
r0,996.95
lEs ,?52.7 9
25,382.2L
2, 619 . 54
4I0 0
+200
4600
4810q85 0
49C0q920
TCU-
RADI
Et EC
GA5
N
H
RIOATRI
UTI
CO]'IilUNICATIONS
OADCAST I NG
TARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ND TELEVISION B
C I.IATER AND SAN
LITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMTIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOIilOTIVE EQUIPIIENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
5I
25
384
10,988,975
2,0r7,400
I6 ,7E4,156 4E7
5 010
5020
5040
5060
I6
I8
41I,255
98,451
REPORT NO. (lEl) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
79r,589
2+E ,965
r,004,5r2
15, 451, r r2
555 ,24E
242,916
r,7r4,362
E,424,109
JUNE, I99Z
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
12, 514, 595
5Er,5l5
7 0+ ,529
23,200
594,5E9
5, r21,4E5| ,592 ,67 2I,(4(),II5
9 9, 557
3,E55 ,7 67
50, IEE,65r
511,529
79,E70
625,+E4
6,97?r0gg
PAGE 6I
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. O(l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
756,q+7 .64
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
29-()()() SANDOVAL COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TA
OS
TO
GR
507
50E
509
6000
6I00
SIC
CODE
0
0
0
50 92
l.lHSL
5200
525 r
5500
5920
5990
RETL
6200
6300
6st0
6550
6700
FI RE
DRI NK
98
52
2q
I7
I9
199
7(t
I5
8
516
r,164
?L
,6 95. 5+
,99r.0r
,E44.70
,982.29
,994.q8
,615.67
,r60.50
HARDNARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELTANEOUS hIHOLESATERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. ]^IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
ATERIALS
TORES
RCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
STOR E5
D STORES
CLE DEALERS
ERVICE STATIONS
OUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERSD ACCESSORY STORES
HINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
9
IO
r57
I5
232
5,rll]E, E5O
r, 029, 052
455,650
2,362,591
4,1I7
IE,8()7
256,729
588,699L342,sqE
252.L7
r,096.97I5,607.59
25,505.99
E1,E61.77
28
1t
96
229,
828,
50?
4I0
85I
I6,689.70
r5,929.67q9,949.22
BUILDI
HARDhIA
GEN ERA
DEPART
RETAIL
I'IOTOR
GASOL I
t'lr scEL
APPARE
COMI'IERCI A L
AUTOMOB I L E
FII SC EL L AN EO
MOTIO
AHUSE
PHYS I
HOSP I
LEGAL
270,NG I-I
RESL I'lE
]'lENT
F00
VEHI
NES
LANE
LAN
L ,47 5 ,sctct80E,00I
562, r77
400,425
5,Lqs,559
r,5E6,575
r0,861,470
99 ,35q
5 ,7 02,405
45,677,605
7 4q ,902
986,400
4,524,580
26 ,659
660,752
?8.t ,37 5
5(
26I
529
7
E5
E5
RES
REN
US
URE
55, 558 . 42
45,570.91
r,419.70
55I0
5400
55t0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
59r0
7600
7800
7900
80r0
8060
EI()()
820 0
FURNITURE, HOME FURNIS
EATING AND DRINKING PL
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY S
CES
THE
ORES
A
T
?3
5r0
95
EE
5
23+
r,847
(tll 
,9
58,2
I16,6Ir6
30,4I5,6
75r
949L 955
26
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITTE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
19,096.65
25
80
(t
56
,924 .lc+
,4E6.r0
139 (+22,778 .36
7000
7200
7500
7391
7500
EARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIESTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
REPAIR SERVICES
,86 6
,099
, l5l
,659
59.29
20.025r.99
4I. +1
t5.75
56.44
495,967
234,521
THEATERS AND PRODUCTIONN PICT
I'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICESCIAN5, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
TALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
S ERV I CES
II
I
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
88
26
5I
25
, 009 r 265
,12r,7r9
404,705
I 9L 664
1,000,254]. 04r r 545
401,305
r54,660
61,659.E2
64,36+. 90
2(t , q87 .06
9 ,2q2.78
-REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIITENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
lI0,04l
L(tL ,7 7 7
136,972,275
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
Ir0,04l
157,556
87,160,5I9
PAGE 62
RUN DATEI 07/IL/92
RUN NU]'IB ER: 7 6E . () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,57E.99
7 ,940.96
5,219,745 .50
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 29-O()O SANDOVAL COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
E600
E900
89I0
SERV
9I00
9200
95 93
95 95
GOVT
NONPROFIT I'IE['IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNT'IENT - AL L OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNIIENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9
552
28
r,565
27,560
?,5q9 ,901
626,921
L0,259,654
1,692.85
155,854 . 57
56,E59.07
523,536 .72
27 ,560
5, 051 , 7E6
563,777
r5,765,492
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I4
25
4,E75
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH IIIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
63,266,E?g
1,226,717
L7 ,54q,47?
E2,885, 916
,97 6
, 
q87
,449
,7 5L
, 957
,25E
, E59
,650
,zEz
70,517q,257 ,964
L2,707,+30
99, 041
5,5E5,759
L,302,59?l,g5Er0l5
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
63,266,829
PAGE 55
RUN DATEz 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,558,759.r5
,504.52
,520.48
(+ 
,20L ,225 .7 9
r6, r07.45
,7 96 .57
,559.EE
,157.32
,q+7 .63
, r29.07
,512.75
,385.89
, 558. 48
744.5I
r55,4E4.2+
521,007.26
(t 
,7 66 .67
16 9, 545. 50
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUT.ITIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TOCATION : I6-Ol)(l SAN JUAN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
t200I5I Ol58I
156 9
1400
MINE
5500
5500
5670
3700
5900
TIFG-
0t00
0700
AGR I
7
6I
68
q50
7
72
7t9
1,228
c0A
CRU
OIL
OIL
NON
TOT
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
L
DE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
AND GAS I.IELL DRILLING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
METALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAGTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI,IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUGTS, EXCEPT T.IEAI PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTITE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, HOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI,IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI,I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
I''IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL FIACHINERY,EQUIPHENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIC CO]'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPFIENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS., I,IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, GOI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'TENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICATS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
49, 5r5
7?5,635
77 (t ,950
18, 766
7II,57E
730,+4+
,055.57
,910.10
,965 .67
I2
25
324
370
986,
9,7E7,
209
E29
I
40
4t
56
556
I500l6t0
I620
1700
CONS
2000
2500
2q00
?7 00
e800
2900
5200
3400
4I0 0
4200
450 0
4600
66
E, E5
26,0556,II
I,I94
7,195
?r30?
5,060
3,7 49
r7,055,0r7
653,7 97E,75l,5gg
16,205,5r5q2 
,621 ,527
972,702.90
57, r46.57
495,799.66
950 ,525 .652,434,r75.I8
I2tt
2t
48
I5
5E
L2
57
25
l,r0
40
5, E8
?L
23
47
20,56
74, 586,45E
6 ,92L,7 06
5L2,7lct
5,205,529
5,559, 5E7
17,gEZ,75tt
,558
,937
(0
5l
l0
E()
519
8, 976
E,008
5,49r
5, 955
4, 158
4,E09
6,081
4,E72
O,I. IE
278
54
7E
r,569
E40
5,8 97
506
5t8
8EI
5 ,925, 07 r
759,293
7,0Er,555
5,9r2,206
27 ,27 0,696
27
Ct
2
t?,5
2, 359, 9
9,026 ,0
2I
64
25
223
t2
I5
27
577,78I.56
29,E01.49I82,r96.20
205,t22.25
1,0r4,555.71
I2
r52
8?
3,002,
05
5E
66
518
416
4EIO
4E5 0
4900
4920
TCU-
195
?5
56
20
452
I
5 010
5020 22I9 697E96 ,289.E1,170.76
REPORT NO. (lE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'lEXIC0
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'1
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIOH
JUNE,1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 6+
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 758.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
192,r28.69
50,895.05
50,015.55
L76,E70.q5
r, r85 ,?96 .29
1,555,E72.57
L24,725.56
5r,607.46
E7 ,t44.2L
297,623.96
205, 556 . 62I97,45E.r9
75E,560.61
I 93, 9lE . 672r5,E85.0I
25,7E0 .24I, r90 ,945.976,521,24L.L6
EE,249.tE
165,019.05
t54,775 .9E
4I4,656.5E
297,945.65
25r,592.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t OCAT I ON
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
: I5.()()(l SAN JUAN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
1,E65,400
600,
1,25r,
2,E37,477
2,665,97r
7 , I45, rE2
5040
5060
5070
50E0
s599
5600
5700
5600
58I5
5910
6?0
650
651
655
670
FIR
7500
7600
7E0 0
7900
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUtlBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING 1'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
NOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOT.IE DEALERS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURET HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COT'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAI EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITTE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTEtS, [.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL sERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'IMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'TENT LABORATORIES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'TISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSET4ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
568,
t7L5,
t224,
,92L,
,875,
54,E57.60
72,72+ .03
55, 054. 07
589,945.54
12E,r13.67
229,094.05
97 9 ,227 .55
55
I5
25
IT5
2q4
50
27
I9
6
2
5l5
5, 552, E5g3,?2+,6621,75r,I05
r0,r07,056
5 , 89c+ ,27 3
L2,273,EE7
40,024,506
199
t66
425
562
677
502
904
3 ,294 ,7 0g
E73,LzZ
551 ,20 93,052,26L
20,392,19q?6,65L,28?2,r59,r88
E88,995
rr4E0r008
5, r27 ,90 r
5, 556 , 47E
3,39E,604
r2,690,506
5, 556 ,5555,7r6,E92
441,624
20,546,458
I r2,207 , 665
r,515,755
520 0
525 r
5252
5300
55I 0
5400
55t 0
554 0
5592
49
29
I9
126
zl
I58
49
57
2+
r05
rt0
60
528
5090
50 92
hIHSL
5920
5990
RETL
6000
610 0
7000
7 200
7500
7591
48
545
I,I90
2 , ct39
27,
I5E ,
006,754
576,565
E70,050
899,172
585,100
075,07r
505,7I0
397,37?
541,75I
956 , EEz
691,529
425 ,7 6E
079,006
356,555
r54,467q41,6?+
7 9?,zLL
9r5,175
6,
Ir
Ir
5,
20,
54,
4,I,
2,
5,
5,
4,I5,
5,
4,
507
z0
r98
I5
L2
55,85 0
2,990,73r
E7 ,7 g2
2,697,947
7 ,7(t+ r606
35,850
I , 9Eg, 28r
526
2,269 ,45q
5, 956 , 965
1,967.621r5,456.6r62.0r-
r5r,91r.57
546 ,248. 52
rlr
462
400
3 ,042 , g?q
2,904,4559,007,r7r
47
?97
?E7
, I95
,9Zl ,998,059
5,r15
4,35?E,5506,550
I
II2 777,930 775,565 44,950.19
iREPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTT'IENT
Et^l I'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATIOH
APRIL TO
REV
FN
REVYS
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
I4,6 14,49r
5,745,5rE
5E,E04,020
28,806
E, I 95, 144
6,269,6r1
27 ,E94
5q6,E88,505
PAGE 65
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5q3,597.2E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E,755,565q,09q ,69?80,955,609
2E,E()6
g, 692, gl5
9,755 ,3gZ
t26 , E14
457 ,?75,E35
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
16-0O() SAN JUAN COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E()I()
E050
EIOl)
6200
6600
8900
89I0
5 ERV
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEHBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS S ERV ICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
9,531,E50
5, r50,755
2,055,597
268,042
99l9
t5
9 rq(ts r994
5, r55,25r
2, 0E7,2r5
2E8,290
327
85
140q2
zI ,574.50,9?9.22
,5?4.45
920 0
92E?
9595
95 95
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE E
STATE GOVERNT'TENT - EDU
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . I'IUNI
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHO
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
DUCAT I ON
CAT I ONA L
CIPALITI
AND
INS
ES
I NST I TUT IONS
TITUTIONS
8t2
I()E
5,20r
8
t2
28
Il)
E, 965
857,655.79
215,9r7.02
5,405,273.45
r,654.57
470,4r0.95
rt7(t,6 05.59
1,621.55
I 9, 959, r24. E1
OL DISTRICTS
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OEO
I
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
107,546
152,26+
E6E, 3 92
214,095
4,6r4,r01
L07,797
I , 5lE, 052
6, g5g, ggg
I55,55El75,EI0
r,704,915
4,505,699
E, 5E2, 6 97
E99,805
5, 55E
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
98, 356
r55,657
62E,419
2,5Er,50(5,ggl,g45
(r,030
PAGE 66
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,70r.E9
7,E05.54
56 ,44E . 95
I56,E85.95230,qql.62
2t 9. 9E
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Etl MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYS
SIC
CODE
[ocATI0N: t2-000
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. t-IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXGEPT HIGHIdAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER ['IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'1BER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED FIETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC CO['IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
1'IISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. TI1ANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
50 MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI,IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL I ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUF.II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SAN I'IIGUEL COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
080 0
AGRI
r589
T'II N E
I5
25
1500I6l0
I620
1700
CONS
r79
268
76
9
?(t
t8
78
50
I7
5,500,900
5rr07,655
2000
2 0I0
2500
2400
2700
3200
5(00
5670
5700
3900
T'IFG-
5,II56,7r890I06 ,7 57,467
rl6, r89
26,505
.55
.9r
5I 2,542
265,ZE8
r59.El
15 ,07 2.2(t
6 ,92c+ .96
1,502.02
9t,662.7 9
5,231.02
42,8?9.18
58,235 .62
4000
4100
420 0
4600
4E10
4E5 0
4900
TCU-
50
t94
t96 ,932 .62
528,462.50
IO
40
70
80
90
92
SL
r04
22
7
I
5
5
,291 ,6ql
,595, 057
58, 0 18
2,109
5,662. 37
I27.55
L,562,qrtE
5
5
5
5
5
7t
2L
r52
645 ,597
I,O5E,E56
3,792r590
86,6(t7
6E1,196
929, I55t^lH
52()(l BUITDING I'IATERIALS 9 480, lE9 92, 55E 5, E5l . E4
IREPORT NO. O8l)
LOCATION !
src
CODE
525 I
5?52
5500
55I 0
5400
55I 0
55q 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
sE00
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RET L
581,E75
256,223
779,660
2, 415, E+ r
r,39E,766
r,45r ,5E845I,405
L,?09,995
21,650,5El ,929.55, o8z .97
664.50
E, 084 . 78
7 0 ,6q4 .96
20,556 . 94
9,591 . 08
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI,I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
846,25E
6r9,529
5,55E,?27
7 ,426,2q5
545,650
454,261
269,932820,70I
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
647,251
555,726
5 ,4lg ,594
5,721,5E0
54L 889
PAGE 67DATE: 07/lt/92
NUI'IBER: 75E.(lO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
40,856.42
33,22?-.79
542, I 05. 54
559,577 .58
5(,022.r9
24,r09.14
16, r75.55
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLYX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I2-l) () (l SAI{ NIGUEL COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
HARDHARE STORES
FARt'I EQUIP]'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTIENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'lOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CO}IMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEFIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNl'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
20
I r5l7
59tt
II9,E4EL 905,049
760,400
223,454
7 9, 955
7 , 555.87
rr9,E70.97
4E ,049 .96
14,059.52
4,76q.94
65
25
76
7
42
9E
l5
I7
27
t22 ?, +?
I ,4r
r, 90q7
,521.51
,910. r0
,486.17
I , LzZ,
587,
2,5L6,
r,164,510
6 05, 542
5,059,r17
III,90
76
9r7.
657.
r59.
q9
152
86
9I
2E
74
1,560
Ett
956
5r2
565
865
700
959
977
+56
0,
7,
0r
5,
aL'
0,
79
t7II
276
I02
t20
L2(t
,207 .02
,4EE.34
t6
E()
5q
7
56,?E7
66,377
r,2r(r,012
L95
25, 58
{Lq,
r85,
15,86 r
r5l, r77
6000
6500
6 510
6550
5700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7591
E200
E600
E900
E9I()
S ERV
15
25
55
74
55
242
723
1,122,399
551,049
r50,595
68
56I4I
44,t,
7500
7600
7800
7900
6010
8060
8I00
9,848
7,6546,4L2
3,45+
9, 955
E65,769
29 ,87 09,529, 5rE
22
7
9. 5E
2.90
4 .85
65
80
I9
920 0
9595
206
E
879
7I9, 0I I
29,245
E ,57 (t , 927 525,
iREPORT HO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9, 0E0
q2,274,6Eq
PAGE 6E
RUN DATEI 07/IL/9?
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E. O(l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
575. r6
2 , 599 ,57 6 .24
STATE O
ANALYST' oF GRoss RE.ETF?!BIXI',
EN I'IEXI CO
ENUE SYSTET.I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYSX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I2-()()(} SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
NO. TAX
REIURNS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,445
5rc
CODE
GOVT
9999 9
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
26, lEl
60,769,856
F
lr
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEH I.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, L992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,2() I , EI5
47 0 ,024
915
510,466
565, El 6
PAGE 69
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
102,L21.6q
1r4,r54.r1r
?16,255.78
9, 995. l4
2,578,886 . 58
224,3?9.86
293,264 .9L
6?3,E27.6?
5,520 ,508. 97
70,552.50
28,3t0 .2q
52.50
7,408 . 6 I
r05,869. r4
575,957.55
50,595.77
54,554 .65
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUH]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OI-O()O SANTA FE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0r00
0700
AGRI
I500l6l0
1620
I700
CONS
(000
4I0 0(200
450 0
461 0qE5 0
4900
r+9?0
TCU.
AGR
AGR
TOT
L TUR
L TUR
GRI C
AL
AL
UL
ICU
ICU
.A
PRODUCT I ON
S ERV I CES
TURE
2Zlt5
157
I,E5E,E95
1,995,967
5 r 824,859
1,56E,240
r , 915,205
5,5E4,445
r000
10 94
r589
I400
MINE
I'IETAt I.IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, I'IOLYBDENUI'I
URAN I UMOIL AND GA
NONt'IETA L t I
TOT. t'.lININ
SF
cm
G
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT 1'IEAT PRODUCIS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, ]^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAT PRODUCTS
I'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
I'II SCEL I AN EOUS IIANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION['IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELEGTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT,IENT
DRUGS, CHEHICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
1,294
4I
75I,4I7
2,8?7
t65,5Et
40,265,596
5,7E0 , 06 9
4, ggr, 005
10,426,607
59,561,275
?9
40t4t
L42
t0 260,240
46,7E3,320
4,5r5,540
5,767,954
24,265,907
EI, I55,72I
5,E42,560
2rL00,572
2,979 ,9646,r0g,g7g
5,599,075
2,629 rE7q
2r50r,092
,559,622
, 718,7 01
,4Lq,248
,955
,629
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2800
2900
520 0
3400
5500
5600
5670
5700
5800
5900
1'lFG-
57r
I t5
976
3,977
,7E3
, 68I
,50E
,07 +
54,900.176,E55.6r
59,05E.92
z+L,987 .Z+
76
40
I5
2E7
795
7
l6
4
4
55
12r,000
r r 725,50E9,500,5r4
36
62
560,697
2,4r1,750
lEt
56
54
t5
576
11,295,428
L,554,52tt
17,570,r67
5,525, 517
39,025,602
r1,026,959
r ,527 , 545I4,496, 945
3,966 ,22332,r58,95r
618,272 .96
92,599.50
E7r,604.78
2q0 
'77(+.06L ,892 , 169 . q2
r55
7
r,615.69
451.56
50t0
5020 9
27,q20
7,L46
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
, 581
PAGE 70
RUN DATEz 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.()l)
REPORTED
TAX DUE
66,805.25
43q,6??.5+
E0,67r.4E
277 ,57 (t .85
I ,544 ,E32.7I
2, r0l ,377 .92
177 ,76q.075r,46r.34
r40 , 085.85
26E,846 . 0 r875,2r5.5E
499,909.70
L,7ZL,0l2.ZL
37 7 ,5?3 .7 Lq55,700.77
74,029.28
2,154,06E.72
I r , 052,6 94 .85
132,727.95
50,554.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY 5UI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OI-()()O SANTA FE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
9t
65
EI
00
7E
,061
,785
,278
,605
,518
,57I
r 5E5
,rI4.29
,377 .?E
,260.95
,000.94
,852.94
,456 .6E
TOTA
GROS
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
I L 275, Els
, 904, IEI
,5r5,559
,lE4 
'205
, 
gg5,6g7
,377,7lg
,E+5 ,925
,508, r29
,+32,847
, 4I6 , I9I
,556 ,8I2
, 42E, E4 I
,32+,7(t6
,209,578
,2qI,555
,110r805
,296,190
2 ,7 45 ,049
LR5R
05
5q
64II
50(0
5060
5070
5080
520 0
525 I
5500
551 0
5(00
55I 0
5700
5E00
58I5
59I0
5920
5990
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
7500
7600
7E0 0
7900
5E
6,451,r
69E,7
I I ,2IE, 22,57L,7
?0,Eq7 ,3I, I58,7
45, 0 97 ,5
6
8('I5I
L77
49
5r7
1,094
99
r,5872,r{5
2,901
E29
E,490
50 90
5092
I^lH S L
55q 0
5592
5599
5600
6E
?5
E8
554
r67
6IE
,506
,45q
,995
,487
,002
,065
,37 4
,455
,III
,167
,656
r 558
,72?tl52
,7EZ
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDhIARE STORES
GENERAL ]iIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HOBILE HOI.IE DEALERS
IIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOtiIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMTIERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'tENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
955,205
557,289
r2,9rE,547
3 ,504 ,6442,547,069
25,257,025
17,
55q,
1E0,
5E,
9E0,
.09
.48
.92
.86
. 
(+5
54
419
?z
6r5
59
55
t02
2t
r7tqq
lq7
4I
2?
I
5
2?
56
4
?
2
5l5
t0
2E
6
EI
65
zz9
,492-
7, I4E
r,515(t 
,5lt(t
21,956
54,405
2,90+
E5Z
2,550
4, 405
L+,272
E, I65
28,22L
5,2q6
7,450
r,254
55,5E1
I8 0 ,848RETL
2,408
4,569
6000
6I0 0
612 0
6200
6300
7000
7?00
7500
759I
?.93
9,075
2,9q0
52E
I6,057
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTAIE
5
2906I
?t
205
861
42E
+5E
169
4I
66
2E
29
59q2q
2l
29
5E7
2,L69 ,2lZ
826 ,7 47
,77 3
,Il5
, I95
,57 5
,418
25,E80 ,4qZ
7 ,377 ,gq3
24, r r2, 56 g
63,7 974,79r, rg2I, ()I5,E()E
345,278
5,499,559
969
27q
015
495q75
255
r,058I,537
I()
545
24,441 ,30E
7 ,797 ,020
5r,245,E20
120,296
5,5r5,951
I ,454 ,45+ .63
448,819.E6
L,464,495.57
t'r
I , 5E5,
52q,
4,775,
,907.58
,4r9.ZE
,4r5. l5
,579.96
,271.66
tREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:0t-000
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - AL L OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT{ENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I5, E5E,555
10,026,005
r5, 655,7 06
7E2,q75
2,L49 ,543
I6 ,874, 545
5 ,7 65 ,L27
Lr12,708,776
E9, 0 08
12L,327
1,209,015
5 9 9, 528, 577
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
89, 0 08
r2l ,527
523,7 09
451, (r0,52r
PAGE 7I
RUN DATE. 07/IL/g?
RUN NUI'lBER: 768 . O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,356 . IE
7,5IE.I9
51,522.54
26, I05 ,907 .Z+
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA FE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55. t45r.75
9E.7E
70.17
72.6L
7
4
q
6
5
7
9
7
59,
74t
729,
50L
7 ,3Zl,
5
L,?I2,0
5r0
120,5
98
45
r,490
285
6,EIE
8 0I0
E060
EI()(l
E200
8600
8900
8910
S ERV
7E0
I28
515
15,754,27E
5,449,990
15,554, 06 9
959,
550,
957,
92.62
62. r5
02.55
50,285
29,LEz
92,5255r,64r
r8,159
9I00
9200
9595
95 95
GOVT
l2
?2
37
I6,59I
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT,IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCAIION
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
PAGE 7?
07 /ll/92
758.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY 5U]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 2I-(}O() SIERRA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L,272,5?L
L 569,521
2,646,5E5
67, 56 0
ll2,5I3
298, 90E
2 r 551r.r06
616,858
E9E,504
850,76r
JUNE, I99Z
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L 174,499
E37 ,972
2,0L+ ,0+7
67 ,547
90, 050
565,2E5
(t77 
'2L3
679, r05
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6E, I55 . 54
q7 
,995.05
rr6,255.41
4, 010 . lE
5 ,3+2.53
19,E96.71
25,407 .54
40,521.E5
52 , E94 .9EL2,475.09
2r5,504.656,29r .7E
r9,5r6.05
t000
t 581
r589
HINE
0r00
AGRI
5200
525 I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
T'IETA LOIL AOIL A
TOT.
TIINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
ND GA5 I.IELL DRILLING
ND GAs FIELD SERVICES,
1'II N ING
URANIUTI, MOLYBDENU]'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
I500I6I(!
1620
1700
c0Ns
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUI PT'IENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
IGHWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPTIES
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL 
''IERCHANDISE, 
EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI.lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
TiIOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
lr5
I9s
69
27
65
7E
IO
200
2+0
270
520
570
390
550
55r
540
55I
554
8
l.tFG-
4r00
420 0
4EI()
4E50
4900q9?0
TCU-
5020
5040
5070
5090
5092
l^lH S L
LOCA L
MOTOR
TEL EPH
RADI O
EL ECTR
GAS UT
645.AND H
FREIG
ONE A
AND IIC tlAILITI
I I ,6468,6q278l,I0E
2q9,8tt9
684,565
273,077
2, 0 0g, gg5
?2,2(t3
51,552
965,9E5
26E,5IE
723,2L9
8
9
E4
I7
I2
I5
r45
477.
4q,q30.
Lq,727 .
56,784.55I5, 925. 06
rI2,98E.75
58
99
47
50
905,292
210,r07
4,4q4,59r
1I0,672
550,E70
I
50
7
50
9
25
E95, 5l 02I0,I07
5,6r5,657
105,967
550,792
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
597 ,56 9
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
575,692
26,956lt5,0E5
?Eq,786
59E, 556
PAGE 75
RUN DATEI 07/LL/9?
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
22,?5L.L5
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : 2I-l)OO
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS},IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOIIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SIERRA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
5592
5599
5600
5920
5990
RET L
6000
6I0 0
6r20
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
920 0
9595
9595
GOVT
9
5E
62
5700
5E00
5E l5
5910
6500
6510
6550
FIRE
7900
E()IO
8060
8r00
E200
E600
8900
89I 0
S ERV
24
104
69
,956
,085
7
59
5E
57,EEI
r,506,7r4
r, 057,5E5
57,E61
1,305,?72
L ,gqz ,07 L
2,24E .97
76,8r0.57
59,Lq7.6q
9
256
557
6 5, 545
925,?50II,445,974
6
EZ
10,0E
5,545
5, 046
5,762
5,76 9 .51
47 ,997 .2E
591,785.66
25
rt5 I,500.496,505. I 9
HOTELS, t'l0TELS, TRAIIER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A]'IUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTs AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICEs
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI.IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERN]'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNFIENT
q4
72
20
50
t6
9
5 95,3r9,
65r,I65,
?20,
35 9,
55r,
?24,
r75,
(t
5
2I
5
z
8
5
6
541,901
5r7 ,565
6 0 9,67E
155,240
IE3,445
?97 ,lEs
55r,508
224,8+5
r73,E+5
59
517,0E6
5 98, 556
56
95
I4
64
96
00
50
84
84
16,555.09
51,810.74lE,EII. I5
35,26E.42
E,92E.1710,8I6.63
r5,544.5I
I 9,6E5 . Z9I5,5I0.6E
r0,522. r5
55,524 . 12
t24
E
5E5
557,r00
15 ,7 92
5,5E5,002
5E4,26E
L5,792
3,244,5+7
28
E4
07
2.75
E.E4I. l)E
,z2
189,
9
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,66E 23,1?5 ,95? IE,EI5,745 I,094,(t62.94
IREPORT NO. ()E() TAXAT I ON
STA
c0l'lB r
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTI1ENT
OF NEN ]'IEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEIl
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5 ,47 L ,6q2
6 95,505
6,qgg,6L7
105,540
L 907 ,4E3
Z rL0q ,t192
29,r51
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,397,702
592,9596,rr7,035
77 ,5E5
PAGE 7+
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E5,776.3+
2r,96(.50
52q,E76.50
rt,509.67
L ,959 .(t7
r0,662.00
757 . 0E
22E.26
I9,092.15
54,25E. E5
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
25-000 s0c0RR0 couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
]3E9
]'II N E
010 0
0700
AGRI
1500I6I l)
I620
1700
c0Ns
557
370
3E0
4900
TCU.
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T'IItL PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED FIETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI''IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUI PI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'IT5.]'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC t^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEIIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDT^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
HACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUTI PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
5q,
551,
2,0E?,
,155
,57 2
, E59
E64
1,689
2,528
27
?9t
1,7 q6
46, 959. 04
95,25r . 56
145, r 97 .55
L,577 .E6
r6,810.8E
10r,455.24
I05
I88
75
I(l
29
,55E
,4?7
, E54
5900
tlFG-
250
2q0
270
520
5.t0
qI00
4?00(600
4EI()
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
t^lHS L
IE
44
t0r
2t
t58
II
I4
5q
55,807
164,I04
7
I60,096
E56,196
r,424,505
r5, 025
, E55
,490
,7IE
5, 92E
329,495
59L,8?2
9?q
2,4E0
5,479
56
I04
100
959
E65
I
5200
525t
5500
55r0
5400 29 3 ,056 , tt29 2,51L,27 g 145, 05t . I7
iREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I T4EXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
PAGE 75DATE: 07/LI/9?
NU]'IBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
?7 ,689.E2
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
25-000 s0c0RR0 couNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
551 0
554 0
5s99
5600
5700
5E00
58r5
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'tENT COHPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, RE
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATE
AI'IUSEl.IENT AND RECREAT
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER H
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I{ET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
49
66
E4
7?
29
E92,852
12r,519
I , I6 9,4E4
42E,585
r66,057
9
46
I5
2?
165,757I, ()45,7IE
59,55?
102,998
46E ,95 5
26?,251
5,Z5Z,l3Z
2,?37 r5LE
7 q8 ,967
42r, r90
4II
4tr6qz
I9
9
50
5
5
2, 0 0E, r50
7 q8 ,967
554,415
q7
9
t6
I2
85
57
9
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
l,014,l5g
1r,5E5,765
148,530
79,000
232,537
r72,I60
r,04E,696
59,552
r05,556
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
482
E5
t95
7Z
7 02, (tqq
I05,282
I99,552
7 2 ,983
7,9q9
5, 561
?,022
7 ,?99?,720
,9?E
,751
,601
,94?
747,510
9,5EE,9I4
, 9E5. 08
,569.2E
,2?8.61
, 052.56
,551.96
,437 .77
5r,E57.05
7 ,0q7 .LL
62,01E.56
2+,598.73
9,q00.76
2, 525 .86
E,575.54
7,935.I1
4,56E .41
12,797.50
I76
5r4
LZ
29
q9
4
55
6000
6I0 0
6500
6 5I0
55E,275
E7 ,223
I59,457
79,000
223,+95
434,161
?62,251(,975,5r5
272,1E7
55,207
,654.46
,E40.4E
,461.45
,9I5.I9
ztt,542.5?
I4,547. I5
275,342.?L
I5,615. E6
5,092.66
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
7900
8010
8060
EI()O
IS SERVICESPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
SERVICES
RS AND PRODUCTION
ION SERVICES
AND OTHERS
EALTH SERVICES
94
15
28
56
17
E600
8900
E9IO
S ERV
9200
95 95
95 95
GOVT
I50
I9
568
E
E9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
: TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,650
I
5l , q25, 59I 2(t ,643 ,0Lz 1,579,I17.55
'.d
1REPORT NO. 08(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENTSTATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I18,0E4
2,651,643
,259, 957
,525 r955
,4lE
,I40
,27 0
,67 5
,689
202,635
7 82,209
37 ,7+9
2,E05
246,678
29ct,402
PAGE 76
RUN DATET 07/ll/92
RUN NUI'TBER: 76E . () (l
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
7,655.E1
166,65(.73
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
2()-()()O TAOS COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
262,939
3, rl4, g5g
2, () I5, E4I
6 ,213,772
995,5q?
5, 06 r,4r5
37,749
262,989
941,485
r,255,012
SIC
CODE
0t00
0700
AGRI
t5I0
T'II N E
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. t.,lINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER HEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTITE I'IILL PRODUCTS
tU]'IBER, t.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY T'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
EL ECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
liII SCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'TENT
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOOD5 AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
I6
50
57l2
t6
,927
,17 5
,652
,4I5
,455
,660.71
,0r5.57
,5E2-.07
,455.05
,555.4r
24
240
285
546
20
II
1500
16I0
1520
r700
c0N5
I
4
EO
2EE
,3E7 .97
,269.L5
2000
2 010
250 0
2(t00
2700
5200
540 0
5570
5700
5900
I'lFG-
6q
206
2
6
23I
5
J9
95
552
2Zq9
724
498
57?
I60
82
r , gg5,22r
557,655
5,900,08599I,415
7 ,4?q,q97
4100
420 0
4500
481 0
4850{900
492-0
TCU-
I9I
L?
59
25
298
].970,626
3q2,894
3,57 9 ,?EL
E7 1 ,552
6 , gr5,5g2
112,0q6.22
?1,529 .4L
230 ,7 r5 .5r
56,627.00q3L,?37.57
r5,595.00
5L,779.7E
2,532.22
lE9.24
r5,455. r0
I 9,445.57
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
l^lH S L
I
II()
I37
t t
REPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:20-000
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
IIOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
TIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I F,IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS REGEIPTS
7 ,ZE
55,69
l,g(7,E5E
PAGE 77
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E . () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TAOS COUNIY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
2,354 1287
525,4 I5
546 , E5l
LRSR
NKS
,B
ETC
DD
DR
551 0
5(00
55I 0
554 0
6000
6r00
6500
6 5I0
7300
759I
7500
7600
7E00
7900
E0t0
8060
8I0 0
E20 0
520 0
5?5t
550 0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
E600
8900
E9I()
5 ERV
40
I7
7E
L2
95
t7
49
E5
96
4I
205
r00
E
7r9
1,552
545.55
808.69
zz7.E?
r3E.60
026.09
454. 96
960.22
925. 05
E20 . E6
7q(t.L6
086 .82
859.10
175.E940I.I7
955. I4
5,?qq
1,540r859
255,E37
4r6, Il5
5,09E,3q9
E,289,218
547,r69
36
4, 95
2,20
50
9 ,9q
41, r5
32(+,
I(I r
20,qE4,
2,249 ,
7 ,2058,550
5,743
r,549
8, 74r
9 ,555
8 ,97 (t
7,075
? r7 tt6
2,530
5,569
6, r04
9,207
0, 940
5,4755,79r
66
78
1,54
t9
4, E5
2,Lg
29
28
1,03
5
50
,728
,208
, 0I9
, I21
,37 5
,289
,105
, r5l
,27 5
,6EI
,501
,065
,
E9l7
27
5(4
559
23
42
5I
IIO
t2
9, 39
58
2,15
1,00].95
7
4
7
7I
4
9
q
2
4
0
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E l5
59r0
5990
RETL
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BA
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. ,
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AN
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AN
AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
ROKERS AND SERVICES
., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
EV EL OP ERS
EAL ESTATE
IE
9tt
559,505I,25I, IE5
2, q7 6 ,321
5,257 ,Eq?
r,075,054
r , 552, 925
5t+4 
' 
026
404,915
91,130
L , L4(t ,6q6
6
75
, r51 .2E
,77 3 .7 (t
r55
515,686
374,09r
4 ,0q4 ,40r+
1,E44,229
r27,857.00
4()E,E4().EE
6+,794.qL
67, 9E7 .85
55,847 . I I
23,566 .28
?54,692.20
r25, 025. (t5
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT TABORATORIES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
t EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT.IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
520
r79
r75
tt7
72
6,153,557
987,05r
1,029,590
Lq+
I9
25
539
2I
1,577
, 077 .55
,664.50
,695.?4
,E56.55
4,069,460
1,E4E,597
572,509
r,076,754
57 0 ,455
528, r55
? , (107 ,5232r5, 947
20,5E0,r4r
?5lt5
IE l9
67
5
20
r,95
2t
18,85
126,176.88
r5,966.2r
I-255,575.5E
9200
9500
95 95
GOVT
tREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:20-000
SIC
CODE
9999
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI1ENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1r5,675
82,296 ,7 09
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
25, (6 5
67, 0E3, 150
PAGE 78
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. (lO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,55r .64
q,406,751.75
QUARIERLY SUH]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TAOS COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
NONCTASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES) I5
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4,5II
REPORT NO. l)Ell
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NONFIETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. TIINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONsTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHbIAY
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
TOTA
GROS
t5
II
7
r26
I95
L r++E,022
964,q27
5r,428
I , 054,675
5,499,551
(+
2,rt
PAGE 79
07 /Ll/92
76E.00
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ER MEAT PRODUCTS
ER PRODUCTS
ING
ND RELATED INDUSTRIES
EN ]'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TOQUARTERLY SUMIIARY -- BUSINEsS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
2Z-OOO TORRANCE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FN
REVYS
RUN DATE!
RUN NUMBER:
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
r0,590
209,489
454,051
587, 995
7r,321
35,22E
2, g5l ,6 g0
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
5, E57
REPORTED
TAX DUE
342.9?
1,775.15
14,552 . 55
2L,299.00
59, 455 . 92
65, 265 . E5
152,648.65
I400
r'II N E
010 0
0700
0800
AGRI
1500
I6IO
r620
t700
CONS
LRSR
Ir0
9
52 63, 785 .855r,765.49
1,q73.9?
23, E75 . 75
1q0,895.97
1,666.11
I8,027.75
20,L25.42
75
5r6(+86
94,504
39,q77
26 ,7 99
17,667
78,4q6
2 010
2400
27 00
2900
3700
40
60
70
80
90
92
SL
5
5
5
5
5
5
]'IEAT PACKING
LUMBER, IdOOD
PRINTING AND
PETROLEUM REF
TRANSPORTAT I O
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS
OTH
PAP
ISH
GA
AND
AND
PUBINI tN
N EQUIPMENT
I'.lANU FACTURI NG5900
HFG_
4r00
4200
4600
4EIO
4900
TCU-
25
52
55
50
250
,222
,()II
tlH
TOT. TIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'TOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUI'1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I{ACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUITDING MATERIATS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
r65
55
?62
757,88r
L,295,475
?,E?L,5L9
29
t2
5t
,556
r 059
, 
c+05
586,270
747 ,l?8l,155, I65
2,405,594
29,0E0
506,E55
5(5,2Er
6r,416
55,22E
2 ,515 ,57 +
5,462. 05
?,069 .64
I47,559.E6
57
7
55
5200
525 r
550 0
55r0
5400
55r 0
55+0 22 L,7E+ ,477 1,724,712 9E ,625 .71
REPORT NO. ()8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATr0N:22-000
HOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
MISCEILAi{EOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NE[.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r50,572
158,972
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
65,595
95, r50
922,7 16
6,9E5, rgg
65,582
r09,597
576,7I7
2,66r,585
28,156
2 95,51 5
PAGE EODATE: 07 /LI/92
NU]'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI.II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TORRANCE COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
6
6
6
F
40
zz
t7
t0
I84
592
t5
22
2L
52
95
,I07
,292
698,505
5l(t,50273?52+
3 ,7 2(t .375,q7L.42
E9.7I57.5I
(0,5
29,1
59r0
5990
RETL
5I0
550
IRE
000
L ,599,27 0g, 295,555
65,582
r09,720
50E,545
5, 056 r 250
28,156
565,9E4
52,2E7.66
597,62E.58
5, E52 . 94
6,456 .55
2L,759 .+8
150, r96.42
1,652.97
L6,6?7 .ZL
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E()IO
8060
EIO()
E900
E9IO
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNT''IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT. SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
t49L
,158
,|qz
,79r
, 08I
,021
, 9I5
l?,70q.70
6,027.92
78,765.61
I0,559.8E
5 ,788 .87
L ,97 Z .065,47r .51
216,qgl
I02,615
1,q25,126IE4,44l
r0r,980
35,57 r
95,916
?t6
106
r,561
2r0
108
54
96
45
?q
1t
I6
t45
40?
9200
9?E2
9595
95 96
GOVT I5
129999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHTIENTS . (SERVICES)
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,(IE 20,65E,737 15,824,867 955, 973. 26
IREPORT NO. 08l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE[.I HEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 17, 045
455, 7q5
416,259
4,q73,
7E,556
PAGE EI
RUN DATEI 07/II/9?
RUN NUTTIBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
IOCATION !
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I8-()()O UNION COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
E25,993
602,2(t0
178,747887,0r0
78,556
104,5I6(08,586
I 18, 590
3,745,901
520,902
4, 974, 951
6 , 149. E3
25, r95. t5
rr,990.24
E,655. 94q5,849 
. 55
1000
0]00
0700
AGRI
I5E 9
r400
MINE
1500t6t0
I700
c0Ns
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUM, I'IOLYBDENU]'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC }IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPEC]AL TRADE CONTRACTORSIOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER T'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
I'lISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
55
I2
34
EI
rt66 ,945?qr,2E6
214,0r7
92?,248
,992
,552
,289
20r0
?q00
2700
520 0
I .80
0.65
97t
55r
255
t45
EI5
6
27
9
5, 65
]0
56
II
z6
150
25,564.15
5400
5700
5900
T'IFG-
50
28,87
410 0
42-00{810
4E50
4900
4920
TCU-
LOCAL
I'l0T0R
TELEP
RADI O
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
AND H
FREIG
HONE A
AND T
RIC ttATILITI
TRANSP
IGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HT TRANS. , l^IAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
ND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
ETEVISION BROADCASTING
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ES
ORTATION, CO[.I['IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
0,071
6,79E
7,932
7,055
0,7L7I,I()9
4,57q.53
3 ,602 .7 7
16,22+.17
5,998.56
?04,0 r4.5r
27 ,457 .00261,E7I.34
t6
I4
7q
E
Ztt
I4 49
ct ,66
5 0I0
5020
5040
5070
50 90
5092
1.lH S L
1'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESALERS
PETROT EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.TENT STORES
DEPARTFIENT STORES
5+
4r5
765
25
2tt
62
8
l, 059.22
5,258.67
r4,60r.53
6,151.95120,969
,007
,558
,2I9
L7 ,q62
94,242
264, 916
l00,lI5
I
520 0
525t
525"
5500
55I 0 4t 252, E55 250,152 15,055.5E
IREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,rgl,g5l
zlrt ,7 ?7
97 9 ,7E9
5,900,929
218,748
r,505,505
q ,971
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
r , 0 95,555
I 94,495
5 95, 4EE
5,295,756
17 ,205
E6 ,714
218, l2l
1,55E,055
4 ,971
PAGE E?
RUN DATE2 O7/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
}8-O(){l UNION COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5400
5540
5599
6000
6300
6510
FIRE
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSIN
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL,
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAI
PHYSICIANS, DENTIST
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
26
40
2E
2t
30
t5
279,7E7
I55,908
r52,102ll5,E65
109,044
5r2, r 0z
275,E?0
l29,6qEI25,I56
E9,790
r05,789
296,E06
t8
27
25
65
237
I()
66, 979. 0l
rr,795.54
5500
5700
5E00
5E l5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
25
t7
6
455,598l?6,5L2
I 95, 254
l0E
277
465,598
r26,5r2
160, I55
2E,081.57
7 ,6q5.25
9, E08 . r4
1,055.795,5]1.25I 9, 94E109,6645I
55, E5E . 07
198,244 .77
16,E90.65
,940.45
,655.65
,558.45
, 972. 5E
,r79.57
r2, 055.25
92,229 .5L
286 .55
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
8010
E050
EIOO
E900
E9IO
S ERV
7
7
5
5
IE
ESS
REP
RSSA
S ERV I CES
AIR AND OTHER SERVICES
ERVICES
ND OTHERS
9200
950 0
95 95
GOVT
I
IOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 92t r4, r75,757 r1,4r9,175 660,657.71
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'IEXICO
COI1BINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
PAGE E5
07 /ll/92
768. 0 0
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUMBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION !
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I4-()()O VATENCIA COUNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
98,444q37 
,237
5,946,619
255, 6 28
57 5 ,592
1,200,601
6,927,gEg
9r,258
2,739 ,967
2,572,3E0
164, 985
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,75E,551
r94,765
253,21I
2,450,145
6 ,646 ,459
52,566
55L I92
5,29I
2,73L,6?7
5,747,560
I,EOI,(}47
9,569, r05
625,417
50,E27
REPORTEDIAX DUE
3,265
25, l5r
2rr.39
150,540 . t6
220, 058 .6 9
105,079.E5
48t ,237 . 90
38,255.54
5,89E.20
0r00
0700
AGRI
l3E 9
1400
T'II N E
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEP
NONT'IETALLIC 1'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUEL
TOT. t.IINING
IO
I5
23
125,499
E0,995
?0q,q92
85,7+5
5 9,847
I55, 59I
q,E78.rl
4, rE9. 95
9, 06E. 07
TDSA RILLINGND POTASH
1500
l6 I0
I520
1700
c0N5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GH].IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGH].IAY
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T'lILL PRODUCTS
LUT.IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY T'IETAL iNDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ETECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPFIENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRON I C
TRANSPORTAT
I'II SC EL L AN EO
TOT. MANUFA
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'loT0R FREIGHT TRANS. , tIAREHoUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
AND TELEGRAPH COHHUNICATIONS
TELEVISION BROADCASTING
]^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEHICTES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEt'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI4BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
t'll SCEL L ANE0US t^lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
14
?5
55E
800
4,g6gr0l5
590,540
576,764
q 
,E40,857
10,475,976
,669.
,855 .
,678.
,390.
,59r .
223 0t
55
5I
5I
55
q 
,57 5 .67
r,769.E6
50,545.50
7 5 ,534
2E,295
5q?,(t98
27t
4,677
223}I
I5
r48
599
2010
2500
2q00
2700
2900
5200
3400
550 0
5600
5670
5700
590 0
r'lFG-
t2
9
I2
r94
l0
29
44
4t
,515
,751
.Et
.05
r25,145
125,5r01,r6r,166
7
7
7I
,170
,lZ9
, E50
32
65
71
4
72
COI4PONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
ION EQUIPMENT
US ]'IANUFACTURING
CTURI NG
9
6EI5I
410 0
4200
450 0
4El0
4E50
4900q9?0
TCU.
TEL EPHONE
RADIO AND
ELECTRIC
GAS UTILI 25z5
269
4,565,495
2,009,966
9,305,606
II
I4
L7
I05,245
507,240
r, 044,759
5010
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
r52
10
IREPORT NO. ()8(, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
2t7
25
JUNE, I992
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1 r 557, 057
1,390,745
628,972
PAGE 84
RUN DATE:. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 758. (, ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E0,695.55
EE,475.10
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STATE O
COT'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
tocATI0N: I4-000
SIC
CODE
l^IHSL T0T. tIH0LESAtE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI.I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
IlISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HO]'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'1I5CEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCG5., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER_LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CO['IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7000 I,IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
S ERV I CES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'1ENT TABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T.lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
FIOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
FN
REVY5
Etl t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SUI.II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
VALENCIA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
APRIL TO
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
4,061,754
2,59r,855
962,6+6
505,166
517,091
4,413,05E
r,447,59El,50g,5rg
7 4 ,145
45 ,68?
642, r lE
56,01E
788, r7 9
2,589,006
57 ,sql
2, 0 25, 52EI,574, I 0E
855,q14
172,29664,I50
3,E26 ,q7q
5200
525I
5252
550 0
53r 0
5400
551 0
55(0
55 92
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5Et5
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
I
5l2
,67 7
,lI52,56454, 0 02
L056I
q rtt
40,7
1,257,105694,rlE
105
I7
I5
96
176
I50
27
125
32
S,
NAL
LLA
lr56,I
14,7
6
6
69
9
75
z3
5t
LE,92705,50I
59,567
57,480
98, 996
, 
(rE1,540
,992,022
,559,557
559,559
5r5,585
92,773.75
5E5,755.44
7E2,799.E0
55,074.E0
5r,046.04
22
?3
z2I8I
525I, I6E
6E5, 120
502,180
?57,903
4,527,6r8
I ,597, r59l,5rg,E26
710.51qt6.7?
087 .27
880.2r
t36.8r
54I.75
45,5I,
16,
26(t,
84EI,,
1542,rr9 ,E15.04,9I9.EI
6900
6I0 0
6200
6500
6510
6550
6700
FIRE
I9
157
56,018
784,892
q0 ,2q2.E4
2,285.51
47 , 0E5.21
146 ,904 .27
9 ,52?.43
112,967.55
75,555.9E
6l , 0 92.75
55,7 95. Z5
2,q0c+ ,295
7?
75
75
75
75
0
0I
0
0
0
0
0
HOT EL
P ERSO
MISCE
t8
210
250
l7E, I50
r, gg4,g02
1,440,7 07
I52, 0 I7lr952,r5r
r,rgg,905
1,044(),5EI
7E
79
E(l
I
E060
El00
8200
8600
E900
65
22
I5
485
57,54E
r r g65r 565
r ,564, 5 g5
854,8 I 4
52,267
54,I50
5,245, r45
5,6IE . 6 9
r2r, 955.56
E6,02q.72
52,989 .91
5,097.05
5,5E2 . 0 9194,(rr.57
lREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'tEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE E5
07 /ll/92
768.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI.IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
5IC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
Iq-()()O VATENCIA COUNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
92, 455I4,r06,685
4l,595
88,40 0 ,0+2
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
92, 45512,69r,84r
41,595
56, E59,859
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,612.22
768,555. 9E
2,450.50
4, 080,64E. r6
E9I O
SERV
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
ATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSCAL GOVERNI'IENT - MUNICIPALITIEST. GOVERNMENT
7
r,565
4, 5q8
ST
LO
TO
920 0
93 93
GOVT 9
9999 NONCTASSIFIABTE ESTABLISHT.lENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t
REPORT NO. 08l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
13 ,96(+ ,252
r4, 946,591
15, 065,246
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
r3,960,419
14,941,655
15,061,120
PAGE 85DATE: 07/IL/92
NUI'IBER: 768. () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
698,020.98
747,0E1.E1
755, 056 . 0(
RUN
RUN
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
44-()()() LEASED VEHICLES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
ttoTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I58 9
HI NE
55r 0
RET L
50I0
5092
hIHS L
7500
759r
7500
E900
S ERV
]'IISCELIANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COt'lt'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
6I
76
9q
I
iREPORT NO. (,EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I.IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,990,07r
q22,7 37q22,7 37
2,E7E,294
55,20 0 ,7 l7
9,250 ,g2g
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, El 4, Egz
596,248
396,?qE
2, 445,8 r 9
52,555,40r
6,600,125
PAGE 87DATE: 07/ll/9?
NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L90,74+.62
12?,L90.98
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
55-()l)O GOVERNI'IENTAL GRS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r500
I700
c0N5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT GONSTRUCTION
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS ]IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
5800
5900
I'IFG-
410 0
4900tl920
TCU-
L OCA
EL EC
GAS
TOT.
L
TR
UT
T
D HIG
TEtlA
AN
IC
ILITIES
RANSPORTATION,
HIIAY PASSENGER TRANSPoRTATI0N
R AHD SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GOMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES I02
5090
1.lH S L
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESALERS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
IiIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI.IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAT GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT. SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNI,IENT
I ,2E2, 597
492,6q9
r2E,655
137 ,7?2
2,04L ,420
L r279,962
492,6q9
12E,651
r25,594
2 ,026 ,655
65,99E.r1
24,632.46
6 ,432.556,269.72
101,552.E+
5990
RETL
7500
8060
9
9
IO
5I
76
8200
8900
S ERV
19,E12.57
t9,E12.57
I6l9
920 0
9282
9500
9595
9595
9596
GOVT
56
r32
95
45
555
29
2 r(tl6 ,207
59, 921 ,844
rr492,0r0
2,4I5, 055
59,794,546
r ,4gr , g2l
lz0
1,989
7q
,65?.65
,717.32
,591 . 08
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI.IENTS - (SERVICES)
2,551,770.r8
550,006.26
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 557 6E,06I,622 65,621,5E2 5,28r,069.50
REPORT NO. OEl)
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N | 66-000
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE EE
RUN DATEI 07/IL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 75E . O (l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
0.00
STATE O
COI'18I NED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EN ]'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYS
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
NTTC I S
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1700
CONS
5P ECI
TOT.
AL
c0
TRADE CONTRACTORS
NTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I 00
\t
tI
REPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 77-000
D GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
INING
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
HI SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT.IENT LADORATORI ES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I,IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE E9
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUT.IBER: 75E. ()(,
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,592. ll
25,592. ll
rE,235. {0
154,02r.04
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R & D SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
15E 9
T'II N E
OIL AN
T0T . I'l
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
507 ,8c+2
507 ,8q2
364,70E
5670
5900
I'lFG-
50
NH
5990
RETL
E900
S ERV
9242
GOVT
90
5L
7
7
tI ,8082,525E5
5,II5
3, 113
372,345
,40 9
,409
,5I2
,900
7 200
7500
759I
7900
22
26
79
1,754
2,q43 ,090,5E?
,7
,I8622 04.84 50I4
STATE GOVERNT'IENT . EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 6,rr0,057 5, 0E0 ,420
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'TEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 5?,254
7,045,609
5,945, 964
Ir,505, r25
6 ,320 ,7 q5
II,E+I
443 ,67 (t
552,652, 07 0
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I5I, IEO
499,04E
5,000,499
3,775,2?8
7 ,E45
PAGE 90
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER:76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,55E. 99
?+,952.3E
150,024.48
18E,761.45
L72,757.05
16,657.49
56,643.51
566,2r7.98
592,275 . E5
592.25
78,8EE.70
6r,256.558,I55.55
8,208.72
2E,561.26
r0,892.64
58, 975 . 98-
+,776.62
I12,555.6E
r4,22r .87
20 r , 545.25
471,5L5.72
22,075.54
6E,q2-5 .12
26,623.05
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
QUARTERLY SUMT.IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
88-000 0uT-0F-STATE
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0r00
0700
AGR I
I58
I5E
L47
HIN
r500I6Il)
1620
1700
CONS
I6
I4
E6
rll
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
l3l
4E
8
t4
246
5I6
7
8
209
466
15
45II
8
CRUDEOIL AOIL A
POTAS
TOT.
0I
9
(+
E
4000
4100
4200
450 0
4600
48I0
PETROL., NATURAL GAS"
ND GAS NELL DRILLING
ND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
H
I'II N I NG
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHh.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'1BER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'1ARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
HACHINERY, EXCEPT ETECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPT.IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUI PI'IENTPROF.I SCIENTIF.' OPTIC.' OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUFITS
I'IISCEL L AIIEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT,1I'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
65q(t
15
IO
54
25
I8l2
25,592
68,6 0 0
24 ,97 5
?9 ,7 56
r5,095
62,092
57 ,62c+3q,024
55,7 98
58, 0 97
06,502
1,577 ,774I,225, I3II52,57I
16+,L7q
I
I5
ZL
65r,685
,3r2, 055
,509,256
,773,729
5,455,14r
555, I45
732,E65
7,324,5q6
I L 847,6 9g
2000
230 0
240 0
?7 00
2800
2900
520 0
5400
5s00
5600
5670
3700
5800
9
2r7
5r6
5r8
q
5r9
(+
5r5
2rl
2r4
?,7
15,5
59,7
75,?17
5900
t'lFG-
571,225
217,855
1,r79,480-
95,552
2,2q6,71+
284,+37
.t ,026 ,90(tg, 452, 555
59r
70
109
78
995
585lL 9g5
1,585
3,524
2,92(t
695,465
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
l6
60
I9
I79
441
I,56E ,5I I,502
4850
4900q920
TCU-
,I40
,065
,7 55
,170
,809
,07E
,057.90
,600.5r
,645.29
,747.q?
,6I4.07
552,46 III,E2I,I58
r,4r2,006
2,L92,905
1,57 q , g+g
L9 ,872,282
T
5l)IO ]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT 72 5, 6 0 0,547 602,507 50,125.5(
iREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l f,lEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
2,27q,647
15,822,599
I56,997
, I4E,2IE
,sEE,425
, II2, (lE4
, 7 44, E55
,552, 990
,106,099
,5E2,565
2,812,397
85,765
2,557 ,E(+l
18?,7L75,8IE,9()I
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
22E,665
402,559
r , gg2, lggq9,48+,240
6I,191,250
2, 57E, 545
E4 ,67 5
2r546r006
1E2, 7 l7
5,q90,?25
PAGE 9I
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NU['IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
11,455.15
7,199.18
7,539.56
I05,875.24
65,858.25
75,154.86
20,L26.95
99,109.40
2,474,r45.65
5,059 ,496.26
r28,917. l7
4,253.77
r27,300.28
9, 155 . E6
27tt,sLl .25
X QUARTERIY XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -_ BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
88-()l)() OUT-OF-STATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDWARE, PLUT1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
t'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
P ETROL EUI'I AND P ETROL EUH PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE I,655
27 ,g?11245
E6 , E56 ,585
r6,155,0926,750,599
62 ,503 ,992
r90,r71,9(}g
3?,527 ,306q28,377,406
1 r27q,62?2,()5E,5II
5,956,055655,0I1
14,450,540
I4,0E4,48486r,529
57,8EI,259
65,75r. r6
10r,925.57
196,801.76
51 ,650 .55
72?,527.06
7 0(t ,225 .0E(t3 
,07 6 .47
E94 ,06? .97
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5080
5090
5092
hIHSL
5020
5040
5050
5070
5000
6r00
612 0
6200
5500
65t0
6550
150
90
75
87
250
907
62
1,
5200
52s I
5252
5500
55I 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5592
5599
s600
5700
5E00
59I0
5990
RETL
BUILDING ]'lATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARM EQUIPIiIENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS['IOBItE HOME DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-t ASSOC.
56
L?
20
I7
2,42+ ,7IE9,II,4EE,IL 548,4
542,qL7
LZ.7 ,4q6
295,599
I ,46?, +92
27 , r20 .856,572.31
14,77 9 .97
75,r24.60
48
25
5I
99
SAVINGS A
SECUTY. A
I NSURANCE
REAL EST.
REAL ESTA
HOLDING A
TOT. FINA
t-loTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUGTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
ND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
ND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV.
AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICESOPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
THER INVESTT''IENT COT.IPANI ES
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
S ERV I CES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
LE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
55
+5
58r
158lrt
I76 ,651
721,29736,659,7r2
4,509,650
4,74+,925
,205
,08I
,525
,455
,59I
8, 410 . 2555,653.5I
r,I85,374.69
I 9E,22I .84
155,r54.5E
5Z
22
9
54
5?
7?
32q9
1,951
2, 56E
5t
9
r26
7q6
143, 984
150,7E7
2r077,465
1,276,755
I ,502,697
168
7I5
23,659
5, 964
2,66?
5I
5
2
2
145
r86
6700
FI RE
TE S
NDO
NCE,
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E0 0
7900
80I0
HOT EL S,
P ERSONA L
I.1I SCEL L A
AUTOMOB I
I'IISCEL LA
I
l5 952,552 932,352 45,6 l7 .65
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
957,5r7-
rr5,557-
55,155
47 5, r85
20E,9?7 ,212
PAGE 92
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E . O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(tl 
,E75.E2-
5,676.86-
2,756.63
25,659. 16
10,445,870.59
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Et^l t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
FN
REVYS
SIC
CODE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATI0N:88-000
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OUT-OF-STATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
806 II 957,5L7-
55
2,212
195,694
,02+,887
,0r6,94E
,920,354
, 55E,548
0 r 15, 557-
9 58, 585
499,051t7
7,q73 I ,552,6 95,55E
39,?24q69,3q7
22,775,935
5r7I5,759
58,777,q82
I,96I.I9
25,467.3El,l5E,52I.9I
rE5,856 . 95
2, 95E, 557 . r 0S ERV
E10
E20
E60
890
E9I
9100
9I8 9
9282
9595
GOVT
I
E4II
r44
7
I6I,I66
FEDERAL GOVERNT'IENT . AL L OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - I'IILITARY RESEARCH
STATE GOVERN]'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - IIUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 02-100
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TIETAL TIINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UI'I
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,
OI L AND GAS I^IEL t DRI L L INGOIL AND GAs FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. t'IINING
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMBINED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTT'TENT
EN I'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTEII
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
REV
FN
REVYS
RUN DATE:
RUN NU],IBER !
PAGE 95
07 /ll/92
768.00
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L BUQU ERQU E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,669,r25
97
2l ,916,?25
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
97 ,207
6l,r10
15, 7 0E, 252
2,555,006
6E5, 945
r, 024,565
27,935,9+5
2r5,755
2,976,292
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2, L7 5 .97
I58,60 0 . lEI40,776.I5
5,5E9. 58
5,515.E5
905,225.55
I000
1094
I20 0l5l 0
l58 t
15E 9
MINE
0I0 0
0700
AGR I
1500I5t0
1620
1700
CONS
I2I5I
165
70,45r
5,566 , 5 g65,657,r47
37 , E45
2 , ctll ,7 57
2,q49 ,500
URANIUl'I, ]iIOLYBDENUI'I
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
10
l5
5E
7ct
78
r55
62
?9
74
2+
69
I,25E
2,585
54
51,50I ,0509
2000
2 010
2500
2400
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER IIEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, l.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI,IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY,EQUIPTIENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI.IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
r,756
40
56
2,EqE
4,680
I04,045,768
5,7E7 ,gg+7,542,569
107,555,582
224, 95L 605
80, 168,5 r4
2,672,42E
6,222,79+
45,559,652
132,725, 46E
07,2r0.46
53 ,664 .5257,Er0.66
10,05E.59
28,72+ .33
57
I56
557
IE
5, 7 95, 4r5
r5,587,7704L590,6r1
1,507,170
I46,970.55
39,325.7(t
5E,90r.04I,606,5r4.05
12,289.79
ll ,6I
5
2r5
7r6
t7r
9I
72
25
252
77
965
I2E
008
250
I70
20I
824
054
586
25E
448
59(
55s
0t0
005
540
l5
I7
5
5l0
5
55
EI
285
27 00
2800
2900
520 0
540 0
5500
5600
5670
5700
5E00
5900
I'lFG-
4000
4r00(t200
4500
4600(810
4E50
4900
4920
, 5E2, 957
,644,91E
,809,607
,472,E32
, 14r, 954
,889,051
,999 ,44+
,77q r634
,495,0r0
.l ,I,I,tt,
58,
I,I, ,t
,
,
,
,
,
,
,3q2.37
,092.11
,250.58
,760.45
,568.27
,807 .29
90
16I
45
(+ r444 rL?2
43,298,741
6,209,215
47,179,227
L2,322,821
EE, I4O, E59
5, 7 09, g2g
5, 995, 0 r4
2, 20 r ,650
46,555,6E5
2,919,59E
5r,564,500
58, 085.56652,69r.97
5, 555, 977 . 58
2L2,055.28
?26,998.96
12r,155.85
2,559,E55.57
167,876.E6
2,953,qq7.25
r25
75
26
tREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r9,757,E91
JUNE, L99?
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
127 ,?89,869
27 ,EEg,6022,+65,65q
I2,4r9,I52
3, 955, 445
,508, r67
55,8r 9, 055
26,559, I5g
12E,507,550
PAGE gcr
RUN DATE2 07/IL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,203,502.45
I,505,552.L7
r4r,775. 08
7r+,100. r4
6,56+,750.94
7 0? , 323 .2E
427 ,1I6. I7
280,258.48
r, 140 ,EE6 .222,599,650.25
2,067,554.52
5 ,442,09q .45
982,809.69
I,7E6,504. 06
2L6,0Eq.9?
9,673,460.6E
59, 49E, 20E . 55
227 ,323.12
259,219.5E
l,9q+, r56 . rE1,525,6I5.98
7,585,905.95
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:02-IO()
src
CODE
TCU- TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMTIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
T'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDIdARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
FII SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . UIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPMENT DEATERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
].IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBItE HOME DEALERS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND IOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COT'{DTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI-1ENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
QUARTERLY SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L BUQU ERQU E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
s5t
5r5
556
15E
246
47
575
72E
48r
1,951
2E5
r05
+6
5,79+II,552
7I
77l9r
IEE
r28
546
1,7?L
56
2,87 0
I5,4rl
82,655
29 rcr4045,5I3
07 ,028
r5,868
57,90I
4? ,30(t
07,926
6?,635()I,E9()
90,23+
65,680
55,62E
02,605
28,90I
265,932.q4
r32,705.79
250,851.55
356 ,6 0E .6 9
2EI, IEE.45
r,556,776.62
5,095 ,659.26
270,599.80
6 ,292,L22.56
50t0
5020 I55
(l 
,62rs
4r5
6rz
(+ r8
2E,4
53, Eqr7
I09,4
60,4
59,4
55, 4
55, I
254,2
7 165I1,0
44 , 255, 9E4IE,55r,202
40,207 ,E57
4 r?16,q49
lct,523,547
I5E, 505, 525
5
5
5
5
5
5
1.tH
40
60
70
EO
90
92
SL
55r0
5400
55r0
55+ 0
5200
525 I
5252
550 0
t24
72
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
6100
6I20
6200
6500
65r0
6550
6700
24,
22,
5,
2E,
46,
45t
96,I7,
55,
5,
55r,
945,
,29q
, 
c+(t6
,550
,65I
,2q9
, L'17
,80 9
,1t7 7
,547
,597
, E78
,7 95
059
+25
?7E
495
?6L
45E
880
r84
09E
905
0659tr
II4,2()E,E5I
I2, ZI4, 5I7
7,+?gr106
4,E74,060
I 9,8(tL 499
45 , ZL0 ,97 +
55, 962, 595
94 ,682 ,67 5
17,092,34?
5r,069,657
3,757,ggE
168,295,25E
6E7,072,432
79
158
1, r65
135
77L 725
5,490, 1I5
5, 07E,768
4,0E0,000
56,005,4E2
15, r46, 068
5, 405, E42
E5, 558, 07 0
,992.?3
,886.05
,65?.20
,322.7 6
,505.70
q
5
21
5
217
1,223I8I
27
2, 955
79I,I69
505,63+
I59, I6E
475, r7E
070,E965t,REFI
, r6(r,208
,05E,0I2
,?12 r557
59
29
r95
t
7000
7 200
7500
44E
3,E59
5, 525
iREPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:02-IOO
COI'IMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPFIENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT1OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
IlISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUSEIlENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
EOUS SERVICES
NG AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
ICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
22,52-9,241
45, 559,496
,7 45
, 986
,05?
, 088
,I06
,E7Z
,L27
,?E2
,902
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
151,627
558,q67
1,7IE,797,925
PAGE 95
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
262,q93.65
I56,348.96
052,q20 .75q37,042.59
677 ,73+.2E
7 ,55E . 5E
57,E51.85
9E,59r,502.9E
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L BUQU ERQU E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
76
7E
79
80
E()8l
82
85
89
9,728,655
36,777 ,25+
5, 54L E4(9,927,34L
5,500,76E
73,589,01E
42, r54, 7 95
56 ,562,97 I
4,565,900
2,37L,296
7 0 ,5q5 ,65+
24 ,993 ,354
533 ,72+ ,37 I
559,397.62
2,22E,555.98
507, I57.90
57 0 ,8?2.15375,756. l7
4,250 ,855 . 902,+23,900.72
759I
7500
89I0
S ERV
I'II SCEL
ENGINE
TOT. S
9200
92EZ
9500
GOVT
LRSR
4,t,
50,
LAN
ERI
ERV
65
1,365
85500
00
00
I()
60
00
00
00
00
72
276
2,596
504
967
558
07q
296(t32
625
604
255
956
7
10
7
74
46
57
5
5
I55
57
756
t
t
,
,
,
,
,
,
t
I ,6584t2I2I
6,058
669
2q,26L
3,259 ,2E6 .68
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND
STATE GOVERNI'IENT . EDUCATIONAL INST
LOCAL GOVERNFIENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNT.IENT
IN
IT
STITUTIONS
UT I ONS
,384r 529
,270,000
8 148,904
2, 5lg, E0455
48,076 5r044r559,124
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
Et
IREPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 02-200
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NET.I MEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,560,071
L,537 ,462
121,652
I55, 0 95
615,547
JUNE, I99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,251, 055
l,2gg,gEE
,552
,55I
121,552
154, 95+
605,064
zll,627
25E, 164
120,E95
PAGE 96
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUI,IBER: 75E. l}()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 L ,929 .04
74,74?.69
6 ,99q .96
8, 525 .25
54,265.01
,168.5(
,7E0.05
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS RANCHOS DE ALB
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
0700
AGRI
I5E 9
MINE
1500t6t0
1700
CONS
2000
230 0
27 00
2900
5200
4100
4Et0
4900
4920
TCU-
50r0
5040
5080
5090
l^lHS L
AGRICULTUR
TOT. AGRIC SERVICESTURE
AL
UL
.75
.69
4, r71I(,,61I7?r84r9r,570q26,367
5400
5900
t-tFG-
I2
I4
575
725
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T'IILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIFIARY I''IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT . I'IANUFACTURI NG
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COH]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MOTOR VEiIICLES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPTIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI.I EQUIPMENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
75,
956,
255,
L,290 ,
,091
,366
,499
,095
,867
6,951.qq
L,917 .76
5,645.52
L,77E.66
2 ,425 .50
3, 957 . 57
25
59
40
6t
7
25
40
I7
25
,450
,2?6
520 0
525 I
5252
550 0
5400
554 0
56 0 0
5700
5800
58I 5
5 910
5920
5
5I
7
555
65
900
216
L,2E5
905
682
5I7
899
9l6
IO
9tt
55
I26,045
655, 266
21,E56.06t0 580,279 580,279
REPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l,l5g,g54
5,504,799
l,E17,zgE
31,515
187,540
6E2, 555
52E, 584
70,609
I87,155
263,r52
L++,29L
298,552
2,277,453
I2,1E7,5E0
PAGE 97
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L,3+q,592
6,429,549
l, 967,395
9r,535
IE7,540
767,3E2
545, 076
7E, 988
r87, r65
255, r52
r44,306
507,069
2,q75,594
r4,416, ll5
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
El.l I'1EXI C0
ENUE SYSTEl'.|
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYS
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:02-200
]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS RANCHOS DE ALB
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5990
RET L
lt5
?2E
I4
67 ,255
516,525
.48
.9r
6000
6510
6700
FIRE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E0t0
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI,IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
r'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7
45
45
23I5
.20
.60
.02
.02
.24
.72
9
I5
9
59
I8(t
IO
T5
E
104,494. 07
1,800.49
10,694.62
,23q
,8 95
,060
,7 62
, I5I
,296
17,155. l5
I50 ,875. l5
700,041.57
E060
810 0
E20 0
8900
8 910
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
7?
25t
66E
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE 98
RUN DATE I 07 /IL/192
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L,L?4.96
5,58I .39
I5,5r0.25
657. tE
7 ,495.73I9,285.5r
ElE. t7
rr,5I5.22
5,460.5E
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:02-5I8
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. IIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI{AY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I''IEAT PRODUGTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING]'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TIJERAS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I58 9
I'II N E
SIC
CODE
2000
2400
?7 00
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
506,575
r,156,46E
lo2,92L
53,257
502,4IE
L2,020
I5E , I5I4II,5II
r4,919
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
223,5r5
89r,Eg5
20,45+
6?.,469
27 9 ,35E
TI,5E5
156,286
550,645
T4,9I9
209,550
99,2E?
1500
I6IO
1620
I700
CONS
5(t
99
t2,2E2.3q
+9,05(t .25
5900
tlFG-
4200
4Et0
4900tt920
TCU-
5080
5090
l^lH S L
520 0
550 0
540 0
5600
6300
65t0
6550
FI RE
]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I',IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTTiIENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I9
30
q4
13
9
5700
5800
5E l5
5990
RET L
62
9?
INSURANCE AGENTS,
REAL EST. OPER-LE
REAL ESTATE SUBDI
TOT. FINANCE, INS
ARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
_AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
DERS AND DEVELOPERS
ANCE AND REAL ESTATE
c
SR
VI
UR
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES 209,550r 05, 25I
I
7000
7200
7500
t6
43
REPORT NO. OE() TAXAT I ON
STA
COI'IB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTMENT0F NEtd nExlco
D REVENUE SYSTEM
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 99
07 / LL/ 92
768.00
AN
TE
NE
AX
RUN DATE:
RUN NUMBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION:02_5IE
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
QUARTERLY SUH}IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TIJERAS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
750
760
806
810
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
256 ,55 I
7 ?2,536
2, E52, E8E
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
204,555
554 , (t04
2,277 ,9(10
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1r,259.4r
55, 975. (t
125,2r5.15
E20
890
E9IO
S ERV
65
r49
45q
920 0
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
REPORT NO. ()8(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:02-qt7
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUI'IBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
]'II SCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
FTI SCEL L ANEOUS I,IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'IEXICO
CO1'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE Il)(l
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUT.IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,942.2t
37 ,287 .37
4,r16.06
552.79
E,502. 0 9
4,L72.56
L,+72.59
718.56
q,739.26
17,735 .56
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORRAL ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LRSR
0700
AGRI
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2A
69,047
r500I6I ()
I620
1700
CONS
2(00
27 00
5900
T'IFG-
(t8I0
4900q920
I CU-
70
102
404 t95r, 072410 115,75962r,491
l2
22
2ct
?7q5
7
40
90
E?,7 64
521,527
69,920
80,740
2I0,E52
145, E95
r50,401
57I,866
r0,546
I5E,56E
10, 095
809
6 05 .59
I,72E.55
5090
tlHS L
5200
5500
5400
5500
5700
5800
5990
RET L
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAITERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES]IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
IlISCELL/ANE0US REPAIR SERVICES
I.IOTION PICTURE IHEATERS AND PRODUCTION
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
7200
7300
7500
7600
6 9, 543
24,5(ts79,37599,79r820
7E0 0
E20 0
E900
8 9I0
S ERV
11,975
7 9 ,0?g
295,652
I
92()O STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:02-4I7
SIC
CODE
GOVT TOT. GOVERNFTENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,494 ,97 3
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r ,295,556
PAGE IOI
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
77,580.E0
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORRA L ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION ?95
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:02-555
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESTOT. AGRICULTURE
LUI'IBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT,IMUNIGATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r6, 936
16,75E
85 ,86 6
6,2()E,EI6
442, r I6
7, 150,304
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r6 , 619
16 ,457
85,86 6
1,255,552
442, ll6
2,159,3?4
PAGE IO2
RUN DATEI 07/II/9?
RUN NU]'IBER! 76E. llO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
895.28
884.57
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
STATE FAIRGROUNDS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
2q00
2700
5200
3900
T'IFG-
4920
TCU-
I7
IO
2E
22
t79
5090
t,lH S L
]'IISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
T.lISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBItE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREAIION SERVICES]'IISCEL LANEOUS S ERV ICESTOT. SERVICES
I()
74
97
95,125
27 6 ,q?-94lr,0r0
96,L25
27 3,77 5
408,556
,r66.7r
,715.(t6
,9+9.20
525L
5q00
5599
5800
5990
RET L
5l42l
7200
7500
7500
7900
8900
SERV
7
4,6L5.29
67 ,q85.9+
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
23,753.77
1I6,065.75
g
tREPORT NO. 06() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
PAG
07
76
7,575
r9,45E
27 ,Oq3
E 105/tt/92
8.00
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
MBX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUTIT.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION: ()2-l)l)2 RT'IDR BERNALILLO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIG
CODE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDEC EI PTS
1,793,972
56 I ,687
2,555,659
r8,8r9,297
6 ,6E5,4E9
9,595,905
202,q05
5,05r,910
50,466,535
2,169,127
5, lE5, 024
4 ,622,43E
14, rE2, 155
29 ,?92,729
69r,lE0
g 
,7 gq ,329
53E, 168
4,162,5r0
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r4,652, I l6
EE6,499
932,97 8
22q,206
REPORTED
TAX DUE
786,874.32
5t6,556.56L I25,50?.90
12, 05I . 0E
L6,230.27q,660.57
22 ,989 .49
13,559.854,r9I.06
010 0
0700
AGRI
r094
Iq00
I'II N E
00
I()
20
00
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URANI UI'I
NONI'IETALLIC MINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. IlINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT t',lEAT PRODUCTS
].TEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'TILL PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBIISHING
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
NACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRONIC COT1PONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'TTS.
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
2q
27
5t
r40
362
505
501
E7
5,
20,
5r5
879
I (l,sEE,
29,907,
95 ,7 6L()I,I2O
90,944
,940
,?0?
,Lqz
.51
.57
.88
l5l6
l6
I7
28I
45
26
CONS
2000
20r0
2300
2(t00
27 00
2900
5200
540 0
550 0
3670
5700
3800
5900
I'lFG-
346
555
9
,959
,065
27
57l2
5r5lrz
5
4?7,7LL
251,905
77,973
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES
DRUGS, CHEMICAL
GROCERIES AND R
ELECTRICAL GOOD
670,7262,75l,rEg
2,002,q91
2,050, rg4
4,57+,496
E, 26 O, I7E
19,779,262
q45,604
E23,052
2r1,206
2,q45,376
107,653.86
107,775.9E
25E, E54 . 05
445, 9E4 .59
L 054 ,742.3q
25,845 . 7 r
44,251 .65
rr,552.3I
151,45E.95
tr7
293
?q
52
65
52
206
t?
t5
56,051.50
14E,594.57
4I00q200
4500
4EIO
4830
4900
4920
TCU-
ANDSA
ELASA
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPTIENT
ND ALLIED PRODUCTS
TED PRODUCTS
ND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES t027
I
5 010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
IREPORT NO. O8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'IEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
PAGE }04
07 /ll/9?
758.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT'IB ER :X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TOCATION: ()2-O()2 R]'IDR BERNALILLO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
41, 086,420L 946 r 2055E,r79,059
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
27 9 ,L87
r,90r,740
9,097 ,779
6,225,976
1,95E,950
2,495,6Er
L92,?04
4,EIO,2E7
35,025,+21
99E,164527,II0
5090
5092
tlHSL
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUT{ PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
FAR]'I EQUIPT'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T.IOBI L E HOI'IE DEAL ER5
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COHI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'TOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.lISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
I,
I,
37 3 ,720(t(tg 
,989
,259,996
,gqg ,7 62
, r65,69r
r94,750
,555,625
,049,36(
r597
,092
,2+6
,917
,655
,9q6
,46E
,09E
9 .824.6r
0.16
5.27
5.+6
4.55
r452l
2qL
3,327,270
447,756
9,215, 065
296
E5
86r
372
432
758
I06
5E7
r7E,840.E5
24, 066 .86
4+l ,444.65
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,006.50
L02,?tE.54
488, 987 .E9
15,959.3I
5200
525 r
525?
5500
55I0
5400
55r0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
s700
I9 1,501,059
56 r, 962, 6E3
64 1r,r74,275
5800
58I5
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
700
7?0
750
759
750
760
z9
8
59
I5
35
rq0
55
24
7q20
9Z+
EI
9
99
6I
5
7
4(t
29l7
I7
45I
,59
,29
,02
,22
,68
,19
+
46
20
23
554
I04
155
I()
258
48
404l
57
+2
2Z
2
z
570
,981.16
,550.95
,529 .7 4
6000
5300
6 5I0
6550
6700
FIRE
0
0
0I
0
0
7800
7900
8010
8060
EIO(l
8200
8600
E900
l.E82,+52.32
,645.52
,582. I5
8q,593.77
l,52g,2gg
9Er,489
2 ,7 59 , t+91
527,155
762,676I4,565, I 08
258,456 ,7 99
5, 2r 9,255
r , 445, 545
7 69 ,09q
E52, 941l rL22,Zg4
E26,909
458, I 96
55
I7
24
204
318
I5
r85
IOI5
65
52
rq2
r ,575, gg6
126,q55
682,556l3, r25,579
2(15 ,7I5,755
2,555,559
905,290
7 ct9 ,487
77E,252
1r070,4r4
7E6,510
415,584
55,E4I
5r,597
5rggr,555
5 ,7 96 .99
36,676.72
705,5E2.5II3,25r,024.51
r57,545.77
,64r .45
,?8+.93
,E5I.5E
,53(t.74
,274.95
,250 . r5
,E95.96
,769.59
,572.63
I
54
5I
E,27 0
,00I
,597
,34r
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE,1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L,094,22+
27 6 ,00L ,257
40 9, r55
565, 455, 07 9
PAGE IO5
RUN DATEI 07/LL/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
58,814.55
854,E75.07
2r ,5l 9.25
I 9,655,254 . 05
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
()2-()(l2 R]'IDR BERNALILLO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E9l0
S ERV
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
57I,54I
t3
4,051
, 955
,500
,261
,201
I
92
920 0
95 93
GOVT
(tI2
409, I55
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOGATION 490, 075,40 g
REPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:2E-I5()
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHt.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I.IISCEL L ANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTETl
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
29 ,7 q3
2L,722
7 L ,66?
I45, 347
I4l, r45
56, 587
54I,652
E7,67E
I55,076
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,E,E42
r5,051
55,587
125,E92
lL5,257
40,76 r
EE, l)E8
25,195
295,170
I
t7
PAGE I()6DATE: 07/IL/9?
NUI'IBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L,7L2.q9
E9+.25
5, r67.E4
7 ,47?.8L
6 , E45. 5E
,495 .85
,406.97
2,420.LE
5,250 .26
RUN
RUN
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RESERVE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5090
tlHS L
5500
55I0
55+ 0
5599
5E00
5E I3
5990
RETL
I500
I620
I700
CONS
2000
2700
t''lFG-
qE 10
4E50
4900
TCU-
6510
FI RE
7000
7 ?00
7500
E9IO
S ERV
95 95
GO VT
t0
I4
IO
20
t0
I4
5(t
7500
7600
8900
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVIGESTOT. SERVICES
TOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT 00 10,59I-r0,591- 10,59r-r0,59r-
I5
2E
626.E6-
628.E6-
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 125 697 ,290 57q,E?2 34, l2E. 07
IREPORT NO. (t8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I 1'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L99?
PAGE I O7
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 758. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9,r57.6E
E,725.04
r9,509.07
2E5.60
L,779.79
r,105.14
9,275.36
25,753.45
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION:28-O2E
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUFIBER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
T.IISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC ]^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI.TMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REFORTED IN
RMDR CATRON CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0r00
AGRI
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
24O,EEE
r6,605
(t7 
,235
21,525
24E, 5 55
624,2L4
I5 , 55I
45 ,57 2
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
178,296
17 0 ,245
580,655
5,575
54,72E
2L,525
lE0, 98E
502,511
1500I6I ()
r620
I700
c0N5
2000
2+00
2700
3900
I'IFG-
7
I5
I5
50
9
IIII
9
t7
57
410 0
4200
4E l0
4E50
4900
TCU-
50 90
t,lH 5 L
520 0
525 I
5500
55r0
5400
55(0
5599
5E00
5E I3
5990
RET L
MISCELLANEoUS tIHoLESALERSTOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTTiIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
IlISCEL tANEOUS RETAIL ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRAGTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
,450
,450
75,450
76,450
5,917.04
5, 9r7 . 04
59
E
8
I()
26
I 97, 905
tt7 4 ,67.+
5,655
5,655
76
76
5, 5E5
5,585
rE5.76
r83.76
t5
I6
40
120
r49, r70
5q,q7E
9E,905
296,0+6
66I,sEE
,609
,906
,650
,567
52
9E
I9
50
I5,4(5
t2E,575
46,529
6 r, 743
n
.D
5r
II,
7 9t .57
6 ,57 9 .22
696. IE
068.92
?56.02
206.28
2,584.65
2
5 28
6 5I0
FIRE
I
7000
7200
7300 E 105,904 5,r54.5+
REPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:28-028
SIC
CODE
9500
GOVT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
59,609
15,558
75,595
290,667
2,2r0,549
JUNE, }992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
25,540
I5,55E
66 ,9q2
?24,50(t
I,7EI,6E7
PAGE I06
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,29E.69
787.09
5,450 . E0Ir,505.89
91,5rr.26
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR CATRON CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7500
7600
E20 0
E900
S ERV
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
t0
7
22
65
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 322
IREPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N ! 0ri-I0l
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
OI L AND GAs I^IEL L DRI L L INGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC ].IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHbIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ET ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORIATION EQUIPT'IENT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS IlANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORIATION
I{OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IIIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC 1^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI-II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEI|I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
41,545
167,5r5
2 06,66 0
, 0E6
, I95
455,59r
5,665,r57
5,8E0,739I2,2I6,6IE
5, l64,2lE
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I50,0E6
zrE,208
595,875
5,224,994
5, 248, 07E
ErEg5,600
r90,615
2,056
727 ,E7E
54 , 71r
L62,0q9
r96,760
2,07 9 .
9 ,7 22.1r,802.
PAGE 109
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
, E05. r6
,09q.8.t
25,654 . 90
513,500.42
194,E1E.7I
555,671.41
I r,435 .89
125.96
43,672.70
105.65
2r+ , qL6 .02E(,0r5.61
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ROSHEL L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0100
0700
AGR I
I500
1610
1620
1700
CONS
t6
ZE
52
195
504
5r2
I
IO
58
8
t7
25
7
r07
r94
56
955t
I5I O
r 581
I3E 9
1400
MINE
7l5r50?29
,551
,7 43
2000
250 0
2q00
27 00
520 0
3(00
3500
5600
5670
5700
3900
l'1FG-
259l,0r(t
I
6
0
3, r75
557
5, r86
6s0
7?
2t
167,779
5,092,059
g 
,7 95 ,sqg
326,852
371,055
287
40
1,40
E66
t74
526 ,852
r r2, 045 r.159.59
410 0
420 0
4500
4Et0q850
4900
4920
TCU-
I
27
140
,025
,697
,404
r 028
I9,6I
6,65
175
z0
g,gls,67g E,5+q,455
,675.56
,zzl.65
497 ,755.78
T'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPIiIENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI,IARE, PLU]'tBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
7t
2
EIO,5()E4(5,80r
451,056
775,627
9E7,252
+45,552,
5010
5020
5040
5050
5070
5080
l4
I()
55
I2
20
52
555, 590
4r5,928
EI4,550
105,975
r2r, 052l,r5l,096
20,005.59
24,855.70
48, E59.77
6, 55E.55
7 ,263.09
69, 065. E0
!REPORT NO. OEl) TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
OAN ASSOCIATIONS
OMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.NTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
THER INVESTMENT COT'IPANIES
INSURANCE AND REAt ESTATE
ENUE DEPARTT'IENT
El.l MEXIC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE II(l
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
67, 082. 90
24,?30.72
267 ,599.92
80,104.20
70,741.I0
REV
FN
REVYSX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:04-IO}
I'II SCEL t ANEOUS T^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI,I EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE 5TATIONS
t'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
FlISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
QUARTERLY SUI.II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ROSl.IEL L
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
50 90
509?
l.lHSL
5IC
CODE
5200
5 251
5?5?
5500
55I0
s400
55r 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5600
5E I5
59I0
59?.0
5990
RETL
t25
50
27.t
l9
23
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r4,976,511
2r197,9?l
50,090,329
,657
,85I
, E5I
,405
,668
985, 959
716,478
23,12?
3, 053, 0E5
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
I,I18,(l48
4 0 5,845
4,46 r , 665
r,555,070I,I79,O18I,6II,65IL 395, g5r
I,qTI
r0,990
r4,256
2,362
1,25(
2,6II
2,209
7,5r0
699
5,659
I,(}12
15,406
67, 051
r ,855,24r2,00r,069
5,100,770
2,645, l6r
2,961 ,327
I,I
715
2r7
5r2
I92Il5
I5
52
70
T2
AND L
AND C
E AGE
. OPE
ATE S
AND O
ANCE,
6000
6r00
612 0
2E
IE
655l
45
55
96
65
197
I
IOII
,597,575
,E05,425
,971 
' 
065
E02,950
440,0E2
85,8q2 . 55
64E,205.57
7LE,26q.9746,I77.0I
26,4L0.5q
,790
,87 9
,599
, r50
,54E
,514
,715
,7 9?
895, 508
2,596 ,06t12,09r,545
7,0q8,E56
699, r60
5,190,990
1,006,77r
11,6?-7,562
58,255, 0 0 g
55
55
25
2?
4I
9I
60
97
95
It
4
I
6?,8
45r,6I4I,4
I94, 5
ZrL
55
80
7+
676t
,7IE
,7 57
,480
,95r.
,949 .
665
1,552
l5II
,(+59.37
,406.25
,821.99
,568.E2
6
5r4
555
23
,E77
,L2?
35, 552 . 62
1,5E7.50
lr,E2l.05
I9,1E2.91
65,064.54
E,45I .5E
146, 052.66
6200
6500
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E0 0
7900
E()I()
6060
8r00
E20 0
5AV I NGS
SECUTY.
I NSURANC
REAL EST
REAL EST
HOLDING
TOT. FIN
2L4,497
357,767I,()95,IE4
186 ,858
r97,017
519, 715
r, 05r,266
r40,506
r65 2,454, 051
,044,E10
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
1'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ANUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
II
2
2
82,295.01II4,668.45
L72,666 .66
151,569.42
5?,?29.03
65
354
2t0
r65
96
,57I,460
, 9I2, E6 I
,E77 ,77E
,1E8,801
E69,2L+
' 
5?7
,357
r 259
55
I
7
2
5
,267
,7E0
,Eqz
,967
51.15
56.02
65.79
90.56
5E.01
I
5t
250
55
77
I4
04,501
55,E94
E6 , E5Eq4,697
56,800
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I66, 165,556
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,LL?,L77
522,559
29,068,52c,
115,596,771
PAGE IIl
RUN DATEI 07/II/9?
RUN NU]'IBER: 75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
506,475.51
r9,540 .52
L,7q4, 006 .40
6,E06,949.65
FN
REVYS
670?t
2,04?
E600
8900
89I0
S ERV
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
El.l t'tExIC0
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
sIc
CODE
LOCATION:04-IOI
NONPROFIT I1EMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R0StlEL L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5
55
,60rr96r
544, E48
,525, 154
920 0
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS ( SERVICES )
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 4,757
IREPORT NO. (}E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:04-2()I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURI NG
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ETECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIIT,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT{ENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
50,577
8,686
544,9E1
26,508
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
q7 ,978
6(,E70I4I , 88I
240, I5l
8,586
544, 9EI
?5,qgl
PAGE II2
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUT{BER: 76E . O ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,E78.70
3,4E4 .778,5r2 .89
14,001.59
521. t7
20,69E.E8
1,529.48
2,415. 50
36,615.59
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DEXTER
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
0100
AGRI
t3I0
t'II N E
1500
1700
c0Ns
2400
27 00
5900
l'1FG-
4I0 0
4200
4EIO
4900q920
TCU-
50,946
192, 619
243,565
7
15
?0
37,522
12+,E74
r62,596
2,251.32
7 ,q9?.44
9,7q3.75
II
+2
7
56
65, I75
L57 ,692
2E5, 95E
5020
5080
50 90
5092
NHSL
520 0
550 0
5400
55r0
5540
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E l5
5990
RET L
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND AILIED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
r'IISCET T AN EOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
IiIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
l0
?0
t0
q0,225
6r0,275
I4
5I
I
6000
FI RE
(0 r
6 5(r, 225r75
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : O4-2OI
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBIIE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE 0F NElll t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,L67,734
JUNE, I99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I, 94I, E6 9
PAGE II5
RUN DATE: 07/II/9?,
RUN NUI'IBER: 768 . () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,5(t2.4?
LE,758.72
116,104.(8
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DEXTER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
7200
7300
9200
GOVT
7s00
7600
7900
6010
E900
S ERV
20
4I
25,7?0
555,66 0
25,7r1
312,649
2tt
I
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'IEXICO
COilBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 0E, 162
?(t7 , a+27
56,07E
6,52q
PAGE II4
RUN DATE: 07/IL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E . O (l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,2q4 . 0E
r,587.10
7,65I. l8
6, 07E.75
I+,45+.65
5,564.7I
59r.46
1,299.2E
7 ,?88.71
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
tocATI0N:0q-500
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUT'IHARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HAGERI'IAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
r0E,505
28r,128
56,078
r5, 6 94
562, 965
93,725
54, r54
58,82 9
7E5,546
6,655
2l ,67 6
249,772
2700
t'lFG-
I500
1700
CONS
4l
q2
48
49(t920
TCU-
5070
5090
tlHS L
9l0
I9
r15,950
25,2?4
157, r74
r04,060
25, I 18
127,L79
00
00l0
00
6000
FI RE
550 0
5400
554 0
5800
5990
RETL
72-00
7500
7500
7600
E060
E900
S ERV
+3
Il)
7
55
HARDhIARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL ilERCHANDISE, EXCEPT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'II SC EL L AN EOU
HOSP I T
t'II SC EL
TOT. S
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
7II
7II
2I
57
r5,529
495,4E5
75, 255
54, I54
50,696
667,074
8II.74
,711.67
,515.96
,048.05
,oql .7 6
,I27.IE
58
8
z9
q
z
5
40
s
D
s
S
ALS AN
L AN EOU
ERV I CE
REPAIR SERVICES
OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
SERVICES 21,65 I
12r,485
9200
GOV T
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I8( l, 590, E56 1,2E5,060 76,575.+t
REPORT NO. 06O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:04-400
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl MEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE I15
RUN DATE: 07/II/9?
RUN NU]'IBER: 75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,208.74
2, 9EE .58
2,12q .35
658. I9
6,r52.16
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAKE ARTHUR
NO. TAX
RETURNS
?E
q0
I4
IO
7a
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
50,421
89,775
40,019
r2, 150
r4E, 997
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
?2,016
54, 576
5E,62q
12,l+9
rrl,552
1500
1700
CONS
GENE
5P EC
TOT.
UILDING CONTRACTORS
RADE CONTRACTORS
RACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IISCEL t ANEOUS T-IANUFACTURING
TOT. ].lANUFACTURING
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTIT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
IiII SCEL LANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ER5TOT. t^IHOLESATE TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
T.IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
II1ISCELLANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. _ EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNIiIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOGATION
RAL BIAL T
CONT
3900
MFG-
4920
TCU-
4200(Et0
q900
0
0
0
L
550
540
599
5090
NHSL
ETR
7200
E200
E900
S ERV
9200
GOVT
IREPORT NO. l)E(]
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N : 04-004
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONITETALLIC TIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
sPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIFIARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
toCAL AND HIGHIIAY PASSENGER TRANSPoRTATI0N
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'4MUNICATIONS
D TETEVISION BROADCASTING
I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ITIES
NSPORTATION, COTIT.TUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEl,l HEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSIRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,037r225
r, g3r, 926
5,9(5,200
r,005,219
5,899,470
JUNE, T992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l, 0r6,5r6
lr770r75g
5,777,551
719,976
5,506,859
56,295
605,601
2,106 ,252
5,204,051
20,551
41,760
244,L7 9
15,075q46 
, +50
PAGE I 15DATE: 07/LL/92
NUTIBER: 76E.()()
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
57 ,t67 .74
99,590.5E
212,486. l5
40,498.50
29E,50 9 .56
2,041 .49
52, 557 . 95
ttE,q75.67
178,500 .77
l, 156.02
2,549.01
15,755.10
7 35 .4E25,rl2.El
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI"IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR CHAVES CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
r500
t6t0
t6?0
1700
CONS
4900q920
TCU-
0r00
0700
AGRI
1581
t589
Iq00
I'II N E
27 00
520 0
5400
5500
5900
I.IFG-
4100
4200
4500
4E l0
4E50
5010
5020
50E0
5090
5092
l,,lH S L
qE
r2t
57
75
56
25
59
22
IIE
E
t5
50
L27
529
I3
1,559
t0
L2
,975
,209
'075r 495
4,150.90
15,161.50
73,794
?69,535
RADIO AN
EL ECTRIC
GAS UTIL
TOT. TRA
250,075
6l(t ,022
2,227,?66
3 r559 ,7 92
59,56 9
162,977
477,155
IIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
T''IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'tI SCEL LANE0US l.lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUTI PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLEsALE TRADE
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
]'IOBI L E HOI.IE DEAt ERS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
I5
30
5?52
5300
540 0
55( 0
559?
5599 I6 E0,925 5(t ,935 2,95t.55
iREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COITIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
I ,957 ,7 454,299,249
517,741
r,550 r 407
20,237 ,290
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L ,17 0 ,22E
2,605,507
24,731
106,520
229,012
129,255
258,565
499, lEs
L,269,g7l
I4,E7r,949
PAGE I 17
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER 3 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,778.61
,554 .45
, 578 .52
65,825
L46,4?L
r,591 . l05,99r.7rI2,EEl.92
7 ,270.63
15, 407 . E9
?E,076 .29
71,427.50
E54,665. 99
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:04-004
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITTE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUMTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R].IDR CHAVES CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
5700
5800
5E I5
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
6600
E900
E9l0
S ERV
LRSR
E4
95
E4
175 r
?7?,
77,
177 ,556
276,320
77 ,840
7
t5
I7
2
E
0
9
t5
4
95
IE5
52
25
65I0
6550
FIRE
HOIELS, ]'IOTELSI TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
]'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT,IUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
IiIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNFIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIs LOCATION
II2l
.t7
t9
IO
2q,772
I14,440
262,86E
I46,905
25E,565
920 0
GOVT
92
209
794
IREPORT NO. ()E() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
28,555
E8, 54 0
I29,569
551,084
I,8II,E25
5,697,E05
90,54E
lr45g,El5
297,q75
E,?7q,919
E,921
JUNE, L992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
L7 r0(+5
I4,290
129, 36 9
q89 
,77 0
PAGE IIEDATE! 07/Ll/92
NUIiIBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,044.00
E75.27
7,212.q0
29,2E5 .95
85, 941 . EE
122,E06.54
800.29
3{,49E.55
5,6 94.55
252,405.61
73.40
5,017.58
7 ,260.+4
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
li
I
LOCATION:55-I5I
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRI]'TARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T.IETAL PRODUCTS
t'II SCEL L AN EOUS I'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO['T]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LAN EOUS I^IHOL E5A L ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUIIIYIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
MILAN (C. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
14
5rc
CODE
0700
AGRI
1500
r700
CONS
5400
5900
T'IFG- t0
4t4EIll
4900q920
TCU-
5040
s070
5080
5090
5092
t^lHS L
52
E
I()
10
2,165.25
1E, 97E . 97
28, r51 .55
5200
5500
5400
5510
55(0
5599
5700
5800
5E l5
5990
RETL
BUILDING T.IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESREIAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICTE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T.IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
l.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, FIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
26
102
9
I1
5l
9
25
2?L,q09
7 59 ,7 q(tI' 465,90 g
35,
50 9,
459,
551
861
614
IE
2+
1r570,4E0
2,005,002
15,065
563,2+2
92,972
4 , L?.0 ,87 6
I,I9E
6000
65r0
FI RE
58
2E
49ttEI
7000
7200
7500
7500 ,056,+99
,266
,558
T.EPORT NO. ()El)
SIC
CODE
7600
7E00
7900
8050
EIO()
8900
SERV
9200
GOVT
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPART]'IENT
Etl t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
x
TOCATION:55-I5I
]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'TUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVIGES
LEGAT SERVICES
r'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
REV
FN
REVYS
I7
89
204,995
659,020
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
94 ,97 9
67,069
rLl00,4g5
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
8E,57 9
65,528
91,078qEs,69?
5,637,954
PAGE II9DATE: 07/LI/9?
NUMBER: 76E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 415. 20
4,001.56
5,577 . 05
29,747.L7
344,51I.75
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLYX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'IILAN (C. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
9
E
509
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N . 33-227
AGRICULTURAL SERVICESIOT. AGRICULIURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRAGTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T.IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, t^100D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE[.IICAts AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'lANUFACTURING
L0CAL AND HIGHtIAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
t-1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS., I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVIGES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
PAGE I2O
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E . () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,057 .24
54,836 . l5
180, 975.48
I 0, 026 .57
3, 068.55
16,027 .2E
I43,094.90
3,q72.06
5,5II.5E
lll,969 .2(t
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTINIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRANTS (C. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
), 0700AGRI
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
224,19ct
66E,77E
5,2rE,180
205, 0E5
91,247
1,q52,906
9
57 2 ,713
2(+6,360
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
114,055
565,05E
2,924,996
152,046
49,59.+
259,05r
2, 599,7 94
56 
' 
lI.r
89,075
r,E09,605
442,1I5
245,5E0
544, 5lE
45,7r6
747,525
2t,2+2.35
2,7 04 .90
41,605. 64
1500I6l 0
1620
1700
c0Ns
I9
54
E4
2000
2400
2700
2E00
520 0
5600
5700
5900
t'lFG-
t?
25
5ct
4t00
4?00
4EIO
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
E
9
4+
20l4
22
35?,7 6E
I05,509
747,578
,692
,77 0
5040
5070
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESALERS
PETROL EUT'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL T.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI4ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t'loTOR VEHICL E DEAL ER5
GAsOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOME DEATERS
1'IISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
72 2,7L7,?3E
42
54
I57,1r15
598,552
35 r,950,760
5200
5?5L
550 0
55I0
5400
55I 0
2,67 0
956
787
9
23
5090
509?
l.lHS L
554 0
559?
5599
s600
2,450 , 045
45E,4E5
254, r7l
150
27
1(
,55E. 92
,I5I.2E
,489.5552
27 ,355.77
15 ,07 L .47
I
tREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:55-227
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,q25r7g5
13,275, r7E
237 ,640
q85,7E+
76 L 99E
1,042,5r0
745,659
5,595,Er9
27 ,62L,ZgL
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I2IATE: 07/IL/9?
U['IBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,6E4.?7
,?+5.62
II,006.E5
26 ,7 02.E7
q0,07q.E7
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SU]TMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRANTS (C. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
5700
5E00
58r5
t6
68
5I
t2
69,284
2 ,062, 067
559,450
6E9,649
,509
, I54
,450
,Z0l
5, E55 .
125,295.
59,565 .
37 ,q46.
54
L?
9E
77
6Z
2, 041
559
605
I,050
552l,4El
256
25
626
555
6q5
655
INS
REA
REA
HOL
TOT
5910
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7?00
7500
7500
7600
165
455
l2
E5
tt0
t25
555
1 ,555
65,764.55
20,055.669L 666 .25I5,848.69
1,55E.51
20, q18.66
50,6E4. 0E
57,542 . 65
5,077.EE
Itt , 126,5E6, 188, r84 59692
5000
6I0 0
6300
6510
5550
6700
FI RE
7E00
7900
8010
E050
6r00
6200
8900
S ERV
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L ASSOC
URANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICESL E5T. OPER-LESR_AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
DING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COt'lPANI ES
. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAIIER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVIGES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAt, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
CTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AND RECREATION SERVICESS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
VICES
AL SERVICES
EOUS SERVICES
ICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCTUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
55I+I
50
60
I5
562,
I ,57I ,
2E4 t
26,
,555
,647
,660
,?31
, lE5
?ct
54
25II
545, 437q97,784
6 05,5rE
82, 067
550, r5E
495, 904
605,51E
E2,067
]'IOTION PI
AI'IUS EI'IENT
PHYSICIAN
HOSPITALS
LEGAL SER
EDUCAT I ON
FTI SCEL L AN
TOT. SERV
r77,E88
4E5,78q
70r,E97
696 ,9q7
5,566,45E
23, l4l, 9q5
45, r04. l4
551,455 .25
L,q?3,2??..ql
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTs - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:55-055
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI.I, T,IOLYBDENU]'T
TOT. T'IINING
GENERAL BUIIDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAT TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUT.IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I.IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
MI SCEL t ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'I]'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDT^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I,II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EU].I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.JHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
tlHSt
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
2,E1r,097
52?,55?
4,90r,E98
3E9,969
555, 968
r,22r,459
541,619
r ,55E, 569
I,EE6,I55
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,666,E94
PAGE I22DATE: 07/IL/92
NUTIBER: 76E. ()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
tq6,679.r6
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RFIDR CIBOLA CNTY
NO. TAX
REIURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0t00
AGRI
t000
MINE
1500l6l0
I620
I700
c0Ns
?(t00
5200
5400
5500
5900
FIFG-
4r00q200
4EIO
4900(t920
ICU-
5500
5400
5599
5600
5600
5Et5
5920
5990
RETL
20
44
77
2,170
5,508
8, 9r
5,60zz
E
I
29
52
9
51
I5
?8
20
t6q, 06 9.342. 98
29,055 r,59E.05
29,5Eq.70
55,86 5 . 46
17 ,7 49 .60
59,595.80
62,2q0.8?
75.29
30,205.25
r4,512.50
,024.5r
,4E2. 0E
20,E7q.79
60,32q.2L
55
6I
7 ,90?+
5,700
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092 Z ,66(t-
600,550
295 ,7 58
5qr,6l9
7 L9 ,924
l,150,55r
1,569
5q9,L50
255,E65
56 ,806
20E,755
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
IE
28
5 9,88 r
209,2q0
2II
517,557
r,295,4r7
I
65IO REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
54
r39
579I,096 ,5+2,804
REPORT NO. O8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 33-055
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COTIPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, l.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITEGTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERvICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI1ENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN TiIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9E5,455
E,5q2,955
PAGE I25
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR CIBOLA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TO TA
0sGR
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
8900
E9l0
S ERV
t4
7l6l5
55
t4
,0
,7
290,723
2E,4
r,152,E77
rl,l20,{09
,618.95
,562.25
,llE.79
,49r .65
, 
(+54. E4
l5II
+
50
285,98I
2E,405
20,341
81,666
555,4r5
05
57
50
60
26
85
683
920 0
GOVT
tr8
456
54, 0E7 .5E
46E,E20.19
9999 NONCTASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 09-102
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI''IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RAION
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E+,445
q,30+ r+46
4 ,7 Lg ,696
194,757
56q,E67
5,90r
77 g ,43E
IE9, l)Ez
565,75E
r,052,955
?,2L5 ,2+6
90r,52r
464 , g5g
2,4r0,129
1,595,797
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
84,445
PAGE 12+
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUMBER! 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,6 99 . E9
SIC
CODE
0100
0700
AGRI E
1500
t620
1700
CONS
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
ED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
ND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
ND PAPER PRODUCTS
UBL ISHING
LASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
275,85665L 250 18, 62045, 95E 5tOE
2000
20I0
2q00
27 00
520 0
5400
3670
5700
3900
t'lFG-
ql00
4200qEIO
4E5 0
4900q92-0
I CU-
5040
5070
50E0
5090
509?
].IHS L
5200
525 I
5300
55I0
5400
55t 0
554 0
5599
55
53
r05
t4
FOOD AND KINDR
MEAT PACKING A
L UT-18 ER, T..IOOD A
PRINTING AND P
STONE, CLAY, G
57
109
I2
E
8qq
I5
2E
tl
66
PRIl'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'l0T0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I.lAREHoUSING' TRANs. SERVICES
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]INUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLU}IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
T'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUT.T PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOTESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUITDING I'IATERIALS
HARDT^IARE ST0RES
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'1ENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO AGCESSORY DEALERS
8E
2E
7q
l7q,L742,
5, E42,
t7
9
30
9
0
q
14E,641
2r5
1,52rI56,5I0
9E,207
565,69+
282,5I0l,2gl,3z2
140,E59
35E,625
670,140
7LL,222
7qL,476
495,822
II,5I
I16,75
?TL,q6
0
6I
55
54
84
170,I,729,
5, r52,
r0,035.25
I4.5I
r02.70
11,225.94
6 ,628 .97
32,5t16 .?3
19,055.92
Er,587. 0+
9,40r.5q
2q,207 .17
q5,127 
.84
4E,007.49
2.E2
0.E7
6.E5
50,049.66
55,467.9E
i
29
I4
7 95 ,573
650,509
IREPORT NO. ()EO
LOCATION:09-Il)2
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HO]'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND 5-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND CO]IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
X QUARTERLYX EDITED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'lENT
STATE OF NEt.I T.IEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,006,3E7
13 ,022,7 25
282,6E9
I 08,5854IE,6r5
I, I4I , EIE
295 ,969
257 ,226
3,957 rq02
I5,265
197,425
r,5g2r40r
569, Il6
I
t5
r r 67
56
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E25, 256
10, 976,585
I92 , 519
E5, 7 92
505,45r
I, I4I,EIE
295, 5+5
259,594
5, E54, q75
PAGE L25
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER! 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,050.25
,29E.52
,r68.70
, 9r5.55
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RATON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5600
5700
5800
5Et5
59I0
5990
RET L
6000
6I0 0
6200
6500
65I0
FI RE
7000
7?00
7500
7500
7600
780 0
7900
920 0
95 93
95 95
GOVT
5,255
2,56E
6,574
9, r16
8II
5I
55
t
10
rt5
2q
65,55lr218,lt2,?
4rL
t72
406
55
7q0
,67 4 .37
,E90.55
t2
25
48
6E
I99l
12, 9El .57
5,555.92
20,482. 9E
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNHENT
57
876l
59
55
969,426q6q ,060
z9l,9+z2l?,743
7 4 ,30?
957, 930(t62 r 97 L
258, 50 0
IEI ,6 ()5
60,E95
t0.2E
50.56
25.85
58.55
10.52
60t0
E060
8100
8900
E9t0
S ERV
77,072.73
25E, E56 . 2t
r9,800.65
16,20r.56
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT.IENTS - (SERVICES)
459
,
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,260 2E,425,593 LE,727,994 1,258 ,+55.96
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:09-202
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r 07, 955
5,347
50, I22
152,283
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
49, r50
5,160
?9,935
92,229
PAGE 126
RUN DATE2 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,5E0.57
27 0 .68
I ,57 r .57
(}, E42 . 05
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI.1['TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
IilAXt^lEL L
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r500
1700
c0N5
4100
4600
48r 0
4900
TCU-
5500
5400
5990
RET L
7500
7600
8900
S ERV
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAIT ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7
t2
I6
4l
920 0
GOVT
I
t
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NET.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
PAGE L27ATE: 07/ll/92
UI.IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4, 9r5
r9,548
I06,655
274,97+
632
27,021
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESs ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SPRI NGER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
27 00
T'IFG-
LOCATION ! O9-5OI
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI-IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
6,729(t2,955
r06,570
5I9,554
5, 2E3
73,142
65,856
LRSR
II282E13,I5,
420
559
246,065
23,455
246,065
25,554
I500
I700
CONS
46I0
4850
4900
7
7
IO
I()
75II73007500
7500
]I
2rt
55
90,299
I50,459
240,758
89,951
95,437
I85,598
5, q55 .8E
5,7E5.E9
1r,259.77
805. t5
E05. l5
EII
2(t,267
?4,267
qt00
4200q600
5040
5060
5090
509?
tlHSL
5000
65r0
FI RE
7000
7 200
290 .20l,l9l.l9
cu-T
25
55
E
I5
5,758.95
15, 955. 05
5E.5I
1,65E. r9
L,237.97
9,L7+.94
3,99?.5(+
26,260.89
64,057.61
Lt+ r525.?9
1,q22.00
9
5500
5400
55I 0
5540
5500
5E00
5Et5
5 910
59?0
5990
RET L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
I'IISCEL LANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]iIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARI]'IENT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
STORES
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
22,639
156, (48
qq5
I,I09
20,t5t,
57
90
,020
,453
65,855
455, l6 9l, 056,620
v,
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-501
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARIMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEH
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
PAGE I2E
RUN DATE. 07/II/9?
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
q,607.99
6E5. 05
2q,|Ztt .7E
I IE, 977 . Et
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI.IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SPR I NGER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
EOIl)
8r00
E20 0
E900
S ERV
l6
l?(t
E
532
,424
,990
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
76,008
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
76,00E
1,9EI,137
IL2E5
402,7 7 4
tlq0?
920 0
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,596,195
!
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:09-4(lI
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT.IAY
LUI'IBER, HOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
T4I SCEL L ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC [^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, GO['I['IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E t29/ll/92
8.00
PAG
07
76
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'1I'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CII'IARRON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
55, E7E
7 43,2+7
70,6E4
50,569
551,294
455,290
1,056,r55
24+,387
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2+,2+8
8 9, zE.r
55, E7E
7 02,257
17,25r
50,254
517,607
243,66E
1500
1620
I700
c0Ns
7600
8 010
8900
S ERV
I5
24
54,4r5
154,760
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I ,4E5. IE5,468.6(
2, 925 . 95
q2,50q.78
I, 055. 59
r,855. 05
r9,455.44
14,924.66
2q00
3200
5900
HFG-
(100
4EIO
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
5040
5090
tlHSL
54
50
15
7
9
28
6?
l5
5200
550 0
55r 0
5400
5540
5800
5E I5
5990
RETL
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]-lISCELLANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. ].IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I.TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'TISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTEL5, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCETTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS]'IISCELTANEOUS SERVICESTOT. SERVIGES
455, 67 0
E9+,q96
26
5.1
,56?.26
,787.E5
6000
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
36 505, 092 300,145 IE, sEE. 5E
REPORT NO. (,8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:09-4l)I
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
SIATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COt'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,82r,577
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,106,445
PAGE I5l)
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER3 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
t2E,5t4.tE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CIMARRON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5rc
CODE
920 0
9595
GOVT
r99
I
iREPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-509
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MISCELLANE0US tlH0LESALERS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILD]NG 1'IATERIALS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
STATE OF NET.I I-lEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E I5I/tt/92
8.00
PAG
07
76
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUM]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EAGLE NEST
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
?0,948
77 ,262
7,25E
7 ,258
r90,9r7
20 0,854
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,907
74, 050
I()
IO
I500
1700
c0Ns
90
SL
50
1.lH
6000
65I0
FIR E
7000
7500
7500
7600
9
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55E.r0
q,+54.61
27 00
HFG-
48I 0
4900
TCU-
5200
550 0
540 0
554 0
5600
5800
5990
RETL
IE
26
60
7E,827
92,6qL
5E7,440
56
IE
27
7 ,25E
7 ,Z5E
440.04
440.04
,778 .87
,595.75
,537 .5q
q
5l7
E900
S ERV
9200
95 95
GOVT
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
]'TISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - FIUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI.IENT
78,E27
92,5lE
2E9,2E0
IE9,792
r99,70E
11,506. 17
12,107.25
: T0T- ToTAL FoR ALL INDUSTRTES rN THIS L0CATIoN
T
t55 705,2q2 587,094 55,559. 05
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERIY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:09-600
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINTIHG AND PUBTISHING
TOT. I'TANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI-II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt,I I'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
lilB
PAGE I52
07 /ll/92
76E.00
QUARTERTY SUIII.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORIED IN
ANGEL FIRE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LRSR
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
IE, E95
L29,L76
rtEl ,47 L
zlq,22Z
556,057
1,6E7,556
?25,594
740, 080
291,541
185,625
42,006
l,qE?,47E
SIC
CODE
010 0
0800
AGRI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,155.55
7,750 .59
2E,955.60
1500
I620
1700
CONS
4El0
4900
TCU-
5090
tIHSL
5t4
5r6
5, I5I
5, l5l
t7
55
52,
184,
27 00
I,IFG-
]'IISCEL LANEOUS T.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
46
7
7
I3
+92,1E5
2l4,Z2Z
555, 59I
2,L04,525
225,59tt
745,896
so4,i6s
rE5,625
42,006
1,493,72E
2,7 36
2,7 35
164. t+
I64.14
520 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
L
NKS
ETC
DD
DR
000
t00
5r0
0I0
500
900
6
6
6
5
F
550
540
560
580
59I
599
RET
q5
79
12, E55 .29
3?,L62.?6
101,255.99
13,555.62
44,4OCt .8?
L7 ,+92.50
ll,0l7.5E
2 r5?0
EE, 945
550
IRE
25
56
9
9
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BA
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT. ,
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS ANTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AN
AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
EV EL OP ERS
EAL ESTATE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOTIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELIANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT-lUSE}IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
78
E
8 26
5E
75
REPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LoCATI0N:09-600
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
z,2g0 r37q
5,E95,252
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,257 r020
5,369,055
PAGE I55
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
155,418.25
52r ,844 . 56
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}I}'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ANGEL FIRE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E 910
S ERV
9200
GOVT
70
278
REPORT NO. ()E()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N:09-009
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS ].IELL DRITLING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONIRACTORS
TOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
LUTIBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
MI SCEL t ANEOUS I'IANU FACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI,IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC 1^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IT,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROTEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
].1OTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
]'TISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER_tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TIILE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2I4, IE9
I , E50 ,752
r,grl,097(,07E,49r
120, (35
25E,055
r,46r,154
r,095,575
127,L56
2 ,140 ,7 q3
2,+27,4q0
r79,610
2L,E27
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2r0,+6r
665,540
r07,655I, IE9,EI7
15,288
256,27E
l,z7l,973
r , 074,659
r26,857
, 050 r 440
,5II,56E
I75,410
21,E27
PAGE }54ATE: 07/Ll/92
ul'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
11,575.57
56,604.72
840 .85
13, 559 . E5
59,223.07
59, r 06 .27
6,976.06
9,647.55
1,200 .51
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR COLFAX CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
010 0
0E00
AGRI 9
I3E I
I'II N E
1500l6t0
I620
1700
CONS
240 0
5900
tlFG-
410 0
4500
4EIO{900
TCU-
5090
50 92
NHSL
5I
59
104
50
45
E
t0
I5
47
85
5,9I9.95
65,439 . 99
520 0
5500
5400
55I0
5599
5600
5E00
5EI3
5990
RETL
6sl0
FI RE
2
2
2.t
26
cr.
5.
112,77
L27,L2
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I
7000
7200
7500
I6
II
IREPORT NO. (l8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
[ocATI0N:09-009
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEI'lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNT.IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEl.I I'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
97,709
664 ,9+6
I(),IE5,4()I
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
E6,484
617,06E
6r773r055
PAGE I55DATE: 07/ll/92
NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,75q.+2
55, 955 .59
57I,7E0.53
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT,IDR COLFAX CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
7500
7600
7900
E90 0
S ERV
l0
I5
9r,505
Eq,259
87,09056,IIE
55
95
q,789.97
5, 085 . 49
9200
GOVT
56E
I
IREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLX EDITED
LOCATION ! O5-IO3
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I99?
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q?E,095
6,64E,098-
I,4(}I,E75
5, r59, 905-
PAGE T56
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,953.2E
595,598.92-
E(, 990 . 07
505,475.85-
5
Yx
x
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CLOVIS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
4,l20,lrE
c+ ,522, 545-
4, gg5, E46
664,459
t589
I400
I'II NE
0I0 0
07 0 0
AGRI
I500I5l0
1620
1700
CONS
4900
4920
TCU-
AGRI CU LTURA
AGRI CU t TURA
TOT. AGRICU
ODUCTION
RV I CES
E
LPRL SE
L TUR
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT
NONI.IETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS
TOT. t'IINING
DRILLING
AND POTASH
20
t90
27E
477
48
tz?
I36
98,
7 0+,
88,
515 ,
22
8l6
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4000{I00q200(8t0(650
50r0
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
50 92
hIHSL
20
?3
?q
27
52
5q
55
56
37
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHIIAY CoNTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHtIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T'IILL PRODUCTS
LUf'lBER, l^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY ]'TETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS]'lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I.IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIP]'IENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. NANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'lOT0R FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC l.,lATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAs UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTIIITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROL EUN AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
E
566t
I4
9
540,47 0
269,9?0
2,7 55 ,53q
r,0r7,405
4 ,021 ,937
340,470
70,79+
z. ,7 5L ,630
956,667
3,602,596
E, 950 , 147
6E
6
5,rr5.557
56
22
5,5
5l ,5
9r9
77 ,2
461
E56
119
5E7
9
54
8
9
5
2
L2
45
50
50
15
I5
6
q
2l
5900
I'IFG-
642,7 4L
r,r95,975
5 ,7 92,3+6
E4,382
I65,557l,z73,gg7 tr.99I5. I5
20,6tt0.96
4,291.90I5{,205.5r
57,9E5.07
21E,407.58
9,7 05 ,729
E95,307
278,024
2,00r,595
592, 0826r5,5r2
Z(tq ,17 5
2 ,9E5 , rt97
515, 067
7 ,92+,859
,1l2.rr
,(t38.22
,75E.27
,517.09
,734.52
,40E.54
,35r .65
52E,766.00
r8,446 .6(q,275
5,80E
5, 682
1,992I,5I9
0,025
6 ,5820,5r6
5,99E
I
t2
?9It9
I7
232
7t
50
2,LZ t28,7q6.E2
IREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:05-IO5
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
FART'I EQUIP]'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MOBILE HOt'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COT4BINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE I57
RUN DATE2 07/LI/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
57,367.47
r5,629.E4
55,671.r9
55, 025 . 59
775,558.5065r, r0r.89
65,2?5.52
55,89r.28
,854.56
,8r9.54
,0q7.77
,955.E5
,5E9.55
, 55E. 97
3?3,226 .9L
2,905, r21.45
55,6(t6.11
2,L?5 .82
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CLOVIS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5200
525 I
5?52
5500
5510
5400
55I 0
55{ 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
25
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,27(t ,3
7,E09,551
56,777 ,652
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I8
02
I7
t5
lI
t2lz
2.
1 r 552,0702,497,1q5
r,565,E05
5 ,992,247l,5rr,g96
2 , 92+ ,542
555, I55
rt,?19,260
r,755,595
907,525
?4 ,0ggg7 
,274
9.t
??
55
6 r?67
+,E2?
5,40r
E,560
5,583
I ,9?g
5, E858,5r6
352, +
,07 3 ,2
,267,9
E
8
7E
t5
80
50
55
,956,017
,5r6,296
,056rE72
E27,L4L
90
12,80
r0,40I,07
60
55I4I
5t
2t
GEN
AND
AND
EA
.0
ATE
AND
ANC
58I5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
500
510
550
700
47
r57
50
57l0II
4r0
I2
7000
7200
7500
7391
750 0
7600
7E00
7900
E 010
8050
8t00
E20 0
E600
8900
E9IO
52
85
5lrl,rg4
2I
I2
140
4?
559
IE3
,402
,256
,q42
,559
r E96
,612
r,168
2,45E
1,287
5,9701,5II
?,595
555
212
732
905
24
78
70
tq7
78
551
79
r57
5, 555, 5r I
47,89L,927
6000
6100
6120
6200
6
6
6
6
BANKS
CREDIT A
SAVINGS
S ECUTY.
I NSURANC
REAL EST
REAL EST
HOLDING
TOT. FIN
CIE5, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
GENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
PER-LESR_AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
OTHER INVESTMENT COI'TPANIESE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
IOl2
76
58,050lr5,0ll
887,950
6t?,?8
55, 06
7
5
5E7,977
55,065
II,565II5, OII
770,40E
2 r 3+9 ,?07
1r5E5,gr5
729,2q2
6E7.90
6 ,972.52
46,673.7?
FIRE ? ,612 ,687 L42,3E7.32
E4,0I7.06
44, r48. 49
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COH]'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI.IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I.IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
r'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
r,402,I60
r,465,760
L,926 ,226
l,2gl ,72E
r r 57r,007l,7zg,EE+
7E,?El .26
82,+?+.37
104,751.9E
147II2 r r 777, r3g806,625
4,I,
,097
,272
, I0E
,566
,099
,0E0
20 ,375.6+
255,369.02
r05,000.r5
54,EE7.69
1,451.054,69I.02
12?,079.32
L9,Z6q .+6
2 r29?.,9.13
554,591
2, 0 15,255
317,75+
I
EREPORT NO. l)8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:05-t05
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIOHS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NE]^I I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY SIANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L7,712,247
r05,5E7,I01
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r5,508,5II
74,q09,9E7
PAGE I5E
RUN DATE.. 07 /LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
999,7(tl .65
(,504,54E.76
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
cL0vr5
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1,565
SIC
CODE
5 ERV
920 0
GOVT
9999
5, EE6
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-205
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TCU-
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO}IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l t'tEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
51,5q2
5,265
?2,zqE
2, 965-
JUNE, L99?
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
45, E82
5,055
22,020
1 ]. 246-
PAGE I59DATE: 07/LI/92
NUFIBER: 75E.O()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,qqo.95
I 6E .64
1,2?+.85
5?5.57-
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRADY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I500
CONS
4I0 0
4EI ()
4900
5090
hIHS L
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI,IENT
IOT- TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t2
I8
40
550 0
5400
554 0
5990
RET L
7500
8 0I0
8200
S ERV
7
9200
GOVT
I
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6,E95
60,052
I0E,795
255, 77 I
1,797
1,797
184,259
PAGE I4ll
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUMBER:76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
561.97
5, 061 . 44
5,7rr.62
L3,232.72
9q.32
94.32
9,673.57
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
T EXI CO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
src
CODE
s900
T,IFG-
LocATI0N:05-502
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONIRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TEIEGRAPH COI'iMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC l.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS ]^IHOt ESAL ERS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES]'TISCETLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
r500
1700
CONS
8I0 0
E900
E9l0
S ERV
E
LRSR
?,827
2,827
8
E
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PT5
5,952
60,052
l?2 , (t7 9
270,001
184, 522
4100
48I0
485 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
2?
Il)
q2
t?
5090
I.IH S L
550 0
5(00
55( 0
5600
5E00
5990
RETL
920 0
GOVT
8
27
59
59,571
55,54r
699,905
59,571
52, 6 r6
619, 29 0
,077.47
,712.32
,51?.69
2I
52
6000
6510
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7600
7900
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCEILANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IU5EI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'TENT
tt
tt
55
55,6 96
7,675
79,005
40,3?4
4,06r
60,01E
2,rr7.00
2t5. t0
5,150.EE
I
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-502
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,0gl, ll7
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GRO55 RECEIPTS
971,251
PAGE I4I
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,E99.51
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EN I.lEXICO
ENUE 5Y5TEtl
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYS
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TEXICO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION 157
REPORT NO. ()8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-402
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHNAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
T,IISCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I t'lEXICO
COIIIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
E 142/lt/92
E.00
PAG
07
75
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTIITARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
]'TEL ROS E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r 0 ,450
r75,535
1,24q
286 ,969
91,E72
12,167
8, 525
120,5I9
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r0,450
r58, 182
7,910
125,27?
?7 00
5900
t'lFG-
1620
r700
CONS
5090
1.lH S L
7
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5E0. I7
7,6E6 .59
4100
4810
4900
4920
TCU-
500
500
600
900
910
ERV
5500
5400
554 0
5599
5700
5E00
5990
RETL
7200
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
El2 8, 056140,455
I5
15
58
459.9E
6,96E.2+
7
4I
7
IO
L r?(tct
27L,659
69.r8t5,rtr.04
4,7EE . 59
67 6 .7E
465. 15
6 , 5E2. 0E
7
7
7
8
E
S
E6, OE7
12,167
E, 526
114,75{
920 0
9595
GOVT
I
IOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION tt4 1,474,75r 6r0,552 33,9q9.76
!t
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 05-005
AGRICULIURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GtASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'1I SCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHWAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
1'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI FIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
72 19,206,E12
r3r ?2,60q ,EEL
I8 260,1E5
52, 6 57E
59 L 542,574
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
lE,55E, 041
2L,L59,E7q
22,663
52,657
E77 ,496
I,4()5,I2I
2.45,zLq
2,6E5,287
551,977
4I,259
545, 552
87I,0009,II()
527 , 0E6
r,5r5,gg0
PAGE I45ATE! 07/ll/9?
ur'IBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9E5,669.7I
r,157,3q5.2?
l,2lE. I7
L ,7 54 .?.5
46,54+.59
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUI'IT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR CURRY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
010 0
0700
AGRI
27 00
520 0
5900
T'IFG-
t500I6l0
r700
CONS
4I0 0
4200(500
4EI()
4E50q900
t+920
TCU-
5010
5040
5080
5090
50 92
I.IH S L
5200
5?52
5300
5(00
5700
5990
RETL
IE
E
85
5,05gr5gr
285, 558
4,E7E, 902
75,5?5.26
r5, lE0 .27
145,405.81
I'IOTOR VEHICTES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'TENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS]'TACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUH AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
FARM EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-tE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
25
27
64
t0
9
q14,071
720,05E
z ,008 ,952
l,g65,ggr9,II()
50E,982
2 16(+2 r 97 6
r7,765.76
2,2t6.5E
29,I54.EE
t+6,8L6.24
489.66
6510
FI RE
70
r02
17,580 . 94
70,755.86
7000
7?00 t8 99,342 99,342 5,559.52
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-005
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITEGTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
9E4,554
2,5r5,6E1
55, 259,555
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
g(tz 
' 
406
2,312,97 +
2E,Lq7,ELg
PAGE I44
RUN DATE. O7/LL/92
RUN NUI'IDER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,553.09
I24,507 .57
I,5r2 ,029.66
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR CURRY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7500
7500
7600
7900
I4
t4
22
6r6,56r
260,r0(}
56 2, I44
558,327
202,52E
519,296
50,010.07
r 0 ,885 .87I7,14E.62
E0t0
8060
E200
E900
E9l0
5 ERV
9200
GOVT
75
I58
575TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
IREPORT NO. 08(] TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
62,07 0
q,729
I 02, 050
JUNE, I99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
52, E 19
586
95, 955
?4L,556
5,740
17,197
7 lz,5E7
r0E,605
L?5,q22
101,520
168, I49l, 472, E50
L2,7 67
I,6IE
75,0I9 97.064,5E1 . l7
PAGE I45DATE: 07/ll/92
NUMBER: 76E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, r69. I5
4r.17
5,556.6E
14,496 . l0
544.41
1,031.E5
42,7 6L .23
6 ,52E . 55
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N:27-t04
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
t'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
]'IISCEL LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FORT SUI'INER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t7
1500
I700
CONS
2q0 0
27 00
5s00
5900
MFG-
4100
4?00
4EIO
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
5090
ldHS L
8
2I
7
I9
56
]I
I
I2
I()
I6
,290
,L42
100It5
5200
5500
5400
551 0
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
IIIISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t7
797
401,566
9, 046
r19,805
150,950
r0r,524
L4,923
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E 15
59I0
5990
RET L
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHIC
APPAREL AND ACCESSO
FURN I TURE, HOI'IE FUR
EATING AND DRINKING
LIQUOR DISPENSERS -
DRUG AND PROPRIETAR
ND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
TORES
INGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
CES
THE DRINK
ORES
55
r04
8
I5
175,610
1,507,EE5
,555
, E4I
0I
LE A
RYS
NISH
PLA
BY
YST
7 ,525 . 556,09r.17
41,079
28,9525I
5000
6 5I0
FI RE
]'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
IO, OEE. 9I
EE,569.EI
755.0r
1,570.66
1,757.09
7000
7200
7s00 26,17E28,952
!REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATI0N:27-r04
AUTOMOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
r'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
95, 3I3
r20,41E
6 9,855
52r,591
2, ElE, 912
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7E,65 1
120,41E
5 9, 350
589,+50
?,q4E,?02
PAGE I46ATE: 07/IL/9?
ur.lBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
q,7L9.67
7 ,2?5.07
4,161.02
35,367.62
r46,E9(.25
ND
NN
RU
RU
QUARTERLY SUI.II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FORT SUMNER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSRSICCODE
7500
760
790
EOI
E06
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
v
25
506
9
820
E50
890
SER
2q
107
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
tREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATroN z 27-027
NONT'IETALLIC }IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
T,tOIOR FREIGHT TRANS. , hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIG I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI-I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI TIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E I47
ltLL/ 9?
8.00
PAG
07
76
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR DE BACA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
70,157
95,082
2+L,571
t400
1'II N E
5IC
CODE
410 0
420 0
48t0
4900q9?0
TCU-
5090
hIHS L
5500
5400
58I5
5990
RETL
15,5E5.75
5,940.59
5, 54E . 5E
q
5
,44r. ll-
, 
?+59 
. 
(t4
REPORTED
TAX DUE
? ,666 .02
2,201.E0
24,glq.73
I500
1700
CONS
SB
ENTSRSS
S
7500
7500
7600
8900
SERV
2E 9?
105
E5
09
l0
r05
r 587
,7 Lq
30r,695
I
65,15E
,46rt
, 
q85
El9,E66
9
50
FIISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERST0T. tIH0LESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]-IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
0 ,846-
,I05l5
29
9
27
t5t
58,550
78, 955-
97,?3+
q7,574
59, 5l I
4+3,7L4
MI SCEL L AN EOU
AUTO}IOBILE R
]'IISCELLANEOU
I'II SCEL L AN EOU
TOT. SERVICE
9AL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
ERV I CES r0,464
79,705
588.61
4,455 . E6
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
aREPORT NO. ()E()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-t05
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEbT I,IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I2I,45I
554, 425
4 55, E54
65E, t75
12, 285 ,820
PAGE I4E
RUN DATEI 07/II/9?
RUN NUMBER: 76E.(}(}
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,q37 .66
20,483.42
27,92I.0E
59,08E.21
752,488.8r
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS CRUCES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
l0 94
I58 t
r589
MINE
t5
28
4+
T7
57I,15
0,180
0,690
0,E70
5E
URAN I UI'IOIL AND GAOIL AND GA
TOT. I'IININ 7
StlSF
G
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRITLING
468II
27
55E
r,064
I500
r6l0
t620
I700
CONS
540 0
550 0
5600
367 0
5700
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT T'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ].1ILL PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, l^l00D AND PAPER PRoDUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'.IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]iIETAL PRODUCTS].IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIG COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI E5
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MI SCEL LANEOUS I.lANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'4ANUFACTURING
[OCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATI0N
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS., tIAREH0USING, TRAN5. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNIGATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
16,72+,+14
9gg, g5E
27 6 ,395I4,544,0r9
32,5q+,7 65
,57r.0E
,339.42
,359.55
,75E.66
7 45, 716
1,r62,grl
1,223,293
6 , 475,551
r,560,945
5 ,7 (t0 ,827
rr(,944
5 ,4E2,962
E,2E9,5I2
21,557,E26
450,595
zE ,7 54
?.7 L ,986
567, 0E7
205,E05
27 ,586.56
r,75r.20
r6,559.15
22,q8q.07
3,I6,
54
I()
255
1,052
56q ,4?6
I68,807
E45, 057
865,090
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2800
2900
520 0
23
1l2l
39
]95
552
452
158
I,E49,
t67 ,I,4()E,
476,
5900
I'IFG-
7I
20+
T7
56
8
459,648
r r 7E9,665
1,257,556
r7{,600
27,q86
5,474,253
7,256 ,798
l(t ,27 0 ,+17
375,977
58,660
495,052
169,I02
I2,6 05. 4l
26,92E.qE
109,6r6.96
507,9r5. 08
+43,?53.?9
E46,350 .26
4t00q200
4500
+600
4810
4E5 0
4900
+920
TCU-
68
I8
r75
75,q5q.62
r0,690.86
r,6E5.49
822II5(t 
,954
1,121
t
5010
5020
5040
506 0
26
9
45
7
,540
,070
, 210
,37 5
23,028.62
5,592.95
50,r98.22
I 0 ,557 .50
tREPORT NO. 060
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:07-105
HARDI.IARE,
MACH I N ERY,
III SCEL L AN E
PETROL EUM
T0T . tlH0L E
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
AT I ONS
LE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt,l I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
6 , 968,20 5
2,211 ,636
5,975,g2g
24,477,975
27 ,22q,453
,695,1I5
,E87,698
,50E, 446
,556 , EEI
, 1E7,5 g6
,286,596
,EI5,204
,?49,630
,729,L3E
2,(09,552
148,5E0
z ,87 g ,6679,952, 0 gg
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4 ,E52,7 6E
994,506
, 958,
,157,
,E59,
,99I,
,025,
,092,
,57E,
,969 ,
,5II,
,659,
,258,
, 088,
14,025,E89
I16,006,E56
z ,0zg ,923I4E,580
(41,55E
I55, II5
2, 552,259
PAGE I49ATE: 07/ll/9?
ut'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
297 ,23?.L0
60,913.50
,455. 5E
,615.25
, r66.21
,987.7?
,8qz.27
,2IE. OE
,205.73
,625.qL
,3?E.92
,6.t6.02
,828.I2
,655. r 9
E59, 0E4 . E5
7,105, q50 . 02
27,05r.97
9,57E. I5l4z, E49 .54
3,577 .56
344, r78. 95
?+0,E7E.27
23q,09r.89
695,505.62
223,652.08
55,89E.21
50,E02.6E
9L9,425.4E
RU
RU
ND
NN
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI,II'IARY -_ BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
IAS CRUCES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
MBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
UIPI.IENT AND SUPPL I ES
l^IH0LESALERS
PETROLEUM PRODUCTSE TRADE
,9(t6,sqE
,zEEr706
,4E1 ,749
,9L5,205
,6q3,204
5r5,927
7r5,985
955,6 05
,722,157
,7 8? , +(++
19,228.0245,75I.58
57 ,505.75
105,482.11
292,924 .7 5
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
5070
5060
5090
5092
t^lH S L
554 0
5592-
5599
5600
5910
5920
5990
RETL
PtU
EQ
0us
AND
SAL
24
56
tq6
23
5r5
45
70
5+
65
5
24
2?II
2
5
5
Ct
t4
5
5
?
1
10
q
26
4I
2
q
6
5
t4
5
5
I
4
520 0
525L
525?
530 0
5510
5q00
55t0
00
00
00
9t
00
00
00
00
I(l
70
72
75
73
75
76
78
q9
50
T
5
c
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEAL
GASOLINE SERVICE S
MOBILE HOME DEALER]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHI
APPAREL AND ACCESS
ERS
ORY STORES
55
24t4z
I95
I3E
579
74
25
I r6
552
565
2q2
1,479
r,400
121
6?
t2E
219
565
276
E96
520
31r
q27
000
E56
637
755
42?
E694rl
495
119
0t0
zL5
5700
5800
58I5
6000
6I0 0
5I20
6200
6500
65I0
6550
5700
FI RE
BANKS
CREDIT AGE
SAVINGS AN
SECUTY. AN
I NSURANCE
REAL EST.
REAL ESTAT
HOLDING AN
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMMERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT,IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t-lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
1'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.D LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
D COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSD OTHER INVESTI'1ENT CO]'IPANIES
946
2,?,81
17 ,5ctI57,05
4,885
0,695
27
2+
?L
I8
r86
465,E5E
155, r r5
5, ITI,83I
(t6
540
79
50
,
8.
124,55
9, 08
5E,E745,6r9,7r2
,932 r7 06
,E2r,998
,566, (50
526
t4E
5
5II
(t,515,055
4,r05,950
15,094,206
4,+7q,627
I ,555,575
5r4,558
I5,I()E,4E9
5,65.r, 908
9L?,7 7 6
502,901
r5,0rI,142
!
79
80
52
655
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDIIED X
LOCATION: ()7.I(l5
8910
SERV
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L99?
PAGE I5()
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
l(+0,277 .22
259,2?E.35
23,422.63
7,205.00
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS CRUCES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
8060
EIO()
820 0
E600
E900
6t
2t3
45
I5
856
84
5, 6E5
5,576 , 56 I4,252, 50 0
5E2,4r0
I r7,655
7,590,091
L ,29?,655
59,8r L ,77 9
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,657,699
517 , E62
?22,L93,553
5,004,605
4,?75,063
400,157
253,7 0q
9,545,664
r,405,58866,565,r0r
1,657r699
409,540
504,45r,06(
79
60
7E
464
79
3,660
, 555.
,I75.
,5I5.
9It9
9200
9595
9395
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT - t'TI
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE E
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - MUNI
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOTOT. GOVERN}IENT
TARY BASES
CATION AND INSTITUTIONS
PALITIES
DISTRICTS
LI
DU
CI
OL
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
9
II
8,r5q
I00,509.07
19,469.04
15,578,5?2.78
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.J MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L99?
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
48,228
405,552
104, I7l
291,575
10,02E
764,765
250,662
PAGE }5I
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,984.15
2q ,97 5 .99
E, 144.55
9,558. 99
5, 680 . 64
t7 ,276.t5
520.(t9
47, 51 9 .86
15,49E.45
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HATCH
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
src
CODE
0I0
070
L0cATI0N:07-20q
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPI'IENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TOTA L
GROSS
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
72,7 57
479,E75
GRA
0
0I
t500I6t0
r620
I700
CONS
410 0
4200qEIO
4900
TCU-
27 00
5700
3900
I'IFG-
50q0
5070
5080
5090
8
I5
I6
?6
28
40
25
?84,
505,
4t9
957
151,529
r51,257
50 92
l.,lH5 L
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE' PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPNENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I^IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROL EUM PRODUCTST0T. ttHoLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING ITATERIALS
FARH EQUIP]'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
r'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACEs
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
I,
I02r
5.46
0 .46
8,524.75
23,5?2.75
154,54r
580,165
5t
0t
75
r6,579
I ,660 ,47 Z
r 04,206
322,99(t
585,316
1,666,96r
252,+12
I0,049
r, l46, gg4
520 0
5?5?
5500
5q00
55I0
5599
5600
5800
58r5
59?0
5990
RET L
6000
FI RE
7
t7
59
I2
t9
r08
IE,59I
2, r0g,E04
50
302I ,055, 065
rt6 ,E7 6
46 ,E7 6
2,900.+9
2,900.49
REPORT NO. ()8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N:.07-20ct
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAT, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - T.IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTTIENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE I52
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r9r.018r1.89
I,EEE.OE
+97 .l(t8,r58.65
194,t75.9r
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HATCH
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
6900
5 ERV
L2
I7
5,515,342
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, 087I5, 12I
50,5r4
8,054
15r,555
3,r50,760
47,57r-I5, I2I
50,90E
I7
65
r5,515
E7,626
II
500
9200
9?EZ
9595
GOVT
I
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'TENT
STATE OF NEl^I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I55
07 /LL/92
768.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:07-505
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI,IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIMARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
t.II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'TANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVIGES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LA I'IESILtA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
27
q?
l5
25
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 90,475
473,156
E5, 557
91,768
500,275
620-
124,869
228,396
205,258
602,866
426,LL?
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
16 0, 555
L92,t92
L?0,677
91,69E
450, EE4
6?0-
II6,I55
222,55L
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
I0,009.99
11,999.94
7 ,545.25
5, r45.54
57,6E5.46
I57, 956 .55
26,sq(t.5L
850 .2r
E50 .2t
58.56-
7 ,259.65
0100
0700
AGRI
1500
1620
I700
c0N5
2000
250 0
?7 00
5(00
5900
I'lFG-
4200
46I0q850
q900
q9?0
TCU-
5090
l.lH S L
MISCEL L ANEOUS [.IHOL ESAL ERSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]iIATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'lISCEL LANEOUS RETAIL ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
].IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
51,505
51,506
I5,609
I5,609
4I
9
9
0
9
520
550
540
554
560
570
5E0
58r
591
599
t2
9
I5
9
205
602
tt?6
,25E
,866
, 1I2
E9E.97
E12.66
680.20
652. 04
I5,t2,
37t
z6
RET L
6510
FIRE
r 689
,243
75
140
655
2,25(+ 605,0552,207,514
I
7500
7600
3REPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLX EDITED
LocATI0N:07-505
AHUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI1ENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 15(
RUN DATEz 07/IL/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.l)O
REPORTEDIAX DUE
YX
x
QUARTERLY SUHT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LA I'IESILLA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
LRSR
7900
6900
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
z9
+(t
t52
r77
,075
,7 92
152, 065
I76,907
9,456 .02
I1,007.56
298 5,550,567 5,150,240 196,2r2.51
REPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
[0cATI0N:07-416
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
AND GAS t.IELL DRILLING
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONIRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIIAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCIS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.IETAL PRODUCTS
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COITIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
TED
UE
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
L,22q,0++
I. 25r,765
216,?8(t
?51 ,57 ct
889,285
r,522, 50 0
371,7+5
34,605
457,908
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
1r5,970
I55,590
62,2E5
25r ,57 0
84E,5I9
I , 521 ,659
r51,944
34,040
579,558
r,051,079
I57,877
2r024,qg6
PAGE I55DATE: 07/LI/92
NUFTBER: 76E. (lO
REPOR
TAX D
7 ,L75.52
E,254.r6
5,725.15
I4,597 . 55
5?,502.L4
E0,495.50
9,585.99
2,t06.2q
25,49r.58
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SUNLAND PARK
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
t38t
I3E 9
T'II N E
1500
I620
I700
CONS
3200
5400
I'lFG-
OIL
OIL
TOT
0t00
0700
AGR I
2000
2400
?7 00
I()
50
00
20
U_
II
I()
I4
55
r54,919
I 00, 975
500 ,45?
756,544
r 54,
r00,t6t,
597,
,5(E.rl
,2q7.72
,0r2.ll
,607.gct
8
6Ill
z+
919
975
EI2
704
420 0 t{0T0R
T EL EPH
RADI O
EL ECTR
GAS UT
FRE
ONE
AND
ICILI
IGHT TRANS. , l.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AND TELEGRAPH COMI,IUNICATIONS
TELEVISION BROADCASTING
NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TIES
It
t8
55
26
9
76
l5
4E
48(t9
49
TC
5070
50E0
5090
5092
1.,lH5L
5200
550 0
5400
5599
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDhIARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
MACHINERY, EQUIPIIENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS hIHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUITI PRODUCTST0T. tIHoLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I.TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
ilISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
ltl4
5600
5800
5EI5
5990
RET L
I
r2
40
9?.
r,05g,0El
r85, 542
2,149r508
63,797.998,55r . l4
l?5,255.75
REPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N:07-416
HOTELS, ['IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 155
RUN DATE. 07/LL/g?
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
514 . E2
5,902.E9
2E, 554 . 95
56 , E75.57
295,44E.60
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SUNLAND PARK
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
7900
80I0
E900
5 ERV
7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E,520
96,I02
46 r ,450
727 ,427
7 ,129 , ctLE
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E,520
t0
5E
74
96,102
46r,406
596,88r
920 0
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION 5t9 4,797,LLo
F
uREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-007
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,718,527
478,550
3,rg6rE57
50,58E
1,206
255,051
595,025
r 2, 485, 5 g5
29,025, IE0
739 ,7 02
2,EEI,94I
E ,92? , ll2
166,504
JUNE, I99?
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 157
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E70.56
56 .26
2, 0EE.57
I0,97I.04
545,012.56
1,056,E48.54
2,7 r8 . 5E
I54,985.8.r
554,785.40
55,109.76
621, E57 . l5
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR DONA ANA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
Is00I6r0
1620
I700
CONS
?70
2E0
320
540
550
5600
367 0
5700
5900
t'lFG-
AGRI
AGRI
TOT.
S l^IELL DRILTINGS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
G
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
N0N-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACT0RS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORSTOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII.IARY I'1ETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
r0,470, 025
l,E?q ,?87
7 48,gtrz
5,741 ,?3qIE,7E4, 466
9,E6E,567
r,g24,Eg5
67 0 ,6q5
2,7 lL ,602
15 ,07 5 ,497
567,451 . Ir
r 04, 950 . 77
5E, 562. r 0
155,917.22
866,E41.20
E25-
506
6EI
t62.q5-
15,5Er.6015,2r9.I5
,755
,432
8, 055 . 7E
9,569.E1
l5 , 15763I
CULTURAL PRODUCTION
CULTURAL SERVICES
AGRI CU LTURE
I6
254I
IO
tl
t6
70
L'
267 ,
?6q,
1200I58I
I5E 9
HINE
COALOIL ANDOIL AND
TOT. MI 7I4
8
7
GA
GA
NIN
200
240
4r00q200
4500q600
48I0
4850
4900
139,755
167 ,87?
r59
166
206
9
55
?37
4E5
]'IACHINERY, EXCEP
ELECTRICAL t'1ACHI
T ELECTRICAL
NERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
NENTS AND ACCESSORIES
QU I Pl'IENT
6,000r219
1E,579,97I
56,3r9
I90,E0l
q7 ,276
2,E76,123
6, r70, lgr
958,4f,1
10r995r798
L25,qL7
32, 57E
EL ECTRON
T RANSPOR
]'II SCEL L ATOT. I'IAN
IC COHPO
TATION E
NEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
U FACTUR I NG
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
?+
68
49?0
TCU.
E
188
9,792,950
1,055,5rrI5,592, IE4
7t
I()
9
9
AND AS AND
ELATES AND
ING A
Pt'IENT
]'IOTOR VEHICLES
DRUGS, CHEFIICAL
GROCERIES AND R
ELECTRICAL GOOD
HARDh.IARE, PLUI'IB
MACHINERY, EQUI
UTOI'1OT I V E EQU I PI'IENT
ALLIED PRODUCTS
D PRODUCTS
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
ND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
AND SUPPLIES
7 ,?lL.q5
,-E6t.72
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080 7 9, 075 rr,702- 672.E9-
EREPORT NO. (lEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'IEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAG
07
76
RUN
RUN
52
68
2?L
r0,509.5E87,3r5.08
DAT E:
NUIiIB ER:
E I58/lL/92
E.00X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-007
T.II SC E
P ETRO
TOT.
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
FARI.I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
ELTANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
REL AND ACCESSORY STORES
ITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
NG AND DRINKING PLACES
OR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COHDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'lISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPT'IENT LABORATORI ES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR DONA ANA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
US I^IHOLESAIERS
ND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
ALE TRADE
8?
2t
145
525
25
77q
t?6III5
7
I2
I7
t2
I5
IOII
19
IO
79,772
225, I r65,rrL255
z0,250
208,466
5, 990,556
, r64.59
,985.79
,(55.E6
,565.57
, I57. IE
,055.08
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT S
ct+2 r 32E
227 ,l5Z
LRSR
56
I8
E4
I
3
2,17r,656
2,368,77(+
1E,20E,5r0
rE6,035
2, 052 r 975
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
27 6 , (+26
180, r50
lE?,77?I,5IE, 997
495, r82
243,602
91,592
7,0r9
56 ,454
7?2,178
1,551,E02
1,E67 ,7+77,2r1,(lr
r59,9rl
164, E05
3(t9,422
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,89+.52
r 0 ,557 .4E
2E, 557 . 94
14,007.08
5,?66 .55
405.62
2,095.15(tl 
,525 .19
75,578.55
9, I 94 .68
9,+76.23
20,09r.E0
,565.45
,560.(+7
,56E . 9E
,5II.II
5090
s0 92
tlHS L
LLANEO
L EUI'I A
tlH0 L ES
2,8765,342
4,40 r
5200
5 251
525?
5500
5400
s5I 0
s54 0
5592
5599
5600
I4
80
59
59
2,190,7(g
390,779
r17,455
7,0r9
56 ,53E
725,E34
1,45?,729
l'1I SC
APPA
FURN
EAT I
LIQU
5700
5800
5E I5
5920
5990
RETL
296
584
t5
37
62
L2?
80
6, 074,9r5
14,218,258
126,289
r90,740
54L 756
,595.54
,628.96
I07
+L4
III
544
4I
z8
22
I55
6000
6200
6500
6 5I0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
759I
7500
7600
EOI()
E050
820 0
E600
8900
E9Il]
S ERV
E07, E76
586,56559I,I62
5,650 , rEg
755, 173
493,225
5E9,026
2,8(5,57 I
6I
22
5,654,5 0E
I ,549,996I8,0E5,959
525,7E2. 75
E9,1r9.04
I , 059, 028 .48
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IILITARY BASES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
,
9It9
920 0
,952,591
,552r76q
,555,395
it
REPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:07-007
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COIiTBINED REVENUE SYSTE]TI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I22,214,840
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
74,499,L56
PAGE I59DATE: 07/LI/92
NUI.IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(t,272r569.02
RUN
RUN
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR DONA ANA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI,IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,370
REPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:05-TO6
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAOIL AND GA
TOT. MININ
QUARTERLY SUMT{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARLSBAD
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE]^I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
3,007,555
?,7 52,869
E,052,08I
7 59 , c+94
712,243
504, 025
5,220, 04E
6 ,175,q95
152,997
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,469 ,095
1,605,485
6, 329, 555
475,555
254,+21
95,998
r,564,61(
PAGE 15OATE! 07/Ll/92
ul'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
t46,5E5. 07
95,525.69
37 5 ,7?6 .6?
2E, r25. tE
15, r 05 .24
51,075.5E
E7 ,L37 .27
514,975.09
5,562. r5
EI,405.42
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
0700
AGRI
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
lSEt
t5E9
]'1I N E
SttSF
G
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
I500l6l0
1620
t700
CONS
GENERAL BUITDING CONIRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHETIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRIGATED IIETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL T'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUI PI'lENT
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. HANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDHARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T'IACHINERY, EQUIPI.IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCELTANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I,IHOLESALE TRADE
,142.50
,096.02
,649.25
,657.95
r70
29?
IIO
I9
9
2000
2500
2400
?7 00
2E00
520 0
5400
3500
5600
3700
3900
T'1FG-
5,577
EI, O2(l
5
0
5
q
410 0
4200
46r0qE5 0
4900(t920
TCU-
5E
95
25q4
90
t5
E60
1,472
975,763
1,775,694 , 
IE7
,57 5
5,509,E45
90 ,51 050r05020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
5092
l.lHSL
t4
r23
5I
55
Irs
?
2,0Ir0
9
5r8
ItII
25
69
I5
155
71,005
58, 189
7 5, 195
58,52r
37,060
95,550
F
1,7E0,26+
50r,958
2,+12,7 3Eq,275,529
1,057,427
I r , 565,253 350,0q7.22
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:05-I()6
BUILDING FIATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARII EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOT'IE DEALERS
I'IIsCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.,I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,250,509
r90,590
297,65E
g 
,7 0g ,465
15, 159,2r5
6 14, E5E
295 , \(tZ
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,665,710
170,870
PAGE I5I
RUN DATE: 07/LI/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. () ()
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARL SBAD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
520 0
525 I
5252
5500
55r0
540 0
5510
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E 15
50
I2 9E,782.7910,r45.41
I5
I8
79
I5
28
9,tt,
245,713
556,r25
609,775
579,694
10E,479
L(+ ,47 0 .46
567 ,394.77
6E9,50r.00
22,srtq .32
6, +40 . g5
42
45
5?I4t
?7
2?
r09ll+
75I
52
167
Ir6
lrI
2rl
4rl
Irl
2-r0
62,502
50,602
0 I ,457q5,842
66,277
08,409
495,559
r,505,769I,I55,7E2I,E62r97l
4,r5g,g2E
r,lrl,557
r,754,972
, 528, 964
,42L , +60
46 1, 576
77,4II.I9
67,457.0rtlr,E0t.45
2q5 ,7 q8 .EE
55, 9E5 . E6
I05,00E.04
r97,656.662,540,6r9.5r
Zl ,39c1 .20
E6,540. q5
65,093.88I29,99I.82
92,37q.52
59,458.01
r5,47I.08
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
355
87r
5,808
45, 620
, I68
,259
5
59
6000
6100
6120
6200
6500
65I0
8060
8100
8200
8900
E9] 0
S ERV
B ANKS
CREDIT A
SAV I NGS
SECUTY.
I NSURA NC
REAL EST
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, HOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI.lENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
IEGAL SERVICEs
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNHENT
7
I4
46
95
q5,706
51,765
455 ,7 L0I,I()4,I95
45,706
51,765
377,09?
97 3 ,097
2,715.7E
3, 075. ((
?2,389.9+
57,777.57
GENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
AND TOAN ASSOCIATIONS
AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV.E AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
l9
55
213
FIRE
700
720
750
750
760
780
790
EOI
].465,649
r,099,355
2,575,051
I , g?5 ,954
772,14+
?27,759
552, r 97(r, 564,479
I1,46E,69E
681,555
52,501
2,646,E32
?qL,273
27 ,633,352
| , (t54 ,lsctI ,062,7 43
2,1E9,355
L555,7E0
664,505
227,759
5I5, I7E
4r500,490
2 1206 ,6(tq
677,7LE
52,50r
2,207,757
2+0 ,7 93I7,r55,267
25
55
7
296IIl, I44
18,5r5 .60
255,550 . 50
r5r,019.5I
40,259.51
I , 955.7 II5r,0I4.65
lq,297 .0E1,0r7,065.I0
920 0
GOVT
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLX EDITED
LOCATION:03-IO6
sIc
CODE
9999
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE]^,I FIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
r02,5E9,E49
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
77,553,956
PAGE 162
RUN DATE. 07/II/9?
RUN NUI'IBER! 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
c+ ,60(t ,07 z . L6
Yx
x
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARL SBAD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABL ISHHENTS (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,780
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
t
tI
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:05-205
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ARTESIA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I IIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
E 165/ll/92
E.00
5.04
r.76
7 .64
I .56
PAG
07
76
SIC
CODE
, NATURAL GAS,
ELL DRILLING
IELD SERVICES,
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,507,995
r,452, 957
r57,55I
L9 ,5+4 ,47 6
565,44E
965,623
4,55r,659
5+5,Z0Z
145,02E
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,205,898
1,55r,862
1,556,6r7
2,642,493
I25, r2q
1,579,650
4 5,857
2 r228,419
158,87 9
955, 0 96
5,52r,758
q92,5E6
99,29E
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,233.52
92, E05. Z5
,554 . l4
,67 8 .7 ct
20E,520 . 15
70,905.55
78,246 .9E
9t
t55
,540 .77
, r56.04
0700
AGRI
t 5I0
l5E I
t589
]iII N E
CRUD
OIL
OIL
TOT. I57
E PETROL.
AND GAS tl
AND GAS F
MI NI NG
I500
t6r0
I700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONIRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE['IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI.I REFINING AND RETATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AHD CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'4ARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ITIACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANiJFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AN
ELECTRICAL GOODS AN
HARDI.IARE, PLUHBING
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMEN
I'IISCEL LANEOUS t^lH0L E
PETROLEUl'1 AND PETRO
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRAD
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
2,506,86+
5r57grEg5
7
7
t7
57
8
8
2400
?7 00
2E00
2900
5200
5400
5500
5600
5700
5900
I'lFG-
410 0
4200qEI()
{850
4900
49?O
TCU-
5 010
5020
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
1.IH S L
r55
I9E
26
55
+q,478
?.0 ,+7 5 ,961
2,575.
r50,919.
(0
6Z
9
50
98
3,006,242
204, E55
l,0gE,07g
4,686,82.7
D ALLIED PRODUGTS
D HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIEST AND SUPPLIES
SAL ERS
L EU]'I PRODUCTS
E
IEq(t
20
100
140,55
7, r6q3 
,57I96,48
2, 592, 096I2I,9I8
7 4L,7 4E
3, 544, 37 g
520 0
525 I 28, 959.405,E55.76
I
TREPORT NO. ()E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 05-205
FARI'I EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD SIORES
NOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I{ISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DETRS., EXCGS., SERV.]NSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'1I SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
577,556
r ,954,957
292,7 03
r 1E, 657
4r5, l8r
57,95E
E92,0+9
286 ,6 9E
2,496, 020
6,75L498
,59E
,462
,7lZ
,9?6
,246
647 t
507,
E55,
269,
549 t
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
560,840
,842,E29
,E92,060
205,058
1tE,657
528,516
57, 95E
EE7,769
286,69E
2, 02r ,555
6,022,000
PAGE I64
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUTIBER: 75E . () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
52, 949 . 57
r07,4r5.24
310,727 .27
r9,594.29
r1,865.55
6,E95.51
2? ,97 E .04
19,954.51
I()E,E7().I9
25,857 .16
45,511.02
r 0E, 266 . 25
87(},908.54
r2,045.98
6,97r.0E
19,500.50
,055. 9E
,070.51
,rl9.r0
,855.9r
,2E0 . 05
2,22E.E2
52, r56 . (}5
I5,845.4E
LIE ,7 ++ .7 5
555,782. 67
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ARTESIA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
5?5?
5500
53r 0
5400
55r0
554 0
5s99
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
2E
9
5E
9
7
I9
I4
7I
29I4
6 , 143,
455,
555,
r5t,
39? t
540,
2, 015 ,q(t0 
,
902,
rSII
,97 5
,II6
,965
,556
, 116
,655
,I09
,122
,209
I,E28
5,288
550
20III7
59r
559
I ,855qq0
737
z?
7
614
907
352
057
64r
692
597
4?6
197
245
550
2I
58
54
56
2,598,659
18,555,75E
I
t4
6000
6I0 0
6200
6300
5 5I0
FIRE
7500
780 0
7900
E()I()
8060
9200
95 95
GOV T
659
526
95q
5r5
605
25I3I
92
7000
7200
7300
7500
Et00
E600
8900
E910
S ERV
752
579
09t
5t5
5E
I8
50
I5
3Zr+qa
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATIO
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DIST
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
ND INSTITUTIONS
TS
NA
RIC
7
75
9
2lE
680
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENIS - (SERVICES)
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION l,7EZ 50,204,6rE 54,475 ,55 0 2,021,r1E.66
iREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-504
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI.IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEl.I t'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
11,295
5,562
55, 57 9
PAGE I55ATE: 07/ll/92
UI'IBER: 75E.()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
662.(tl
209.25
1, 959. 96
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOP E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
I500
c0N5
48r0
4900
TCU-
550 0
5990
RET L
5rc
CODE
7500
E900
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
15, 6 0E
5,562
40,567
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENI STORES
r'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIT TRADE
AUTO]'IOBI L E RENTAT , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t6
I5
45
EREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-403
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
IiIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IISCEILANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOt ESAL E TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
262,550
5E7,ct97
L,546,752
r2,555
4,
5r9,
?.q,L72II9,67E
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
25r,r57
47 0, 951
5E2,950
I2,555
(l 
,60?
5r 9,5r7
23,E55II6,IEll
PAGE I65ATE: 07/ll/92
ut'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,505. 05
27 , 95E. 56
5+,609.51
7 q4 .26
273.22
18,971.27
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOVING
NO. TAX
RETURNS
4r00
4200
48I0
4900
4920
TCU-
I500
I700
CONS
5090
5092
tdHSL
E00
8r5
990
ETL
I7
29
45
8
550 0
5400
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
5
5
5
R
7 200
7500
7500
7600
8900
SERV
8
25
602
5r7
6000
FIRE
r'II SCEL L AN EO
AUTOHOBILE
I'II SCEL L AN EO
HISCEL LANEO
TOT. SERVIC
USB
RENT
USR
USS
ES
USINESS SERVICESAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
ERVICES 8
25
l, (17.06
6,89E.20
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
!
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION tt5 ?,26L r320 L,Z9?,E27 7 6 ,758 .49
REPORT NO. ()Ell
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:05-005
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
!I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
16,E67 ,290
17 , E82, 56 5
JUNE, I99Z
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,380,E59
r7,750,5r5
PAGE I57
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 758 . (l l)
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUlI]ilARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR EDDY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
I500
I6IO
0t00
0700
AGRI
t 5l0
I58 t
t589
1400
c
0
0
N
T
t620
1700
CONS
2900
520 0
3400
5900
HFG-
4r00
4200
4500
46 0 0
481 0q900
q920
TCU-
OL
S
5
c
G
RU
IL
IL
ON
OT
DE PETR
AND GA
AND GA
t'lETAL L I
. ]'IININ
., NATURAL GAS,
tIELL DRILLING
FIELD SERVICES,
I'IINERALS, EXCEPT
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
FUELS AND POTASH
37
r49
5I
I4
17
6,955, 046
9,457,405
09
97
555
427
6 , 955, 045E,544,grg ,c+q6.,67I .
NINE 200
105
IE5
788,26E.99
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTOR5
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGH[.,IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUMBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUH REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I.IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED t'IETAL PRODUCTS
r'II SCEL L ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ]|IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
r'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI1OTIVE EQUIPTIENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PIUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
MACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I^JHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
,E50,2L2
,719,74L
, 935, 6 95
,235,264
908,6 94 . 0E
94 , E?l .37
EE,136.77
201,704.59
1,295,55E.61
II
5
25
2,320
1,727
4,56 0
26,490
,L5?
,878
,250
,856
2000
2400
2700
2800
0r0
020
0.r 0
070
8
2E
26
288,I021,00r,r02
2,156 ,qE'
79,605
z4E,Z20
870,952
2 ,00q ,302
75,?65
1?-,721.25
4q,635.29
102, I10 . 71
5, E57 . 5l
70
27
8
r45
911,847
2r, r27, (r5
999, r05
25 ,2q8,565
E69
E , (t52
505II,E77
44,4lE. l4
453,7 I4. 55
25,E07.55
607,999.96
,06I
,722
,562
,67 6
9
0E0
090
I
5092
NHSL
I5l4
20
65
7lE,Z92l r23+,445
7 52,697
2,gqg,7 6l
696,665
265,E51(t92, L7 5l r5g2,682
55,7 0(r. 07
15,522.40
25,22q.0081,624.9I
IREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARIERIY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:05-005
FARt'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HO1'IE DEALERS
I'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIs OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
29,871
252,721
51,555
54,8+7
5,957,051
5 ,342,0E2
q,L4+,76E
E2,EE?,773
JUNE,1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I6E
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,495.94
12,748.(8
2,034.6r
2,Er0.95
I6I,79I.7E
23(t ,620 .?8
r,51E.55
1I9,560.95
r9r,282.48
3,2q8,5r2.45
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR EDDY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5?52
5500
5400
55r0
5540
5592
5599
5700
580 0
59?0
5990
RETL
0I 29, r50
248,75rI5
E
L2
L25
1E5
59,700
54,8q7
5,r56,915
ct,577 ,957
650
58t
5,759,92E
65,405,555
6000
6500
FI RE
7000
7200
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AFIUSEF'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT IIEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t2
32
5I
5+
r9,615
422,883
47 9 ,E40
7r5,656
I9,
36?,
276,
623,
,005.2(
,55r.2r
,16E.22
,962.01
50
50
60
90
60
90
7
7
7
7
E
8
I
IEl{
5I
6t5
170
455
649
10]96 55,5792,59r,55+ 29,2,556 ,
E910
S ERV
9200
GOVT
549
I, IE6
REPORT NO. ()E(,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
IOCATION ! ()E-IO7
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtt t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTs TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L,729,332
937 ,275
2,7Lq,+73
256, 005
41,49I
841,027
1,505, 147
5,595 , 7 g7
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I69
RUN DATE2 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
94,q76.74
55, 066 . E4
150,505.51
L2,922.35
1,8q4.29
52,70r.69
60,455 .50
1E7,4?2.06
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT1MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SILVER CITY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
tSEt
I5E 9
T'II NE
OIL
OIL
TOT
7
7
r15tt5I8II5, O2115,02
554,41(
2,109,L77
7,117.387,Il7.5E
6,245
r4,571
45,qgL
r04
232
8??
,028
,02E
I500I6I O
1620
1700
c0N5
4E5
490
492
TCU
50I0
5020
5040
5070
5090
5092
l.lHSL
AND
AND
MI
GEN ERA L
H I GHt,lAY
NON-BUI L
SPECIAL
TOT. CON
GA
GA
NIN
BUI
c0N
DIN
TRA
TRA
S I^IELT DRILLINGS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
G
LDING CONIRACTORS
TRACTORS
G HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
DE CONTRACTORS
CT CONSTRUCTION
55
II5
I75
I7
t8
53
L,526 ,E96
208,846
29,807
52E,5L?
976,748
5r rl9,0r6
1,02
20,544. 05
5, 264 . 45
59,457.5r
53,L72.L+
2000
2700
3200
5400
5500
5700
5900
I'lFG-
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'TEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAYI GLASS' AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAt INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCELLANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
NOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI-IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS t^IHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. t^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
I 04, 08+
277,870
82E,709
371
7,L67
E,759
550
0
0
0
0
0
9
5200
525 I
5500
551 0
540 0
551 0
qI0
rtZ0
{Er
7
t8q9
9
9+
,0Eq
t253
,056
.59
.26
.09
IO
5EII
67
5E5,6 94
640,055
r,146,090
?,294,52E
3Z
5
65
E,7 92
2,7 58
7 ,694
0 ,96c+
I
20
I5
5+
I5
, 953
,747
,854
,?El
241,265
6 , ggg,454
7 ,745,35?
?q5,262
l+,928.28
452,409.3(
47 9 ,2+3 .7 L15,r75.6r
REPORT NO. l]EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : ()E-I(l7
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICIE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOIIE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'4ISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS . , EXCGS . , SERV .
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
E I7()/ll/92
E.00
DA
NU ER:
TE:
I'lB
PAG
07
75
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SILVER CITY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
3,674,gg4
28, r86 , 07 0
269,L97
?4,297
552, 0 r6
7 05 ,?37
951,245
668, 0 r2
2,332,7 47
2, r75, g5l
ct97 ,869
JUNE, L99?
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E4, IE5
775,57?
575,5r5
771,405
2, 075, 055
5q2,65I
485,25E
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55q
559
550
6000
610 0
6120
0
9
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
L
7500
7600
7E00
7900
80r0
8060
570
5E0
5EI
59t
59?
599
5200
6500
65I0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
EI()()
8200
E900
8910
SERV
I5
?2
2I
27
I()E
27
IO
5I
LZz
70
49
5I
298,414
r,551,495
57 6 ,017
7E0,74.t
2,099,659
642,651
55r,262
5,20E . 95
47, 988.55
55,609.E4
t+7 ,7 30 .7 0
L28,392.62
39 ,7 62.7529,90r.55
RET
?q8
575
t0
2r79
2q,50
L72,642 .651,516,r79.95
r5,45(. t4249 ,7 6+
2,5r2, lEl
2,r73,701
47 3,2(+0
,456
,277
,7E5
0, 184
5, 9TE
E
50
E5
24,297
282,646
Ir5
17,+
05.40
88.75
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
AI'IUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
],IISCELtANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
617,455
ET4,66E665,58I69r,0ll
558,562Ill4,EEI
50,(}07.614I,I8I.E5
42,756.32
20 ,942.536,+89.52
702,4r5
565, 051
241 ,857
58,205.7I
r45,066. r7
154,497.70
29,2E1.75
45,8rE.7q
9,050.8E
5?6 , +56 .90
92q5
55
r55
I()
627
988,841
r75,585
9 ,155 ,47 +
708
146
E,508
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,690 47 ,653,42(t 40 ,566 ,6 rE ?,50q,46E.48
IREPORT NO. O8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: OE-206
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. IiIINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHT^IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
5TONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t|IAREHOUSING,
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMHUNICATI
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI'IBER:
PAGE 17 I
07 ltll/92
768.00
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BAYARD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
7?,585
l22,0LE
6,722
r56,564
6 05, 505
L,277 ,530
r90,872
767,715
?,3?.8, qq0
28,E59
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,203. r6
7,054.55
577.66
8,5?8.72
32,225.2E
51,76E. 05
1,I06.60
4E,47Z.Ll
11,6E5.r0
(+(t,q32.(+8
157,5r5.49
l,6E5.ZZ
l5E9
t.II N E
sIc
CODE
2000
2700
5200
5900
t-tFG-
4200
4EI()
4900
49?0
TCU.
5080
5090
5092
1^lH 5 L
525 I
5500
5400
5599
5800
58t5
5910
5990
RET t
1500
I520
t700
CONS
6000
6t00
FI RE
62 58,625ll5, r75
TRAN
ONS
UTI
S. SERVICES
LITIES
qt
9
57
5t
t5
2I
6, r66
156,517
54r,56E
518,662
r90,745
725,4?8
2,24r,E55
27,5L4
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI.lEHT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS I,IHOL ESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD 5TORE5
I'IISCEtLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
IE
800
9
7
,506
,030
18,057
79l,3Er
28
85
IO
7000
7200
7300
7500
20 50,925 50,267 r , E55 .86
RFPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
[0cATI0N:0E-205
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'TENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].IENT
STATE 0F NEtl l'1EXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
4,709,029
JUNE, I99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,640
98,658
5,6E6,E74
PAGE 172ATE! 07/ll/92
UHBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
559 . E5
6,037 .?5
?24,E69.75
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BAYARD
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
8900
S ERV
9200
9395
GOVT
2L
55
19, 44 0
I r8,47 0
275
T
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:08-505
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINTING AND PUBTISHING
PRII'IARY t-IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I.IETAL PRODUCTS
r'IISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFII'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NET.I I'IEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
40,455
2+,687
196,15E
22,E7 6
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2+,999
24,6E7
L78,7?L
22,335
26,416
EE, 97 5
PAGE I75
RUN DATE: 07/LI/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E.O()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I,551.21
L,35?.57
r0,7E7.14
1,568.10
L ,617 .7 4
5,q+9 .35
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT,ITIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CENTRAL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I500
I620
1700
CONS
2700
5400
5900
I'1FG-
20
2l
5t
,4I9
,5I6
48I0
4900
4920
TCU-
5090
l.lHS L
RETL
5500
5400
58r5
5990
I'IISCELTANEOUS IdHOt ESAL ERS
TOT. T^IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL IIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERN]'IENT
7200
7600
7900
EOI()
E900
S ERV
7
26
90
t3
50
920 0
GOVT
-. r
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I04 407, r56 366,249 22,27?.99
EREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATr0N:0E-404
COPPER
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDIHG CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGA5 UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS REGEIPTS
262,00E
59,605
220,E20
25,06r
E5,76E
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
14?,125
59,2E7
205,910
24,qL5
E5,758
PAGE L74
RUN DATEI 07/LL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E.O()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8, 549. E9
5,192.58
1r,806.44
r,454.40
(, 92r . 55
567 .45
18,q27 .72
5,080 .52
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HURL EY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t020
T'II N E
r500
I700
CONS
5020
5070
5090
tlHS L
4EIO
4900q920
TCU-
5200
5500
5400
5800
58r5
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP
I'lI SCEL t ANE0US tlH0L ESAL ERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPTIES
BUILDING IiIATERIALS
GENERAT I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
7
25
27
35
8
17
59
E
5990
RET L
10,296
37 0 ,267
9,
515,
659
565
6000
FI RE
7200
7500
7500
7600
E900
SERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCETLANEOUS BUS
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL
1'IISCELLANEOUS REP
I'IISCELLANEOUS SER
TOT. SERVICES
S ERV I CES
AIR AND OTHER SERVICES
ERV I CES
E8, E25 86,475
INESS
, REPAIR S
VICES t5
50
ctqq 
,
55rt ,
rt0
2t5
079
506
, r57
,204
6
t2 ,(t7L.72,642 .66
9200
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
: TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
t45 L 646,525 958,Ir9 55, 99E.20
tREPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0cATI0N:08-00E
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT PAGE I75
07 /Ll/9?
758.00
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Etl MEXI C0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYS
RUN DATE:
RUN NU['IBER 3
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR GRANT CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
217,928
2,123,67+
00,262
85,457
75, 95E
34, 0 r2
925 ,7 65
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2t5,225
2,07+,573
42,56E
2,054
859,267
596,625I0,4{2,648
LL,642,999
234,656
280,6r5
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I1,E57.59
r14,t01.56
382,52q.2260r,504.02
2,550 . 24
rr2.95
q7 ,259.67
l0 9q
tq7 +
]'II N E
0r00
0700
AGRI
1500
t6t0
t620
1700
CONS
2q00
2700
2E00
520 0
5900
I'tFG-
410 0q200
4500
AGRICUL TUR
AGRI CU L TUR
TOT. AGRIC
HARDNARE
GENERAL I'I
AL
AL
UL
PRODUCT I ON
SERVICES
TURE
STORES
ERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
OD STORES
ICLE DEALERS
SERVICE STATIONS
URAN I UM
POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUMBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEIIICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
T.IISCEL t ANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. t'lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO].IT,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS I.JHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING FIATERIALS
I2
69
24
, 9E5
,7 99
6,954
I0,952
7rllr,4E4t67
7
E
t4
2q
l55,9rr
2+t,43+
70
255
t5
27
I55
554
,954
,499
7r5
15, 2
65. I3
78.86
4600
4EIO
4900
5010
5020
5070
50E0
5090
cr920
T CU-
50 92
I,IHS L
52
25
109
2I
32
775,6IE
I0,656,174
L2,351,297
274,559
321,87+
75, 954
322,89,t
36,7E2.qL
57+,3(t5.6+
65E, E55. 07
12,906.08
15,433.7?
5, 904.54
L2,8q6.87
9,576.85
RETAIL
MOTOR
FO
EH
E
,988
,5E0
I
GASOL I VN
520 0
525 I
5500
540 0
551 0
554 0 l5 17 (t 
' 
125 L7 (t ,125
REPORT NO. (,E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'|EXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE I76
07 /ll/92
768.00
RUN DATE!
RUN NUT'IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR GRANT CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: ()E-()()8
I'IISCELTANEOUS VEHICTE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR sTORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
?59,853l29,Lgq
2E2,ZZL
51,950
58,858
I ()E, OE4
z0,zE+
q57,020
2,976,521
50 ,665, 164
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
247 ,437
r 0E, 957
280 ,8lE
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5599
5E00
58I5
5920
5990
RET L
9200
GOVT
E
15
23
E()
t96
84q ,7 L72,r75,060 E0l2r001 ,4q4,447
I5,609.05
5,992.65I5,445. 05
(+4
rt0 ,07 9 .42,079.6r
6300
65I0
6550
FIRE
7000
7?00
7300
7500
E900
E9l0
S ERV
S ERV I CES
AIR AND OTHER SERVICES
ERVICES
ON SERVICES
ND OTHERS
II
29
25
?4
7
9
8
,375
,2L5
, E45
,725
564.67
,032.20
,20E.E2
,290.q7
,132 .?ct
946 .55
5,917.10
r, 115.62
2r,552. l5
135,767.62
L,562,655.76
9
66
184
74t
6,650
3
5
90
9
,l5r
,573
,644
,04I
,210
55
58
r,641
r55l7
r07
20
5E
2,0q8
I75
25
ESS
REPR5
ATISA
7600
7900
EOIO
EI()O
HOTELS, ]IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSIN
AUTONOBILE RENTAL,
MISCELTANEOUS REPAI
A]'IUSE]'TENT AND RECRE
PHYSICIANS, DENTIST
LEGAL SERVICES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
,584
,284
5E7, 9E5
2,q6E,660
2E,q39,567
I
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N : 24-t08
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LU]'IBER, hIOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
t'IISCEL L ANEOUS t'lANUFACTURING
TOT. FIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
M0T0R FREIGHT TRANS., t^IAREH0USING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFINUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,23r,705
590,554
L ,62?,237
17,055
6?,7 97
199,900
675,461
895,519
76,E92
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
17, 055
(}5,758
165,435
517,980
E6,4I()
rE0, l0l
783,001
7 6 ,68q
PAGE I77
RUN DATEI 07/IL/92
RUN NUMBER:76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA ROSA
NO. TAX
RETURNs
I500
I700
CONS
2000
2400
2700
5900
FIFG-
4t00
4200qEl 0
4E50q900
TCU-
I7
ZE
45
1,200,097
r25,07r
I , 525, r67
7?
7
80
,755.E5
,461.L7
,217.00
II
22
57
54
1,055.E7
2,77 (+ .10
r0,029.48
5l ,577 . 95
l, r25. 54
5,258.6 0I0,9IE.62
4,272.35
5,L?9 .52
q7 
,q69 .?tc+
4,659.66
54, E55 .85Ir,6r2.45
r5,168.E0
r96,51E.54
5 0I0
5040
5070
5090
]'.IOTOR VEHICTES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
].IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. t^JHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND IITLE ABSTRACT
E
t5
II(),EIS
I r2, 965
70,472
E4, 6I ()
IE,529
509?
1.lH S L
2l
9
59
52,II9
E6,4IO
219,696
2E
I4
24
t8
5200
550 0
53r0
5400
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5800
58r5
59r0
5990
RETL
90+ ,47 6
r9r,545
42
I55
904
t91
,q7 6
,545
27 5 ,6L75,6r2,005
6000
610 0
6500
55r0
250
5,25E
,207
,595
REPORT NO. 08(t
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:24-I()E
SIC
CODE
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'lOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
FIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT4OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH FIEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I,()45,II6
26,440
2r5E4,010
E,676, l6E
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE I7E
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
65,258. 9r
L,451.7?
r9,911.57
2.36 .7 q
9,456 .80
10,704.E5
54,177 . 98
r42,055.50
469,669.23
QUARTERLY SUI1MARY -- BUsINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA ROSA
NO. TAX
RETURNs
7000
7 ?00
7500
7500
7600
E0l0
8050
8900
E9IO
S ERV
46l2 r,045,rr624,rll
49
E
t2
8
30
52E,665
5,905
r55,989
L76,575
565,76I
560,929
4,850
r56,50r
176,575
565,1r7
920 0
GOVT
t77
522
2,545,5(5
7 ,747 ,gl0
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
!
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATI0N . 2(t-?07
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.II'IUNICATIONS
ELEGTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'II'IUNICATIONS AND
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 08, 946
278,85E
49, 250
50,555
158,E44
56, 046
40, EI4
PAGE 179
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 768. () (I
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,504.E5
r6, 906 .
?,98+.
I ,855 .9,629.
2,?8?.90
35, E52 . 98
2, lE5 .28
2,47(t.37
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
VAUGHN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
r25, 0E5
56,046
4r,050
1500
I700
CONS
27 00
5900
HFG-
48I 0
4900
TCU-
5090
t^tHS L
5E I5
5990
RETL
6000
FI RE
ITI
UTI
ES
LITIES l4
5300
5400
55q 0
5599
5800
I'TISCEL LANEOUS I.IHO L ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I.IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I.IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES],lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
9
IE
t2l4
29E,06?
59,495
58, 025
r58,84(
35
57
t9
92
I5
77
4L ,7 42
632,697
37,656
59r,455
7000
7 200
7300
7500
8900
7
S ERV t5
9200
GOVT
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I2t l, r5r,552 777,073 47, r06 .21
PEPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN FIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEI,T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
515,5r5I, r57, g2r
69 ,6E7
154,062
?03 
'7 
ttg
145,251
PAGE 18O
RUN DATEI 07/LL/9?.
RUN NU]'IBER: 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r6,E40.71
62,258.25
3,7(t2.5q
7,205.E5
10,948.57
7,E59.E9
1,259.49
I 0,46 9 .26
r, 04E.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
?q-02(t Rl'lDR GUADALUPE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. MINING
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
529, 045l,r74,g2l
8(t, 96 5
152,E95
237 ,858
503,524
21,550
23,q32
194,777
I58 9
]'II N E
1500l6r0
I620
I700
c0N5
750
7s0
806
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PUBLISHING
INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MANU FACTUR I NG
URI NG
18
29
2400
27 00
3400
5900
f'lFG-
48r0
4900
TCU-
L UF,IB ER , J.IOO
PRINTING AN
PRIT'IARY NET
I'II SCEL L ANEO
TOT. I,lANUFA
D
D
AL
US
CT
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COI'1['IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'TACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIEST0T. l.lH0tESALE TRADE
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAIL ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
r'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
t'IISCEttANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
?.5
I6
9
2l
t2
530 0
55( 0
5600
58I3
5990
RETL
5080
HHSL
65r0
FIRE
8?0
E90
89I0
S ERV
l04I 35,r55551,775
21,550
I
9200
GOVT
26 44,E16 56 ,845 I,E70.50
IREPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l. 829, 055
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS REGEIPTS
r,6 05, 055
PAGE IEIDATE: 07/ll/9?
NUI'IBER: 758.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
86,051.10
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
24-024 RI'IDR GUADALUPE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 154
I
REPORT NO. (l8(,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : 5I-IO9
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. GONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP].IENT
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COM]'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI.II.IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATIOH AND REVENUE DEPARTFTENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COIiIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
E IEz/Ll/92
8.00
PAG
07
76
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ROY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
216 ,5I 9
l0 ,97 2
29,329
96,996
57,756
E,757
359,5?2
25, E90
JUNE, I99Z
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
?L4 ,77 4
(t 
,0++
24, 918
E5, 88 I
L9,E22
src
CODE
I500
1700
c0Ns
010 0
AGRI
5090
5092
l.lH S L
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
12,?15.25
22E.92
1,408.55
4,E75.E6
l, r27.55
q96 
.92
15 ,602 .99
I ,547 .56
27 00
3700
t'lFG-
4100(8r0
4900
TCU-
t0
19
IO
I7
550 0
5400
554 0
5800
58I5
5990
RET L
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTH
7
737
55E
7
55
8,
274 t
6000
FI RE
7000
7500
7600
E20 0
8900
S ERV
AUTOF1OBILE RENTAL,
MISCELLANEOUS REPA
EDUCATIONAL SERVIC
MISCELLANEOUS SERV
TOT. SERVICES
EPAIR AND OTHER S
S ERV I CES
ER LODGING
ERVICESR
IR
ES
IC ES
t5 25, E7 I
: TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I07 I , 047,529 520 ,7 57 55,285.49
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:5I-2OE
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRAGT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHINGIOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
TOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITITOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTI
I'IISCEL LANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI-I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTFIENT STORESRETAIT FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITUREI HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., ANDTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ES
TOI- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NE[.I FIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
48,500
50,962
92,106
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
37, 120
50, 545
74, 391
PAGE I85
RUN DATEZ 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,995.22
1,65r . 07
5, 998.56
src
CODE
QUARTERLY 5UI.II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'IO5QU ERO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1700
CONS
4r00
48I0(900
2700
1'lFG-
5090
5092
NHSt
550 0
540 0
554 0
5700
ES
LITIEScu-T
5E00
5Et5
5990
RETL
II
22
45
6510
FIRE
TITLE ABSTRACT
TAT E
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:5I-O5I
GAS tlE
GAS FI
ING
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHETIICALS AND ATLIED PRODUGTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'TI SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5E,044
r48,551
5E9,60E
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r,255
r9,628
25E, I IE
PAGE IE4ATE: 07/Ll/92
ul'IBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,659.75
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY 5U]'IIiIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'TDR HARDING CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
EXCEPT DRILLING
APRIL TO JUNE, L99?
src
CODE
l58t
I58 9
I'IINE
qEI()
4900
TCU-
5020
5070
5090
5092
1^lH S L
LL DRILLING
ELD SERVICES,
OIL ANDOIt AND
TOT. ]'IIN
t 6I0
t700
CONS
550 0
5400
5990
RET L
7200
7300
7500
9
2L
9
50
44, 56 I
8 9, 54E
r55,9r0
55,600
E4,565
I I8, I65
5,372
Lt,q775,372II,4E5Il)17
L ,7 62.224,459.55
6,201 .77
I4
E2
l, 050 .47
282.05
r2, 499 . 39
25206
8900
SERV
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
bREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:25-IIO
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
50,906
194,606
549,049
PAGE IE5ATE: 07/LL/92
ul'IBER: 758.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I,E40.24
I1,658.E1
32,921.27
5,861.59
9,762.49
2, r66 . 04
48,55t . 75
5,557.85
7,004.I0
57,550 .89q,z?8.57
2L,199 .37
I5,504.40
2r6,5E7 . I7
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTI]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LORDSBURG
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
1500
I700
c0Ns
50 92
hIHSL
l0
15
25
60,217
56,488
96,705
55, I 53
5I,()IO
66,L(tZ
2,L07.95
r,860.58
5, 96E .55
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
45, 556
28E,590
709,994
2000
27 00
5700
5900
I'lFG-
4100(200
48r0
4900
4920
TCU_
FOOD AND KINDRE
PRINTING AND PU
TRANSPORTAT I ON
]'IISCEL LANEOUS Tt
TOT. I'IANUFACTUR
RODUCTS, EXCEPT HEAT PRODUCTS
SHING
I PT'I EN T
FACTURI NG
DP
BLI
EQU
ANU
ING
5090
TOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
IIOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , [.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS 1^IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT . hIHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING TIATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUIO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
55q
555
4,20 0
555, 525
225,07 3
5,6 06 , q52
6
50
5I
5200
525 I
550 0
53I 0
540 0
55I 0
554 0
5599
5500
5700
5800
58r5
59r0
23
9
t4
17
T2I8
r24, 95E
I92,900
56 ,585
1,017,795
95,20r
166,729
97,70q
L62,70E
56,I()I
E05,E65
95, 96+
rI6,755
975,66r
rr6,025 96070 ,848,(t76
5920
5990
RET L
6000
6I0 0
65I0
FI RE
26
I5
8q6
185
,208
,966
t 907
I5 62,060 62, 010 5,720.5E
7REPORT NO. 08(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:25-tt0
HOTELS, TIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOGAL GOVERNT'IENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE[^I ]iIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GRO5S RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE 186
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NU['IBER: 756.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
20,507.60
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LORDSBURG
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
7000
7?00
7300
7500
7600
27
I9
t5
22
7
5q?,Irt6
22,7 9L
I75,006
L72,925
2,666
509,586
22,7 9l
17z,q97
15r,965
2,566
50,555. r6
1,567.48
10,549.8r9,rr7.93I59.97
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
341,79(
6 ,7 gg ,2gl
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
54r,794
7900
8010
8060
El00
8900
S ERV
24
I55
54,1,5I5,
9
449
52
1,259
II8
t49 ,742,47 6
4.5"
8.56
L96
75,56
920 0
95 95
GOVT
5,995 ,551 555,776 .6(}
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDIIED X
LocATI0N:23-209
]iIISCEL L ANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.JATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFIGATION
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
17,274
55,64 0
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L7,274
35, 0E7
PAGE IE7ATE: 07/ll/92
UI'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
959.71
1,809.45
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
V I RDEN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
5900
I.IFG-
4Et 0
4900
TCU-
5500
5990
RETL
750 0
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNFIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
ll
26
REPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARIERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:23-023
METAL IiIINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
URAN I UI'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE 0F NEt^l f'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
I
QUARTERLY SUT.II'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR HIDALGO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE I88
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
62,27 5 .EE
5q3,25.t .(t6
1,992. 93
5,76tr.19
L2?,240.75
155,677 . 9(
2E,L44.09
5E, 957 .
5, 950 .
r ,51 r .62
t000
l0 94
158 9
HINE
1620
I700
CONS
4t0
420
460
481
490
5500
5400
554 0
5599
5600
SIC
CODE
5070
5090
50 92
IdHS L
520 0
525?
5800
58I5
5920
5990
RETL
URAN I UI'I, I'IO LYBDENUI'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
1,2I0,295
I 0 ,478, 917
37,960
r17,5162,36r,r49
759,759
r25,982
2E,7 92
Et+,492
rr gEs,52l
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,196,207l0,547,704
57,960
t500l5r0
27 00
5900
MFG-
4920
TCU-
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHHAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
].II SCEL LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
TOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDT.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
TIISCELLANEOUS HHOTESALERS
PETROLEUTI AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOt ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
FARI.I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE sERVICE STATIONS
T.IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
E
2q
4E
25
IO
19
I4
r09,E0t
2,528,595
5? 3,27]-07+
20 555,552
?,546 r?5c+
556,07E
742,053
LL?,957
28,792
tE2,4E5
rr505,r94 968
79
25
7
I
T(tOO HOTELS, i.IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
55
97
,5E0 .55
,5?2.67
lREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:25-025
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AFIUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
]'.II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
25L 865
2,005,905
2,+49,7 95
21 1207 ,9c+7
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 189
RUN DATE: 07/II/9?
RUN NUMBER: 76E.()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
646.75
2,356 .95
12,L7?.91
13,27 5 .E?
56,464.85
E15,455.75
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUMFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR HIDALGO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7200
7500
7500
7
7
8
8
S
?6
7
506
12,5I9(t4,89qI2,5I9ctq,963
IO
I2
7+
600
900
0r0
900
ERV
251 ,865
252,E75
69q,56E
920 0
GOVT
I5, (t94,565
I
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAT CLA5SIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
r 52, 951
263
25,440
25, 956 , 082
857 ,544
q 
,200 ,6E45,498,595
797,L29
5,5r5,4Zr
421 ,2(ts
624,518
2,5r7,950
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
t5t,4t5
263,7 q4
20 ,20E,720
20 ,557, E96
697,2L9
PAGE I 90DATE: 07/IL/92
NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,555.28
L182,079.14
40,090.r1
581.49
5E6 . E2
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
LOCATION:06-III
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIU]'I, I'IOLYBDENUI'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS NELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NON]'IETALLIC }IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ],IEAT PRODUCTS
LUIiIBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHETTICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PR]T'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL ]iIACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIPT'IENT
]'IISCEL t ANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI{TIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU]'ITIARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOBBS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
1000I3t0
I0
5r4
90
9
,155.50
,00r.46
I5
1,162
L72 t
234,
I
44
6q
t5
35
,22L.q9
,1E1.25
24ll
69
90
I9
,744
,699
2,997
+,079
, 685.
,905.
,I90.
r , r24, g6g
276,62+
577 ,221
,944
,5EI
,573
1,5r0
795
74r
r98
500
IO
9
I4
I38I
I58 9
r400
HINE
l5
284
2000
2400
27 00
2800
2900
J200
3q00
5500
5600
567 0
5700
5900
T.tFG-
4100
4200(600
48t0qE5 0
4900
TCU-
I500l6l0
I620
r700
c0Ns
29
3q,(t7E
rr020,6r0
7Z
I64
r 959
,77 0
L,7E3,5q2
lq5 ,97 4
28,134
766,88E
575,200
3, 57 5, 220
42t,2+3
L94 ,456
2, r54,051
4, 590, r50
E,500,r79
zl,57q .0?
r95,960.25
t25,tr8.55
252, 453. 65
4EE, O2I . E7
,6L7
,096
7?
06
55.55
95 .55
E
47
60
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RETATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PtUI'TBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I0
155
4,942,660g,gg5, r00
27
22
L02,5
8r5
3,591, 981
5, r24, 557
5010
5020
5040
5060
5070 I9 965, 0E4 699,r05 40,19E.45
iI
REPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
IOCATION : ()6-III
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS T.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I,IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDIAIARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I,IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT CO]'IPANTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL E5
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE I 9I
RUN DATEI 07/II/9?
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E.()()
R EPORTED
TAX DUE
79,367 .?5
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUM]IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOBBS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
LRSR
55
E7
87
4,717I,2II
5, I56
I2,215
IO
6I
5080
5090
509?
hIHSL
6000
6I0 0
6t20
6200
6500
6510
6700
FIRE
65
t22
3E
510
5,7rg,lgr
5,957 ,505
5,899,9E.t
23,225,539
1,55r,725
,7 90
,8I5
,755
,20tt
271,272.93
69,679.57
r80 ,562. 18
702,259.2E
24
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,590r500
458, 94E
,897, 198
,764,57L
, r26,73r
297,295
5, 46 5, 577l,797,l4q
I , E55, I25
5,439,906
64E,515
2,95r , ggg
2,714,2E7
6,6rg,5gE
4E,555, 928
5E1,465
Il)I,E55
4E3, 046
L ,2lO ,77 (t
5200
525 r
550 0
5510
5400
55r 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5Et5
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
4t
82
57
I67
5t
t8
2E5rtI,I56
70,
50,
5Ir
4Er
6E,
76 t
5r4, 144. l7
I03,555.75
105,404.59
3L2,7 6L .28
57,2E9.6I
I53,984. I2
r56,071.52
5E0,552.42
2,790,777.09
27
I8
52
25
4I
480,E69
I1,059,075
9,524,505
r,55r,249
ctlE 
' 
449
6r7I,E
2rz
5r5
65rI5rI
9r4
56,7
855
690
25E
r28
504
50q
L ,7 02 ,96+
598,765l,5gg,l50
6 ,362 ,07 ?
2,E0r,20E
2,r50,05E
25,389
626,58E
5E8, 962
6q,787
17,09ct
08
42
64, IE5
+E,497
60,405
I4 689, 555
rr6,056
E()2,EI5
55, 454 . I3
69,6I9.57
EXCGS., SERV.
AND SERVICES
TITLE ABSTRACT
IES
TAT E
?.0
46
94
5,E57.1r
27 ,775.15
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
780 0
7900
80I0
E060
8I00
E20 0
8600
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELL
MOT I ON
AI'IUS EI'IE
PHYSICI
HOSPITA
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I{EI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
q6
257
r65
187
L2Z
q99 
,432
L ,3E2,929
5,gggr750
2 ,525 ,45?
1,733,427
28 ,717 .39
79,481.E5
559, r77.06
r 45, I 96 .96
99 ,67? .10ANEOUS REPAIR SERVICESPICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
NT AND RECREATION SERVICES
ANS, DENTISIS AND OTHERS
LS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
52
129
35
62
23
225,069
5,6 02, 956
5, r55,177
888,625
5E, IEE
12,941.49
207 ,169.90
295,?72.68
50, 995. qE
5, 545 . E2
n
2?6,012
5,724, I rg
12,502,6E7
925,2q7
58, r88
REPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:06-III
]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI{ENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NET.T T'IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
PAGE I92
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.(ll)
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
415,428 .85
I , 717 ,19? .7 6
7,587,457 .50
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOBBS
src
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5r5
1,596
4, 087
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
g,06g,5lg
ctO ,97 5 ,7 42
I67,499,025
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
7 ,226,41?
29, E68,451
r28,494,9r4
E900
89I0
S ERV
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
IREPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-210
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS ]^IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. I'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS REGEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EUN I CE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
3, 055,778
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,740,+q2
162,58E
50 0 ,755
r59,357
150,546
20(r, l7l
7,677
15, 957
752,518
PAGE I95
RUN DATE: 07/IL/92
RUN NUI-IBER: 75E. () (l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
t6q,q26 .52
,7 43 .27
,045.55
8,56r.59
7 ,E07 .29
L2,2?q .9(t
460.61
957.4.1
45,I51.I0
17,749. lE
9E,755.56
0700
AGRI
l5E 9
MINE
16I0
1700
CONS
SIC
CODE
5900
T,IFG-
151 0l58I
20I0
2700
3200
540 0
554 0
5599
5600
5E00
5E I5
5990
RETL
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
I500 GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER MEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
TETEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH CO]'IFIUN]CATIONS
ELECTRIC T^!ATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT.ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGs, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPT,IENT AND SUPPLIES
].II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESATE TRADE
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTFIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I,IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAIIERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
47
30
t2
z9
45
I7
E
I5
18L
322,I5 9IE8I5250
9tI,
L4,
156l9
?r+L
162,257
19,590
24E,68r
9
7
25
481 0
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
5060
5080
5090
1^lHS L
525t
550 0
53I 0
18L,227
I56,201
326,6E9
9,74L
l6,5r6
E9l,52l
,731
,555
,127
285.86
161. r5
467 .65
6000
65r0
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITTE ABSTRACT
35
r06
529,910
r,949,250 295,E201,645,560
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:06-2IO
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COT'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI.IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
73,505
rr9,448
1,027,2rr
6,E92,620
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
17 ,122
424,166
78, 905
75,505
7 0 ,572
E85, E()E
5,029,6q2
PAGE I94
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
EUN I CE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
750
750
750
790
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
E06
890
E9t0
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
I
25
q
17 ,12249I, r66
95, 9I I
I6Ill
t5
,006.40
,449. 99
,754.50
9
2A
90
576
4,410.29
q,240.32
55,007.57
561,752.55
I
II
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:06-306
OIL ANDOIL ANDT0T. I'tr
MOTOR VEHICLES AN
DRUGS, CHE['IICALS
f,IISCEL LANE0US t^lH0
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TR
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRI
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE
TAXATION AND
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
OFIOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
LLIED PRODUCTS
ERS
BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL ESTATE
ENUE DEPARTT'IENT
EH I'lEXrC0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
REV
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E64, 04E
z,L7 ,457
284,r05
2E, 5{5
l22,4ll
r , 2g2, gr5
15, r 55
92,47 6
12,27 0
E3E,552
138,862
48, 6 45L 55E, r25
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
7EE, t50
26,452
l0?,925
E66,265
PAGE I95
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
47,2E7 . EI
sIc
CODE
QUARTERTY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
JAL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I5E I
r589
MINE
1500I6t0
r700
CONS
2700
520 0
5900
I'IFG-
4200
4600
4EIO
4900
4920
TCU-
50t0
5020
5090
I.IH S L
GA
GA
NIN
S HELt DRILLINGS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
G 54
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
]'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'It'lUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
25
55
175, 145
?32,402
10,3EE.70
r5, 9(}{. r5
36
I5
55
I9
?a
1,587 .72
6,161.71
51, 962. t5
r20.14
4,E80.62
7 07 .E2
46,40 9. 9l
E,551.75
D AUT
AND A
LESAL
ADE
2,002
81,544
s?5L
5500
55r0
5q00
554 0
559 9
5600
5E00
58I5
5990
RETt
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERGHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
7
tt
I5
r1,797
773,49E
158,E62
58,9751,252,4r5
56
84
213
75, 9
58.49
44.77
6000
630 0
FI RE
ERS,
AND
T(,()O HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
REPORT NO. OEll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:06-305
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES].,lISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
1'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNIIENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt.I 1'IEXICO
COt'lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
25,886
r5,756
62,752
242,405
q,Lg+ rqg0
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
25,886
9,679
60,475
255, 994
5,4g4,lrg
PAGE I 95
RUN DATE2 07/LI/92
RUN NUt'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,555. l8
5E0.71
5,62E.49
r+,059.64
20 9, 055 . 50
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI{MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
JAL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
EOIO
8900
5 ERV
I2
I0
t7
50
9200
GOVT
3r7
!
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:06-(r05
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
].IETAL ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,OIL AND GAS hIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. ]'IINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY sU]'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
L OV I NGTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
5,946,005
?77,067
665,205I,II9,5I2
?,872,767
7E7 ,E
55E, 4
I,EI4,I2E r,5I5,4r7
JUNE, L992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
3 ,662,67 tt
?69 ,7 49
369,E42
815,37 0
2, 435, g6 5
PAGE I97
RUN DATE. 07/II/9?
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
219,75E.77
r6, rE4. 96
22,190.54
4E,922.2L
55, 075. 96
E, 905 . 07
15,q7E.2E
r45, E52. 0 0
45,225 . 55
9,069.08
78,805. 05
1000
I 581
1369
t'II N E
0700
AGRI
2q00
27 00
2800
2900
320 0
5400
5700
3900
I'lFG-
5 0I0
5020
50q0
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
t^lHS L
6I
27
62
I00
EO
I7
46
79
,594
, l5I
URANIU],I, }IOLYBDENUI'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
r500l6t0
t620
1700
c0N5
q100
q200
4EIO
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
LUI,IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROL EUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRI ES
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUI PI'IENT
I'II SCEL T ANEOUS }'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'1['IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
t2
47
7
9II,075
160,110
zEE, 595
50r,256I51,5r4
27+,63E
HARDIIARE, PLUI'IBING A
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT
I'lISCELLAllE0US tlH0LES
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROL
TOT . I^IHOL ESAL E TRADE
PRODUCTS
T5
LD APPLIANCES
NG EQUIP. AND SUPPTIES
PLIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUC
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHO
ND HEATI
AND SUP
ALERS
EUH PRODUCTS
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
720t5r
q9
45
00
00
E
5?
55 I5 7 00 ,24? 6 95, E25 qt,7 49 .50
tREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE I9EATE: 07/Ll/92
UI,IBER: 76E.O(}
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2I4,369.55
El ,455. 95
535,577 .75
I0,1E9.24
9,775.05
2t,7L7.92
2, 913. 75
28,265.51
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY Xt( EDITED X
t0cATI0N:06-405
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIEIARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
QUARTERTY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
L OV I NGTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
src
CODE
7500
7600
7E0 0
551 0
5400
551 0
554 0
5599
5920
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7500
560
563
99
95
E09
IE5
358
20r,54I
253,64I
128 , 512
E65,765
261,02r
504
25
734
5,599
35
20l0
I9
I2
55
8
t2
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
rt ,0L5 ,57 2
180 ,264
167 ,206
576,7r7
rtE,562
q82,994
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,572,925
,364
, E36
, I95
,4E6
,7 (ll
,665
,2q3
59.09
30.675t.72
10.20
60.55
84.40
29.49
5q5, 9E5
502, 178
32 r7
18, I
5r9
5r7
48,2
l0 ,8I9,4
}I
I5
7
rtG
I4
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
600
520
6506st
65s
FIR
99,
95,
804,
181,
525,
I9
I7
55
40
a2
5
0
9
7
5
t42
545
II
r,752,10Eg, E 95, 569 r,557,599g,Eg5, r70
EST. OPER-LESR_AGT., ETC., AND
ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPE
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL EST
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'lISCET LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNl'IENT
r 96 ,836
250,550
127 ,251
775,626
2q9,525
,Er0.l5
,055.64
,655.09
,557 .55
,977.47
REAL
REAL
TOT.
TITLE ABSTRACT
RS
ATE
2t
+5
52
59
l4
49
r69,82r
162, 917
551,955
ttB,562
47r,0E5
I4
77
50
7900
8010
E060
El00
E200
8900
S ERV
27
7
t?9(147
, I80
,546
,555
,584
,561
,505
, 198
,856
15,595.67
55E.r9
54,864 .84
IE5,545.67
256
9
5Et
5,055
920 0
GOVT
I
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,I99 25,7EL ,205 20,925,73+ 1,255,559.44
IREPORT NO. 08l)
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-500
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUT'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRI]'IARY METAL INDUsT., FABRICATED l.lETAL PRODUCTS]'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'TI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SAHITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I}IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE,1992
PAGE I99
RUN DATE2 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TATUM
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t5E9
I'II N E
5
5
II
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
545, 56E
545, 568
E(),26E
66,?+7
r65,56r
rE6,959
8, 520
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
55E, I 9r
558, I 9l
79,(+12
66, r04
LqE,299
L72,7 +0
Er245
50,945.97
50,945.97
G-HF
1500
I700
CONS
2
2
3
5
48t0
4900q920
TCU-
50E0
50 90
5092
]^lH S L
700
900
400
900
700
720
750
760
790
I5
36
4,556 . l6
5,797.61
8,525 . E5
9, 952.55
475.95
,287 .28
, 9E5.52
lE,6(7 . 5t
49,570.59
52s I
5500
5q00
554 0
5500
5800
59?0
5990
RET L
TIACHINERY, EQUIP]'TENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAT ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
],TISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS I TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
AUTOI.'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
47
t7
7
27
55
575l,rl+
5
6
, E50
,57 5
32(}, 505
858,6r6
E900
S ERV
92OO STATE GOVT. EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
I3
50
95,060
r50,r98 91, 955r2r,570
I
REPORT NO. (l8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-500
src
CODE
GOVT TOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH TIEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTET,I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
2,102,444
JUNE, I99Z
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L ,997 ,5(t9
PAGE 2()O
RUN DATEI 07/LL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
114,E54.64
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TATUH
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 186
T
REPORT NO. 08l)
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:06-006
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
QUARTERLY SUI'I]iIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR LEA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]-.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER!
PAGE 2OI
07 /LL/92
768.00
SIC
CODE
GAS, NATURAL
INGICE5, EXCEPT
EXCEPT FUELS
GAS LIQUIDS
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
r9,076,r10
382,57 9
559, r74
2,440,95r
65+,02,L
58E,318
580,822
46E, 485L 505, 7 05
2,557,399
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
16,805,205
1,96r,750
7 94 ,4681,262r50r
4,656,520
8,575,05E
98
2(+0 ,7 +6
356,2q2
?37,?92l,I02,2lr
57r,2lE
576 , EE5
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E9,60r.15
5L6,777 .69
923,829.02
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
0r00
0700
AGRI
l5t0
l5E I
158 9
r400
1'II N E
CRUD
OIL
OIL
N0Nt'l
TOT.
5,265,+75
11,220,452
5,?92,02E
12,21 0 , 955
E PETROL., NATURAL
AND GAS NEIL DRILL
AND GAS FIELD SERV
ETALLIC t'IINERALS,
I'II N I NG
40
255DRILLING
AND POTASH
2EE
1500I6I O
r620
1700
CONS
290
520
540
5s0
590
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACI0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'T REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIl'tARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
I,IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHbIAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUHBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
1'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
].1ISCEL L ANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUl'I AND PETROL EUM PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
100,012
565, r 07
159,222
11,09r,0E6
245, 485
12,7EE,545
5,500.54
50,959.45
E,757 .22
510,009.72
r5, 59r . 68
705,547.5E
29
E
14tII
t62
2,091,r56
895, r44
5,643,5Er
4,929,5E5
LL,457 ,?66
102,5
45, 6
69,4
256, 0
47J,.6
96.25
95.75
37 .54
97 .5827.I0
27 00
2800 I, I(E,594
?77 ,63E
7
E
8
22
MFG-
554,775
L62,qq?
E52, 9r4
796,67q
465,E61
22
5+
5.40t3,24r.0r
19,595.52
51,4r6 . 99
20,72E.69
15,050.55
60,621.59
22,370.L2
58,94I.71
92,240.87
410 0
420 0
450 0
4600
4EIO
485 0
4900q9?0
TCU-
5020
5070
50E0
5090
5092
NHSL
7
t7
8
159
I()
68
I5,
IE
II
4
7
lr5
5200
525 I
I
?5
2+
70
06,729
0E,051
77,r06
u,
REPORT NO. l}8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl f'lEXICo
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5r695,208
7,?7E,662
2,797,67 I
q, 595, 092
52,E06,E55
I5, 051
7 7 3,617q2,983
717 .7 9
42,559 .9q
2 ,364 .05
2,E7 082-
5r,475
4(t7,902
PAGE 2OZ
RUN DATE2 07/IL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768 . O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
, 946 .65
,l(16.67
r55,859.85
?qL,5ql.qz
2,905,649.58
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR L EA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
LocATI0N:06-006
FARH EQUIP]'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOI'1E DEALERS
I.TISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
].IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COFIPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
SIC
CODE
920 0
GOVT
65r0
6700
FI RE
Et00
E900
89I0
S ERV
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
5,20r
E2-
52, 556(4E,5I5
LR5R
559?
5599
5600
5800
5E I5
59?0
5990
RET L
I57 .874.50-
2,851 . 02
24 ,634 .61
L
32
5
4Z
5t2
400
795q57
528
526
16,459
882,719q3,372
, 954
,E07
9 r0(tzl0,747r5722+
55
755
100
I()
t8
I5
7
0
7
I7
5?52
550 0
5400
554 0
720
750
750
760
790
80r
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI.IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
,793
,580
,505
55r
585,
99,
76q,
,96E.65
,200.r2
,506 . 95
,057.96
I5
52?t
52
I9t
52r
1,269
E8E, 347
5, l7 g, 510
5,072,500
70,0r1,066
t
REPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l,5gl, 902
3,0q?,529
35L,?(t?
973,7 57
lr2g5,5l5
5, ggg,505
53,8q2
155, 545q4 ,909
495,62+
241,662
4,927 ,604
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1 r 556,175
2,557,740
PAGE 205ATE: O7/LI/9?
UmBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
92,3EE.49
L59,2?4.42
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION:26-II2
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRITLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IDER, ].,IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ETECTRONIC CO}IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANU FACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI,JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t^lH S L
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOOD5 AND HOUSEHOTD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI.IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS I^IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROT EUI'I AND PETROL EUM PRODUCTS
TOT. t^IHOTESALE TRADE
QUARIERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RUI DOSO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
L47
?q5
0700
0E0 0
AGRI
t589
I'1I N E
2(t00
27 00
3200
5600
567 0
3700
5900
I'lFG-
4r00q200
{50 0
48I 0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
020
1500t6l0
1700
c0Ns
5
5
5
5
5
5
ct0
60
70
90
92
II
I2
55
210
91,55E
578,520
,205
,909
64 ,02+q+,223
202,7 54
E.8.
585 .50
t7 ,297 .EL
5,575
255, 91 5
E59,978
5,556,649
12, EI5
54
22
2,39
14,56
20
5(t
AIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC t.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
52
77
225, Il5
4,+23,+71
58,592.E3
22E,478.q5
875.05
4,56r.62
3 ,0L2 .67l5 ,812 . 55
r5,555 . E5
501,54E. 95
7
52II
60
BUILDING MATERIATS
HARDIIARE ST0RES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENI STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
r'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
25
32
I
5200
5 25I
5500
5510
5(00
55I 0
tREPORT NO. 06O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N . 26-tt2
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'tEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
EI5,7E2
374,795
795, r59
2 ,165 ,07 0
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
596,56E
2,791 , 559
17, r65, 942
272,985
37q,795
662,37 6
r,450, 0E0
,5II
,732
,997
,0Ez
,8 08
,I09
,557
r 040
PAGE zlq
RUN DATE. 07 /tll/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E . () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
tE,597 . rt
25,53?.90q5 
,124 .3(t
9E,786 .6E
,558.7(t
,908. r6
,568.68
,589.82
,551r.59
,r55.00
,858.02
QUARTERLY SUI'IFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RUIDOSO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
554 0
5599
IO
5600
5700
5800
6000
610 0
612 0
7000
7200
7500
9
60
2L
I70
I2
2Er,556
E8, 0 92
934, 125
261,955
2,57+,171
267 ,7 09
255,806
86, 0 92
E78,I05
r92,567
2,567,65E
267 ,7 09
,r04.97
,40r.45
,237.7L
.26
.27
.75
7
55E
7+2
59E
3,527
I9,57 9
54
90
47
064
001
820
c+0 ,627 .
1E8,5(4.
r, r67 , E59.
,352
, 551
,95+
I6
6
59l5
L7 tt
1E
6l
59
24I
45
6
344
165
79
69
905
585
362
25
659
5Et5
59r0
5920
5990
RET L
6200
5500
65r0
655 0
6700
FI RE
8
IE
62REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC. I AND
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPE
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT'IENT COMPANI
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL E5T
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
l.IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T,IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
A]'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNt'IENT
r ,575,7 g53I4,8E2
5r4,950
rr555r507
50r,057
4E5, 6EI
92,4L2.06
20,qE7 .22
55, 087 . 02I1,r59.r5
5,4?6.97
4,768.5L
TITLE ABSTRACT
RS
ES
ATE
7500
7600
7900
8010
8060
8r00
8200
8900
89I0
159
97
67
22
z9
2t
58
I()
22
t0
?L4l4
703
109
E, I99
9 rE45
2,958
5, 198
5,E08
5, 558
4,889
5,705
0,604(),I7I
t6
9
8
90
5E
58
5
S ERV
EO
1I
5,58
90,549
5 ,062,2L9
920 0
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTs - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,005 36,L27 ,922 29, 9lE, 0E6 2 ,036 ,452 . tt&
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:26_2II
AGRICULTURAI PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
]'IISCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NU['IBER:
PAGE 205
07 /tl/92
768.00
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY _- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CAPI TAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
LRSR
1500
1700
c0Ns
2700
5900
I'lFG-
010 0
AGRI
52s I
550 0
5+00
5540
5500
5E00
5990
RETL
65r0
FI RE
7
5Z
39
I4
I2
3?,219T49,II518l,55l
,2r 9
, I34
,352
32
7q
106
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r , E92. 59
4,565.46
6,257 .E5
7 ,ELz.75
15,400.45
9,75E.07
I46.70
E,252.9L
4200
48r0
4E5 0
4900
49?0
TCU- 2E
172,099
526, 106
r66, 095
2,524
152, 045
r55,007
262,159
r66,095
?,497
I40,475
5020 DRUGS, CHE['IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
MISCEL TANEOUS NHOLESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. ]^IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDT^IARE STORES
GENERAL TIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
STORES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTETS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI t E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
99, 050
54,577
314,5E5
5,E19.152,0r9.57I8,4Et .67
5090
5092
l^lHS L
9
IO
7000
7500
7500
7900
E0t0
E900
S ERV
I9
20
67
r 145
,475
,56I
5r4
Ir5
5r0
99
60
575
55 70
59
54
r6.
76.
r
IO
I7
40
5E,480
25,009
I00,595
5E,(}E()
?2,405
E6,40 9
REPORT NO. ()8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:26-2II
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEI,I I'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDU5TRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
940,719
PAGE 205ATE! 07/Ll/92
UMBER: 76E. O()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55,275 .42
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -_ BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CAP I TAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
r,261,E06
SIC
CODE
9200
95 95
GOVT
STA
L0c
TOT
TEl' GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSGOVERNI,lENT _ SCHOOL DISTRICTSGOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I95
I
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! 26-507
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MISCEL LANEOUS ]',IANUFACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILIT]ES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT1UNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t'II SCEL LANEOUS ].IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAT ]'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART].IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY SIORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
DANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT-IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE 5Y5TEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
PAGE 207
RUN DATE. 07/ll/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E7E.96
5,081.01
r5,24E.54
5E5.54
I8,250 .55
E,623.7?
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARRIZOZO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
r520
1700
CONS
27 00
5900
I'IFG.
48t0(85 0
4900
4920
TCU-
7
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r6,945
95,25?
272,337
l0,7zl
555, I56
r47,895
,55E
,582
53 , c+Zq
61,958
6,876
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L5,l2Z.
95,2q2
235,755
5090
T.,IH S L
{5
55
9
520
550
5E00
5E I5
5910
5990
RETL
540
55q
560
6000
6510
FI RE
9II 10,074515, 646
27
75
I75
79r
I44, EsE
715,521
r47,895
63,42q
25,525
2,751
,4IE.
,500.
2,r38.r0
399.6s
5, 686 . 56
69
75
E
4t
II
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
7900
E060
E900
89r0
S ERV
HOTELS, TlOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEITENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITAIS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECIURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
56 ,7E5
6,E75
17 ,569
28, r55
l6 , 6.r4
24,737
I5
IO
8
7
I
5
967.45
r ,457 . E5
II 23,5252,E50 L 567.5Er56.55
I
7Z I4E, IE5 rl7,E95 6,E54.50
REPORT NO. ()E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:26-507
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAT GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI1ENT
STATE OF NEN ]iIEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,542,60r
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L IE4, 9EI
PAGE 208
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
68,451 . 05
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CARRIZOZO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
92.
95
GO
00
95
VT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 250
IREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:26-406
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'lOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIIMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDWARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2?,87 9
E7,682
280, 059
16,762
529,099
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
?.0 r02+
78,92q
L5?,772
l6 , 571
q65,676
PAGE ?09DATE: 07/ll/92
NUMBER: 76E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I, 165. 92
4,5E7.q6
E,456.19
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORONA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1700
c0Ns
src
CODE
5E00
5990
RET L
4t00
4200
481 0
4900
TCU-
5070
50 92
tlHSL
5200
5500
5400
55q 0
BUI LDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, ITIOTEL
PERSONAL SERV
MI SCEL L AN EOUS
TOT. SERVICES
TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
ERV I CE5
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
9
t9
55
I5
105
I5
65
29,49(t
+7 2 , gct(t
2I,I94
519,469
I ,25
1E, I2
I.E9
5.4E
7000
7200
6900
S ERV
9200
GOVT
S,
IC
S
ES
965.2r
26,6E1 . E7
T
IREPORT NO. O8ll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I ]'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
269,E69
5E,552
7E5,527
5, 688
295,479
6
q62,E6g
L 755, g5g
JUNE,1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
126,055
1,002,096
667 ,555
5,68E
17r,486
18 ,977
I25, 755
255,900
PAGE 2IO
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,589.51
5E,7 9?.L2
,408.48
,597 .59
39,2t7 .69
554. t6
10,074.65
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
[ocATI0N : 26-50]
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. T-IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RUIDOSO DONNS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
1500
1620
I700
c0Ns
?7 00
5900
I'lFG-
2E
55
l{5,02El,l0z,+95
4100
4200
481 0
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
l4
E
r77, tE5
57,832
t0
5
5040
5070
s090
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUMDING AND HEATING EQUIP.
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAT I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IISCELtANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
57
7
t7
10
509?
l.lHS L
520 0
5500
5400
5sI 0
554 0
5599
5700
5800
58I5
5920
5990
RETL
9
8
508I
24
E9
9,
5r
I
24
4
234,263
l,lI+.67
7 ,27 0 .51
EATIN
TIQUO
PACKA]II SCE
TOT.
GA
RD
GE
LLA
RET
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
LIQUOR STORES
NEOUS RETAILERSAIL TRADE 45E,255I , 5gg,47E
15,741.65
25,7?E.87
82,201 .E9
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
i
610 0
65r0
FI RE I2 67, 0E4 67,08.| 5, 940 . 4r
5REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND
STATE O
CO]'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTMENT
E].l I'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTEM
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE,1992
REV
FN
REVY5
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E ztt/ll/92
8.00
PAG
07
76X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
5IC
CODE
LOCATION ! 26-5OI
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AI'1U5EI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
NONPROFIT T,IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT.IENT
QUARTERLY SUTIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RUID0S0 DOt^lNS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7000
7200
7300
9200
GOV T
I5
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
152,769
266 ,6E0
854,425
4,87+,?92
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
l50,5IE
259 ,7 0(t
E40,252
4, 1E5,276
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,657 .96
,552
2+5,62+.+t
7500
7900
80I0
8600
8900
S ERV
55
75
I5
49
,249.40
20
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 295
tREPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LoCATI0N.26-026
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NONI'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAt TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLAS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
IlISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAT AND HIGH]^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ]^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTITITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT,IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I ]'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEITI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
9(2,7r1
r ,295 r 554
57E, r62
617 ,552
ll5,0ll
52r,582
l, r79,567
r,942,010
69?, qoE
7?6,97+
1.r,408
57,660
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E55, E4l
l, 041,549
PAGE 2I2ATE: 07/lL/92
UMBER: 75E. ()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
(5,86 I . 84
55,569. r5
505.97
2 ,324 .7 3
5,6 05 . ?5
L3,220 .4(t
51, 07E. lE
78,417.21
4,877.05
6,587 . 05
757.70
I,950.09
10,4E6.54
95,E95.94
r5,285.55
L35 ,22?.9+
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIII.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR LINCOLN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0700
AGRI
r(00
t'II N E
1500I6t0
r620
I700
CONS
27 00
520 0
5900
t'lFG-
4I0 0
4200(600
4610
4E30
4900q920
ICU-
5020
5040
5090
5092
l.lH S L
EI
r52
I5
2?
tt
t8
5,970
45, 56 I
I5
7+
t9
L24
r09,570
258,272
995,6q7
1,550 r 40+
95,L52
lzE,5ZE
r4,59(
57,660
520 0
5500
5400
5540
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
5990
RET L
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT.I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I,IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
t0
9
I+I8q7
It4
t
65O(l INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
206,565
?r7L7,403
417,557
5r6r0r920
204,615I,87I,I45
z9E,ZLs
2,559,540
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N.26-026
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
DATE:
NUI'IBER:
PAGE 2I5
07 /Ll/92
76E. 0 0
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR LINCOLN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
12, r75
9,452, r47
JUNE, I99?
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
12, r75
5q4,092
51,656
67,768
86,375
,E44
,212
,772
6,50r,(gr
SIC
CODE
6 510
6550
FIRE
REPORTED
TAX DUE
625. 95
7000
7500
7500
7600
7900
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
ITISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITAts AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
32l2
14
t2
566, r955L 656
69,29L
91,705
95
9
188
389,24(t
5() , EE4l,2l5,7gg
249
26l, 082
E
656
27 ,88+.7L
1,5L9.?q5,(75.rr
4,+26.69
8 0I0
8060
E100
8900
89I0
S ERV
9?00
GOVT
Lq,7q8.22
I ,545. 56
55,582. 6 r
553, 075.75
9999 NONCTASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'TENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
20r,4lz
E r447 ,952
595,504qL2,0(tE
E52,715
L,0?4-
249,776
5, r54, ggg
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
189, 486
7 ,594,2(10
z,?25,E35
10,0r5,755
E?2,978
r, 024-
29,54E
2,E57,L63
44E, 065
42, 150
?7 ,007
2,55+
.q7
. t0
PAGE zIqATE! 07/Lt/92
UMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
11,4E7.60
459,7E5. 0E
154,952. r2606,57E.2I
q9 ,892.?9
59.55-
| ,7 49 .6+
r75, 025 . 96
164, 956 .58
28,7E9 .59
19E,59E.52
II,2IE.l)l)
8,714. r9
56,E71.02
,E51.58
,524.E1
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N 3 52-052
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRAGTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
APPAREL AND TEXTITE ]'IILL PRODUCTS
LUT'IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIt'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL T4ACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIP]'IENT
PROF., SCTENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS ALAI1OS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I7
r59
29
7
0
2ct
EE
46
7
6ct
E6
7
25
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
1700
CONS
t500
I6IO
1620
190
35E
q ,652,653
r5, 540, 965
2500
2400
27 00
5200
5q00
3500
3600
5670
5700
5800
5900
}1FG_
420 0
4EI()
485 0
4900
4920
TCU-
7
020
040
060
070
5
5
5
5
5
5
0E0
0 90
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RETATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
t'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS l.IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROLEUN AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE IRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTNENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
2, 956
49r
290
4,895
II
57
5,56 l, 7 06 5,4E0r954
6 0E,577
7 9 ,696
r, 044,555
7,E()E,I52
, 082
,II9
, 955
,5E?
, 916
,88 0
?r9?5
tt7 q
]E5,059
r45, 955509?
NHSL 6 ,457, lg5
84,445
rr055,705 465
I
520 0
550 0
5510
5400 I9 7 ,906,17+ 475,504.51
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:52-032
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEN T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTs
?53,76476I,5r8
?68,225
75E,085
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,7 3L,OZ5
q7 9 ,919
7ct,793
93,7?6
18, 952
Z(tl ,37 rt
E0?,52?I5,4I4
1,095,076
26 , 055,2E5
5,399,(t64
49,406,586
PAGE 2I5
RUN DATE:. 07/II/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E.()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
165,L27 .96
2E,852.02
I4,655.26
4E, 65E . E6
954.q9
66,3E8.85
sIc
CODE
551 0
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LO5 ALAMOS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
540
599
600
700
E00
EI5
910
6000
6100
6500
65t0
7300
759I
7500
7600
9200
950 0
GOVT
I4
9
t5
253,764
6t15,72q
250,664
I5,5E4 . 50
59, r 95.52I5, 9E4. 04
I00
?9
9
29q
554
?,7 ++ ,52+
479, 9r9
5E0,016g,r0r,ggg
25,E65,996
,8q6 . E0
,476.77
,505.I9
5990
RET L
34
575
L r2.+9
251,91
14,?7
14,672r,98
56rI
20,6
5,926 , 0 g2
255,407
?ct?,q4+
565,067
21I9I
525
I5
5E
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SER
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE A
REAI ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
s50c.
VICES
BSTRACT
l2
6550
FIRE
q0
II
76
E02,602
r55,400
L,729,75?
]70II
I8
29
5,845,7 g5
235,407
Zct? , rtqq
566, r65
35
1,095
7000
7200
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMNERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVETOPI.IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAT SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOGAL GOVERNT'IENT . COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
rr70E,457
799, r63g, 525, rg5
2 ,695, 0 55
r, 0 95,274
zlg,715
1,595,259
79E,L67
7 ,725,+q42,r05,789
916,7E0
I34, l4E
96,705.59(tB 
,2q6 .16(+67 
,954 .19l?7,5+?.2q
55,57 9. 76
E,r52.752E
780 0
E0t0
6060
Et00
820 0
E600
E900
8 9I0
S ERV
0 .55
r .56
5.E7
2.47
?9,?0 0,578
5,rt05 r67L
5.r,786,580
20? 1,579,q71.72
527,540.052,994,586.6r
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2,327 III,E()(l,7I4 90,900,55E 5,496, 1E4.66
REPORT NO. 08l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
JUNE, t992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 216
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
62,082
62,082
690,112
4, 155,975
EE8, I I5
293,+87
292,177
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EH I'IEXrC0
ENUE SYSTEH
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REV
YS
SIC
CODE
TOCATION: I9-1I5
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
tUMBER, t^100D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTAT ION EQU IP]'lENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT . ]'IANUFACTURI NG
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , h,IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHHUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TEIEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]iI]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'1MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
D EI'II N G
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t0
IO
0700
AGRI
6r,9846r,984 35 ,719. 05,7r9.05
I500
t6r0
I620
I700
CONS
59
r50
2000
2400
27 00
520 0
5400
5700
5900
T'IFG-
410 0q?00
4500
4Et0
4E50
4900
4 920
TCU-
I5
I5
E
556,424
3 ,7 L2,7 92
156,207
20, 1E5.40
2?2,757.5(t
E, 172 . 45
L2,206.42
5, 9E7 .55
205, 440
56 ,459
t2
55
257 ,506-
L,220 ,669
721,125
2,9r5,572
L , (t(t6 ,25.t
r , 055, 042
7 I 5, 68E-
505,575-
41,016.56-
16,409.56-
I5
IE
2(14 ,037
555,7E5
2I3,904
55,6 99
12,761.5E
r, 9r4.75
59, 590 . E5
I52,455.10
r2,250 .78
207,889.20
L?7 ,964.44
L87,272.87
IE,044. E0
50r0
5020
50(0
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARM EQUIPI'lENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
52
r00
t8
I5
720,861
2,274 ,gg7
205,E46
787 ,781
3,45q,E?0
2,132,7 ql
5, I2I,2I5
500,055
0
0
0
0
5
5
5
5
955 .56
L5,77L.21
r6,980.70
57, I52.51
15,595
262,853
285, 0I2
952,53E
70
Ell
90
92
5L
7
55
I6
E7
2l ,57 0
3?9,8??
47r,806
2,597,I09HH
q7 
,266.E55200
525 r
5252
5500
55I 0
540 0
55I 0
t4
9
4t
9
4,166,2E5
2,L42,?5+
5r 655, r5g
558,021
tREPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]-IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
606,509
JUNE, I99Z
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
605,509
1,297 ,596
16,E95,919
rl4, 145
256,+22
PAGE 2L7
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768 . l) ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
56,590 .54
77 , E30 .85
1,015 ,529.45
6,E4E.75
14, IE5.54
75,2+q 
-77
24,667 .E9
5, 562 . Er
27 6 ,661 .9E
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LOCATION : I9-II5
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IOBItE HOFIE DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
D EI'I I NG
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
4t5540
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5Et5
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
4I
I5
25
65
40
864,20E
255, r55
655,546
r,415,70rL r55, 57 0
157
r55
E40
459
570
42,58q.6E
r5,189. I9
55, 950 .59
85,607.54
69,334.22
7I0,
255,
598,
1,595,I,I55,
25(t4
l7
t0
746
27L
569
459
505
1,559
423
755
52r
6000
6t00
6I20
215
54s
2,lql,g77lg,6?7,452
2Z ll4,145
58 520,785
196,04+
70
95
E7
55
40
,357
,417
,5E5
,606
1,270,(tZL,
759,
?99 t
r78,
,276.35
,574. I4
,968.L2
,7lo .29
52,L?q
671,377
265,6r9
22L,226
5,074.95
40 ,242.97
15, El7 . l5I5,275.54
6500
6510
6550
FIRE
7000
7200
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTO]'1OBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSH IP ORGANIZAT IONS]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
L GOVERNI'IENT - ALL OTHERGOVT. _ EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNI.IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNI'IENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
OVERNMENT
L?7
9
597
q 15, 557
56 ,0t17q,75+,49(t
412, I I5
56,047
4,615,550
7500
7500
7500
7E0 0
7900
E 010
8060
E100
8200
E600
8900
89r0
S ERV
9100
9200
92E2
9595
GOVT
stt ,97 ct
67L,377
270,555
221 ,2?6
5l
58
I6
2L
FE
ST
ST
LO
TO
AERD
A
A
T
T
CA
T.
E
E
L
G
: 9999 NoNCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,575 56 , 5q3, 944 29,2L5,E19 r,750,556 .71
IREPORT NO. ()E(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEI^l I'lEXIC0
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1E7,775
EI4,4E5
E14,485
50,940
2,L65
L?4,274
290, 995
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
L7 9 ,421
26,312
2,165
rr9,529
77 ,35q
62,657
62,657
3,749.7q
3,7q9.7q
PAGE 2IE
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
10,E77.4I
1,595. l5
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION : I9-212
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
MI SCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t-lANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIIMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
STORES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CO L UI'IBU5
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
1700
CONS
5090
NHSL
5900
HFG-
481 0
4900
TCU- 9
8
E
5?51
550 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5800
58r5
5990
RETL
IO
t5
40
I5t .25
7 ,239.L9
65r0
FIRE
7000
7200
750
750
76 0
790
E60
HOTEtS, TIOTELS, TRAIIER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'llSCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AITIUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'1ET'IB ERSHI P ORGANIZATIONS
T'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI',lENT
8900
S ERV
9200
GOVT
?4 4,675.0r
TOT- TOTAL FOR AIL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 90 I,42I,I39 442,45E 26 ,753.35
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE 0F NEI^l I'lEXIC0
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
tt/92PAGE07/
768
2r9
00
RUN
RUN
DAT E:
NU}IB ER :X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I9-OI9
AGRICULTURAT PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAs I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. 1'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER, WOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
t',IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL T.IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQU I PI'TENT
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT . T1ANUFACTURI NG
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'IMUNICAIIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILIIIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUT'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR LUNA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
18r, r47
525, 54 r
1,7 4L ,627
2,+24,575
r , 125, 025
2,65E,555
JUNE, L992
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
SIC
CODE
010 0
AGRI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
?1,565 .5?q7 ,405.40
97 ,+33.74
9E,E2(}.0r
7 
'352.5c+
1500t6l0
t620
I700
CONS
550
560
370
5040
5080
5090
50 92
tlHS L
102
55t
(+(tq 
,562
957 ,555
158I
156 9
T',lIN E
200
2q0
520
420
450
450
481
490q92
TCU
520 0
5252
550 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5600
5615
42
75
57
52
12
9I
592,
E55 r
3900
t'tFG-
1,77L
r,796
r,E45,057
r, 952, 004
t+
5I ,522,80 0
59
55
65
327
19
154, I2E
3Zq ,57 4
r,690,461
2,296,559
29, 955
956,955
16 ,9?5
92,97 5
125,3(+2
l, 646
0
7
9
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCELLANEOUS HHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
FARI'I EQUIPI-IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENI STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
22,451-
56,5r5 22,451-55 , 515
5l ,552. 55
I,254. E5-
3,097.2q
29,251 29,251 1,60E.76
IREPORT NO. ()E() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 220
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NUHBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,40+ .2L
15,06r.52
577,14I.54
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N: l9-019
]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUHT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR LUNA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5990
RETL
LRSR
rt7 0
665
65
97
65t0
FI RE
,859
,788
4
5
.E0
.95
,9(14
,917
876.94
5,7L5.+6
25,7 95
3?,EzE
32,6L+
96,890
t5
t05
7000
7500
7500
7600
E90 0
SERV
HOTELS, IiIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
tlISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7
?6
52
74
40r
15,944
I 0E, 525
L?7,905
272,7q8
9,656,273
9E,50(
237 ,524
6,E75,957
920 0
GOVT
REPORT NO. O8ll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! l5-tt+
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I UI,IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT FIEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IItL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROL EUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'lARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'lETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL ]'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUIPl'1ENT
I'II SCEL t ANEOUS ['TANU FACTURING
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
4E50
4920
TCU-
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
1.1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAs UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMHUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
50I0
5020
50(0
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
l.IHS L
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOHOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I IIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY SIANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 22I
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
208,q07.06qq,909.94
255,5r7.00
(15 
,99ct .7 9
50, rE5.75
rr,504.49
5,26 9. 55
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GA L LUP
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,915,296
2,020,04r
5, 955, 557
l,?57 ,625
4,673,275
E6 0 ,754
4r 05g, rg0q02,465
r9,756,9r2
296 ,049
?5,427 ,027
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
3 , q+Z ,569
740,785
4, rEs, 552
75E,677
I ,425, 07 I
7E7,405
3 ,432,7 57
555,502
557,255
92,089
1,257, 960
r22, l0l
2 ,564 , gq3
9,I12,
,541.15
,555. 06
75,E5E.91
7,+02.3E
Lsq,2E7 .25
7E,651.7r
+7 ,7 36 .4(t
200,267 .00
52,551 .41
52,569.8E
5,5E2. 90
l0 94
I5E 9
MINE
2600
2900
520 0
5400
5600
5700
5900
HFG-
1500
1700
c0N5
2000
2500
2{00
2700
4000
4r00
420 0
450 0
4EIO
I44
r54
27E
8
7I2
505,20r
9?2,669
575, q56
497,876
r89,765
53 ,927
70
151
r60,
I ,858,
E45
59E
IEl9 ,q32r 978
55
r5
33
rt7
l9
5E
9
751.09
565.38
2,239, g5r
E,459,754
4
3
75
5q
q73,720
596,574
l,qz3,092865,99(
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD A
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING E
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIE
]'IISCEL LANEOUS l,IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
PPLI
QUIP
S
ANCES
. AND SUPPLIES
2r5
t9
5r2
I
52OO BUILDING I'IATERIALS l5 2,626 ,gEl I,68E,7I4 L02,378 .27
TREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION ANt) REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
656,20c+
16,I25,149
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
615,959
Er50g, r0+
6q,337 ,677
628,440
PAGE 222DATE: 07/IL/92
NUHBER: 76E. ()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
Eq,767 .75
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I5-I]4
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPMENT DEALERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GA5OLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPARET AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU]-1MARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GA L LUP
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
525 t
5252
5500
5510
5400
55I0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E l5
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
LR5R
55
66
54
I5
509I,200
z9
t2
85
32
6E
50
7I
55
205
64
,412 , 5g(t
,E77 ,557
,072,783
,?5?,?45
,955,5?2
,86 6 , 285
,852,859
,419,0r6
,95r,555
,597,600
r,59E r 23lI5,526,565
14,?27 ,EEl3,r56,569
r,229,590
? , q45 ,667
5,815, 7 r5
2,556,0658,950,0r9
r,597,600
,098.40
,555.29
,550 .40
,47I.I5
,26E.57
,07 q .07
,E56.32
,5E2.40
,854 .56
I
15
16
4I
2
5
5
8I
E26
E6?t9I
7tt
t4E
25r
L4?
541
95
5I5, 9
7 g,g
,235
, E4E
t466
37 ,3q2.495r5,795.69
5,900,142.77
6000
6r00
6]20
6500
65I0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7E00
l2
l,l75,5Eg
l(,7l8,rll
58,099.I(r
q,248.77
25,L63.67
7r,125.r5
214,497.E1
E92,009.15
18
4q
70
4r5
I20,596
445, r r7
,0ES
,295
HOTELS, l.IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUGTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT T'IET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS]'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESIOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNHENT - t'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNl'IENT
II2
I82
r55
I29
50
I , 555,652
5rE75,515
1,595,r62
r,4Eg, gg5
r,70g,ggl
425, 07 9
5E, I ()8
7E,637
65,E04
0 5, 455
57 , E56
2.56
5.64
6. 98
5 .81
EI
I, ()E5
E9,64
70,559I,I4
2L,69
5r5
Ir4
lrI
Ir5
5
790
801
E05
EIO
820
86 0
690
?E
99
5I
42
E
9
25L
547,509
2,540,r06
1,555,705
627,787
58,595
20 ,7 q9
I ,545,550
252,683
2,556,550
r,495,590
609,996
58,595
20 ,7 (tg
r,57grl05
r5,5rE.94
155, 785 .2090,5(8.91
56, 980 . 9E5,540.I0
I ,257 .94
85, 551 .6E
E 910
S ERV
7
920 0
95 95
GOVT 5,952r 505 r,Ell r 555 t09,E24.r9
REPORT NO. 08(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: l5-tt(t
src
CODE
9999
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFlENT
STATE 0F NEtl ]'1EXICo
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
145 
'7E2,(tE7
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9q,227 ,662
PAGE 223ATE: 07/Ll/92
U['IBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,702,57E.2q
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUt'ItlARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GALLUP
NO. TAX
RETURNS
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHMENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 3,242
!REPORT NO. 08(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-()I5
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'TARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR I'lCKINLEY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COT1BINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 22q
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUI1BER: 76E. () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
12,24?.04
41,446 .55
52,410.6E
5IC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
LR5R EPORT EDECEIPTS
rE,495,670
I 9, 1E0 ,5q8
I 9, IE4, 55E
99,27 0
1,r46,955
5,791,55E
7 , 0E(,92r
l,506,rlr
q 
,526 ,7 96
5, g62,4rg
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
217,636
7 36 ,EZrt
4,297 ,020
4,297 ,568
94,90E
r, r46 r 45g
3,260,2E2
6r5rr,54g
2+L,707.56
241,75E.19
5,55E.59
6?,6q?.56
1E3,590 . E7
555, r78.85
35,295. 54
240,55E. 02
2E3,074.q7
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
t094
1200
I3E I
I5E 9
T'II N E
r500I5t0
1620
I700
CONS
?7 00
2900
5900
MFG-
LLI
RVI
OIL AOIL A
TOT.
URA N I UI'I
COA L
ND GAS ].IELL DRI
ND GAS FIELD SE
]'II N I NG
BUILDING ]'lATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
RETAIT FOOD STORES
I.IOTOR VEHICLE DEALER
GASOLINE SERVICE STA
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICL
NG
CES, EXCEPT DRILLING
EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
NS
ND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
E
E
72
120
2r,505
61 ,46I
32-,?32
62,E58
78, 055
,7 q5
,232
,LEZ
,98(t
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT . I'IANUFACTURI NG
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGH].IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'1OTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRAN5PORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMTIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
T'IISCEL LANEOUS HHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'T PRODUCTST0T. l^IH0LESALE TRADE
AND SUPPIIES
3?
l6
8
I7
,45E.
,560.
r955.
93r(,r52
I,E95
7 ,596
I,IIr0
4,1
?,2
Er5
23?
t06
432
07
22
52
4000
4100
4200
4600
4Et0
4830
4900
4920
TCU-
5020
5040
5070
5090
5092
].lH 5 L
Ill
76
2E
r52
527,q75
4 r276,231
5, 0 52, 454
50l2
69
56l9 66,203 .46105,155.554,0I7,5602,290,E95
5200
550 0
5q00
55I 0
55( 0
5599
s
TIO
EA
L 176, 950
1,E55,521
296,055
I
l4 559,177 r6,651 . 94
IREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'lEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 225
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,555 ,40(t.722,656,759.52
5, 967 .55
5, 957 . 55
46 ,416 . E5
55 ,?0.+ .06
ct ,06E ,19? .50
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR I'ICKINLEY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
LOCATION: I5-l)I3
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
SIC
CODE
5600
5700
5800
5E l5
59?0
5990
RETL
6sl0
FIRE
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
53,049. l6
69,LV6.26
LRSR
654
1,229
5I
38
126
?84
,07 +
,800
587,
L,2?9,
540
800
15l3
84
t88
E5I
42 r5L7 ,3E?
52,?0?,386
,02E
,251
,gZL
, I55
,65 9
951,207
].5ll,2E7
113,505,92E
41,E5E,505
47,250, 9r9
826,195
l,160, lE6
72,357,236
70,554
70,55(+ 70,55+70,554
64
88
50
?6
18
t4
58
2I
9
9
7000
7?-00
7500
7500
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVIGES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEFIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
1'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL ]NDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
54,02E
83,27rt
5E,480]E,22E
IE, I27
5,60r.58
4,6E4. I6
2, 164 . 50
r, 025. 50
r,0r9.66
7500
7900
E060
820 0
8600
E900
E9I(l
S ERV
9200
9500
95 95
GOVT
I
!REPORT NO. ()8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! 3O-II5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHt^IAY
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'I}IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO[.1}IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
54, 164
70,206
r9,162
44,000
22,597
105,055
2l4,lE7
PAGE 226
RUN DATEI 07/IL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
?,0+9.87
4,?12.35
L,L49.75
2,659. 9E
r , 555. E2
6 , I85. EE
12,Est .24
QUARTERLY SUTIIIIARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
tlAG0N I'l0UND
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
55,552
104,857
2L,959
r29,495
2?,597
I 9r,555
339,022
LRSR
1500
1620
1700
c0Ns
48I 0
4900
TCU-
9
9
50 90
tlHS L
I'lI SCEL L ANE0US l^lH0L ESAL ERS
TOI . I^IHOt ESAL E TRADE
GENERAT I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT4ENT STORES
RETAIT FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
t'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
500
400
540
E00
5
5
5
5
7
E
93I
s990
RET L
6000
FI RE
E900
S ERV
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS IOCATION 57
T
IREPORT NO. OE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:50-050
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHHAY
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
]'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTIT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIIENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE],I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
46 , E95
204,E77
534,666
19, l6 9
L79,7t0
7 ,q23
295, 0 rE
5E,54E
5,q32
46 ,7 0l
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
64,0E2
14L,773
14, 06 9
145,557
455, 54 9
15, 654
r25,500
7, IEE
240,249
25,37E
6 , rt32
43,566
PAGE 227
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI.IIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RFIDR ]iIORA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
AGR I
1500
I620
I700
CONS
2q0 0
27 00
590 0
T'1FG-
20
2E
E2, 185
r66,520
3,+qq.q3
7,620 .31
,090.60
,515.55
,409.95
I3 756.22
7,E04.9E
23,274 .91
8(t.41
6,751.02
5E6 .35
t2,9r5.3E
1,564. 06
4I0 0q200
4EI()
4900
TCU-
q5
62
I2
z0
9
t0
IE
5040
5090
5092
NHSL
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5600
5E I5
5990
RETL
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'II SCEt t ANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l,IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIATS
GENERAT TIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES],IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
94 ,7 L2
94,?34
578,325
200
500
400
510
540
599
600
7000
7200
7300
7500
I6
25
94
5(t
z6
7L2
969
547
9q
E5r
491,
65r0
FI RE
9 545.72
2,}qL .6E2l
tREPORT NO. ()E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:50-050
I'IISCETLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUS EI-1ENT AND RECREAT I ON S ERV I CES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI',l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
26,273
545,46E
2,ogq,g2l
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
21,255
520,766
I ,750,5E7
PAGE zZE
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUT1BER: 76E. ()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,I41.44
27, 991. tE
94, 0Er . 90
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIYITY REPORTED IN
RFlDR ]'IORA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0
0
0
0
0
v
E20
E90
89r
SER
7500
7900
801
E06
9s00
GOVT
t6
75
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNIIENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 502
!
iREPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COMB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
L
ENT AND SUPPLIES
CCESSORIES
ENUE DEPARTT'IENT
Etl I'IEXI C0
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TOQUARTERLY SUMFIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
AL AI'IOGORDO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
195
REV
FN
REVYS
EPORTED
ECE I PTS
5,440,4q1
6,E77 ,E7E
r2,606,007
572,623
5, r gg,6gr
104,022
I L 086,586
9?3,327
,523
,818
,?55
,565
9,r05,5r5
7 9l ,2E7
l,ggg,50l
1,45Er050
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
q rlT?,703
r , 545,56E
5,765,?28
66,145
10,50Iq25,69E
55,51+
PAGE 229DATE: 07/LI/92
NU['IBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
252,906.01
6L556.46
5(9,446 . 52
4,009.95
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LOCATION: I5-II6
AGRICULTURAT PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ilEAT PRODUCTS
I'lEAT PACKING AND OTHER T'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE }4ILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASSI AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'1ARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECIR
EL ECTRICAT T'IACHINERY, EQU
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AN
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
I'lISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. T,IANUFACTURING
TOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT IRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC T,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESGAs UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0r00
0700
AGRI
2000
20I0
250 0
2400
1500l6r0
1620
1700
CONS
2700
520 0
5400
550 0
5600
367 0
5700
5900
I'lFG-
5 010
5020
5040
5070
50E0
5090
5092
l,,lH S L
7
9
29
I04
656
25,750
1,670r2E5
66Ir067I
3,76(t4 
,49
6?
754
216
428
I5
tt
r55
I()
,175
,990
.59
.15
5.40
6.50
2,20L .23
ICA
IPM
DA
4I0 0
4200
+500
4Et0
4850
4900q920
TCU-
?t2
57
,058
,050
,II0
7E
2,07 0
r,0553,5r7
47
I4
62
8
t5
2I
5
,3IE
,955
, 152
,27 4
,020
7 ,732,q99
424, 5E5
r2,E45.75
,5r2.19
,255.01
,460.54
,544 . 9E
457,608.59
25,72E.L9
24,E96.4L
1r,765.91
7,619.08
r9,r95.55
95,621.E7
5tr4
62
l8E
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLU]'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TII SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESATE TRADE
t9
10
410,667
r94,05E
55
9It5
450,502
327 ,107
4, gg0 ,50(
125,6L9
516,595
1,5+4,?c+L
52OO BUILDING TlATERIALS t5 5,545, g6 g r,676, r65 r0r,758.65
REPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION: I5-II6
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTl'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'IISCETLANEOUS VEHICTE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
I'TI SCEL t ANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENGIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR_AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI.IBER:
E 250/ll/9?
8.00
PAG
07
76
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}IT{ARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L AI'IOGORDO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
,087,056
,472,726
,540 r795
, 95I,2I5
,5q5,2r7Ill,092
,32q,q(t0
,569 r 250
,67 3 ,657
,571,672
,579,865
,3?6,?93
5,556,640
172,62+
155,095I,IE5,E(I
4, 94E,895
L 976,4Eg
I,E2E,69()l,?qg,296
I,I52,II4
451 ,695
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,040,(El
I0,558,085
9,E05,2E9
86E,868
5?0,5L7
r06,217
I , 097, 554l,164, r62
1,547,E1r
4,45r,557
1,577,560
1,259,124
5,695,159
59, 9E8, 482
67 9, 988
52,236
7?,205
r , r I4,545
1, 990,205
REPORTED
TAX DUE
225, 918. 05
2,42q, 150 . 97
qL,224.27
5, r66.79
s25 I
5500
531 0
5400
551 0
5s4 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E l5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
65,079.19
626 ,748. 99
59+,322.99
52,649 .37
5r,556 .55
6 ,459 . 41
65 ,920 .90
70 ,557 . E9
95,827 . 58
269,E69.40
95,656 .46
75,06r.28
rt7
5, r41
1,525
7?9
I9E
I
10II
3I
III
q
II
rr7,975
5, r44, g5l
r,55r,461
729,E56
219,099
79
267
I5E
?4
t21
56
57
I4
7000
7200
7500
7900
EOIO
8060
EI(lO
8200
E600
E900
56l9
68
22
25
7
5t
67
47
150
45
8
IE
9
412
945
t+ ,229
4 9, 557
,Zl 9
,550
6000
6100
6120
6200
6500
65r0
6550
6700
FI RE
2l
65
r28
t27
70
I20,59E.6E
90,55t .55
LoE,727 .57
72,750.t0
(t,377 
.(16
67,505 . 06
7
190
9?
59
t9 ,550.96,56E. l7
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER TODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COF1HERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
1'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREAIION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS].IISCELtANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
r,490, 026l,7g+,761
1,200,207759r
7500
7500
7800
97E,951
51 9,505
l,qgs,Egz
465, r55
l(t,(t90 r452
,77 9
, EE4
,580
,140.55
,476.79
,464.29
,856
,8IE
44, r84 .85
r2, 055 . 56
E9,857 . 56
2E,200.55
E7E,052.+7
t
6 9I0
SERV
532
I7
r,516
2,096r751
496,244
I6,054,+65
IREPORT NO. (,EO TAXAT I ON
STA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT0F NEtl t'lEXICo
D REVENUE SYSTEI'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
AN
TE
NE
AX
RUH DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
E 25t/ll/92
E.00
PAG
07
76X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
TOCATION: I5-II6
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
A L A['IOGORDO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
10E,546,675
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
72,q60,589
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,5E0,975.09
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN T}IIS LOCATION 5,205
REPORT NO. l)El) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 232
07 /lL/92
76E.00
RUN DATE!
RUN NU]'IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
t0cATI0N: l5-2I5
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, G[ASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
1'II SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ].IANUFACTURING
t'l0TOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO]'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI.IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUIIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CL OUDCROFT
N0.
RETU
25
46
8
I5
45
52
TAX
RNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
(75,5(t9
530,734
EE, 287
324, EE7
67,501
39?.,327
7 I 9,6E9
r16,755
459,6 0 0
5, r99
25,L75
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
46 5,81 7
496,951
EE,2E7
297,006
56,522
157,423
67,50I
56 9,7 95
6 95,57 r
r16,755
ct37 
,7 4l
5, 199
25, E55
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E,117.57
50, r26.14
1500
1620
I700
c0Ns
E
54
27 00
3200
3900
t'lFG-
5070
5090
t,lH 5 L
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
S
,656
,251
3,231
5,50r t95.2121t.59
{200(8I 0
4E3 0
4900
TCU-
4, E95. 95
17 ,547 .57
4, 0E0 . r2
22 , ql5 .63q? 
,04(t .67
6,629. ll
25,55E.r0
515 . t8
L,447 .7 g
550 0
5q00
5599
5600
5800
58I 3
5990
RET L
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR_AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
69
IOI
7
9
9
56,E06
160,825
5,452 .75
9 ,5(t3 .7 6
2,545 . l5
55,740 . 06
000
6000
65I0
655 0
FI RE
200
500
500
900
0r0
25II
5t
7
I9 42,0096r0,255
90 0
ERV
4t
506
!
70
,992
,059
iREPORT NO. l)8l)
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N ! t5-2I5
STATE GOVT. _ EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE 0F NEI^l t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 255
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'TBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
155,68E.r6
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY 5U].II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVIIY REPORTED IN
CL OUDCROFT
NO. TAX
RETURNS
9200
GOVT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,562,950
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,?20,221TOT. TOTAT FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 524
rREPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIT TO JUNE, I99?
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 23ttATE: 07/lL/92
UMBER: 76E. O ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I , 233. 25
5,154.01
8,498.E5
26,5qE.56
r,365.66
1,545.80
57 ,756 .6 r
55, 9E2.75
r7,595.40
2,E37 .E7
9 ,57 I .67I4,690.17
t?q,042.t2
1,6E4.59
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I5-508
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHhIAY
tUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
].TOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIESIOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'II-IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TUL AROSA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
LRSR
r500
t 6I0
1620
I700
CONS
?400
27 00
320 0
T4FG-
5070
5090
].lH S L
554 0
5599
5700
5E00
5E l5
6000
6510
FI RE
??
42
25
59
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEI PT5
I7,35E
59,224
154,E(9
545,EIE
2+,521
22,250
755,548
76E,56 0
2E7,555q6 
,9L7
30, 902
20,155
51,494
4200
481 0
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
530 0
5400
55t 0
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
7000
7200
7500
HARDI{ARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHO L ESAt ERST0T. t^IH0LESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAt EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITTE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I56, 95E
295,550
2,q5+,?90
156,95E
239,8ct7
2,056r509
9
10
7
22
154,625
+49,514
22,z6t+
zl ,9q0
616,455
564,E25
27 ,500
t7
t2
7
57t2r
287,239
46,9L7
8
I
22 64,54r 62,962 5,771.4E
II
REPORT NO. ll8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I5-5OE
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AI'IUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
r'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'tEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I92,415
I4,520
?75,703
5, (09, 7 g4
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
19,25q
12,580
97,8r5
2,695,977
PAGE 235
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r,r79.5{
745.58
5,E95.55
L65,377.27
QUARIERLY SUTI]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TU L AROSA
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
t7
26
7?
299
750 0
7900
E900
69I0
S ERV
9200
GOVT
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t5-015
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART].TENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 255
RUN DATEI 07/LL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUT'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR OTERO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0r00
0700
080 0
AGRI
AGRI CU L TU
AGRICUTTU
FORESTRY
TOT. AGRI
L PRODUCTIONL SERVICES
D FISHERIES
L TURE
RA
RA
AN
CU
I5I l)
]'II N E
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. T.IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
LUFIBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
EL ECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI E5
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUI PI'IENT
MISCELLANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. TilANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COTIMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDbIARE, PLUFIBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPHENT AND SUPPL I ES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EU]'I PRODUGTS
TOT. I.IHOLESAtE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING T'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]iIENT STORES
5+
9
56
EI5I
L,227 ,EEI
79,212
5,277,E60
155,E555,0rE,0lg
l. r7(,555
7L,652L 6 19,744
95,540
5,175,667
7
29
47
0
0
29,97+,LL5
4, 97E, 05Eq0,r54,505
150,0E7
46I
17,025
4,5r5,469
77 ,948
47,005
I27,455
1,272,E61
29,573,247
,594,120
,77E,I05
L,6?6 ,52E.62
87,
1,E02,
276.79-276.79-
2,452.45
2+.+9
25,375-
25,376-
5, 055-
5, 035-
44,590
4q5
ls00
t5r0
I520
1700
c0N5
t2r
144
284
II
7
I4q6
I5
I
52
2q00
2700
2800
320 0
5400
5670
5700
5900
I,IFG-
12,76rq, 146 ,655
27
58
I .85
4. EI
663.
782.
4100
4?00
450 0
4600
4EI()qE5 0
4900q920
TCU-
5040
5070
50E0
5090
5092
hIHSL
22,160
23,921
58,567
990,549
70
22E,06
I,2I8.EI
6r,906.59
5,9q0.E7
E9, 050 . 94
5 ,25(t .69
17r,95E.E9
1,515.65
2,LL0.22
5+,qE0 .21
520 0
525 I
5500 I6 96,q20 72, r56 5,967.51
IREPORT NO. (tEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! I5-(lI5
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICL E DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICTE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
T'IISCELIANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6r9,r85
247 ,366
759,586
2,40r,E55
E2,E27
140,265q2, 16l
PAGE 237
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NU].IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SU]'II,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR OTERO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5(00
5s I0
554 0
5599
s600
5700
5E00
5E I5
5990
RET L
006.44
5r7.00
E69.r5
124.5E
q95
I8
60
70
2
2
4rJ
7
2
5
800,r78
2?,389
II(),E22
86,799
2,265
45l2II
t0
E
4Z
I5
200
570
25IIz
57
7q6
619,225
247 ,568I,13I,4I3
5, er4,5g5
54,057.97
13,605.13
40 ,67 4 .96
152, 0E2.45
27,255 .59
7 ,714.56
2, 5 l8 .84
,152
,299
,509
,548
,265
I,
5,
5,
5000
65t0
6550
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
759r
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COM}IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'.lENT LABORATORIES
AUTOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVI. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNFIENT
(+c+ 
,17 5
05,152II,I93
05,090
7 4 ,655
07,592
4,555. 55
2 ,429 .64
r1,175.45
257,115.60
58,779. 95
I5,106.05
16, 905 .55
I4
IE
7
E5, 95+
r55, I 95
203,L524r5rr,5g5
705,090
551,07E
4l 9,682
150,4E0
42,L6L
7500
7600
7900
E0l0
E060
E200
E600
E900
89r 0
S ERV
5E
IOI2I
l(rq62
5I,II5
,255,972
,7 gtt ,213
,454,737
50,875
E52, 56 99,794,2r5
I5,75E, E55
I
E
16
2,798.15
47 ,422.6E485,58I.75
E66,729.55
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS (SERVICES)
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION I,57I 70,607 ,447 59,378,7+7 3,255,09E.I6
IREPORT NO. (}EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : Il}.II7
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER TIEAT PRODUCTS
IUIIBER, WOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED HETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT
I'IISCEL t ANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI-I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB t E
GROSS RECEIPTS
54,55r
257 ,q6E
r,695,052
E2,992
477 ,28q
I7I,8I4
3,125,27E
PAGE 256
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TUCUTICAR I
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEIPTS
60,006
5r060,569
r54, 980
525, E5r
253,418
150,609
6 0 9,854
l8r, r84
0t00
AGRI
1500
t6r0
1700
CONS
32lz
57Il)I
291,5q0l,5r7,7gr
292,000
1, g0r r 45l
267,51El,5r7,7gl
205,788l,7gr,0g7
t5,7I9.E7
E?,222.62
12,85r.80
t1r,804.29
20r0
2q00
27 00
5400
3700
900
920
cu-
t5
15
r08,980II5,2I9
t5
51
108,
7E,
0
5
98
55
6,811.26q,897 
.06
5900
I'IFG-
3,q08.22
r6,091.77
qI00
4200qEt0
4E50
LOCAL
MOTOR
T EL EPH
RADI O
4
4
T
5020
5060
50E0
5090
5092
tlHS L
HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
IGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
TEt EVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'I]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUG5, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
MISCELLANEOUS I.IHOLESALERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTSTOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
AND
FRE
ONE
AND
t2
5I
7
88,524
523,732
241,47 I
5,520 .?.3
?9,20E.55
15,09I.97
E5 | ,9?4 ,37 5 I 02, 565. 55
5, IE6 . 9E
29,830.22
10,75E.41
,655. rr
,906. r5
I 95, 529. 9r
.55
.E9
.88
.6?
.50
.E5
520 0
525 I
5252
550 0
53r 0
5400
55I 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
BUILDING IiIATERIALS
HARDWARE STORES
FARM EQUIPT'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTNENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
r'1OTOR VEHICTE DEATERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FIISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
55
56
9
50
547 ,
E09r
II(191II5 45870E lE6, r5079E,49E
9 I ,9465r,955
r9,755
?,7 L+
2,560
I65,960
t59
510
516
45q2
2,623
58
22
7
t9
69
5,7I2,EE9
225,50 0
756,r15
561,69E
45, 454
45, 506
2,654,r75
,L42
,990
t222
, 
(134
,56E
,575
iREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t0-ll7
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-t
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION5
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS A
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND T
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT CO]'IPANI ETOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTA
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEH MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
559 ,7 4L
409,805
650,E79
rr,015,707
,E?Z
,6L4
,23E
, I7l
,86 4
r75,85I
950,409
455,440
PAGE 239
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NUHBER:75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4l ,255 .84
25,6L2.8L
QUARTERLY SUMTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TUCUMCARI
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
661,E27q7E,352
2I5,524
94r,051
.r 5E , sEE
25,282,306
65. 90
75.95
77 .q3
09.69
54.01
,86+.44
,150.52
,090.01
src
CODE
58I5
59I0
5920
5990
RETL
920 0
GOVT
29
9
L22
400
t2Eq97
720,217
12,505,940
9 .96
6 .84
+0,67
688, 55
IO
5E
27
5000
6t00
6r20
6500
65t0
6700
FIRE
7000
7?00
7300
7500
7600
7E0 0
7900
8010
E060
EI()O
ASS0C.
ND SERVICES
ITLE ABSTRACT
S
TE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOl|1OBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I.IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALIH SERVICES
E7
34qq
64
40
,E44
,614
,554
, E46
, 617
16
52l6
r,457
r99q+9
272
2I5
r,459
199q73
2E7
255
E9rE
L2,4
2E,0
17,0
I5, 5
E900
S ERV
LE
NI
TO
ERV I CES
ANEOUS SERVICES
RV I CES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
GAL S
SCELLT. SE 5q6,3775,0I4,255 5(r0,4,89q, 6799r9 55,698.67505,857.86
I ,268,786 . 59I,25I 20, 362,557
IREPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t0-214
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
TOT . ]'TANUFACTURI NG
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI.I t'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYsIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r6,491
102,255
4,q82
256,751
5,747
q5,426
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l5 , 197
Eq r(t66
4,48r
256,750
6,7q7
44,253
PAGE zqv
RUN DATE! 07/LI/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 76E.l)()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
949.Er
5,275.(16
280.04
16, 045.60
42t.72
2,7 65 .86
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY sU]'I]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SAN JON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I500
1700
CONS
2400
MFG-
(Et0(650
4900
TCU-
5090
5092
hIHSL
5500
554 0
5599
5990
RETL
E
]'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICTE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
9
7
20
23
20
7000
7200
7500
7600
8200
E900
89I0
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION E4 450,7?g 4,30,+72 26,900.EE
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : Il)-509
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
IELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI.IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC hIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
305,E70
EE, I5E
q46,967
r7,450
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
26(t , r+L6
62,672
22E,5EE
5, (14
I 08,2r79L 542
Er5,259
59,545
PAGE 24L
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L5,59L.27
5, 955.77
14,q27 .23
s(tl -72
5,7(6 . 05
r,060.96
5,55+.71
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
L OGAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
1700
c0Ns
sIc
CODE
2400
T'IFG-
4200
46r0
4E5 0
4900
TCU.
17
2+
35
t0
5040
5090
hIHSL
520 0
525 I
5500
5400
6000
FIRE
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS WHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
TOR ES
DEAL ERS
ICE STATIONS
VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
l.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTAT E
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
93
2l ,2E
I4, E9I
337 ,20 9
I5
374
7
I5
ls
9
7
,00I
,109
9.97
5 .5(
r09,815
63,200
26,808
6,952.15
5, 989.49
1,69?.26
5,81I.54
5,765.96
5L 5I6 . 07
67 I.7tt
445. 56
551 0
554 0
5599
5700
5600
5E I5
5990
RETL
RETAIL FO
I'IOTOR VEH
GASOL INE
I'TI SCEL L AN
ODS
ICL E
S ERV
EOUS
OUS R
AND RL SER
OUS S
cEs
lz
25
97
r09,8r6
r55,475
26,EOE
r 08, 2r7
98,675
957 ,82.7
67,05(
I7,69E
r I 3,878
7000
7 200
7500
7600
7900
820 0
8900
S ERV
]'IISCEL LANE
AFlU5 EMENT
EDUCAT I ONA
I'II SCEL L AN E
TOT. SERVI
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
VICES
ERVICES
IO
9
L2,
r0,6+l
7,023
I6
t05
r0,641
7,0?3
T
t0q9 , E0E
,857
REPORT NO. ()8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: Il)-509
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNFlENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALt INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r r 447,159
PAGE 2(+2
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
9r,528.25
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
L OGAN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
920 0
9595
GOVT
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
r,g75,ggr2t7
I
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:10-407
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COT'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO].II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN FTEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'TBER:
PAGE 2+3
07 /tt/92
76E.00
src
CODE
QUARTERLY 5UI'I].IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
HOUS E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
19,0I5
526,61I
552, 981
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
14,027
220,937
240, 355
r700
CONS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
90?.99
lct,222.E4
L5,+72.75
qEI()
4900
TCU. 9
525t
550 0
5990
RETL
9200
95 95
GOVT
HARDT^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDIS
MISCELLANEOUS RETA
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
EL'
ILE
EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RS
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND IHSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
II
29
I
IREPORT NO. OE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE 0F NEtl f'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 2.++/LL/92
E.00
572.50
12,6 95 . 47
2,466.72
PAG
07
76X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-l)I()
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LU]'IBER, T.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
HISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVIGES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO['II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
t'llSCEt LANE0US l.lH0L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R].IDR QUAY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
50,265
2,906,7rE
550,052
5,297r016
5, 174
564,EE9
155, r47
12, 566
22+, 5456ll,E0l
15,54E
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, l7(}
47J,.592
159,775
l2, r55
34,255
242,27E
15,5r6
sIc
CODE
0700
AGRI
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L74.5q
25,6 r4.59
E,7E7 .50
667 .+4
I ,8E5 . 9l
15,525.2E
1500I6t0
1700
c0Ns
tt
7
I9
57
8.50
5.19
0.67
.r. I6
r,775. l5
7 ,7 06 .L2I5,05E.69
400
859
45r
49
2,5I9
99
2,q68
l+?,
273,
,424
,549
,6qE
r62L
2,71
127 ,57
5, 48
r55,77
2q00
5900
t'lFG-
410 0{200q8I 0
4900
49?0
TCU-
6 5I0
FI RE
520 0
550 0
5+00
554 0
5E00
5E l3
5990
RETL
7
7
52
r2
52,419
rE6,026
506,1r0
55
5090
5092
t^lH S L
5E
t4
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART].IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEI-1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
7
I4I
r0,405
270,50E
57 ,7 05
10,(05
250, E27
44,E50
7
22
ttZ
7000
7500
750 0
7600
7900
E900
89r0
S ERV
II E55. 0 0
50 377,907 525, 356 17,E95.21
(EPORT NO. (l8O
X QUARTERIY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IO-()IO
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET-I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPT5 TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,7 05, 040
PAGE 2cr5
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
20 5, 455 . E6
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTII'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR QUAY CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
5 ,07 g ,254
920 0
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH],IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2t7
!REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 246ATE: 07/LL/92
ur'IBER: 76E.00
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CHAI,IA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I7.IIE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE T'IItL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
FIISCEL LANEOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAT AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIESIOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI''IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. ].IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTIIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAt EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TOTA
GROS
LRSR EPORTEDECEI PTS
584, 955
11,622-
4,714-
L?q , qq6
5El, 056
67,451
,4I5
,545
t27E
488, E57
48,452
t9E,E99
r,6g2rg7g
175, 902
16,697
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r04,706
10,122-
5,954-
99, 0 0E
299,060
65,2E5
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,2E2.37
607.55-
357.22-
5, 940 . 05
r7, 945. l2
5,7 97 . 0E
29,516.50
?.,907.76
I1,280 .6E
EE,074.69
000
500
700
900
5040
5090
5092
tlHS L
55{ 0
5599
5700
5E00
5615
t.lFG-
1500
t 6I0
1700
CONS
2
2
?
5
4100
481 0
4900
4920
TCU-
520 0
525 I
5300
5400
5 910
5920
5990
RETL
6000
65r0
FI RE
0
8
?4
I9
Ill
5t
7
t0
l5
629
65
IO
9lt
q6
r35
l5
500
63
795.28
50, 020 .42
5,796.59
,?55
,340
,278
6EE,63E
48,462
175, 902
I6,505
lE8,0ll
1,467,910
7000
7 ?00
27
t0 10,454.15990.I7
IREPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION : I7-IIE
TIXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt.J t'TEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT'IB ER :
PAGE 247
07 /ll/92
768.00
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BU5INE55 ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CHAMA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LR5R
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
(7,250
352, 6 26
2,E72,946
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
]. 549. 16],Er5.75
2, E07 .56
r9,9r7.87
157, 575 . E5
7500
7500
7600
7900
80I0
E060
sIc
CODE
EIO
890
E9t
MI SCEL L AN EOU
AUTOMOBILE R
]'1I SC EL L AN EOU
ATIUSE]'IENT AN
PHYS I CI AN5,
HOSPITALS AN
SB
ENTSR
DR
DEN
DO
USINESS SERVICESAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
ECREATION SERVICES
TISTS AND OTHERS
THER HEALTH SERVICES
25
98
lt
t?
50t
25,E19
50,249
25, El 9
50,229
ERS
LEGAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
0
0
0
V
46 ,7 g?
531, 964
2,299 ,602
9200
GOVT
t
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-2I5
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NON]'IETALLIC 1'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ].IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUI.IBER I I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEl..|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L99Z
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
293,497
982,272
r7 0,7 rl
17,670
664,050
2,qgq,233
12,92+
547 ,50 r
576,55E
PAGE Z4A
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUI{BER: 758 . () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
17,609.E1
58,ElE.4E
L0 ,2q2.64
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESPANOLA ( R. A. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
666,485
1,532,223
227,016
{l,lr2
6+2,536
3, r55,545
65 ,62(t
745,2EI
1,29L,??4
?,23E,735
490,r55
7,19r,54E
55r,506
254,2q3
r,060
27,8+2
22
99
5.79
3.09
5. 99
I400
I'II N E
0700
AGRI
5092
tlHSL
r500
r6l0
r620
I700
c0Ns
5 010
5070
50E0
5090
400
5I0
540
72
rt7
LRSR
1,547, 025
578,465
75L,L24
32
20
9
2000
2400
2700
2900
3(00
5700
5E00
5900
4I00
46I0
4E50
4900
4920
TCU-
PRINTING A
PETROL EUI'I
PRIt'IARY I-1E
TRAHSPORTA
PROF. , SCI
HI SC EL L ANE
ND
REF
TAL
TIO
ENT
0us
PUBLISHING
INING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTSN EQUIPT'|ENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
I'TANU FACTURI NG
L2
7q
I'lFG- TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'INUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
HARDI.IARE, PLUI.IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUT'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
IO
59
I, II5,EI5
5(17 ,909
510, 955
56,EI
32,65
50,65
t(9,419.(5
775.q5
52,850.04
3ct,592.29
?5
59
95200
525 I
52-52
5500
55t0
BUITDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
FARt'I EQUIPI.IENT DEAt ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I
5
5
5
STORES 22
9
40
L2
IE
l,Egg,0E0
487 ,52q
6 ,05q ,7 q9
5r7,554
r25,667
I 15, 944 . E0
29,251.+5
55 3, 2E4 . 96
r9,041.26
7 ,+20.04
lREPORT NO. O8l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l 1-1EXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 249
07 /Ll/92
76E.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-2I5
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COI-IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUT.IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESPANOLA ( R. A. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
55r,952
167,9E9
2,3E6,264
4,g56,lgg
46,807
55, 951, l5l
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
975
16,910
519,569
r66,052
2, IE9, EE7
4,960,209
5+,627
28,557 ,23q
REPORTED
TAX DUE
56,556 . l5L014,554.5I
I9,r62.I5
9,96I.96
r51,595.25
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
59I0
5920
5990
RET L
7
t7
2+
76
59
9
160,519
144,905
277 ,7 65
2r590,54E
1,060,075
2,5E6, l2E
119,994
I 55,459
205 ,37 5
2,59Er755
1,060,073
2,272,661
,r99.67
,006.56
,2r9.18
,525. E8
,60(.5E
,559.6q
SIC
CODE
E9I()
S ERV
156
455
r ,22r, rgl20,I05,65E ,102,960
20
696t
7
8
L?
I45
55
t56
l9
50l7
IO
2
104
55
I9
5I
6000
6500
65I0
6700
FI RE
L?
20
42
406
I, I86
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
780 0
7900
E 0I0
E060
EI()O
8900
H
P
frl
OTELS,
ERSONAL
ISCELLA
MOTE[S, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
S ERV I CES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOIION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
l5
r00
t5
25
75
54,005
I,769,509
897,123
55r,945
55E,622
54,l, 754,
E97 ,
551,
529,
,040. lE
,05E.52
,827.(tl
,9L6 .57
,7Eq.E2
I5
65
55
+9
,905
,606
, 
(197
,410
5r9,905
509,479
295,575
r67,152
5r9
515
3r2
I75
,194.
,568.
,597.
003
50E
r25
945
7q7
,027.92
29t,607.57
2,077.51
r,712,973.+7
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS ( S ERVI CES )
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
E
REPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-95I
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l l'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE,1992
PAGE 250
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 758.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUI'I],IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA CLARA_IN ESPL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
T
iREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I7-94I
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'tEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEFT
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE ?5I
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 758. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA CLARA-OUT ESPL
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I
IREPORT NO. ()8()
X QUARX EDI
LOCATION:
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,535 ,?EZ
5, 5gg, 955
r5,474
69,112
7 6 ,9E6
l,2g+,209
2,9r4,E55
5,010,372
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I ,555,56 g
rrgl6rE77
5,q42
22(t,0L0
4ZO ,7 06
69,II2
2E,557
552,888
2 ,3?6 ,039
3, 455, 5E7
PAGE 252
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768. () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E5,062. 02
I03,66(}.E5
.0E
.E5
292.53
l? ,029 .2(t
22 ,3?9 .05
TERLY
TED X
QUARTERLY SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I7-017 R]'IDR RIO ARRIBA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
0E00
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRITLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC ]'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHHAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'1ARY ]-IETAt INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
MISCEL L ANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
t'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPEL INE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI,IARE, PLUI.IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HINERY, EQUIPI'lENT AND SUPPLIES
CELLANEOUS hIHOLESALERS
ROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
. hIHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IIATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARt'I EQUIPMENT DEALERS
r06
25
20
t4E
299
t5E,64r-
L,725 ,362
476,56El,39+,q92
J, 456,7E5
3E5,759-
1,509,649
47 + ,9q0l,r5g,75l
2,739,549
20,808.56-
81, r4r.52
25,52E . 0 I6r,206.E1
l+7,067.48
ISIOl58I
l5E 9
1400
I'II N E
t500l6I0
I5Z0
1700
CONS
l0
20
608t
90
50q 0
5070
5080
5090
2000
2500
2400
2700
320 0
5(0 0
3900
l.lFG-
(l
q
(l
4
q
85
95
9
I5
I5
35
78
599, r55
9E7,042
5, 58(
5,725
29,7
125, 0
100,404
75, 937
169,965I62,I9EIIl5
5,71+.E0
L,52+.20
02.88
2+.5Eq9?0
TCU-
50 92
NHS L
5I
20
rt5 rE4,657.17
I'tAC
MI5
PET
TOT
520 0
5?5L
5?52
I,
35
I5
5E
90,771
5q7 ,785
679,E50
50 ,764
?7,E79
EI,524
r ,655.6 0
r,49E.51
4,571.21
IREPORT NO. ()8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]IENT
STATE 0F NEtl ]-1EXIC0
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE 255
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUI.IBER: 768 . O (l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I7-O17 RI'IDR RIO ARRIBA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T.IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEATERS
APPARET AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERs
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
q7
E6I3
658,255
607 ,+577r, I46
618,299
429 ,0E7
8,728
55,255.58
23,04+.94469.I5
58,745
02,7 57
r0,962
37,800
29,787
,5E2.65
,055.05
,752.55
rE,559. 0E
25, 55E . 0E
TOTA L
GROSS
5500
5400
554 0
6510
FI RE
700
720
E20
860
690
69r
5s99
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
59?0
5990
RETL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
750
750
760
790
80I
E06
810
9 ,57 4 .EZ
q 
,059 . lzl6 ,485. E1
6 , 984 .875,4E5.r9
541,564
47 2, L0l
r 95, 455
409,765
2,693,50?
tE0
76
506
150
102
(t
5
4
6
5r6
4t
59
19
r50
4r9
S,
NAt
LLA
OBI
IItt 156,789r56,7E9
R EPOR T ED
RECEI PTS
lrq,l48
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r56,528
r56,52E
101,648
t0
22
144
6
8
,4r5.5E
,4r5.5E
HOT EL
PERSO
].II SCE
AUTOItl
t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
SERVICES
NEOUS BUSINESS SERVICEStE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
?E
32
7Iq5
22
r90,528
7 6 ,837
529,E96
r55, r4l
114,595
,37 9
,437
,6E5
, 155
, 0I5
S ERV
]'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]iIISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAT SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONs
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - ['IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
25, E5l
701,727
55,466
5, 557 , 965
25,455
598,608
15, 97 0
5, r55,720
I5
IE
12I
I()
582
5,463. 5E
r,552.48
52, r75. 1 9
858.45
169,295.5+
920 0
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
t
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 1,476 20,gqo,2?7 r 4,826 , 756 796,827 .55
IREPORT NO. OE(,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-II9
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL IRADE CONIRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, C[AY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF HEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l,Egg,4E0
5, 9I4, IE5
506,4E5
6,004
23,512,576
5IE,521
740,277
I , 569, lg5
5, I59, 9IE
4,515,975
qq6,377
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , EzE, 956
5, I gl ,525
323,229
20,657
757,5r6
1,065,557
2,+59,373
104,57E
78,786
165, 168
415,9E9
?27 ,167
25L,73(t
I ,27 3 ,6g955I,I7E
4 ,47 L ,45E
257 ,5+l
PAGE ?5q
RUN DATE: 07/LL/9?
RUN NU]iIBER: 76E . O ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r09,5E4.(r
I 9l ,557 . E5
I 9, 595 .75
.180.2(t
zl ,857 .7 9
1,239 .rtz(0,109.47
65,95E.20
145,420.E6
6 ,262.6E
QUARTERLY SU}IT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
PORTA L ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
0700
AGR I
r500
t5I0
t620
I700
CONS
2000
2400
2700
2900
520 0
550 0
5700
5900
T.IFG-
4100
420 0
4El 0
4Es 0
4900q9?0
TCU-
56
PT
EQU
ANU
ING
l5
76
2L
268
t5
551 0
5(00
55t 0
I'IACHINERY, EXCE
TRANSPORTAT I ON
MISCELLANEOUS 1'I
TOT. I'IANUFACTUR
EL ECTRI CA L
I PI'IENT
FACTURING
99
tE2
t9
7
45
l6
5?
E
8E
I5
9
8,004
4,295
I
?
4
7
E
9
50
50
50
50
50
50
50 92
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
IELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICAIIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IFIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICTES AND AUTOT.IOTIVE EQUIPT'TENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICAtS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPl'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS h.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FART'I EQUIPIIENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'TENT STORES
DEPARTT,IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
HOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
64
I()
t00
2,459,295
L63,222
7,5r9,75E
q,726 
.96
9,790.06
zrt ,959 . Lzl.lHS L
5200
52 5I
525?
5500
15,629. 99
9
5I
9
27
9
515,E09
L,(t02,q3756r,9r0
5,258,848
262,7 0l
,704.00
,421.37
,670.69
,287 .q7
,452.+4
IREPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION 3 II-II9
GASOIINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES]'lISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BA NKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
OAN ASSOCIATIONS
NTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
R-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
UBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH I-IEXICO
COt'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANAIYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 r?19 ,802
r7,076,960
tE9,647
I56,4r9
q91,7 97
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E5r,557
695 ,662-
224,837
456,581
,591 ,2?5
2+0,276
525, E45
905, I84
L2,875,246
lEs, 055
r29, E55
457 ,66 0
PAGE 2-55
RUN DATE!. 07/IL/92
RUN NUT'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUI'IFIARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
PORTAL ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5700
5E00
5615
59r0
5920
5990
RETL
554 0
5599
5600
6500
55r0
6550
FI RE
SAVINGS AN
I NSURANCE
REAL EST.
REAL ESTAT
TOT. FINAN
src
CODE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOI(l
E060
8t00
8200
8600
E900
SERV
25
9
I7l7
6?
9
t5
2,001,22r
786,90?
22q,E37
494 ,954
r,7E6,097
240,276
692,7 3r+
E0.
39.
90.
9+.
55.I
E
7
4
5
8
4(t
5,5(t5 rz
El ,4I6,5
49,4I,
13,
27,
,426
,950
,50?
9l,9ZZ
753,742
1,455,70r
276,625
I9
6E
20
E9
rt9
50
55
05
49
t5.
U+.
02-.
95,
L4,5t, I6 .5550.E0
54,5rr.05
772,574.79
6000
6r00
6r20
I4E
40r
7
23
46
275,850
4r9,250
432,326
4,425,571
r1,101.97
7,790. r5
26,259.60
25,934 .72
265,397.49
DL
AGE
OPE
ES
CE,
HOTELS, ]'IOTETS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I.lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AT'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
1'lISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNIIENT
306,674
r+?L,525
552,417
189,670Irts,7ql
550
I75
158
l6,6rl.5l
25, 155. 06
r9,E25.5r
r0 ,555.85E,510.r0
I7
92
4E
59
32
IE
50
t5
9
,7 66
,652
' 
057
,625
t59q7t 439, 7205 , gqz, gL5
9Z
E04
2,852
276 97
920 0
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r,356 6r,4r6,665 24, lE7, I 15 1,4q6 ,926 .92
REPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-2I6
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL IRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I T'IEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
68,464
q 
,719
(t4l 
,235652,50r
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
60,692
4,7L5
31,076
21q,250
r5,508
38,6?7
PAGE 256
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NU].IBER! 75E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,6(}r .55
2E2.90
I,E64.57
r2,855.02
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMHARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ETIDA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
158 9
I'II N E
4I0 0
4EIO
4900
TCU-
1500l6t0
1700
CONS
720
750
750
750
790
E90
LOCAL A
T EL EPHO
EL ECTRI
TOT. TR 25
ND HIGHI.IAY
NE AND TEt
C l.lATER AN
ANSPORTAT I
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
EGRAPH COFI]'IUNICATIONS
D SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
ON, COMT'TUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
50
1.lH
520 0
550 0
5400
554 0
5700
5800
5990
RETL
5 ERV
920 0
GOVT
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.JHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
90
SL
9
z5q9
l2
5t
15,50E
58,627
918
2,317
52
65
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r2t 77E,?7 9 352,257 21,135.4(
tREPORT NO. ll8ll
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-5IO
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TOCAL AND HIGHHAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFIT4UNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT,IENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE 257
RUN DATE2 07/II/92
RUN HU]'IBER! 76E. OO
R EPORT EDIAX DUE
4,559 . 05
q62.E3
3,909.EE
825.07
10, 920 .55
QUARTERLY SUIIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DORA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
1s00
r700
c0Ns
{I00{El0
4900
TCU-
SIC
CODE
090
HSL
0
T
IO
II
?0
l5
57
EPORTED
EC EI PTS
105,770
I I ,2()E
78,672
r4, 965
?27,5E6
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E2,528
E , r+17
7I,090
14, 965
I 9E, 555
5
N
t'IISCEL LANEoUS tlHoL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.THOLESALE TRADE
5500
554 0
5800
5990
RET L
GASOLI
EAT I NG
]'1I SCEL
TOT. R
E200
8900
5 ERV
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
SERVICE STATIONS
D DRINKING PLACES
EOUS RETAILERSIL TRADE
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS S ERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
NE
AN
LAN
ETA
9?0
GOV
I
IREPORT NO. ()EO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: II-4OE
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'ITIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC l.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN HEXICO
COT,IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
DA
NU
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
I'lB
PAGE 258
07 /ll/92
76E.00
QUARTERLY SUTIT-IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CAUSEY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
70,gztt
LRSR TAXABL EGROSS RECEIPTS
6E, E5()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,615.56
(Et 0
4900
TCU-
50 90
509?
l.lH S L
9200
GOVT
HI SCE
P ETRO
TOT.
L L ANEO
LEUM A
NHO L ES
US I^IHOLESALERS
ND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
ALE TRADE
5300
5990
RETL
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
lIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t7
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND
STATE O
COTIBI N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPARTT'IENT
EH T'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 259
RUN DATE2 07/LI/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,3q+ .E7
255.46
598.33
5,079.E6
REV
FN
REVYSX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
5rc
CODE
tocATI0N: It-502
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU].I]'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FL OYD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
{r00
4EIO{900q920
TCU-
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5q,932
69,56r
5, lE0
12,026
5, 0lE
I r, 597
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
44 ,56ct
56,664
5090
]llH S L
I'II SCEt LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES]'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI LERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
]'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSENENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
T.IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t2
55
550 0
5700
5990
RETL
7500
7900
E900
S ERV
7
t5
920 0
GOVT
REPORT NO. O8O
E
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I,IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
546,467
1,625, 655lql,7 +9
2,5r1,E71
47 ,555
PAGE 260
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E,6E9 .52
85,241 .89
7 , (tql .Eq
121,575.25
2,4E5. 0 r
E5,760. t9
114,578.52
777 .99
777.99
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II,IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
II-OII RI'IDR ROOSEVELT CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I5E I
I3E 9
I'II N E
OIL
OIL
TOT.
I500
I6IO
I700
c0N5
2000
20r0
2400
2E00
320 0
5900
A
GAS I.IELL DRILLING
GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
ING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
NEAT PACKING AND OTHER HEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
CHEMICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LAN EOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , [^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO}4FIUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND
ND
MIN
25
7q1
7I
612, l0 9l r 9Eg,7E5
500,766
2,902,660
G-r.tF l7
8I
r,602,150
2,52r+ ,q40
4,560r547
27,L85
27, IE5
,051
,7EE
45E,E72
1,599,625
r,595,452
2r186,c+02
297,526I,IIE,(l()7
75 .80
49.99
I5
5E
,620 . rl
,695.54
4100
+20 0
4EI()
485 0
4900q9z0
TCU-
t5
5E
9
76
l6
t6
r,235,559
559,004
5,257 .59
14,7 r5 .55
6t
2Eq
5r7
2
,668
,216
50
t^lH
90
SL
14,8I9I4,8I9
lr0,0l54,76Ir45Ct
520 0
5252
550 0
540 0
551 0
s54 0
5592
5600
5700
5990
RETL
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
FARI'I EOUIP]IlENT DEALERS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
NOBILE HOI-1E DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT,IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
7II
53
I
65IO REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT 0 56,577- 56,577- 2,970.3r-
IREPORT NO. (l8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI IiIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
56,577-
rr5,159
46,56r
545 ,6 96
525, 6 45
1r,59E,5r9
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
56,577-
t t2, 945
45,4E5
346 ,50 0
522, r5r
6 , er7,25r
PAGE 26L
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NU]IBER: 76E. () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,970.5I-
5, 929.65
2,5E7 . E7
rE, t9t . 07
27 ,qLL.7+
526, 196 .7r
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TOCATION: II-l)II RT.IDR ROOSEVELT CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 0
src
CODE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
6600
8900
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERV ICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCIUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t5
9
29
62
920 0
GOVT
540
t
\REPORT NO. (lEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:29-120
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAI IRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I I'IEXICO
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BERNALILLO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
621 ,047l, 225, gEg
2,zLE,552
559,761
548, 962
277 ,655
L sgE, r 95
77 ,9L6
5{2,410
120,220
936,38E
107, r4E
I ,593,521
285,7 92
JUNE, t992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I56,E59
675,861
237 ,605
PAGE 262
RUN DATEz 07/LI/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
E,2tt.5640,55I.67
14,255 . 50
2r,544.60(t5 
.94'
671.05
5E,051.E9
15,589. E(
75, 0E5.51
1,52?.99
r4,7rE.05
5,4E6.75
45, 546 . E9
5,507.09
E5,594.57
L7 ,147 .52
0700
AGRI
1500I6I l)
1620
I700
CONS
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
RODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
SHING
AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
8
I7
I76I 724,8613,947 ,2(t9
55
EI
2000
2400
2700
2900
5200
5(00
5900
MFG-
q200
qEIO
4900
.t920
TCU-
5020
5040
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
l^lH S L
FOOD AND KINDRE
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AN
PRINTING AND PU
PETROLEUI{ REFIN
STONE, CLAY, GL
DP
DP
BLI
ING
ASS
9
49
64
555,745
765-
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
t'II SCEL LANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC l.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI{]'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHET{ICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUFlBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
t'II SCEL LANEOUS I,]HOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUT.I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING 1'IATERIALS
HARDI,IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARI]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATION
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHI GS AND APPLIANCE STORES
5S - BY THE DRINK
TARY STORES
TORES
l7
50
II,IE4
655,E65
277,5E2
r,269, r75
25,585
245,501
91,445
755,78I
EE,452
,591,495
2E5,7 9?
5200
525 r
5500
5400
55I0
554 0
5700
5800
tt
9
DRINKING PLAC
s
N
E
Il)
65 IEATING AND
LIQUOR DISP
DRUG AND PR
PACKAGE LIQ
5E l5
59r0
5920
NS ER
PRI E0Rs
I
E
0
U
II
REPORT NO. (,8O
X QUARX EDI
SIC
CODE
TERLY
TED X
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NE].I FTEXICO
COIIBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
552, I05
5,67E, 454
12,q65
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 263
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 766.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4,65I . 90
I5,99E.21
656.E7
LOCATION ! 29-I2O
I'IISCELTANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ttIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
TIISCETIANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES].IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A],IUSEt'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
LEGAL SERVICES
].IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
QUARTERLY SUTII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BERNALILLO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5990
RETL
65
I88 450, l6q5,52E,455 27,009.88t99,612.I9
6000
6500
65r0
FI RE
7600
780 0
7900
5
5
36
7000
7200
7500
7500
8010
Et00
E900
S ERV
56
29
81,602
?57,214
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
I
9
54
I58
595
50,8E5
80,508
67Z,6EI
77,19E
255,504
10,952
50 , E86
62,7 57
6r0,+68
6,945,757
,055.rE
,707.62
,570.05
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION rr,66r,454 40 9,526 . 05
I
REPORT NO. ()EO
x
L0CATIoN | 29-2t7
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI,IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONX QUARTERLYX EDITED X
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
72,050
180,585
25,?7+
lq?, (tq9
70,9r8
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
58,723
155,2r4
24, E(l I
I58,537
67,550
PAGE ?6q
RUN DATE: 07/IL/92
RUN NUMBER! 76E.(tO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,523. 59
E,tt2.E5
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
JET'IEZ SPRINGS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
HON
RIC
TRA
I500
1620
r700
c0N5
7000
7500
7500
E500
90
SL
src
CODE
27 00
T.IFG-
4Et0
4900
ICU-
50
NH
5300
5E I3
5990
RETL
6510
FI RE
8900
5 ERV
9200
GOVT
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
I8
t5
TELEP
EL ECT
TOT.
E AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
NSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]lISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. tlIHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING]IISCELtANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
NONPROFIT T'IEI.IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
]'II SCEL L ANEOI'S SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
2?
32
r,4EE.11
E,300.24
t7 .+,O52.99
II
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION E9 458,001 401,824 24,109.5r
iREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT PAGE 265
07 /Ll/92
768.00
STATE O
COTIB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
El.l t'IEXI C0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYS
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:29-5II
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT H I GHI.IAY
I'IISCEL LANEOUS 1'IANUFACTURING
TOT. TiIANUFACTURING
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5. , I.JAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COFIMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CUBA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
215,8E0
25E,554
147 ,5q6
552, 0 95
r16,258
r59,745
157,035
L29,q55l,E05,gr7
9E, 555
JUNE, 1992
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
215,0r5
257,470
1r6,065
262,q01
11,699
85, 950
SIC
CODE
5900
T'IFG-
1500
t620
1700
c0Ns
I6
27
REPORTED
TAX DUE
l2,9r4. rr
I5,4(?r. IE
7,035.70
15,907 .21
7 08.45
5,20 9. 50
4200
46I0
4900
49?0
TCU_
5200
525L
5500
5400
554 0
6
6
F
7000
7200
7500
7500
7900
t2
24
t0
5599
5500
5700
5E00
58I5
5990
RETL
5040
5090
1.lH S L
000
sI0
IRE
I6l6
I4
9
lt
I()
?9II6
EAT
LIQ
MIS
TOT
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDT.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]iIENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHIGLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
ING AND DRINKING PLACES
UOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
CELLANEOUS RETAILERS
. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAt EST. OPER-[ESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
t'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
375,549
6q3,q25
?2,33L
250,551
2tt3 r3?6(t87 
,09+
20,616
174,255
Lq,75L.77
29,550.09
1,249 .E6
L0,56+.2?
r58,745
r57, 055
97,514
r ,595, r45
E,4r I .459,520.r25,9rr.80
E4,580.55
10l5 70,2693q,25+,269,2647054 {,26 0 . 082,077.29
9
I
E0t0
E900 I2 56, 054 50,495 I ,84E. 75
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:29-5II
SIC
CODE
SERV TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOCAL GOVERNMENT . I'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I{EXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
270,080
2,94E r 555
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
252,096
2,zLE,9?O
PAGE 266
RUN DATET 07/tt/92
RUN NUT,IBER: 768.00
REPORT ED
TAX DUE
15,285 . 55
154,555.47
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CUBA
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
55
920 0
93 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOI. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION ?q4
t
IREPORT NO. 08l, TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COMDINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
57, EIE
37,5r5
l5+,762
65, 07E
r174,906
16,415
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
57 ,605
57,515
I12, 717
54, 954
276,799
15, 9r7
PAGE 267
RUN DATE? 07/IL/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,46E. 2r
?,250.78
6 ,7 62 .9q
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LocATI0N:29-409
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSIRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
HISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC bIATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI^IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
T'IISCEL LANEOUS l.IHOL ESAL ERS
P ETRO L EUI'I AND P ETRO L EU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SAN YSIDRO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
II
r500
I620
I700
CONS
?900
5900
t'lFG-
E
7
4Et0(900
TCU-
5070
5090
50 92
tlHSL
5500
5400
554 0
5E00
5Et5
5990
RETL
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTFTENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERs
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
HOSPITATS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNFTENT
2I6 ,096.05,607.95
7200
7500
8060
E20 0
SERV
9
24
E
9200
GOVT
955. 0 0
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 65 760,q12 524,621 5r,475. 09
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE].I t'IEXICO
GOI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 25E
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,790.E0
,05?.50
,994.60
,648.00
I,050.05
15, 984.55
56,26E.65
4,898.92
2, q86 .85
12,609.65
X QUARIERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:29-504
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, IdOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CTAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS ]'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAs UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
TIACHINERY, EQUIPI,IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
TOT . I.IHOt ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCEt LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
I.,lISCELIANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORRAL ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
src
CODE
0100
0700
AGRI
1500
r6t0
r700
CONS
5020
5080
5090
bIHS L
54
98I
r44
2, 6 59, 5953rr,957
7 29 ,025
5,699,56E
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
52,7 34
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,529 
'8(t7501,045I49,9I0
2,990,900
17, l6E
IE
289,058
960,(59
61,649
t51
I8
E
l7E
2000
2400 7
2700
520 0
5900
I'lFG-
TCU-
I9
59
E5
406
,655
,292
1,09E.72
3,E2?.32
512
70555,
410 0
4EIO
4900
4920
2a
59
25
290,29E
1,000,702
I54,654
41,52E
218,6?7
4q,346
9L,217
41,44E2r0,I6l
47
5
5500
5400
6000
6500
IOI4
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
58r5
s990
RETL
2t
8
77I4I 59l,6r
g, 9989,lEZ
5,525
7 ,555
(+7 6 ,97 |
59, 056
285,790
4E9,650
28,6 18.
3 ,s'+rt .
17,0?7.
89,377 -
27
10
59
E5
0
0
I
2
t
65r0
FI RE
I,
45, 946
90,7?7
2,636 .77
5,4(}5 .6 0
REPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:29-504
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T,IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERV I CES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r25, 161
6r5,492
7 ,537 ,697
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2I,EI7
2r2, r95
19 ,7 94
5,757
E5, 516
(45,6r5
6, rgl,557
PAGE 269
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CORRAI ES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
7000
7200
7300
7500
7500
E 010
E060
820 0
E900
89I0
S ERV
I()
45
E
L2
, 9I6
,900
,355
,237
I
t2I
2t
29t
24
6
,509.0r
,75r.58
, rE7.56
22+.25
920 0
9595
GOVT
54
l(t7
565
5,15I.01
26,756.86
569,551.65
qREPORT NO. 08l) TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
q,g40,gg7
2,912,612
E,6gr,g57
54E,574
691,7(lE
r,E06,074
5,Elq,g70
9,054 r(t42
666,909
l,60qr7E4
7 4L ,440
3q?,277
r0,E69,9r5
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, r44,471
745, EIE
4,719,277
255,092
1,799,505
5,665,05r
E,772,57 3
401,240
35,576
154,5E9
904,E68
243,996
32E,655
I 0,5r0,090
PAGE 270
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r94,405.64
46,005.59
29L,E24 .53
16,40I.17
4,q75.056,109.59
5,385.19
2,t51.56
788. 5E
29,721.
75, r59.
I01,925.40
550,525.7E
533, 5E2 . t5
2(+ ,826 .7 3
2, lEE .67
E,5r5.76
55, 974 . EI
t5,097.2+
20,554.35
657,90E.E9
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
src
CODE
LOCATI0N , Z9-52q
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHNAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUItDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIdAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE NILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, l.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUN REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
EL ECTRONIC COTiIPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ESPROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVIGE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIO RANCHO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
IEO
295
482
22
t0
69
E
9
9
9
7
55
t52
,2?5
,7 ?9
,40I
,5q0
,582
, L57
72,Eq6
9E,745
87,055
54,450
12,7 q6
480,552
r,25r, 079
0700
AGRI
1500l6t0
I620
I700
CONS
2000
2500
2q00
2700
2900
3200
5(00
3500
5670
5800
5900
MFG-
r44
L,772q,274
rl2
5,515I4,I29 66I5
420 0
4810
4900
4920
TCU-
I5
5 010
5020
5040
5060
s070
5080
5200
525 I
5500
5 5I0
540 0
TIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOIIOTIVE EQUIPIIENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
EIECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
T.IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUH PRODUCTST0T. tIHoLESALE TRADE
BUITDING T'IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I()II 40I,24056,455
5090
50 92
tlHS L
89
t29
I5
50
55
d
IREPORT NO. ()E(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0CATIoN | 29-52+
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS _ BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COT'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET-I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 27I
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 758 . (, O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
23,7q?.20
52,677 .55
E57.62
5E2.2E
r74,554. r8
+7 ,962 .7 2
E4, 992. r4
r65,066.05
1,577,707.09
r5,59E.99
594, 928 . 50
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESs ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RIO RANCHO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
5910
5920
5990
RET L
I5
I4
E
7
85
I8
t0
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,255,r05
55?,672
4,975,048
56, 05r, 04E
239,+79
239,2+5
2q4 ,7 50
TAXABTE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5E5,7r2
528,r19
?,535 ,57 6
2?. ,259 , .tq?
216,5+9
I4,E75
5,r80
2,8 55 ,845
775,155
I0,794,958
9 
' 
5(tl
2,E63
r,965
+,7r5
13, E55
6,180
2,Erg,57g
775, r55
r,575,6r0
936
1,022
54r
9rt
??2
t+ 67
960006]00
6200
6500
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
E 010
8060
El00
8200
8600
8900
89t0
S ERV
t4
55
75,
239 t
4 ,714 . E514,790.5I
200
565
7000
7200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7900
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'IHERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXGLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
lEI
I67
7
5I
4E
80E,798
3,55(,501
26,659
4E4,675
148,424
48,r5E.65
52,322.69
r,641.4I
2r,144.07
6, 566 . 46
68 6 ,g+9 r557
4, 514,
555,
12,7 59,
155,699.62
r9,665.5r
+76,162.gtt
5,5E5,050
77E,gqq
r,012,090
26 ,659
54r,787
105,I24I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEITIENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEFIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
T.IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
74
25
57
I5
95l,r0
54
9
,55E
, 985
,965
,7I5
57 ,940.92
65,297 . IE
20,969.0+
5 ,657 . 48
757
269
272
3r5
t5
945
2, r65,0r4
5IE,79E
7 ,707 ,g2l
9200
GOYT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2, 504 Eg,?7L,926 52,I57,EI9 5,2r6 ,676.65
EREPORT NO. ()8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N.29-029
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
URAN I Ut'I
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIETD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONIRACTORS
H I GHI,.IAY CONIRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUT1BER, I^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBTISHING
PETROLEUH REFINING AND RETATED INDUSTRIES
sTONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII,IARY I'IETAt INDUST. , FABRICATED I'TETAL PRODUCTS
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NET.I t'IEXICO
COTIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
77 ,2q5
57 0,450
9,5E9,760
2,900rr65
lz ,7 7l , EEz
r 55, 95E
E84,696
175,486
6q8,6EZ
5, 6 52, ESr
4,565,577
55, (50
125,596
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
77 ,246
522, t5t
E,5E2, 524
2,5E7,599ll,I82,l7E
5,469
14,789
159,550
6rt7,072
5,256,550
4, r76,590
7 ,q46
75,259
PAGE 272ATE: 07/ll/9?
UMBER: 76E. (l(l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
q,24E.53
17,71E.36
46t,027.E5
151,505.9E
5t5,0t9.EE
500.81
E15.42
7, 082. l5
r5,17r.05
7 ,67c+.Ll
54,rr7.r0
179,110.26
228,229 .6L
409.55
4,L39.2q
55. t56,05L.22
22,26(t .7 0
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR SANDOVAL CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
0700
0800
AGR I
r094l5t0
I5E I
l5E 9
I400
MINE
t7
z5
t061500
t6r0
1620
1700
c0Ns
250 0
2400
4r00
4500
r28
24a
9
RADIO A
EL ECTRI
GAS UTI
TOT. TR
27 00
2900
5200
5400
5900
MFG-
48I0
4E50
4900
49?0
TCU_
7
2Z
52
I3
tzz
2?
166
128,755
239 ,47 3
57 0 ,555
r ,795, 0 g5
5020
5040
50E0
5090
5092
]^lH S L
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
C I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
LITIES
ANSPORTATION, COHMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I-IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEt LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUT'I AND PETROLEUT1 PRODUCTST0T. tIHoLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]''IATERIALS
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI.TENT SIORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
22
55
520 0
550 0
5400
7
I8
2t
l5,505II3,II6
446 ,537
L 002
110,022
404, Er5
IREPORT NO. ()8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LoGATIoN . 29-029
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNIIURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTITENT
STATE OF NEI.I FIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
L2,987
?9+,79+
155,4(}0
56r,920l,gz7,2g7
1 , 075,402
1r7,24E
7rt,738
?q,324,230
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
r0,552
292,2q0
155, 44 0
PAGE 273
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER:768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5E0.91
I8,017.39
70,974.64
16,644.65
L862.65
24,EE9.00
6,41E.E6
4, 110 . 57
1, 054, 075.90
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR SANDOVAL CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
SIC
CODE
554 0
5500
5700
5800
5815
5920
5990
RETL
l72t
9
54
I5, 075.2r
7 ,339.22
95
r96
52E, 9E7I,29I,E45
6500
6510
5550
FI RE
7000
7200
7300
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MI SCEL L AN EOUS
AUTOT'IOBILE REN
I'II SCEL L AN EOUS
PHYSICIANS, DE
HOSPITALS AND
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
].IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - At L OTHER
STATE GOVI. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNt'IENT
7
96
7
235
42,305
?95,E21
262,37 0
1,590,655
42,305
205,9E4
262,37 0l, r60,0Eg
,525.Er
,37 9 .4+
,450 .37
,775.57
IE
73
36, EI I
57 5 , L(tl
502,629
35, E66
452,527
r16,706
7+,73E
18, E50 , 05r
7s00
7600
E 010
8060
El00
E20 0
8900
E9IO
BUSINESS SERVICES
TAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
REPAIR SERVICES
NTISTS AND OTHERS
OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I5
II
I,()IO
SERV
2tll4
65
9I00
9200
9595
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI-IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- IOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
t
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I6-I2I
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,
ND GAS I.IELL DRITLING
ND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
I'II N I NG
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI,IENT
STATE OF NEN ]-1EXICO
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
52E,652
5?E,652
E, 56 0 ,449
E,95r ,675
47,56E
r, 56E,527
50,554
,555
,7 5?
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
6, 559,50 I6,ggg,92r
+4,7q3
I,IO5,6E2
7,032
2,059 ,7 37
6,515,E45
62,165
577, 165
7,659,500
5E5, 346
PAGE ?7+ATE: 07/ll/92
UITBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
566,402.52
400,407.0E
517,572.89
6L,457.?5
47 tt ,65E .5q
E55,6 96 .5E
2,600.67
64, r5l .55
I05,977.5Etr,r05.54
5,500.77
27 , 358 .48
40E.75
Llg ,7ZZ.LZ
567, r{0 .50
5, 615 . 5l
55, 548 .85
,?62.42
,801.49
455, 527 . 36
55,E59.2E
22,t79.7L
,65E.47
,7?4.03
,7EE.55
,gEE.00
RU
RU
ND
NN
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACIIVITY REPORTED IN
FARI'TINGTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
0700
AGRI
LRSR
6I
t4
22
OIL AOIL A
TOT .
0I
9
E
t3t
I58
66
25
l6
?0
r04
29
29
146
I60
?
?
5
5
q6(86577 50,569.5630,669.56
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLINGI5E]iII N
2000
r500
I620
1700
c0Ns
GENERAT BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL IRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONsTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, l^100D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI.I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CTAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRI]'IARY I',IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI.IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
HISCEL LANEOUS I',lANUFACTURING
TOT. I-lANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , [.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TETEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIESTOI. TRANSPORTATION, CO}II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPMENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELAIED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDT^IARE 
' 
PLU['IBING AND HEATING EaUIP. AND SUPPLI ES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
207
?z
346
575
,9E9,057
,09? ,567
,517, r5q
, 59E, E78
5 , +6q ,597
r,057,501
Er166,295
I4,5EE,3E5
250
2+0
270
280
290
520
340
550
560
567
570
590
7
55
E
I4
9
?2
26
1,E55,715
599,007
159,591
EEI,2E2
r , E25, 267I91,0299I,209
470,rr8
tlFG-
7(+9
162
5I
I88
t5
IO
56
5,599
9,095
4t00
4200
4500
4600
481 0
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
78,5q2
1,257r40r
5,47r,f,01
5L?,7L4
5,474, r 06
7 59 ,293
I9I
29
E,808,555
31
7?
3?
377
r,0
6
217
3rZIr7
9rE
\[
5 010
5020
5040
5060
5070
50E0
44,668
03,22L
0 2, E20
?q,562
?L ,647
95, 5E6
5Et,5E6
544,518
r,251,156
564, r046,505,0r9
a1 I
REPORT NO. (l8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
tocATI0N: t6-I2t
LANEOUS hIHOLESALERS
EUFI AND PETROLEUI.I PRODUCTS
HOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
1'IOTOR VEHICTE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS]'IOBILE HOT'1E DEALERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
1'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DETRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I.IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
L , 49ct ,7 rts
2,905 ,26l
l(t,227 ,542
2r g0g, g0g
796,950
L,927 ,926
20 ,392, L9+
2L,q90,2?g
r,77r,666
705,609
870,49E
4,454,9E6
5,547,0755,34I,7EI
I0,740,559
2,519 ,64L
3,?69 ,597
265,505
I7,554,584
96 ,55E, 0 07
1,229,401
,095
,267
,52E
3,99E,625
5,454,266
PAGE 275ATE: 07/ll/92
UMBER: 76E.()()
R EPORT ED
TAX DUE
E6,E7E.53
r6E,868.5r
E?6,gzq.EE
71,400.E5
15r,E92.245r5,744.7r
r55, t2t.Et
L?E,5?l .76
573,692. r6
252,5E9.9E
l9 9, 615 . 54
RU
RU
ND
NN
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FARI'II NGTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
5090
50 92
l^IHSL
MI SC EL
PETROLT0T. tl
LRSR
4,E60
6,676
30,727
r49
24
575
, I58
,815
,57E
56
I9
4E
2t
520 0
5 25I
550 0
55r 0
5400
5st 0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5Et5
59t0
s920
5990
RETL
I7
82
106
7t
256
26l8l2
844
r,690
t6 9, 15E.37q6,3?2.75
I12,060.5EI, I85 ,296 .29l,?.q9,1r9.59
102,978.09
4r,015.47
50,597 .75
?57 ,777 .77
206,175.57
r 94,241 . 05
62+,252.55
r46,454. l0
r90,045.37
r6,585.38
1,014,655.26
5,605,708.02
8I
55
5E
5,367 ,0?(t
r,0gg,gg5
?., q30 ,517
20,585,100
25,235,?-35
3,67 4 ,7 55I,I57,I5I]-E69 
'7(t65,r00,5053,70r,924
4,50r,97E
11,06E,232
z ,5lg ,6ql
5,6 0 0 ,2EE
505
7tq
082
+92
772
02E
,6EE, 9EE
, I 50 ,295
2
7
2,866,
2,320,E,IO(r
2,671
2,211
6,q29
77
555
505
6q
125
55
285,
23,5?5,Ir5,505,
6000
610 0
6200
6500
65r0
5550
6700
FI RE
tz
8
150
rE0,2l0
r6,194
?,720,E84
149,I6,1,85L
420
r94
921
E, 6E5. 05
94r .28
107,597.59
t9
9
20E
20I
r88
56
28q
r,559,4E?r
6 , 956,664
4, E5r ,662
2,259,Llct
5, 455,595
7000
7200
7500
759I
HOTEtS, TIOTELS, TRAITER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COTII'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI,IENT TABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'lOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IU5Et'1ENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
7500
7600
7800
7900
EOIl)
E060
8I0 0
6200
6500
T
582,372
Er76E,046
4 r(tLL r?022,025,925
2q0,Egit
582,55r
E,656, 064
4, 5E8, 6E5
2 rO02, g4g
220,646
55, E51 .75
505,155.75
?55,0 96. l6I]6,421 .59lz,E?L.22
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t6-121
I'IISCEL LANEOU
ENGINEERING
TOT. SERVICE
STATE GOVT. - EXCTUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - t'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NE]lI ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GRO55 RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
25E,9E2,+29
JUNE, L992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 276
RUN DATEZ 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
57E,900.9598,0r5.22
2,529,E17. I5
I1,585,277.90
sIc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
FARI'TI NGT O N
NO. TAX
RETURNS
ERVICES
ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES 70
2,202
E900
E9I(}
S ERV
9200
95 93
GOVT
SS
AND
s
455 7I
5I
,4305, 915
5,65E
2, 619
5q
,95
52
6,5?0l, 685
45,528
,2+9
,605
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 5,601 I99,575,I90
REPORT NO. ()E(! TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,265,140
2,76r,596
L78,799
1,q39,762
t55,6Et
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
858,505
2,352, 04r
r20,090
1,593,562
t3z,+27
PAGE 277
RUN DATEz 07/II/92
RUN NU]iIBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I6-2IE
AGRICULTURAT SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILTING
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCIION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
LUI{BER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRI]'IARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , IAIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONMUNICATIONS AND UTItITIES
T,IOTOR VEHICL
DRUGS, CHE],II
GROCERIES AN
HARDT^IARE, PL
]'II SC EL L AN EOU
PEIROLEUN AN
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
AND SUPPLIES
T0T. l^lH0L ESAt E TRADE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
AZT EC
NO. TAX
RETURNS
23
59
0700
AGR I
I5E 9
I'II N E
0
0
29,5q1-
29,64r- 29,64L-29,54r- 1,77E.46-r,77E.46-
864.51
59,5r2.E0
40,789. l5
t500
1520
1700
CONS
7?
t08
2000
2(00
2700
2900
5q00
5700
5900
T'IFG-
420 0
48r0
49?0
TCU-
52,116.53
L(+l ,7?2.50
7 ,205.37
E2,005.16
50r0
5020
5040
5070
5090
5092
NHSL
D ALLIED PRODUCTS
ED PRODUCTS
AND HEATING EQUIP
SAL ERS
L EUI'I PRODUCTS
ES AND
CALS AN
D RELAT
UMB I NGS UIHOLE
D PETRO
STOR
EDE
VICE
SVE
ACCE
RI NK
20
7
55
E5,490
656,205
E75, ll5
14,405
655,215
6 7 9,819
5200
525 r
5500
5(00
5510
55q 0
5599
5600
5E00
s8t5
5 9I0
BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES 22 7 ,9q5.59
RETAIL FOOD
t'IOTOR VEHICL
GASOLINE SER
]'II SCEL L AN EOU
APPAREL AND
EATING AND D
ES
ALERS
STAT IONS
HICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
SSORY STORES
ING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS . BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
0
55
7
r7,091-665,5r8
292,q70
I7,091-
6l5,E17
292,47 0
I , 025. 45-
55,949.01
r7,548.2r
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
rl7,l5l
66, 915
207,8r1
E25,8 0 6
I0,095
2,250 ,429
r5, E3r ,455
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
10E,459
+tt,+29
158 , 015
PAGE 27E
RUN DATET 07/ll/92
RUN NUtiIBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
IOCATION: I6-2IE
l.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL E5T. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COT-IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU].II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
AZTEC
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5990
RETL
66I6I
I5
27
755
5,09r ,7Elr095
404,955
5,9(}(r,5r9 2q,29236,65 7 .gct9. 17
6000
6300
65I0
6550
6700
FI RE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
920 0
9595
95 95
GOVT
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
]'IISCELLANEOUS REPA
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECR
PHYSICIANS, DENTIS
HOSPITALS AND OTHE
LEGAL SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI{ENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
9(t4
22
50
I4
7
2c+
9
66,4E7
15r,742I8I ,5I ()
265,400
55, 54r
42, El 0(132 
,47 2220,I05
48
697
E
267
11,55r,r95
6,505 .36
2,665 .22
r0, 080 .25
, 989.20
,E56.E6
,690.36
,976.91
,4q8.25
,56E.5E
,EL7.q9
,206 .57
43 ,57 4 .69
84. 92
122,455.20
590,155.64
55
130
I7E
199
24
42
,4E7
,87 0
,L72
,6I5
5
7
IOIII
2
25
I5
NESS SERVICES
REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICESIR SERVICES
EATION SERVICES
TS AND OTHERS
R HEALTH SERVICES
}1ISCELLANEOUS BUSI
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL,
, I57
, EI0
450,29r
220, r06
72E,640
1,4r5
2,043,?0q
790
EOI
E06
EI(l
E20
E90
E9I
92
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
T'II SCEL LANEOUS SERVI CES
ERVS
\l
IREPORT NO. OE()
SIC
CODE
TAXAIION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E9,445
554,694
7??,160
2,E52
25E, 045
28,942
258, E57
505, 529
86,429
590,770
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E5,453
I62, 0 95
525, 56 9
2,852
257,72q
7,
26E,
q65 
,97 2
32,67 5
20E,855
PAGE 279
RUN DATE2 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768 . O ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2E,2E4.El
28,28+.8L
5,127 .21
9,725.73
51,522. r7
t7r. r0
I5,463.4I
26,666.73
1, 96 0 .55
I2,551 . 20
,161.78
,10E.95
,z+2.69
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EN ]'IEXICO
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYSX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I6-5I2
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICUTTURE
OII AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLINGTOT. ]'IINING
QUARTERLY SUMI.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
B L OOI'IFI EL D
NO. TAX
RETURNs
0700
AGRI
l5E 9
T'II N E
5I 47t,415
47r, (r5517,+70517,470I5
26GEN ERA L
HI GHI^JAY
NON-BUI L
SPECIALr700
c0Ns
2000
250 0
240 0
27 00
2E00
2900
5(00
590 0
t'lFG-
4I0 0(200
48I 0
4900q9?0
TCU-
BUILDI
CONTRA
DING H
TRADE
I500I6I l)
1620
5040
5070
5090
50 92
hIHSL
NG CONTRACTORS
CTORS
EAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
CONTRACTORS
CONSTRUCT I ONTOT. CONTRACT
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, t.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHEI'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUM REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRIHARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TII SCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGH].IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COM]'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLU]'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP
MISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROtEU['T PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
FARTI EQUIPT4ENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOBILE HOME DEALERS
T'IISCETLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I,4II
0,155q,757
56,050
?E5,L49
2,720,7L?
2
17
165
9
57
95
27
9 457.05L.t,775.?l2E4780
5200
5?52
5500
5400
559?
5599
5600
5700
5E00
27
44
20
2a
9
t5
I9
I8
59
5, r7
25 6 I4, 129 614,129 56, E47 .78
IREPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I6-5I2
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
HISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT.IENT
STATE OF NEt^I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 280/Lt/92
E.00
PAG
07
76
2,556
8, 955
QUARTERLY SUIIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BL OOI.IFI EL D
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
src
CODE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
264,9056,r54,9r5
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2.t5 ,97 I
5,206,695
REPORTED
TAX DUE
14 ,7 58 .27512,40r.59
5815
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
54
150
6000
6500
5510
FI RE
t2
25
q4,4q0
I49,250
4+
r55
, 
q(l0
t275
.45
.79
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
80I0
E060
EI()()
E900
89I0
S ERV
HOTELS, ],IOTELS, TRAI L ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI.IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
RV I CES
NEOUS SERVICES
ING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
VICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNTIENT - MUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNIIENT
I5
42
I4
z6
22
10
I5
IO
zl8 ,657
r,gr5,757
l0,gECr r624
I85, 056
l,744,EgE
g, 59(, I g5
,622.q6
, 912.68
,25E.q4
,278.78
,20r.58
,005.55
,409.++
,605.65
11,r60.72
I 04, 6E2 . 95
562,2E9.E0
78,81 0
E5, Z5E
57, 9+8
5q5,25L
EO, I76
15,756
2?3,491
5r0,061
77 ,0+l
E2,006
37 ,808
521,5r5
(+
4
z
5I
4
1l5
50
7 0 ,026I6,755
2?3,+9L
510, 05r
TEGAL SE
I'IISCEL LA
ENGI N EER
TOT. SER
59
199
5E9
920 0
9595
95 95
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
IREPORT NO. (l8(l
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
63,266,829
656,655
9,051,092
72, E2l ,31 I
LL,985,622
10,097,E71
50,25r,5r5
59, r46
l,7q+,2?E
L7E,l7Z
E57 ,546
5, r74,834
4,ll5,E5g
16,5r7,054
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
63,266,E?g
66, (E6,120
g rgg0 r7z7
7,006,519
25 ,045 ,7 35
15 , 951
1,7q4,22E
1q2,57 6
27 9 ,984
2,552,409
2,4r7,560
9I2,555
2r2,758
E,4E5,llg
PAGE 2EI
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUtlBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 558, 759. l5
X QUARTERLYX EDITED X
x
STATE O
COI'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
EH MEXICO
ENUE SYSTET'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYS
LOCATION: I6-OI6
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
COA L
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDSOIL AND GAS I,IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONMETALLIC I'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRAGTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'tEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE ],IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCIS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURI NG
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TRANsPORTAT I ON
ELINE TRANSPORTATION
EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
CTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
UTILITIES
. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II.IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUMT.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR SAN JUAN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0t00
0700
AGRI
r500
r6r0
I620
I700
CONS
7
5I
58
49, 515
224,740
27 q ,055
1E,766
2r5, 67 I
232,q36
I , 055. 57
12,019.00
I5,074.57
AIR
PIP
TEL
ELE
GAS
TOT
1200l5t0
I3E I
I5E 9
1400
T'II N E
(10
q20
qs0
460
48r
490
492
TCU
IO
r55
t2
IE5
t62
2
,73q
,llI565844 24,r57, 566.27495. t5
2.t4
4s0
5,7tr0 , I95 .6E
560,467.E0
394, 025. 25
r,407 ,229.E3
955.4E
9E,1I2.EI
8,0r9.90
r5,749.r0IsL I97.98
r55,522.40
105,I95.16
LZ$,(t66 .55
+72,336 .46
2E,949.85
2,005.E5
2000
2500
2q00
27 00
2E00
2900
520 0
5400
3900
I'tFG-
6
I4
15
26
EI
67
30
7lz
50r
502
50(
95
207
r, 9r5,055
6 , 0gE, 944
5I4,554
55,660
r,554rr06
596,565
I
?
507
508
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPIIE5]'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS hIHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI-I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
50 90
509?
9
55
t4
2I5,64E
E64,I95
+,776,506
212,545
682,E54
I 96,465
1r,955.54
5E,410.50tt,05t. tE
IREPORT NO. OE() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I ]'TEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
8,050,245
568,009
730,126
410, r77
5, 245,81 r
IZ,166, r85
78,609
qE,(90
253,2?6
51,156
26E,653
685, 684
605,879
1 r 585,7(9
r55, 992
?0,172,975
2,L45,7q5
25,566,E05
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , 75g,6gg
460,9E2
,44r,r18
, 
qgg 
,64ct
72,7E+
48,490
r86, 125
22,E55
239,7?7
497,87+
396 ,444
E23,6?9
155,76E
720,?00
r+LO , L77
137,2
555,4
q0
z3
,5rl .27
,07z.qq
PAGE ZEzATE: 07/ll/92
UMBER: 76E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
98, 9E2. 50
25,930 .Z(+
56.50
72.3E
4,09(.rl
2,727.57
10,469.57
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: T6-OI6
SIC
CODE
1.IH5L TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING i'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FAR]'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIT FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBI L E HOI'IE DEAL ERS].lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOT'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PIACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
]'TISCEL L ANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTT'1ENT COI'IPANI ESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU}II,IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR SAN JUAN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5200
525 I
5252
5500
5400
5800
58r5
5920
5990
RETL
t0
40
5?
l,66Er6I9
942,7 lE
6,059,09r
102,551
IE5,530
II
I6
I05
t2
52
I4
226
45E
8
9
28
495, r79
706,760
956, 052
EI, ()2(
109,r00
27,E5S.85
39,755.25
52-,552.95q,557 
.60
6, r56.91
55I0
554 0
5592
5599
5500
5700
6510
6550
6700
FI RE
806
8I0
E20
860
E90
89I
2
6
5000
6300
7000
7200
7500
7500
7500
7900
E0t0
t2
4t
59
40
65
59
HOTELS, llOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OIHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPA
FIISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SE
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATIO
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AN
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEA
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS S ERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
GOVI. - EXCTUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
GOVERNI'lENT - ]'IUNICIPALITIES
S ERV I CESIR AND OTHER SERVICES
RV I CES
N SERVICES
D OTHERS
LTH SERVICES
I ,2E5.55
15,484.58
zE,oo5.42
z?,299.9E
45,327 .L6
7 ,52q.50
S ERV
9200
92AZ
93 95
STAT E
STAT E
LOCAL
226
?9
555
7,r79,565
2, 055, 440
11r487,525
405, 999.45
1r5,505 . 02
645,520. 19
IREPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I6-OI6
TOT-
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTIiIENT
STATE OF NEN ITIEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO5S RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
173,+77,327
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
125,5E9,725
PAGE 2E5
RUN DATEI 07/LL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7'I05,(121 .47
QUARTERLY SU]'I]'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RHDR SAN JUAN CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
sIc
CODE
GOVT
9999
2,07E
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N I t2-t22
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I.IEAT PRODUCTS
I'IEAT PACKING AI{D OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, WOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRIT'lARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED t'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTAT ION EQUI P]'IENT
I'II SCEL LANEOUS NANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , ].IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN
DATE
HU]'IB
PAGE 28(t
. 07/ll/92
ER: 768.00
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIYITY REPORTED IN
LAS VEGAS CITY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
60,651
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
50,517
src
CODE
0700
0E0 0
AGRI E
0
lE0, 122
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, IEE. EE
,155. E2
,Z(tZ .3c+
0.
rt,570.
5,510.20
r,206 .50
55,556.06
5r,558. 96
2ll, 905.72
5,662.57
5, Esl . E4
40,E56.+2
1500
I620
I700
c0N5
,35ct
, I50
,927
,050
2000
2010
2500
2(00
2700
5.t00
367 0
5700
3900
I'IFG-
00I5
II6t5rI,E(I2, 0El2,5455, 065
Lq?
r07
r,512
2, q32
985
520
150
175
I()
I0
E
9
55
I()
22
5rt
I5
r07
E
7
r 518
,4E5
15,779
I 06, r67
E69.75
5,7 0 r .7E
5
,432
,175
4000
4r00
4200{600
4EI()(E5 0
4900
TCU- t06
I9
I5
105,065
159,615
,580
,95E
5,690,362
1,Eggr606
q95 
,77 ct
5,558,2?7
7,200,715
87 ,077I9,II(l
983,742
496 , (159
5,455,555
5E, l) IE
5010
5040
507 0
50E0
5090
5092
hIHSL
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI,IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES].IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROL EUT'I AND PETROL EU]'I PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING IiIATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIP]'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
557,r57
85E, 526
5 r 476,573
55, E5(
5(4, r 5E
760,r77
3,525.76
5{, 5q8. 6E
47,9E6. I5
,7 49
,25E
92, 55E
647 ,231
4I
I()
5I
520 0
525 I
5?5?
479
646
550 0
55I0
5400
I
56
?5
52
454,5r 9
5 , qlg ,594
5,551, 095
27,
3(12,
550,
6.4I5.5(I.IE
zREPORT NO. 08O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NU]'IBER:
E 2E5/lL/92
E.00
PAG
07
76X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
t0CATI0N . L2-t2?
].IOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ER5
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
]'IOBI T E HOME DEAL ERS
I'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COT'IPANIES
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUI'I['IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS VEGAS CITY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
418,446
q54,
?69,
EI6,
2,377,
I ,202,
1,900,
56,287
27 ,72E
l, r75, 565
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
(15,6E5
3El,E75
55r0
55(0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E15
5910
5920
5990
RETL
SIC
CODE
7000
7200
7500
50
I5
I6
26II2
55
I7
E
20
I09
I7
58
9
I61
LRSR
I
U+
REPORTED
TAX DUE
26,505.25
24,r09.r4
16,156.20
,17 2 .64
,554.
,669.
,637 .
,555.
, 085.
,5EE.
49
149
759l
t0
64
L,294
?55,623
779,055
370,902
I 99, E54
451,688I67,2r60r7,5Iq
5r5, 755
86
5I
94
49
789,002
22r,5995L 955
550,8r7
t9
5(r
95
?t
5I
46
?61
352
546(t2(t
575
700
2II
r9t
608
167 ,216
,744,602
,327 r0?2
I,
20t
85
7t
E()
34
55q6
6000
6500
65t0
6550
6700
FI RE
15
t5
r,0E7,977
E05,307
562,809
582,577
27 6 ,555
r57,92E
ll9,E48
r ,854, 029
5, 960 ,751
E54.306,r9r.62
6E,751 . E0
50,705.73
55,5r5 .8224,Ir9.28
17,441 . 07
E,705.49
7 ,535.E71I7,037.t7
r 5,861
96,755
HOTELS, t'loTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COt'It'lERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOP]'IENT LABORATORIES
AUTOHOBITE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
A]'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPIIALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
1'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNTIENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
, E4E
,029
r 0I4
,599
,955
,375
49,E0r.
15,925.
3,22+ .
40,E25.
4I
57
28
715
Ilr8
7
62lt2
90
807,25r
57 I ,206
E07,590
759r
7500
7600
7E0 0
7900
80I0
E060
EI()O
820 0
E900
E9I()
S ERV
32L ,07 9l72,4rE
2
7
9200
95 95
GOVT
6 ,5E6,506 575,825.65
9999 NONCLASSIFIABTE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,E()5 q7 ,038,622 5(, rzE, 076 2,1q6,577 .51
REPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : T2-2I9
TAXATIOH AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I.IEXICO
COT.lBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL GLASSIFICATION
JUNE,1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 286DATE: 07/LI/92
NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RUN
RUN
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LAS VEGAS TONN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
SIC
CODE
IOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
LRSR
I
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I2-3I3
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUMBER, ]{IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PIJBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
MISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. MANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMHUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC HATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTONOTIVE EQUIPT.IENT
t'II SCEL LANEOUS t.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI,IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
49, 031
8r,571
225,730
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, I(0
(t6 
,9E7
159, 165
33,275
123,720
71,547
56,5r5
59+,42L
PAGE 287
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
I 94 .52
2, 955. 35
E,6I().E5
QUARTERLY SUHI.IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
P ECOS
SIC
CODE
N0.
RETU
TAX
RNS
0700
AGRI
1500
I700
CONS
2400
27 00
520 0
5900
HFG-
ql00
4EIO
4900
I CU-
5200
5500
554 0
5600
5800
BUI L
GENE
GASO
APPA
EATI
LIQU
50r0
5090
50 92
l.rHSL
7000
7 200
7300
LINE SERVICE STATIONS
REL AND ACCESSORY STORES
NG AND DRINKING PLACES
OR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t0
IO
II
I()
I5II 55125 ,806,720 ? ,058 .927,657 . 5r
DING IIATERIALS
RAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, PIOTELS, TRAIIER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
7 I ,547 q ,426 .97
5E l5
5920
5990
RETL
25
69
57, 0845IE,7I7 2,2q5.7556,750.88
0
E
2rt
I
7500
EOI()
E050
8900
S ERV
2E,605-
12,26E
r5,290
2E,605-
L2,26EII,4(4
I ,75I . 90-759.I0
7?5 .9ct
tREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I2-5I5
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'lENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI.IENT
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIEs IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
SIATE OF NEN ]'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,04E,566
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E25, 655
PAGE zEE
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
51,t06.r5
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SUM]'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
P ECOS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
920 0
95 95
GOVT
I57
T
IREPORT NO. (lE(l
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! I2-4IE
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEtl trtEXIC0
COITIBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,076
JUNE,1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4,076
PAGE 249
RUN DATE: 07/II/9?
RUN NUI.IBER: 768. () (,
REPORTED
TAX DUE
229.25
src
CODE
QUARTERLY SU]'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
]'IOSQUERO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I700
CONS
0
T
3
E
5
R
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
L
0
5
tREPORT NO. 08()
010 0
0700
0800
AGRI
I58 9
T{INE
I700
CONS
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUT4HARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION : 12-()I2 RTIDR SAN t'IIGUEL CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TAXATIOH AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI-I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
455,567
8r5,546
r, ggg,5g2
(,050
4,q69,8(t6
ct,q78 r786
E0,276
225,533
3.t7 ,9?7
z+,56L
JUNE, I992
TAXAB T E
GRO5S RECEIPTS
592,057
727 ,lO9
r,775,905
PAGE 290
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NUI'IBER:76E.O()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2r,565.09
59,991.02
97 ,559.25
219.98
4,136.54
(t,507 
.79
59, 050 . 2l
7 2,7 02 .6(t
115,621.25
r,63E.52
9,366.40
L 575.45-
E,ttl6.E58,600.54
28,72+.LE
SIC
CODE
AGRIGULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. ]'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
H I GHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
45
85
AND O
AND P
PUBL I
1500
t 6I0
r620
4100
420 0qEI0
4900
TCU-
2010
2400
27 00
5900
I'tFG-
5070
5090
T.IH S L
5500
5400
55( 0
5700
I'IEAT PACKING
tUMBER, t^IOOD
PRINTING AND
THER t'IEAT PRODUCTS
APER PRODUCTS
SHING
52
8
t5
29
14
2q
57
(}, 050
75,2q1
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. T'TANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHi.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TEL EPHONE AND TEL EGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDNARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, NOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
q6
1E
78
765, E65
1,602,2E2
2,4L0,965
725, 356
1,52r, E57
2 ,07 9 ,537
0
2I
60
120
2E, 6 0E-
170,715I7l,29I
654,550
E2, 025
?9,793
r70,29E
28, 6 08-
15+,L?5
r56,569
52?,257
5800
58t5
5990
RETL
512, 954
22,373
65I0
FIRE
t2
t2
3E,650
38,650
34,421
34,42L
I , E95. I6
1,895.16
r7,2r2.5I
L,22q.5E
7000
7200 7
IREPORT NO. llEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COt-lBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTs
I 05, 125
2,927,922
12,67 g ,502
JUNE, L992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2, 155, E56(0, 157
55,926
2,702,752
7 ,515 , E7g
PAGE 29L
RUN DATEZ 07/II/92
RUN NUl'TBER: 758.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
117,562.60
?,207.53
5, 075.79
148,643.2E
401,565.55
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMTIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOCATION: I2_OI2 RT'IDR SAN ]'IIGUEL CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
75
75
76
9200
GOVT
SB
ENT
SR
DEN
ES
00
00
00
l0
00
00
00
00
I()
t'II SCEL L AN EOU
AUTOI'IOBITE R
T'II SCEL L AN EOU
PHYSICIANS,
LEGAL SERVIC
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS]'IISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
USINESS SERVICESAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
EPAIR SERVICES
TISTS AND OTHERS
50
t2
2,250,60E
78, 782
E()8I
E2
66
E9
E9
57
r40ERV5
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION (99
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : ()I-I25
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI'I, TIOLYBDENUI'I
URAN I UI'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC FIINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. MINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN MEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CTASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L E24, 357I,II6,205
2, 940 ,56 0
zzl,L25
23,12rr,059
r , 595, 5052,162,653
E,l4r,g5g
r, 5(t4,25r
26,6L6,?q5
I r4,257
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
557,EE(8I,58I
802, ll8
5r595,754
4rE,06(
542,505
55E,2E5q57 
,856
E,067,259
r,3rg, 039
23 ,5+5 ,99L
9,E57
PAGE ?9?
RUN DATEI 07/IL/92
RUH NUHBER: 766.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 ,746.00
5?, 950 . 99
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}IIYIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA FE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
010 0
0700
AGRI
r500l6I0
1620
I7 0 0
c0Ns
00
00
00
00
10
50
00
I6
79
95
?5
99tt9
r,555,705
r,076, r05
2,729,809
r01,285.85
65,856. r4
r67,14I.97
1000
I0 94
158 9
r400
T'II N E
2000
250 0
2400
27 00
I7
57
947
1,775
r614
,6q9
, 01r
,512
18, 975
I5,450
25 , (152
51,286
9
774
25
I5
I, r77II5
20I
578
r ,671
987
045
E09
4q9
2?5
7 ,qog
80,924q57 ,sqE
I9I
5
6
30
006
98r
445
555
qr9
L9
2r7
5r6
2
5
t7
46
126,465
,33q r24?
,E60,249
,2E8,7 0 9
, r84, 020
,567,220
,514. 90
,9q0.26
,152.99
,q70.46
,05E.6I
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE 1'IILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, tlo0D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
HING
D PRODUCTS
AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
PRINTING AND PUBLIS
.86
.0?
.57
44
57
260
290
520
540
350
560
567
570
580
CHEMICALS AND ALLIE
PETROLEUT'I REFINING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY ]'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'TACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL TIACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTAT I ON EQUIPI'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
I'TI SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
]'IOTOR VEHICL ES AND AUTOI'IOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
t2
?2t
60r
r48,219
,91r,E06
,q94,942
I2r,000
I ,3?5 ,27 07,494,5q3
.61
.4t
.95
5t 25,4E5
?0 ,956
5900
MFG-
5
?5
45
404I
42
48
4Eq9(t920
TCU-
?7
55
408,5r6
696,0I4
66
?7
2l ,859 .49
2E ,03?.7 4
I , (04, 185 . E2
604.55
q56,39q.04
E0,564.52
I
a
5 010
5020
l7I
I5
IREPORT NO. 08ll TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART}IENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GRO55 RECEIPTS
5q 5,756, r05
JUNE,1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
z,Lzl,g25
82-6 ,7 47
286,857
E, 7BE, 58 9
2 ,940 , Lg5
62E,575
15,696,669
PAGE 293
RUN DATE 2 07 /ll/,92
RUN NU]'TBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
65,645.50
X QUARTERLX EDITED Yxx
SIC
CODE
LOCATION : ()I.I25
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ETECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDNARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS I.IHOt ESAL ERS
PETROL EUTI AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA FE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5040
5060
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
NHSL
25
50
327
I7
4E5
l0,5ll,E9l
2,559 ,242
19,421,59q
902,921
39 ,97 0 ,629
l,05g,ll0
I,229,015
2,151,2E0
? ,6+6 ,57 6
574,02q
7,755,r59
,277 .07
,540.EE
,0q7.qE
, I5E. 9+
75
50
6?
55
II
520 0
525 I
530 0
5 3I0
5q00
5510
554 0
5592
5599
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
5 9I0
5920
5990
RETL
4,25
2,63
1,26
4,50I5,5II0,07
26,405rI5
7 ,95
EI6r,q42II,95
261,5{
L, 94
2,01
10,52
BUILDING T'IATERIAIS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
]'IOBI L E HOHE DEAL ERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE TIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND.L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COMDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTI'IENT COT'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAITER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COMI'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTO]',lOBI LE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
HOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
50,65{.55
17 ,56E .81
537 ,7 q5 .43IE0,0L5.92
58, 4 95 .85
960,786.04
,084
, 119
,448
,296
,6Lz
,254
,57 2
,7 36
351,577.E4ql6 
,7 l?.42
329 ,2q4 .7 0
5,907.58
255,845 . 0E
45,55E. l2
22 ,09? . El
55,219.91
22,09L,159
6,82+,5Eq
2l ,779,58I
63,7 97
t,
I,
473,725.72
5E5,115.69
79,810.86
75
2Itt9
55q9
E
2L?-
9q6
L,252
T(}
7000
7200
7500
7591
+2
53
20
66
545
r55
52t
54
9,t,
5,
2?,
550
l2 , 516
5, 475
2,547
22,849
22,5(tl
7 ,L72
28,54E
I20
4, 5IEI,075
5?(t
9I4
00
E8
08
I6
00
r,480
9, 085
1,240
+,205
I t74E
r ,485
0,080
0,065
9, 9E5
I,5EO
4, 5850,0r1
9, 07E
6,521
5,575
9 , ct47
5 ,969
6,287,57L
r,500,525
4,?.75,7?.7
2l ,956 ,45451,Er9,529
2r7g5,g6g
715, 8I5
1,260,065
5,7+5,223
14,250,576
7,756, rrE
26,232,E77
5,095,760
7 ,454, 555
E0E,744
32,965 ,545
15E, 656 , 55 0
r,E88.27
4 ,83?.7 9E,EII.O4
1,r24.4E
3, 5I5. 59
7,178.E5
9, 119 . 55
r, 908.57
3,762.75
5,045.56
0,458.00
4 ,7 69 .68
9, 555 . 54
+,924 .62
r,780 .44
95
58I5
2,059
5,675
t7
Ct
7
22
E7
47
r,60
5I
45(t
6000
6t00
6t20
6200
6500
55I0
6550
6700
FIRE
2,69E,762
956 ,20 5
L?9,967.87
29
52
36E
20
29
5r5
,554
r 159
, 
q44
,069
, I95
7500
7600
780 0
7900
?59
t22
54
52
4, IEI ,5(6
760,790
557,595
57E, E7 0
aREP0RI N0, 000
X QUARTERLY XX EDTTED X
LOCATION : ()I-I25
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT MET'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
rA
TAXAII()N AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.J ]'IEXICO
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
QUARTERLY SUMMARY .. BUSINESS AGTIYITY REPORTED IN APRIL TO JUNE, I992
SANTA FE
TOTAT REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
15,776,870g, r 95, 576
15,525,079
l0r,192
1,057,555
505,322,212
TAXABT E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l0l , 192
375, r5r
364,861,0E5
PAGE 29+
RUN DATE. 07/LI/9?
RUN NUHBER: 758.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
957,092.59
262,776.7E
95r ,4q5 . 95
55,291 . 52
,5r0.r5
,405.98
, 075.5I
,555.75
6, 176 .71
?.?,976.75
?2,272,465.77
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I4
52
r5,094
8010
E060
E100
E200
8600
E900
8910
S ERV
741II4
500
E4
35
1, r55
232
5,726
7 0E,
1 , 954,
r4,020,
4,EE?,
127 ,579,
E
7
0
2
2
r5,6 95, 5504,6r9,670
15,230 ,4(t2
57 6 ,624
r,053,677g,656,lrl
4r502,570
r07,752,545
59
13
E6
87
7I
55
58E
260
6,579
9100
920 0
95 95
GOVT
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - ALL OTHER
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNNENT
I NST ITUT I ONS
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABTISHT'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: OI-226
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEU]'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL I'lACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
TOT. T'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COIIMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTITITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I IIEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEF,l
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r86,609
393,20458r,8r5
24,86 5
556, lr2
655,772
PAGE 295
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUT'IBER! 76E. O()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
11,552.5t
24,085.75
55,656 . 04
1,522.E62r,8rr.75
5E, EIE . .il
5,769.45
6q ,5EZ .56
26
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESPANOLA (5. F. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
3?,7 59
437,92E
759, r75
215,589
215,589
221,q6+
1,257 ,6 05
2r7,681
5,626,4rE
r4,556
25,690
6r,669
L,056 ,042
85,750
85,76 0
r4, 556
25,590
I500
1700
CONS
I9
54
55
493,877
640,517
r, r54,594
2700
2900
5200
5600
T,IFG-
4100
4200
48r0
4900(r9?0
TCU-
9
L2
50
t2
t2
II
7
I4
5090
1^lH S L
t'IISCEL LANEOUS hJHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOTESALE TRADE
BUILDING HATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
MOBI L E HOI'IE DEAL ERS
t'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRTERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES}IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
5, r50 . 31
5, 130 . 5l
520 0
5500
540 0
55I 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5E00
5E l5
5990
RETL
0I
9
2t
I5
44
125
,516
,199
,554
4?5,2E4
44E, 5E5
89,127
94,1r5
? ,EZl ,07 +
?7
5
5
17z
460
ct49
r02
, 04E.54
,+75.92
,459.0r
,76q.5L
,9r5.51
8{,58{
508,r00
57,ElE
6000
6500
55r0
FI RE
t5
5t
E4, 5E4
?9E,?51
E7E.IO
1,575.54
5,rE0.78
IE,267 . 90
I
7?00
7500
7500
7600 t3 56, 930 5, 4E6 . 96
tREPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N : 0t-226
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNFIENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEhI ]'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
PAGE 296
RUN DATE! 07/LL/92
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L017.15-
1r,275.09-
5,265.17
25,251 .54
zEE,7t2.10
QUARTERLY SUITIMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESPANOLA (S. F. )
SIC
CODE
NO. TAX
REIURNS
0
IO
2ct
t07
550
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I6,607-
I84, 050-
53,275
39.+ ,6?{t
6 r 554,6+0
TAXAB L E
GRO55 RECEIPTS
r5,607-
164, 050-
53,276
37 9,2E7
4,715,66E
7800
7900
8010
EZ0 0
E900
E9l0
5 ERV
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
IREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
TOCATION: ()I-9II
PERSONAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUt'tBER:
PAGE 297
07 /Ll/92
75E.00
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
POJOAQUE PUEBLO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
7200
SERV
0
0
(+7 4-
47 4-
4-
?t7 q-
474-
74
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25.6E-
25.68-
25.6E-
0 474-
I
EREPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: OI-92I
src
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 298
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUI'IT'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SANTA CLARA PUEBLO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
E
REPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : ()I_OOI
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
METAL I'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI't, t'IOLYBDENUM
TOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONIRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, G[AS5, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'TETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T.IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
PROF. , SCI ENTI F. , OPTIC. , OTHER PRECIS . INSTRUI,ITS.
I'IISCEL t ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TCU-
RAITROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHI..IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
EEq,299
25, r65,405
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
E5(,654
20 ,7 q0 ,7 45
52,r00
174,I90
281,I70
782, r88
lz7 ,720
599,058l, g5r ,2r7
151, l4r85,1r7
2,605,5EE
209,504
4,555, 465
7,g7grrEg
54,952
158,265
r70,9E2
671,(65
860,Er2
PAGE 299
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4 9, I15 .81
,944.75
,272.(+8
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR SANTA FE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
0100
0700
AGR I
r000
I'II N E
4Z
175
1500l6l0
I620
1700
CONS
50r
24
58
456
999
,926
,505
,579
,0I5
r 9,819
02,295
49,5E4
L2,2q3
.57
.60
.92
.45
.52
15
42
22
2Z
9
lE7, t42
z5q,qllq58,qlz
2,202,0E5q67 
,?2L
1,845.75
10,015.90
r6, r67.25
44, 955.50
7 , 545. E7
lrlEg,6lgll0,3E9
92, I5I
22L,273
r,615,614
,9
,6
,E
,I
II
5
28
509
786
182q4q
zI
6
55
,
,
,
,
2000
250 0
2400
27 00
5200
5(00
5670
5800
5900
t'lFG-
4000
+r00
420 0
4500q8I 0
4E5 0
4900
+920
66
IE5
E06,E959,7lr,E7r 2?105
8}E
105
9
?E
21713,562
2L0,273
5, r7 g, 6Eg
l5L I4l]-6E2,977
II,65(),IE4
705,000
706,400
l,2l0,5gg
2r9rrr560
2 ,27 rt , 135
E,690.58
4 ,77 9 .25
MOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPT'IENT
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUGTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL LANEOUS l.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUFI AND PETROTEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
5 010
5020
5040
5070
50E0
5090
5092
HHSL
l0
t3
EO
II8
I6
140,067.r9
12, 054. 9E
250,459.2E
449,164.19
9,E25.r5
58,600.E5
+9,+96.70
5, r59 .759,I00.2I
I
52OO BUILDING I'IATERIALS
IREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: ()I-(,OI
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'lOTOR VEHICL E DEAL ERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
t.1OBI T E HOI'IE DEAL ERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREI AND ACCESSORY STORES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEI^l t'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
425 ,97 8q 
,4q3 ,67 5I5,715,805
zEE, ()7I
552, r40
L r900 ,22q
550,7 9l
2,399,272
672, ll5
251,7E9
16,465
3,9?9,7 6(t
255,5I4
E50,629
130 ,627(5,504
r95,505
2,900,209
E79,709
14,754,9r5
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
206,910
1,52E,422
55,r98
r5E,187
I ,0?E ,7 0Z
156,0E5
r,559,705
r, 07 r,75 g
q25,978
2 ,321 ,502g, 559, r4E
272,L90
5r5,05E
PAGE 5l)()
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NUT,IBER: 76E. ltO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
8E,4E9. 956I,626.70
24,q93.74
I55,579.59
55E,001.08
r5,650 .95
IE,ll5.67
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI'IT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR SANTA FE CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
l0q6
5t
I5
77
40
2
Ir7
URN
ATI
IQU
RUG
s25 I
5500
5400
5510
5600
5700
5E00
5E I5
I6
4?
7
t9
t2
I6
,655
r 55{
, EI4
,846
,95?
,?39
II,E97
E7,E84
2, 0E1
7,945
59, 150
E,97q
I5
52
55
75
57
75
554 0
559?
5599
59r0
59?0
5990
RETL
6000
6500
65I0
6550
FI RE
9200
95 95
95 95
GOVT
ITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
NG AND DRINKING PLACES
OR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRTERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDER5 AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, IIOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
At.lUSEHENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS . (SERVICES)
F
E
L
D
2
Ir0
2
76
4I
r,579,65rI,()E5,I55
9
505
575
49
5E
7000
7 200
7500
7500
7600
7600
7900
EOI()
6050
8r00
820 0
8600
E900
E9I()
S ERV
45
97
25+
80
54
I ,7E9,2E5469,I+8
2, 054,557
57 7 ,7 9(t
I 98, ()EE
5,292
2, E87 ,55r
24?,998
829,5r 0
105,627
45,504
r95,506
2,405,r57
7?5,425
r2,506,98r
102,E76.79
26,950.3+
115,9E0.77
55,225
1r,390
Iq
07
50
05
I2
55
60
97
57
I66I5
+7
5
?II
I5E
4I
7L9
7
I3
?9
I4
t5
6
t0
555
504.
, 035.
,973.
,685 .
, 95E.
,604.
,?qL.
4E
985
, r29.65
,677.50
,029.20
I
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 3, I47 E7,642,L99 61,E55,245 3,542,755. 05
IREPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEt^l f'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
96E,015l, 954, gl7
llr,749
22,243
5+0,059
160,4E7
95r,885
515,43E
549,787
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5lE, E54
1,4r0,755
E9,299
1r,846
(tZL,6qz
r58, r95
7 9E,229
59,864
I28,696
565, EI6
PAGE 5OIDATE: 07/LI/92
NU]'IBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,E06.95
85,765.50
5,502. l+
645.5E
25, 025 .86
9,592.E0
(t7 
,3?3.75
5,554 .45
7,641.51
40, 52r .85
21,720 .3+
RUN
RUNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
5rc
CODE
TOCATION:2I-I24
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, HOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
]-1I SCEL L ANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHI'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CONI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY 5UT'IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TORC
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2000
2400
?7 00
3200
5700
3900
MFG-
7t
r06
1500
t 6I0
1700
CONS
4t00
4200
4EIO
465 0
5090
50 92
tlHSL
?z
50
8
7
53
50
q2
l0
2l
4920
TCU-
5020
5040
5070
520 0
525 r
5500
s5l 0
5400
55I0
554 0
559?
5599
5600
5700
5800
5815
5910
5920
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
t'lI SCEL LAN E0US tlH0L ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. T.IHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING I.IATERIALS
HARDNARE STORES
GENERAL I'TERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
t.IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'lOBILE HONE DEALERS
I'IISCELTANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
TIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
5t
7
24
9
16
579,r05
857 ,5222r0,I07
5,590,5r6
r05,967
89,229
50,915.57
L2,47 5 .0920r,51r.86
6,291 .7E
5,?97.9E
650,76I
E5E,5722r0,r07
4,I75,E4E
1I0,572
E9,507
587 ,694
65
52
I45
25
1r095,400
558, 950
,095,590
55E, 950
,00E.56
,000.15
IREPORT NO. ()E() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
589,qzl
9,905,649
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
602,88q
E, 621,502
PAGE 502ATE: 07/LL/92
UMBER: 75E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
35 ,7 96 .2?5I1,E59.65
26,004.6E
16,500 .76
26,55E.406,769.25
9, E59. 0E
3 , 9l(t .?ct
19,6E5.29
r5,3I0.6E
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
L0cATI0N . 2t-t2q
I.IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L A5SOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERTY SUI'IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TORC
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5990
REI t r57547
r,061
6000
6100
6r20
6500
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
9
25
ct lt
26,956
7 5 ,912
256 ,07 5
r 955
,glz
,777
,600 .49
,507 .29
,2E6 .7 6
25 I
q
t5
l5
150
, E54
,855
75
223
6510
FIRE
80I0
E060
EIOO
E20 0
E600
E900
S ERV
920 0
95 95
95 95
GOVT
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, IRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOl'lOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
r'llSCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I.lI5CEL L ANEOUS SERVI CES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAL GOVERNT'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
75
65
57
50
52
I4
50
t6
ct37,97+
5rr,592
445, 95r
I14,00E
166 ,5+7
65,92+
55r,508
224,E45
89
440
469,237
5r4, r62
457,04+
rr7,299
17 5 ,5q9
rr7,075
55r,508
22+,845
556, 95E
2 r7 42,539
597, 909
r7,04E,508
597,909
lrt , +l2,EZ0
55,500.84
855,5E8. 9E
?67
2,5q2 ,901.95,9r1.02
7
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
F
IREPORT NO. l)8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N . 2t-220
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AHD TELEGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I t'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
56,512
154,239
9,012
JUNE, L99Z
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E,q95
109,596
E, 961
58,769
I 95, 4E7
7L ,7 6E
PAGE 505
RUN DATE. 07/LI/g?
RUN NUMBER: 76E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,709.5E
6,575.q3
557 .65
3,525 . r4
11,609.21
4,501.78
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUIII.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
tIILLIAI'ISBURG
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
1500l6t0
1700
c0Ns
48I0
4850
4920
TCU-
5090
NHSL
I9
23
,4(t5
,6+6
8
75500
554 0
5800
5El5
5920
5990
RET L
T,II SCEL L ANEOUS I.IHO L ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL FIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS. BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
IiIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOF,IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES].,IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
65
200
I9
40
7000
7300
7500
7600
E900
S ERV
9200
GOVT
7 5 ,727
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION t0t 423,20(+ 3E7,.t42 23,zql.87
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:2I-()2I
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
I'TETA[ ]'IINING, EXCEPT COPPER,OIL AND GAS HELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
TOT. FIINING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
EPORTED
EC EI PTS
I , IE9, E58
I , IE9, E5E
509,49E
594,E20
7 06 ,284
590,434
723,Zl9
l,2q5,?EL
545,168
27 ,609
258,545
I26,570
50 L E86
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2E1,100
5r5,455
595,I09
550,972
684,565
l,r0l,06l
545, I6E
?6,827
2?3,lZZ
l?6 ,57 0
4E6,572
PAGE 504ATE: 07 /ll/92
UFIBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4E4. 25
4E4.25
15,109.09
16,E(7.00
52,040.Er
17 ,697 .23
55 ,7E4 . 55
59, 0E9. 55
lE, q45 .50
ND
NN
RU
RU
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR SIERRA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
1000
l5E I
t589
T'II N E
0I0 0
AGRI
50 90
50 92
l.tH S L
7
7
9,009
9,009
URANIUI{, }IOLYBDENU]'I
EXCEPT DRILLING
r500l6l0
r620
I700
c0N 5
410 0
420 0
48I0
4E5 0
4900
4920
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, t,l00D AND PAPER PRoDUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGH]^'AY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I''IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHHUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HISCELLANEOUS HHOLESATERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUII PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOTINE SERVICE STATIONS]',lISCEttANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
FURNITURE, HOI'1E FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE 5TORE5
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE IIQUOR STORES
I'IISCE[ LANEOUS RETAIIERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
54
4I
84
2000
2400
27 00
l.tFG-
TCU-
46
t2
73
550 0
5400
55{0
5599
5700
5E00
5E I5
5920
5990
RETL
23
L2
26
I5
29
I
t1
,44I . 96
,992.77
6,805. r4
26 ,L4?..5L
2
9
I
6st0
6550
80
I70
t70I,54I ,5E5,67 9 l6l1,270 ,594r 975 E r6768,51 4.94.7
!REPORT NO. OE()
src
CODE
FIRE
TAXATION AND
STATE O
CO]'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPART]'IENT
E].l t'tExIc0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:2I-O2I
HOTELS, }IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOHOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
NONPROFIT NEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
REV
FN
REVYS
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
6r,0ll
89,r55
5,65r+,2q0
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
6I,(,II
58,755
4, 0 13, 4E5
PAGE 505
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E . O O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,27 9. 55
5,6 9+ . 3E
8,899.25
r,659.9E
484.24
5,195.72
84E . E4
55, E5E . 2E
215,652. 09
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RT'IDR SIERRA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE I8
700
720
750
750
760
790
IEII
I5
r75,9r9
37,622
37 ,525
,568
, 51I
,009
50
E
r20
r56,59E
15 ,7 92
76q,737
96,650
15 ,7 9?
629,9?q
25
506
r65
50
9
8600
E900
E9t0
S ERV
920 0
GOVT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I!iEPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COPIBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIT TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
446,090
509,48E
755,578
r 05,55E
L ,805 , (t27?,092,039
587 ,266
I , E52, EO5
r60,096
455, 16 9
982,52L
2,7 15 ,665
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 506
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2.t,5E7 .53
I I ,5r7 .5356,r05.05
4,509.59
r,87r.65
10,0E2.58
51,564.0I
77 ,555.29
228.26
18, 087 .55
5I,4E4. 05
L,575.?(t
r4,4r5.74
r00 , q47 .75
r50 ,725. Et
22 , L6E .45
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
L0cATI0N | 25-t25
GENERAL BUITDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LUt'lBER, l.l00D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATI ON EQUIP]'IENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUMTS.
I,II SCEL LAT{EOUS HANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , t^IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TETEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COHMUNICATION5
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUFII'IARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SOCORRO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
1700
CONS
4I
56
97
I4
55
425,011
r9E,l5l
62L,15?.
2q00
2700
520 0
5570
5700
5E00
5900
TIFG-
9 77 ,5E4
52,200
175,46I
5E6,20E
r,5g0,Eg7
5, 928
2,2q9 ,012
420 0
4E l0(900
TCU-
5020
5040
5070
5080
5090
HHS L
(t+
55
z9
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALTIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.JARE, PLUT'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
IIACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPTIES
t'IISCETLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUITDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT sTOREs
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I.IISCEL LANEOUS VEHICL E AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEAL ERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
4I
E2
5ll,r8+
5+L,66?
9
I()
54
5 I ,8E6
297,54q
z, 065, 907
?7 ,057
24E,015lr72E,r35
520 0
525 I
5300
5510
5400
55r 0
554 0
5599
5600
5700
5600
5E l5
5910
5920
5990
RETL
IE
27
9
I6
9
6E
2t
9
qt2
t05
199
69
2,023
504q2L
,559
,?82
,552
, 
qL7
,II5
,070
,I90
E5. OE
69.2E
32.qa
55.79
99.09
37 .77
5E1,59585,75r
195, 5 0l
69,576
1,E72,925
504,070
554,415
577,057
9,660,5E0
qr9
II,3qr0
I()E,E
29,?
Lg,q
I25
565
35,540 .25
505,596 . lE
E
6I
9, 95
2,29q
6,598
!REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEFI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E8,759
75,095
167,055
JUNE, 1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
85, r55
75,095
165,289
PAGE 507
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUl'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
?t ,gqE .49
4,?4E.6E
9,49r . I5
9,651.71
,840.4E
,46r.45
,257.(tL
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LoCATIoN | 25-t25
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITTE ABSTRACT
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COMPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SUNII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
SOCORRO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
6000
6I0 0
6500
65I0
6700
FI RE
7E0 0
7900
E 010
8060
EIOO
8600
E900
89I0
S ERV
920 0
95 95
95 95
GOVT
8
26
(rz
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI,IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS].IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIES
LOCAT GOVERNFIENT . SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
4q
54
4I
56
I7
EE4, I57II5,94E
I08,060
379,957
12L,569
5r,59I.65
6,797 .56
6,2E1.00
2?,007.72
7 ,066.20
8
46l5
t9
165 ,7 07
1,045,719
59,552
90,450
939 ,25ctI45,50719r,r49
503,2?9I2(,806
I72, lr0
r,049,696
59,5529r,008
60
5
5
tr5
t5
453
3q5 ,64?
158,491
5 ,7 E2,946
,Z5E
,491
,56E
lE, 087 .65
E,0+9.75
200,250.r9
5II
t5E
3 ,446
9999 NONCTASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT,IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I,II5 20,005,574 15,511,22( E87,175. 90
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N | 25-22t
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONIRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEH I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI',|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I]E,590
2 ()E, E5E
412,050
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
95,259
r6r,165
4E, 555
4l,2lI
69,045
PAGE 508
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUI.IBER: 76E.O()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,25E.16
E,E55.99
?,670.+3
559. 04
4,197 .23
L99l.r9
7q2.25
26,2L9.2E
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
]'IAGDAL ENA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
1500
l6 l0
1700
CONS
5q00
5900
I'lFG-
(100
4EI()
4900
TCU-
5090
5092
l.IHS L
5?5L
5500
5400
554 0
6000
55I0
FI RE
15
l5
t5
I'lISCEL LANEOUS l.JHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEU].T PRODUCTS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
HARDWARE STORES
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
UOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
CETTANEOUS RETAILERS
. RETAIL TRADE
I()
I5
I()
10,164
76,5I5
36,205
I5, { 95
47 5 ,714
I 0, 591
r87,00E
56,470
LIQ
I'lI S
TOT
5700
5800
58I5
5990
RETL
l5
64
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-
TOT. FINANCE, INSURA ETG. I AND TITLE ABSTRACTND REAL ESTATEAGT.,NCE A
54,490
697,905
4l
7t
I53I
7000
7200
7500
7500
7900
8900
S ERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCETLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
AFIUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
t'IISCET LANEOUS S ERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. . EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
9?
95
!
00
95
,2ll
,061
2,266
3,7 97
66
44
IREPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N.25-2Zt
GOVT TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEH MEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9IE,470
PAGE 509DATE: 07/ll/92
NUMBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,515. 97
RUN
RUN
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUTIT'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'IAGDAL ENA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 150
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
rr58rr759
t
REPORT NO. OE(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
CO['IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I99Z
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
g, 9lE
q,957,668
PAGE 5I(l
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
520 .66
260 ,E02.57
5,595 . 05
2E5,555. 2E
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
5rc
CODE
L0cAII0N.25-025
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I,IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHHAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PRII'IARY FIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL
FII SCEL L ANEOUS I.IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TEL EPHONE AND TEI EGRAPH COt.II.lUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
HARDI.IARE, PLUHBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
t'IISCEL LANEoUS tlHo L ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUHI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR SOCORRO CNTY
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
TOIA
GROS
LR5R
APRIL TO
EPORT ED
ECEI PTS
sEE, 995
5, 015, 050
277 ,147
5 r625,6q9
29,932
8,558
567,556
921,262
106
5, (00
0t00
0700
AGRI 8
I58 9
MINE
2500
2700
5q00
3900
l',lFG-
1500
t6r0
r620
t700
CONS
5070
5090
hIHS L
29
56
76
,572
,655
4100
4200
4600
48r0q900
TCU-
48
I5
70
,568
,529
,I90
9
l4
5E
75
25
99
166
2(tsI,164
r,458
105,077
r77,954
r66,585
251 ,70 0
845, 350l, 0E5 r 65E
1,507
E,5q2
156,97E
55I,620
11,892.95(+q,379.E6
56,77E.27
84.57
q+E.q5
8,241 .56
2E,960.0E
5200
5251
5500
5400
554 0
5800
5E I5
5920
5990
RET L
65I0
FIRE
BUILDING TIATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL T.IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
T'II SCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERs
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
I()
7
7
IO
,222
,002
,585
L 524.
5, I97 .
E,7q5.
I
40
87
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LoCATI0N | 25-0?5
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IlISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBI L E RENTAL , REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COT'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 5tt/lL/92
E.00
PAG
07
76
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RFIDR SOCORRO CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E2,OIO
I ,409, 125
9,836 ,27 9
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
REPORTED
TAX DUE
55,455 . l5
L ,7 5l .72
2,554.56
4,zEE . 55
71,294.5E
q(.L,427.46
7000
7?00
7300
7500
7600
8t 0 0
SIC
CODE
8900
E9I()
SERV
920 0
GOVT
58II
L2
l, 0E5,759
47 ,590
47,9L4
r, 056 ,2gg
53, 566(t(t 
, +68
El, 6 92
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHHENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
24
r04
567
1r559,002
E,4I5,sIE
I
REPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION:. ZO-L26
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS
LUMBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLA5S, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIT'IARY FIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPFIENT
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS T'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTFIENT
STATE OF NEt.I I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]',|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
, 4IE
,557
,616
59,750
149,77L
570,4r+
578,lZ2
920,E7E
1,952, 902
209,E29
2r4,070
996 ,461
zll,42+
5,099,549
7,328,E74
3q5,(162
2q7,003
7EE,550
PAGE 5I2
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUT'IBER ! 76E. () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2, 665. r5
10,078.85
5E,471.07
54, 0E0 . rE
6?,159.27
Ir6,946.65
14, I 05 .57
14, 591 . E7
67 ,?61.L4
SIC
CODE
QUARIERLY SU!I['TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TAOS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
6?,772
57E,57E
l, 039,250
2 r 004 ,226
72L,946
955, E5E
r,920, 005
0700
AGRI
1500
1620
1700
CONS
520 0
525 r
5500
55r0
55
7
t0E
t70
490, r52
7O,T2E
EEI,74Il,qqz,0?l
q65,157
70,128
5L?,5q0
lr047 rEZs
5l , 166 .20q,712.55
54,474. E0
7 0 ,555. 55
14
25
?5
, 954
,I50
,592
0.7r
0 .25
7 .58
2,66
1, 17
21,51
59
t7
5r5
7?3
?935rl
2000
230 0
2400
27 00
5200
540 0
567 0
3700
5900
I.IFG-
(r00
4200
4Et0
4E5 0
4900q920
TCU-
5020
5040
5060
5070
5090
50 92
NHSL
59
I25
q?8,5(19
2r095,155
8
57
9
80
55
67
?.2
LOCAL
r'10T0R
T EL EPH
RADIO
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ATLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI,IARE, PtU]'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUI{ PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDhIARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
DEPARTT',lENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD
r'IOTOR VEHICL
GASOLINE SER
I'II SCEL L ANEOU
HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
GHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
AND TELEGRAPH COHITIUNICATIONS
TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ERS
TAT I ONS
CLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
AND
FR EI
ONE
AND
540 0
55I 0
554 0
5599
STORES
E DEAL
VICE SS VEHI
29l2
5t
I6l8
85
502, 0 95
5,2+4,72E
E ,292,47 g
582,5r2
6E4,220
r,007,575
14,27I.t0
5{4,r5E.50q94,6 98. 95
25,5r8.67
L6,672.7L
51,925.05
REPORT NO. ()EO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEt{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
(t 
,552 ,934
26, l5r, r 08
4,292,595
552,905
560,4r3
277,409l?5,299
52,461
540,588
I ,6 05, E45
2E2,630
990,9I4
37 ,277
20E,5lg
1,020,095
99,599
r0,555,426
1,050
41,615,E25
PAGE 5I5
RUN DATE: 07/IL/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 768 . () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
512,E91.70I,76r,852.?7
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
tocATI0N,20-t26
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HO]'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
r'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AMUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT ]'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
QUARTERLY SUMI'TARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
TAOS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5600
s700
5800
581 5
59r0
80
20II9
2t
r r 456 ,205
?68,77 5
3,740,5E7
825, 57 I
, 914
,058
,97 E
,851
89, 9r5 .7 09,Ir5.05
247,0q6.9?
55,272.40
1,559
155
3,66fi
8IE
5990
RETL
r+7 7
948
, 156
,7 q0
6,5863I, I75
6000
6t00
6500
6510
FI RE
IE
60
9?
559, 505
E41,759
1,626r525
9r,150
E59, 959| ,20?,7 97
6, r5l .28
55,5t9.048r,010.50
65
77
E6
16
75
77
09
77
5
22
107
I9
6tt
2
I4
6E
6
707
170lt0
r05
38
?2
7
9
7
TE5
I2
927
7000
7200
7300
7500
7600
780 0
7900
E0l0
E060
EIl)O
E20 0
E600
E900
8910
S ERV
4,544, 364
57 2 ,090
96 5, 57E
280,90I
r54,950
5?,461
3+0 ,845
1,5 0E, r65
572,50 9
996,000
206,624
227,455
L5Eg,295
99,599
I r ,588, 155
9I,24I
51,0I8,154
zEE, r 94.8+
57,500.4r
44,559. 00
L8,721 .976,255.50
,659.47
,996 .4q
9E
IE]55
I5
,7
,0
,E
,5
,0
,6
,7
,5
.oz
.55
.04
.55
.05
.47
.4q
.r5
920 0
GOVT
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT_ TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
9 69.50
2,7 96 ,549 .7 02,424
,REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'tEXIC0
COHBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
PAGE 5I6
RUN DATEI 07/LI/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
sIc
CODE
LocATr0N . 20-22?
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUI'IBER, I.IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED }TETAL PRODUCTS
I'lISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IT.IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOI''IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPTIES
IIISCEL LANEOUS t^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUI'II{ARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
QU ESTA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
26
55
I5
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
29,93+
E9,lZ7
522,25r
50 ,4r 9
50,290
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, 950
51, 92E
7 ,55E
E9, I ()7
25E,620
5,50.r
50,290
390.05
5,459.00
I500
1620
I700
c0Ns
2q00
520 0
5400
5900
t'lFG-
4t00
4Et0
4900
4920
TCU-
E,579
5r+,61+
9
I9
7 qgl.77
5, 019 . 45
15,555.67
234.32
r,750.E5
lE,7Z?.2?
5,365.15
5 010
5040
5070
5090
1^lHS L
5400
55q 0
5600
5700
5800
5El5
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
5200
5500
5990
RETL
6000
FI RE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL IIERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, t'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
IiIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t2l2 29 ,07 9526, r06 26,IEI?79,95E
13
2q
80
,146
,505
,6EJ
45
I7
5r6
{5, r46
23,50r
608,r57
2,E70.10
1,154.07
54,5r4.76
7
t5 58,562 54, 052 5,596.85
IREPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N . 20-222
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
r'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT-1ENT - MUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r,r79,02.r
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
38, 520
IEO,EO5
9+5,L46
PAGE 5I5
RUN DATE. O7/II/92
RUN NUT,IBER! 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
2,5q2.07
L2,056 .?(,
62,561 . 05
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
QU ESTA
NO. TAX
RETURNS
sIc
CODE
E0l0
E900
S ERV
920 0
95 95
GOVT
I6
5?
q0,q62
IE7,445
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 2r5
tREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:20-517
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT TiIEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, t^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
MISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE 0F NEI^l I'lEXIC0
CONBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 5I5
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
,r55.79
,2EE.75
,ctZZ .52
q 
,4L2.E7
41,745 .5r
558. 0t
248.49
57,252.4E
29,O?ct .37
E7,646. t4
L66,260.24
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RED RIVER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
src
CODE
LRSR
4
7II
60
l0E
169
II
30
41
I ,2EE
2,q55
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
65,688
125,500l90,lE7
73,572
637 ,346
E,210
5,653
554 ,858
425 ,0q5
,6E0
,920
,600
2000
2400
5900
T'IFG-
1500
t700
c0N5
55r0
5600
5700
5800
5E I5
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7900
E0t0
4500
4El0q83 0
4900q920
TCU-
TELEP
RADI O
EL ECT
GAS U
TOT.
AIR TRANSPORTATION
ND TELEGRAPH COI'II'IUNICATIONS
ELEVISION BROADCASTING
TER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
E5
ORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
I'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
FlISCEL LANEOUS i.IHOL ESAL ERST0T. I.IH0LESALE TRADE
HARDhIARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCES5ORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOMOBII.E RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I.IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AMUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HONE A
AND T
RIC l.lATILITI
TRANSP
25
47
7
I6
25
7 5, 571
621,5EE
8, 19I
3,64E
547 ,147
q26,046
5040
5080
5090
tlHS L
525 I
5300
540 0
5990
RETL
65t0
FIRE
7
4?
t02 ,4OZ,829
I ,zEE,2,442,
(t66
610
t
65l5tt
646,4E(t
I 08, 567
7 3,255
63?+,296
64,458
7 3,?65
45,211 .45
4, 584 . 9E
q 
,991 . L7
IREPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:20-517
NONPROFIT I'IET'IB ERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
I'II SCEL LANEOUS S ERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAI. SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NET.I t'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
REPORTED
RECEI PTS
JUNE, L992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 08, 544
l, r2l, r27
4,469,36?
PAGE 5I7ATE: 07/lL/92
ul,lBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7 , 595.89
76,369.23
50 5, 52E . 5E
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SU}IMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RED RIVER
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTAL
GROSS
sIc
CODE
S ERV
8600
E900
89r0
9200
GOVT
L2
t24
341
14E,545
1,219,555
4,6 rE, 0 95
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS ( SERVICES )
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
REPORT NO. O8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'TENT
STATE OF NEI,T TTEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'IBER:
E 5IE/ll/92
8.00
PAG
07
76X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR TAOS CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
SIC
CODE
LocATI0N:20-020
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIOH
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS, NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t'IILL PRODUCTS
LU1'lBER, l.!00D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY NETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS]'IISCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., hIAREHOUSING, TRANs. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMT'IUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ETECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COT'ITIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,519r507
997 ,02?
q 
,5?6 ,949
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
? ,06ct ,01(t
5L? 
' 
5ct7
3,256 ,6 03
68,925
56, 454
55,950
l 1229 rE?7
26,650
6E,557
218,q65
REPORTED
TAX DUE
t?E,557.07
58,254 . 59
205,054.I0
4,23E . 45
Z,?6(t .49
2, 508 . l2
68,555.71
1,555.76
q,26L.17
15,660.00
0t00
0700
AGRI
t3I0
t'II N E
1500
t6r0 r55
1620
I700
CONS
r56
3r6
20t0
2500
2q00
2700
520 0
5400
5900
T'IFG-
4I0 0
4200
4500(EIO
4E50
4900
4920
TCU-
50(0
5060
5090
5092
hIHSL
?? r96,r47
51,060
25
70
565, 0 929It,E55 5L ,7 
gtt
18r,545
I56,2
27 ,9
25+,1
5
1I ,24r 
.81
,264.15
t2
t5
E5
2L
E
r36
40
4E
I5
56,950
I ,245, 944
2,329 r956
492 ,0684,460,59q
208,955
258,5(15
571,951
55
69
76
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
I'IISCELLANEOUS NHOLESALERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EU]'T PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING ]'IATERIALS
HARDI^IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITUREI HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
50
56
25
2ll ,994
223,76q
1,467 ,208
, E6I
,239
,509
r0,957.5E8,342.q+
25 ,906 .7 9
02.
tE.
88
2, rgr ,205qq6,599
q ,202,272
t7q
I55
4Lct
?
5200
525L
550 0
5400
5540
5600
5700 l7 75,995 59, lE5 2,4q9.05
tREPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'lEXIC0
COilBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
2 ,046 ,7 426,E92,559
775,575
I 9O ,7EI25r, r2l
5,596 ,279
E0,754
15, 55I
E29,02q
7,3E4,99E
25,4E1,q56
JUNE, 199?.
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
750,867l r?69 r2q3
I
(+
66E,656
l, rE6,467
567,864
295,182
I71,782
229,367
5,66r,576
q4,q55
I5, 551
765,99r
7,0r9,(55
?0 ,052,EL7
PAGE 519ATE: 07/IL/9?
UMBER: 75E. OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
45,EEE.65
7 9 ,062 .59
E2,729.26
2E7,515.87
41 ,659.55
74,07L.$ct
22,986 .97
18,sEE .82
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N ! 20-020
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
REAL EST. OPER.tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU]'IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR TAOS CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5800
5Et5
59t0
5990
RETL
SIC
CODE
6510
6s50
FI RE
58
65
755,6q7l,269,2q3
1,2r6,705
590,771
295,55r
7E
55
59
r76
432
9
5
56
54
528
5EZ
50
7000
7200
7500
7591
7500
7600
7800
7900
E()IO
610 0
8200
6600
E900
E9I()
S ERV
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, IRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAT SERVICES
TIISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COT'IHERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI.IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
t'llSCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES]'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
ATIUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
TEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
D'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAT GOVERNI'IENT . COUNTIESTOT. GOVERNMENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ATL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
60
40
IO
t4 ,677 
.26
, 0E2.85
E25.52
47,565. 05
I3
9
22E,8r1.99
2,778.(t6
lz
r28
920 0
9500
GOVT
47+
1,551
437 ,770.98
I ,zqq ,092 .60
!i
REPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N.22-127
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS NANUFACTURING
IOT . ]'IANUFACTURI NG
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I.IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , I.IAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CONI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COTII'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
r'IISCEL LANEOUS ]^IHOL ESAL ERSTOI. NHOLESALE TRADE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl t'lEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
295, E4E
PAGE 520DATE: 07/LL/92
NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
17,265.53
RUN
RUN
QUARTERTY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'IOUNTAINAIR
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
LRSR
src
CODE
SS
PAI
AND
s
TOTA
GROS
EPORT ED
EC EI PTS
ts00
r700
c0Ns
27 00
5900
HFG-
22 560,537
39,675
l(1,495(t9+ 
' 
q24
4100
4200
46r0
4900
TCU-
66,026
I59, 557
258, r85
7
26
0t(
I55
5 910
5990
RETL
55
t46
E6
lE0
2
5
27
8
46
55
59
65,995
I48,457
237,?7L
.24
.E7
.80
5,5r 9
E,72I
l5 , 581
5060
5090
T..IHS L
5300
5400
5599
5E00
5E 13
7000
7200
7300
7500
E0l0
E900
S ERV
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIT FOOD STORES
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
AND DRINKING PLACES
DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
ND PROPRIETARY STORES
LANEOUS RETAILERS
ETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, RE
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS]'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICE
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNMENT
7 32,27E 1,E96.56
EA
LI
DR
HI
TO
TING
QUOR
UGA
SCELT. R I2E,445, ,520 . E0,2L2.26
ERVICES
R AND OTHER SERVICES
OTH ERS
9
E
E
4
g, E465,9r5
t?87
,067
9,846
5,7 gE
57E.41
540 .66
,660
,905
5, 25 9 .81
E,650.45
9200
GOVT
a
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION I95 l. 510,290 1,r52,657 66,184.56
IREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N | 2?-223
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI,IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
MI SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
HOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , I^IAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHI,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE 0F NEl.l lilEXIC0
COI.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
r65,9rl
rr502,635
144, r 96
r57,589
6 0+,575
26 ,855
577,5I5
9,745
2,L77,040
5r7,026q,7?7,49+
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
46 ,9E7
915, r55
PAGE 521
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5, 545. 9E
8,591 .50
2E,020 .5(
966.99
16,525.6E
550.72
I07,169.95
I4,590 . l4
2(+0,625.66
SIC
CODE
QUARTERTY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
].1ORI ARTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
AGR I
1500l6l 0
1700
CONS
410 0
4200
4610
4900
550 0
5510
5400
55r 0
55q 0
5599
5600
5E00
5815
5 9I0
29
52
Il)
40
2,76 0 .50
53 ,7 65 .2+
27 00
5700
3900
I'IFG-
5040
5070
5080
5090
5092
l,lHS L
r75,571
179,L97
t5
20
27 ,34E
29, 36 9
1,605.6E
1,725.ct7
94t
r56,
400
t50
cu-T 65
t2
?6
8
t2
490,267
16,459
?EL,28E
9,374
L,Ezq ,L7 O
24+,93E
+ ,095 ,7 55
520 0
525 I
GROCERIES AND RETATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLU]'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
t'lI SCEL L ANEoUS tlH0L ESAL ERS
PETROL EUM AND PETROL EUI'I PRODUCTST0T. l.lH0L ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING ['IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
]'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
t2
TO
7
24
r,050,961
90,699
54,055
595,298
,29(+
,II5
r 568
,694
59,06r.05
1,828.01
z,959.lct
32, 999.51
r,005
5I
50
561
5990
RET L
6000
6510
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC.I AND TITLE ABSTRACT
59
150
REPORT NO. l)8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N | 22-?23
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBI LE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
]'IISCEL LANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AT'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES]'IISCEttANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNI'IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI''IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
TOT. GOVERNMENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEt"I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI.I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
62,308
55, 96 r
92,8q7
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
62, 308
205,554
55,51 r
91,990
185,552
768,r15
6,725,L72
PAGE 322ATE: 07/ll/92
ul'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,650 .62
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERTY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
t'IORI ARTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FIRE TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE I4
sIc
CODE
7000
7200
8900
S ERV
I6
I9
4I
I9
206 ,564
48,3q7
92,7 38
I05,72E
47 ,435
75,540
10r,545
12,I25.90
2,786 .7E
4,50E . 6 9
5,965.7275007500
7600
7900
E(}IO
E060
6100
l0
E
508
,29L
,67 2
L,968 .7 6
5,40q . 4q
t0,7Er.r9
45,125.?7
594,519. 92
??5
E56
49
175
920 0
92E?
95 95
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION E,20I,25E
,
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:22-514
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHI.JAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC [,IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT . TRANSPORTATION, CO}I}IUNICATIONS AND UTI L ITI ES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEl^I ]'IEXICO
COT.IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L99?
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
29,E49
6I,6I5
102,68r
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2+,219
6L,572
95,605
PAGE 525ATE: 07/ll/92
UMBER: 75E. ()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
1,255. 9t
5,r55.54
4,E94.57
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUI-IIiIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
tlILLARD
NO. TAX
RETURNS
I500
r700
CONS
410 0
4Et0
4900
TCU-
550 0
5800
5990
RETL
920 0
GOVT
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PTACES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
9
zt
57
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
IOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSIRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N 2 ?.2-qt0
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
LOCAL AND HIGHNAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS.
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC T^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILIT
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COIIT'IUNICATIONS AND UT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COt-lBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLAsSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
9,21r
5l,5lE
51,27E
69,562
PAGE 32.+
RUN DATEI 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 75E. O(l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
49t .59
1,690.65
1,6Er . 16
5,755.47
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY.- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ENCI NO
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
APRIL TO
REPORT ED
RECEI PTS
I700
CONS
90
SL
4100
420 0
4El0
4900
TCU-
S ERV I CES
IES
ILITIES
50
tlH
554 0
5990
RET L
I'lISCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. T.IHOLESATE TRADE
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
T.IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INsTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR AtL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
E
IE
I5
59
I0, 054
40,5E6
48 , 219
120 , E25
7500
S ERV
9200
GOVT
I
LREPORT NO. 08(l TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l t'tEXIC0
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
IZ4,I6I
r0L684
225,25E
57,657
9,596
49E,6E7
46,527
6 2, 5q5
r55,499
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
125,090
10I,656
1E4,235
49, I 06
9, I49
+42,549
ct6,627
PAGE 325
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E.O(l
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,25r.51
5,550 . 05
10,5E0.95
2,EE4.99
557 .52
?5 ,999 .7 4
5,109.25
56, 077 .58
2,7 59 . 55
2,3E7 .65
6,588. 90
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:22-505
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
]'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'TEAT PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLIsHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
MOTOR FREIGHT TRANS., NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO].IT'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
ESTANCI A
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
0E00
AGRI
1700
c0N5
2010
?7 00
2900
HFG-
{200
4EI()q900
TCU-
40
90
92
5L
IO
52
40
50
50
50
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
]'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. NHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
24
56
56,9957I6,9r9 52,9?-36 I4, 085
t^lH tz
E
9
550 0
551 0
5400
5600
5700
5800
58I5
5990
RETL
6000
65r 0
FI RE
7200
7500
7500
7600
E900
S ERV
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'TOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'II SCEL t ANEOUS SERV ICES
TOT. SERVICES
I,E2I
21,7 96
I,E2I
20,41r
107.0I1,r99.147l5
7
I4 40,6+9
I 0E,75284
92(l() STATE GOVT. EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
REPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATr0N:22-s05
src
CODE
9596
GOVT
LOCAT GOVERNMENT. SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHERTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'T
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I , r 95,459
PAGE 526
RUN DATEI O7/LI/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
69,672.5E
QUARTERLY SUIIIIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
E5 TANC I A
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
r,5E7,045188
I
REPORT NO. ()E() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEFI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
15L 6 I5
172,65Ll,?q5,936
0E2
0E2
64I
92,7 37
55.25
5 ,09? .4q
PAGE 327ATE: 07/IL/9?
ul.lBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,232.76
9,492.0768,5I6 .7E
I5, 6EE. 25
25,590 .86
89,876.5E
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR TORRANCE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
sIc
CODE
LoCATI0N I 2?-022
AGRICUTTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
NONT'IETALLIC I'lINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASHTOT. t'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI^IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI^IAY
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, NOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROL EUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICESPIPELINE TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIESTOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'INUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
ECEIPTS
239,525
LRSR
t500t6I0
1620
I700
CONS
27 00
2900
5900
t'lFG-
4t00q200
4600
48I 0
4900
TCU-
0t00
0700
0800
AGRI
5090
l.IHSL
520 0
5500
5400
5540
5592
5800
5E I5
5990
RETL
6550
FI RE
625,960I,EII,7E6
1400
I'II N E
2010
2400
54, 541
120, 031
7rE,450
,051
,E70
,695
EHGA
RD
LLA
RET
ZE
72
r13
7
15
2 9,8I4l2l , 910
]'IISCEL L ANEOUS l.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. llIHOLESALE TRADE
BUITDING I'IATERIALS
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORESRETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
40
I5
7+
4r5,958
68E,57 9
1,665,270
405,5I6
669,975
r , q55, gg4
, 05E.54
,E48.51
,75E.82
,549
,549
499.5r
499.51
t21l
7
45,510
I20,051
7 I8, 450
,892.65
,601.69
,5L2.57
l9
I9
8
8
9
9
2t
55
77
I
6
39I'IOBIL
EATIN
LIQUO
MISCE
TOT.
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERSTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE
OI'IE DEA L ERS
ND DRINKING PLACES
ISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
NEOUS RETAILERSAIL TRADE
DEV EL OP ERS
REAI ESTATE
I
AND
AND
IO
56
I05
?95I,044
2 r2'16
?85,2(t6l 
,7
r,654,5
(l
05
55
REPORT NO. ()8O
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND
STATE O
CO].IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
ENUE DEPART]'TENT
EH T-IEXICO
ENUE SYSTE]'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0GATIoN | 22-022
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
AI',IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOVERNI'IENT
PAG
07
76
REV
FN
REVYS
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT'IB ER :
E 528/ll/92
E.00
QUARTERLY SUT'II.IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RMDR TORRANCE CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
EPORTED
EC EI PTS
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
96,E76
r , 6 35,815
7 ,6 09,455
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
7 90 0
27
t?
t5
LRSR
I,55I,
94t
005
5r5
296
r,5r7,729
7 2, q63
55,865
72,+75 .10
3,9E1 .2?
2,961.99
80I0
8050
E900
E9t0
S ERV
5?
t22
455
58
I55,424
r,9I0,533
9,536 ,639
5,520.65
89,8(}7 .55
417, r56 .56
920 0
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH]'IENTS - (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
iREPORT NO. l)8O TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTETI
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE 529
RUN DATEI O7/II/9?
RUN NUFIBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,15r.95
7,490.61
25,665.55
27 ,13t.4+
1r4,741.99
6, r51.95
12,258.55
65,979.0r
rr,077.7(}
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: IE-I2E
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. T'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER ]'IEAT PRODUCTS
LUI'IBER, T^IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I',lETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED ]'IETAL PRODUCTS
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
MI SCEL LANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. t'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI,IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHT,IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI,II'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
CL AYTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
l5E 9
I'II N E
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
r50 0l6t0
1700
CONS
255l
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I 58 ,55(
I7E,4E7
502,225
669 rc+gct
zr09g,079
?9,762
227,097402,lqg
r20, 969
?01 ,(+7?
lrrgl,E5l
r98,505
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r r6 ,766
125,147
(tl6 rZqrt
+.tO,206
r,E75,549
l00,lr5
200, r{1
r , 0 95,555IE(l,E6I
5
2
E
709.0775r.7r
5,4r9.52
20t0
2400
2700
3200
410 0
+20 0
46r0
4850
4900
+920
TCU-
5400
5700
5900
MFG-
5020
5040
5070
5090
5092
HHS t
25
q0
E
t5
E
95,767
232 ,07 0
rtE,590
5, 145.45
L0,206.07
5,998.36
51,52r
r66,659
97,932
77
75
26
tt,
L2,
55,
45
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
t'II SCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESA L ERS
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUH PRODUCTS
TOT. HHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
HARDI^IARE SIORES
AND SUPPLIES
DISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
ES
RES
t2I
?7
520 0
525 I
5300
5510
5400
554 0
5599
5600
8
I5GENERAL I'IER
DEPARTMENT
RETAI L FOOD
CHAN
STOR
STO
I
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
HISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
IE2t
IREPORT NO. ()8() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEhI I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEII
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
415, 914
r60,135
29r,502
2, E45, r4l
PAGE 550
RUN DATE: 07/LL/92
RUN NUMBER: 75E.OO
REPORTED
TAX DUE
25,555. 9E
9, E08 . l(
l7 ,854 .55
L74 ,262.55
1, 055.79
5,511.25
5,94E.41
E0,00I.71
417,5E5. 0E
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: IE-I2E
FURNITURE, HO]'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
1'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERSTOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-tESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACTTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
QUARTERLY SU]'I['IARY -- BUSINESS AGTIVITY REPORTED IN
CL AYTON
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
416,914
I 95,25q
495,666
5,26{, 056
I 9, 948
109,664
,004
,7 43
, 6IE
,7?5
,598
, 102
6q,4qE
1,57I.50(l
E,l7g,75E
L7,205
86,71+
5700
5800
5E15
5 9I0
5920
5990
RET L
22
E
65
179
t7
I5
I5
6000
6500
5510
FI RE
50
60
OI
06
Il)
90
7000
7 ?00
7500
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTONOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI,IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTSTOT. GOVERNI'1ENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS TOCATION
l5
25
?+
39
2?
55
I79
274
129
r25
75
+7
?96
?7E
r55
t50
97(t9
512
,057
, 
q85
,675
,552
, E25
, E06
L5,78q.7q
7,950.65
7 ,57+.854,5II.I7
2,929.16
tE, r7 9 .57
7
7
8
8
8
E
E9Il)
S ERV
920 0
9395
GOVT
64,4(rE
1,506, r(}l
5,EI5,E49554
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IE-22+
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'lANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMI'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'II'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I MEXICO
CO[',IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
L35,Zttz
7 ,7?7
505 , E28
JUNE, I99Z
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
l05,El9
7 ,727
r69,560
5, l5E
18, 045
5,59?
26,776
tE6.5t
I , 05r .89
552. 05I,570.25
PAGE 35I
RUN DATEz 07/LL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,2E5. 04
45E . E5
10,056. l6
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SU}II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
DES I'IOINES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
27 00
5900
MFG-
4Et 0
4900q920
TCU-
5090
50 92
T.IHS L
5500
5815
5990
RETL
1500
1700
c0N5
7000
7 ?00
7500
8900
S ERV
8tt
I(}
35
5,231
IE, 046
6,072
?7 ,3(t9
tt
I2
68
9200
GOVT
]'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHOT ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. l^IHOLESALE TRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
FIISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
I'TISCEt LANEOUS S ERVI CEs
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
tREPORT NO. (,E(]
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: 18-5I5
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COM['IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC T.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEI.I T'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET.I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,152
5,q57
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2,599
5,054
PAGE 552ATE! 07/Ll/92
ut'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
r52.09
s03.65
RU
RU
ND
NN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESs ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRENVILLE
NO. TAX
R ETURNS
4Et0
4900
TCU-
5090
t^lH S L
I4
22
5500
RETL
MI SCEL LANEOUS l.lH0L ESAL ERST0T. tIHoLESALE IRADE
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPART]'IENT STORES
TOT. REIAIL TRADE
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERNT'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
920 0
GOVT
t
iREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
IOCATION : IE-4II
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI'IFIUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC ].IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IIIUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE 0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX DY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN
RUN ER:
TE:
I'lB
DA
NU
PAGE 555
07 /lt/92
75E.00
QUARTERLY SUHMARY.. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
F0 L Sot'l
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
APRIL TO JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1r,642
q7 
,E4L
56,049
sIc
CODE
1500
CONS
5090
l.lH 5 L
4610
4900
TCU-
550 0
5E I5
5990
RETL
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
12 ,54rt
q9 
,097
72,54E
REPORTED
TAX DUE
645.09
2,66L .L4
5,659.47
]'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHO L ESAL ERS
TOT . I.JHOL ESAL E TRADE
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTHENT STORES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
].IISCELTANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNI'IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
7500
S ERV
I8
l0
3E
920 0
GOVT
REPORT NO. 08() TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT PAGE 55(}
07 /lL/92
758.00X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION ! I8-O18
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
]'IETAL T.IINING, EXCEPT COPPER, URANIUI..|, I{OLYBDENUI'IOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
NONI'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HI GHI.JAY CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCIION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'TETAL PRODUCTS
t'IISCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. 1'IANUFACTURING
L0CAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSP0RTATI0N
t'loT0R FREIGHT TRAN5. , tIAREH0USI
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI.IMUNI
EL ECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SER
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COFII'IUNICATIONS AND UTITITIES
STATE O
CO]'IB I N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
TRANS. SERVICES
0N5
UTILITIES
Etl t'lEXIC0
ENUE SYSTE]',I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TOQUARTERLY SUTIIiIARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR UNION CNIY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
FN
REVYS
RUN DATE!
RUN NUI'IBER:
SIC
CODE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
E25,415
596,571
758,154
217 ,495
26,9q5
117,580
2,295,5r5
2,72+,935
8,550
JUNE, 1992
TAXAB L E
GROS5 RECEIPTS
rl6,+55
596 ,57 I
666 ,555
55, r04
26,9+5
7 r,857
2 r27 4 ,001
?,567,600
E,56 0
295,q97
37q,q97
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,114.52
20,Er9.95
55, 045. 06
1,757 . 96
I,4r(.59
5,755.57
I19,585.03
140,0(r.r5
2,901.48
9, 36 9.55
45E. 90
NENI
1000
15E 9
1400
1500l6t0
I700
CONS
0700
AGRI
52-52
530 0
554 0
5
5
5
I()
t0
25
27 00
520 0
5{00
3900
MFG-
4100
420 0
48I 0
4900
+920
TCU-
5010
5020
5090
50 92
HHSL
NG,
CAT I
VICE
I5
IO
5I
9
6l
0
0
0
L
70
EO
99
RET
HOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTO]'IOTIVE EQUIPI'IENT
DRUGS, CHET'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
I'IISCEL LANEOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
FARM EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL I,IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOt'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
I-lISCEL LANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
55,
l7E r
55,266
220,550
6
4
26{6I223
47E, 154
55E, 94{
Il)
27
50
00
9E
r5,566
I9,660
I
7500
7500
7600 t5 59 rct47 57,966 5,045.22
IREPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: IE-()IE
HISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICESTOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNT''IENT - COUNTIES
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEI^I T.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REYENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
148,000
22q,059
4,362, EE5
PAGE 555
RUN DATET 07/ll/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 758.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
7,769.98
I1,765.07
229,045.55
QUARTERLY SUI'IFTARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI'IDR UNION CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
2t
44
259
APRIL TO
EPORTED
ECEI PTS
l(+8 ,626
226,t66
5,609, r56
SIC
CODE
TOTA
GROS
LRSR
0
0
v
E90
E9I
ERS
9200
930 0
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHT'IENTS ( SERVICES )
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NE[.I T{EXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
PAGE 536
07 /ll/92
76E.00
RUN DATE:
RUN NUI'TBER:X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
010 0
0700
AGRI
00
I()
20
00
LOCATION ! I4-I29
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHIdAY
LUt'lBER, l^100D AND PAPER PRoDUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'1 REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII-lARY FIETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL FIACHINERY,EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
t'II SCEL L ANEOUS I'IANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI.IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
I,IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , NAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COI'IMUNICATIONS
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
ELECTRIC I^IATER AND SANITARY SERVIGE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'I]'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BELEN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
49
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
722,25E
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
4El, 250
559,615
52I,E5I
r,502, E46
56,r98
115,565
REPORTED
TAX DUE
50,980.45
78,457 . rE
r15,E6E.57
2L,862.26
725.07
57,505.76
30,331 .7E
95,299 .72
2,529.61
7 ,490.36
7 5 ,260 .57
CONS
I5l6
l6l7
5200
525t
5500
55r0
5q00
55t 0
r55
r9r ,006,45I
r,604
2, 41r
1 ,2I 9,550
r,769,6r0
?400
27 00
2900
320 0
5400
5500
567 0
5700
5900
I'IFG-
4I
t?
4(t
50
74
45
5+
9
405,960
57,q,527 
,
525,599
1,596,559
512,705
997,0L4
2, 050, 375
5E6
806
ll,5ll
579,550
4I00q200
4EI()
4850
4900
49?0
T CU-
5020
5040
5070
50E0
5090
50 92
NHSL
DRUGS, CHE]'IICALS AND ALi.IED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PLUI'TBING AND HEATING EQUIP.
T'IACHINERY, EQUIP]'IENT AND SUPPLIES
]'II SCEL L ANEOUS ]^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT . 1.IHOL ESAT E TRADE
AND SUPPLIES
BUILDING I,IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
GENERAL I'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
I
I5
9
25
t6
797,5796,105,50r
5,005r770
501, I55
l,r6g,0gE
735,679
5,992,0?Z
4, 0q8, r68
44r,155
.t7,559.3+
585,756 .44
260 ,5(t7 .51
2E,59E.06
tREPORT NO. ()8l)
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I4-I29
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
MISCEL LANE
APPAREL AN
FURN I TUR E,
EATING AND
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NEI^I I'IEXICO
CO]-IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GRO5S RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,459,652q5l 
,7 6q
951 ,7 qq
18,752,Er7
552,525
32,EL9,Z?E
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
29,598
576,98I
r 94, 185
54,581
I , 558, 245
402,995
741,E98
I5,9E7,619
559, 57 9
PAGE 557DATE: 07/IL/9?
NUI'IBER: 75E.()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
RUN
RUN
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BELEN
NO. TAX
RETURNS
55( 0
55 99
5600
5700
5800
5Et5
5910
5990
RETL
II
I9
17
IO
72
28LI
DR
MI
TO
45
I5
72
40
54
55
39,?54
E28,527
r96,465
67,35?,
OUS
DA
HO
DR
PEN
ROP
VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
CCESSORY STORES
I'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
INKING PLACES
SERS - EY THE DRINK
RIETARY STORES
I
57
r2
5
87
?5
q
IE
z5
7
6
,E9E.
, r45.
,500.
,509.
,408.
,92q.QU
UG
SC
T.
OR DIS
AND P
ETLANEOUS RETAILERS
RETAIL TRADE
152
s70
(t7 
,675.06I,029,006.92
34,722.536000
6I0 0
5500
6 5I0
FI RE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTAIE
7000 OTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAIIER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING tz
648I
35
23
75,569
518,552
48.+,77 3
l5(+ ,7lZ
r07,890
75,569
285,597
591,929tr5,62r
r05, l2r
,864. ll
,352.22
,227 .26
,(t24.69
,517.05
766t
70L
I48 r
556
245
446
069
040
49, 350 . E4q5 
, lqz .699,42L.35
9
6
24
5, 575 . 62
59,E10.55
52,4376rE,4t752,43765r,555
720
750
750
760
790
80t
806
EIO
E20
H
P
t'l
A
I'l
ERSON
I SCEL
uT0110
I SCEL
At SE
TANEO
BILE
LANEO
RVICES
US BUSINESS SERVICES
RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
US REPAIR SERVICES
ANUSEFlENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAT SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL sERVICES
I'IISCEL L ANEOUS S ERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT . GOV ERNT.IENT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
E25,7 r 9
7I0,659
ltt8,+46
59
L2
?4
E900
S ERV
9200
GOVT
t42
457
I,2I4
45,9I0.06
2I4,E4E.t5900,5285,77E, I I 0 7t4,5,545,
25, 950,756 1,557,762.\L
I
REPORT NO. ()E()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION. Lq-225
SIC
CODE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN NEXICO
CO]'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'T
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, L992
PAGE 556
RUN DATE: 07/II/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E. (,O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY .- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GRANTS (V. )
NO. TAX
RETURNs
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I
IREPORT NO. 08(l TAXAT I ON
STA
COMB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS T
D REVENUE DEPART]'IENT0F NEtl I'lEXIC0
D REVENUE SYSTE]'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
AN
TE
NE
AX
JUNE,1992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
2q7,695
l,76g,Egg
474,49L
1,225r341
515, 7 92
596,911
5IE,062
PAGE 559
RUN DATE. 07/II/92
RUN NUMBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
L5,25q .ql
r09,575.57
27 ,403.84
75,75E. 9(
5r,790.22
55, 955. r6
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I4-5I5
AGRICUITURAL PRODUCTION
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
LUI'IBER, ].IOOD AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RETATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS . , HAREHOUSING, TRANS . SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COI{T'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC NATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, CO}IT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS LUNAS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TOTA L
GROSS
0r00
AGR I
REPORTED
RECEIPTS
E50, l5r
z,Eg0 ,362
(t77,505
l,qq5 r??E
479,869
475. 05
,027.05
,269.55
r500I6I (l
1620
r700
c0Ns
50t0
5020
5040
5070
50E0
5090
5599
5500
5700
5800
5E I5
59I0
I rlE
?29
2400
27 00
2900
520 0
5q00
5900
MFG-
4200
48I0
4900q9z0
TCU-
520 0
5500
5400
55I 0
554 0
5592
I.IH S L
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOFIOTIVE EQUIPFIENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALTIED PRODUGTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES]'IACHINERY, EQUIPI"IENT AND SUPPLIES
I-II SCEL LAN EOUS NHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADE
BUILDING FIATERIALS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS],IOBILE HOME DEALERS
I'lISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO AGCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOHE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
48
58
5I
67
I ,514,467
L,6q6 ,277
7
2+
25
25,400
567, r57g,ggr,r54
7 ,6(ts
50r,447
7 ,E25 r579
5t(+8(t
l5
I()
19,5E0.11
2
4
6I
237,73+l, E0E r 75l
482,545
200 ,992
1,906,749
482,545
12,445.79trr,800.21
29,Eq4.97
REPORT NO. ()E(,
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: t4-316
]'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
SECUTY. AND CO]'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCGS., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER_LESR_AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTHENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COFIBINED REVENUE SYSTEl'.|
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
55E, r56
r5, 029,6 99
8,95I
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
47 9, 555
I5,007,695
295,60r
5EE, I68246,rr5
I52,201
E, 95I
EE5, ()I6
5, E25, r54
21, r7 0,844
PAGE 540
RUN DATE: 07/LL/9?
RUN NUI'IBER: 76E . () ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
, E15 .57
,0r5.56
rE, r64. 02
24,0L7 .55
I5,22E.548,I78.r9
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LOS LUNAS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5990
RETL
97
?73
7
59
57
q7
7Z
59
54
,501
,925
,66I
, r55
29
E05
8"6.27
22, LlZ.65
2E,524 .03
r5,55(
557 ,578
460,99E
575, rE5
669,500
26 ,9E6
457,700
554
665
285
6IE
r85
900
205
665
I5,
550,
46tt ,
295
596
?.7 q
r85
EE5
575
669
IO
6I
I5
35
I1II5
6000
6200
6500
65r0
FI RE
7600
7800
7900
EOIl)
8060
7000
7200
7500
7500
8I0 0
E20 0
E900
89r0
S ERV
HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
1'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAT SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
TOT. GOVERN]'IENT
I46 ,
67E t
555. E5
5+ ,7 6L .71
55,5E9.45qL,qll.7?
r,56r.66
28,320.15
920 0
GOVT
qqq
I,I65
(+ r26L r99E
26,200,509
236,5cr3.77
r,50E,050.24TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
TREPORT NO. 08O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION: I4-4I2
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 54I
RUN DATE. 07/LL/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 768 . O ()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUFIT'IARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
I'lrLAN (V. )
NO. TAX
RETURNS
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'lENT
STATE OF NE].I ]'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLA5SIFICATION
APRIT TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
526,600
67 4 ,q97
I ,240, 56 0
250,50E
7LE,577
I5,765
Z(t,E5?
E9, 9I6
tE6,E59
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
75,558
L6E,272
457,541
229,676
554,09I
9,55r
20,4r8
r75,425
27E,44L
75,L(tl
515,E44
L,429,592
1,07E,705
PAGE 542ATE: 07/LL/92
UI'IBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
4 ,532.25
10,079.29
26,?35.47
L2,772.q2
58,257 .57
55 9 .89
L,?25.09
I0,405.47
RU
RU
ND
NNX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: I4-505
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHHAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS, EXCEPT HIGHI.IAYSPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
I.lACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPIlENT
]'TI SCEL LANEOUS t'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I.IANUFACTURING
r'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , hIAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
TELEPHONE AND TETEGRAPH COI.II'IUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIEs
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
QUARTERLY SUI'IMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BOSQUE FARt'Is
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0700
AGRI
1500l6t0
1620
1700
c0Ns
5800
58I5
5990
RET L
554
570
22
60
25
37
t6
25
. 
(t6
.E2
.6E
.96
09
I'lFG-
27 00
5500
3700
5900
520
550
5{0
55I0
6700
FI RE
420 0
4E l0
4900q9?0
ICU-
5020
5070
5090
5092
l.lHSL
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND AL L I ED PRODUCTS
HARDI^IARE, PLUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
FII SCEL L ANEOUS I^IHOt ESA L ERS
PETROLEUTI AND PETROLEUT'I PRODUCTS
TOT . I.IHOL ESAL E TRADE
BUILDING MATERIALS
GENERAL ]'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
FURNITURE, HOI'IE FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK]'TISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I6 175,689
2? I , I rg,7E5
t5
t5
E2
I59
?78,q41
75,Lq7
r,0gg,04g
2,L45 r595
r5,706
4,50E
50,950
85, 780
REAL
HOLD
TOT.
EST
ING
FIN
. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC.T AND TITLE ABSTRACT
AND OTHER INVEST]'IENT COMPANIES
ANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE 6q,7?2.37
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
,
7200
7500
25
55
89, 9I6
15?,527
5,39
9r 15
q.97
1.61
iREPORT NO. O8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:14-50s
AUTOMOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSET'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNMENT . t'IUNICIPALITIES
TOT. GOVERNI'IENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE 0F NEt^l I'IEXIC0
COI''IBINED REVENUE SYSTEM
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
l18,84r
7 , 554, 55r
JUNE, L992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
IIE,E4I
L,02q,l2g
r , Elg,552
5,546,007
PAGE 5(5ATE: 07/LL/92
UT'IBER,: 76E. ()()
REPORTED
TAX DUE
15,675.5E
z,zlE.72
7, 150 .49
61,4q5.q6
109,r09.70
551,755. 12
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
BOSQUE FARI.IS
src
CODE
N0.
RETU
TAX
RNS
7500
7600
780 0
7900
E010
E060
58
I79
50
9
506,545
55,979
2?7 ,890
56,979
El00
E200
E900
SERV
9200
9595
GOVT
II
5IE
I , IO5, OEE2,0r5,401
TOT. TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
I
IREPORT NO. O8O
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N: l4-014
AGRICUTTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILTING
NONI'IETALLIC t'IINERALS, EXCEPT FUELS AND POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHI.IAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
I'IEAT PACKING AND OTHER HEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
LUt'lBER, tl00D AND PAPER PR0DUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIFlARY METAL INDUST. , FABRICATED T'IETAL PRODUCTS
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPI'IENT
I'lISCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. IIANUFACTURING
LOCAL AND HIGHI^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
MOTOR FREIGHT TRAN5., NAREHOUSING, TRAN5. SERVICESAIR TRANSPORTATION
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMNUNICATIONS
ELECTRIC I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COI'IMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
092
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPI.IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
HARDNARE, PIUMBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'II SCEL LANEOUS I.IHO L ESAL ERS
PETROLEUI.I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
TOT. I^IHOLESALE TRADEtlHS L
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEl^I ]'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
132,E22
I,9l)5,2EE
L,732,224
5, g55 r g25
8, 595
JUNE, 1992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
99,416
1,766,60r
7 9q ,646
2r670,q19
I,565
90 ,57 q
237,6L5
558,85E
64,095
625,552
PAGE 544
RUN DATET 07/ll/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,57E.57
99,571.54
q4,599.75
150, trt.95
EE. l)q
5,I00.55
r5,550 .4E
50,510 .76
5,5E5 . 92
55, 044. 72
5rc
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
RI''IDR VAL ENCIA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
0I0 0
0700
AGRI
138 9
1400
t'II N E
1500
t 6I0
1620
t700
CONS
ll
77
2 010
2300
2400
27 00
520 0
5400
5670
5700
5900
MFG-
4100q200
q500
4EI()
4900
4920
I CU-
r97
290
28
55
7
r,rr5,07g
1,602,q29
7t
I4
8
r00
I5
39
65
I ,509, 55+2,56r,I49
I , 525, 5055,446,233
784,505
55r ,444
l,5g5,5gl
L 505,629
2,?.74,sZE
r,Ig(},009
4 , 9EE, E25
80, 052. l2
LZ7 ,94?.20
67,162.99
27 5 ,96L .87
I()
20
40
70
90
520 0
525 I
525?
BUILDING I',IATERIALS
HARDHARE STORES
FART'I EQUIPI'IENT DEALERS
I
REPORT NO. ()8()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LOCATION : 14-()I4
GENERAL I-IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTT'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTMENT
STATE OF NET.I T'IEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
70,789
505, 050
I25,817
884, lE4
426 ,67 6
PAGE 545
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUI.IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
5,98r.9I
2E,597.09
7,075.11
48, 965.20
25,E5E.69
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUMI'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R]'IDR VALENCIA CNTY
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5500
5400
55t 0
554 0
559?
5500
5700
5800
GASOL INE SERVICE
t'IOBILE HOI'IE DEALE
APPAREL AND ACCES
FURNITURE, HOI'IE F
EATING AND DRINKI
LIQUOR DISPENSERS
I ONS
STORES
SHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
LACESY THE DRINK
CES
ERV I CE5
TH ERS
S ERV I CES
S TAT
RS
SORY
URN I
NGP
-B
t4
2I
2Z
54
49
2t?
586
,522
,9EE
, I95
,57I
E27 t3,577, 5Ett
EO
50E
I,E65
4,858
1,292
372
I59,25E
E86,2r5
43E, I5458I559I0
5920
5990
RET L
7000
7200
7500
739I
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STORES
MISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
REAL EST. OPER-LE5R-AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
TOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, I'IOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COI'II'IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES 441,4r9
558,280
5, IEE
195,150
2q ,7 66 .34IE,E6I.2729I.EII0,710.62
2
r5,847.322q6,175
9 2
(16
00
7I
t4 , 
055 .52
, 959.55
,372.73
,118.57
6000
6510
6550
FI RE 34
506
74
64
,952
,170
7+
64
IOI4
7
I5
172
22,657
54,r50l, I42, rg5
574,575
5II,5E4
566,1r6
5, r88
I 95, I50
4, 055, r77
2I,E4964,r50
1,0q7,24E
5,707, r35
L,?29 .?.5
5,582 . 0 9
58,755.70
207,852.5E
L,?63,247
266 ,27 9
7500
7600
7900
80r0
E060
810 0
E20 0
8600
E900
E 910
S ERV
I'IISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SE
AI.lUSENENT AND RECREATIO
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AN
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEA
L EGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IE]'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
r'IISCELTANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNI'IENT
RVI
NS
DO
LTH
9200
GOVT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHHENTS. (SERVICES)
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION r ,455 2r,E25,954 16,172,232 905,092.69
v-
REPORT NO. 08()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
LocATI0N:. qq-q44
OIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
TOT. I'IINING
I'IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPl'IENT
PETROL EUI'I AND PETROL EUI,I PRODUCTS
TOT . t^IHOt ESAL E TRADE
T.IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COFINERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPI'IENT LABORATORIES
AUIOFIOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
T.IISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTl'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
I5,964,252
14, 946,39r
I5, 065,245
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
r5,960,419
14, 941 ,655
r5,061,120
PAGE 546ATEr 07/Ll/92
ul'IBER: 76E.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
698, 020 . 9E
747,OEI.EI
755,056.04
RU
RU
ND
NN
QUARTERLY SUHMARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
LEASED VEHICLES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
l5E 9
I'II N E
5010
5092
1.,1H5 L
55I 0
RETL
7500
759r
7500
8900
S ERV
6I
76
9q
I
IREPORT NO. 08O TAXAT I ON
STA
cot'lB I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TX QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:55-055
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACIORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUT'IT5.
]'IISCEL T ANEOUS 1'lANUFACTURING
TOT. T,IANUFACTURING
D REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
OF NE].I MEXICO
D REVENUE SYSTEI'I
BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
AN
TE
NE
AX
TOIAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
5,990,071
422,7 37
42?,7 37
l,2E2 r 5g7q9?,649
2,87E,29tt
55,200,717
9,250 , g2g
JUNE,1992
TAXABLE
GROSS RECEIPTS
5, gr4, g92
PAGE 5(7
RUN DATE:. 07/II/92
RUN NU].IBER: 768.00
REPORTED
TAX DUE
190,7qq.62
r9,E12.57
19,812.57
65,
122,L 90 . 98
r20,652.65
r,9E9 ,717 .32
74,591 . 0E
2,651,770.18
550,006.25
SIC
CODE
QUARTERLY SUT'IHARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
GOVERNI'IENTAL GRS
NO. TAX
RETURNS
90
SL
50
1.lH
1500
1700
CONS
5800
5900
I'lFG-
4I0 0
4900q920
TCU-
5990
RETL
7500
E060
E200
E900
S ERV
920 0
9?82
9500
93 95
95 95
93 95
GOVT
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
ETECTRIC [.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
GAS UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COMI'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
MI SCEL LANEOUS [.IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. I.IHOLESALE TRADE
I'IISCELLANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
STATE GOVT. - EXCLUDE EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
STATE GOVERNT{ENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI,'IENT - COUNTIES
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - TIUNICIPATITIES
TOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - SCHOOL DISTRICTS
LOCAL GOVERNI.IENT - SPECIAL DISTRICTS AND OTHER
TOT. GOVERNFIENT
,q16,207
,921 ,844
, 4 92, 010
,055
,546
,821
102
45
335
29
9
9
596,24E
596,24E
1,279,962
492,649
r28,651
r25,594
2 ,025 ,656
2,415
59,794
1,491
I6
t9
I()
5I
76
I28,655
137,722
2,04L,420
2
59I
36]52
95
2q
99E.tt
632.46
432.55
269.72
552.84
6t
6,I()I,
9999 NONCLASSIFIABTE ESTABLISHI'IENTS - (SERVICES)
2, 445,6 r 9
52,655,40I
6,600,125
I
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 557 6E,061,622 65, 621 ,5E2 5,28]-059.50
aREPORT NO. OE()
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATI0N:66-666
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
STATE OF NEt^I ]'IEXICO
COI-IBINED REVENUE SYSTE]'I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPIS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
JUNE, I992
TAXAB L E
GROSS RECEIPTS
PAGE 54E
RUN DATE. 07/IL/92
RUN NUI'IBER: 768 . () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
0.00
QUARTERLY SUT,II'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
NTTC I S
NO. TAX
RETURNS
SIC
CODE
t700
CONS
SP ECI A
TOT. C CONTRACTORSCONST RUCT I ON
L TRADE
ONTRACT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 00I
REPORT NO. OEl)
L0cATr0N.77-777
AND GAS FIELD SERVICES, EXCEPT DRILLING
I'II N I NG
ELECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
1'IISCEL LANEOUS ]'IANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING
r'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
TOT. hIHOLESALE TRADE
t'IISCELLANEOUS RETAI L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
PERSONAL SERVICES
I'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
COHMERCIAT RESEARCH AND DEVELOPFIENT
AI'IUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
I'II SCEL L ANEOUS S ERVICES
TOT. SERUICES
LABORATORI ES
G
STATE GOVERNI.IENT - EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONSTOT. GOVERNPIENT
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTT'IENT
STATE OF NEI.I MEXICO
COMBINED REVENUE SYSTE]I
ANATYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
RUN DATE:
RUN NUT'IBER:
PAGE 549
07 /lL/92
768.00X QUARTERLY XX EDIIED X
OIL
TOT.
QUARTERLY SUIII'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
R & D SERVICES
NO. TAX
RETURNS
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
572, 5(5
6,110,057
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
564,7 0E
5, 090 ,420
src
CODE
t589
TIINE
REPORTED
TAX DUE
rE,255.40
557 0
5900
I'IFG-
50 90
tlHS L
5990
RET L
25,592.I1
25,592. ll507 ,8(tz507 ,Eq?5,rr5,4095rrr5,40g77
zz
7200
7500
7591
7900
8900
S ERV
?5
58
E6, 7 0.r
l?2,L8+1,754,0902,4q3,6E2rr80g,5l22,5?5,900 .50.r4
9 28?
0vT
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION 79 154, 021 . 04
I
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARX EDI
SIC
CODE
I
F
T ERLY
TED X
x
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPART]'IENT
STATE OF NEN I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTEI{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
L REPORTEDS RECEIPTS
7 52,254
7,0q5,609
3,E45,964
I1,505,r25
I I ,8rrl
JUNE, I99?
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
I5I,IE()
499,0qE
5r000r4Eg
3,775,2?8
7 ,E+5
q4l,5rI
r, 56E,502
552, 46 I
PAGE 550
RUN DATE2 07/II/92
RUN NU]'IBER: 76E. () O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
6,55E. 99
2q,952.3E
150,024.4E
IEE,761.45
392.25
22,075.5ct
6E,425 .LZ
TOCATION: E8_EEE
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
TOT. AGRICULTURE
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS I.IELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
POTASH
TOT. I'IINING
QUARTERLY SUMT'IARY -- BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OUT-OF*SIATE
NO. TAX
RETURNS
TA
OS
TO
GR
0t00
0700
AGR I
151 0IsEI
l3E9
t+7 4
T'II N E
I6
I4
E6
III
NATURAT GAS LIQUIDS
EXCEPT DRILLING
2000
2500
2400
27 00
2E00
2900
320 0
5400
5500
5600
5670
5700
3E00
5900
t'lFG-
6,520
651I,5I2
I5,509
2L,773
2,77
5,62
5, E6
5
3
5
2rI
2r4
?,7I5,5
59,7
ttI
5
?
695
II
8l9
179
ION
APH
BRO
ANI T
OR
EL
IS
AN
I500l6t0
I620
I700
CONS
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHhIAY CONTRACTORS
NON-BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHNAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT IiIEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE t''IILL PRODUCTS
LUl'lBER, l,l00D AND PAPER PRODUCTS
PRINTING AND PUBLISHING
CHET'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
PETROLEUI'I REFINING AND RELATED INDUSTRIES
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRIMARY METAL INDUST., FABRICATED METAL PRODUCTS
T'IACHINERY, EXCEPT EL ECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL I'IACHINERY,EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
EL ECTRONIC COI'IPONENTS AND ACCESSORI ES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS]'II SCEL LANEOUS ]'lANUFACTURING
TOT. ]'IANUFACTURING
RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION
LOCAL AND HIGHT^IAY PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
]'IOTOR FREIGHT TRANS. , HAREHOUSING, TRANS. SERVICES
48
E
t4
246
5r6
,7 (t5
,685
,063
,?36
,7 ?9
,I(I
,145
,856
,546
,698
172,757.05
t6,657.q9
56,645.5r
366,217 . 9E
592,275.83
9
5, 455
555
732
7 ,32+
r I ,847
1,57
1,22
I6
2,2+
28
q 
,02
9, 45
65q4
I5
10
54
25
IEl2
7
E
209
456
I6
57
2tl, r7
9
7tt
25
55
80-
52
I4
57
04
55
7E,E8E.706r,256.55
8, I55 . 568,?08.72
28,56L.26
r0,892.64
58,975. 96-
.52
.68
.E7
.25
.72
4?
3r9?
4I
5, 56
5,?L7
5 ,6928,600
tt 
,97 59,756
5,095
2,09?
7 ,624
4 ,0?4
5,798
7r7
5rI
216
4rIlrz
7rg
9rq
5r5
6r7
4r+
5,9
2rs
7+
5I
7I
4000
4r00
420 0
4500
4600q81 0
4850
4900
4920
TCU-
AIR TRANSPORTATION
COMMUN I CATI ONS
ADCAST I NG
ARY SERVICE UTILITIES
58, 0 g7
06,502
I6
60
(+(t3 
,67 4
552,652,070
I5
43
776
555
2?t
545
6r6
4Ltz
14
20rq7t
26
59r
70
r09
7E
995
PIPELINE TRANSP
TELEPHONE AND T
RADIO AND TELEV
ELECTRIC I^IATER
GA5 UTILITIES
TOT. TRANSPORTATION, COHT'IUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
585, 140
, 9E5, 065
,565,755
,324 ,17 0
,92q,809
, (65, 07E
, r58
,006
,906
,949
,?EZ
,625. 06
,057.90
,600.5I
,645.29
,747.4?
,6 14. 07
TAT
EGR
ION
DS
II,E2I
1,412
2,192
L,574
I9,E72
5OIO TIOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT 7Z 5 ,500 ,5q7 602,507 50, 125.54
REPORT NO. OEO TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'IENT
JUNE, I992
TAXABL E
GROSS RECEIPTS
1,27q,6?22,()5E,5II
3,955,055
655,0r1
14,450,540
r4, 084, (84
861,529
57,881,259
22E,663
r43,984
150,787
5r,r9r,250
2,57E, 545
84,675
2,546,006
LE?,7 17
5 rq90,2?5
PAGE 557
RUN DATE. 07/LI/92
RUN NUI1BER: 76E.()O
REPORTED
TAX DUE
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
27 ,92L,?45
86,E66,6E5
r6, r35,082
6,750,599
62 ,503 , gg?I90, r71,949
3?,527,306
428,377,406
2,27q,647
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
STATE O
COI'IBI N ED
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX B
Ehl I'lExIc0
ENUE SYSTEI'I
TANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
FN
REVYS
SIC
CODE
LOCATION: EE-EEE
DRUGS, CHEI-lICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDWARE, PLUI-1BING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
HACHINERY, EQUIPT'IENT AND SUPPLIES
I'IISCEL LANEOUS I^IHOL ESAL ERS
PETROLEUTI AND PEIROLEUI'I PRODUCTS
TOT. l.IHOLESALE TRADE
QUARTERLY SUMMARY -. BUSINESS ACTIVITY REPORTED IN
OUT-O F-STAT E
NO. TAX
RETURNS
5020
5040
5060
5070
5080
5090
s092
l.lHS L
398
997
2IE
425
084
853
990
099
583
I'IOBILE HOI'IE DEA]'IISCELLANEOUS V
APPAREL AND ACC
FURNITURE, HOME
EATING AND DRIN
DRUG AND PROPRI
1'IISCELLANEOUS R
5700
5E00
59r0
5990
RET L
6000
610 0
6r20
6200
6500
65I0
7000
7200
7500
7500
7600
150
90
75
E7
,751. 16
,925.57
,801.76
,650.55
7?2,527.06
7 04 ,225 .0Eq3,075.q7
1,E94,062.97
r20 . E5572.5r
77 9 .97
r24.50
65l0t
r96
5I
5t
14t
75,
7rL
715
5rE
5r8
5rI
0rl
9r I
+rL
9,tt
250
907
62
1,655
36
t2
20
I7
520 0
525 I
5252
550 0
55r0
5400
55I0
554 0
5592
5599
5600
BUILDIHG I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPI'IENT DEAL ERS
GENERAL MERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTMENT STORES
DEPART]'IENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
].tOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
L ER5
EHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
ESSORY STORES
FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
KING PLACES
ETARY STORES
ETA I L ERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S-AND-L ASSOC.
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
SECUTY. AND COI'IDTY. BROKERS, DELRS., EXCG5., SERV.
INSURANCE AGENTS, CARRIERS, BROKERS AND SERVICES
REAL EST. OPER-LESR.AGT., ETC., AND TITLE ABSTRACT
REAL ESTATE SUBDIVIDERS AND DEVELOPERS
HOLDING AND OTHER INVESTMENT COI'IPANIESTOT. FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
HOTELS, ]'IOTELS, TRAI t ER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES]'IISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
AUTOI'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
t.IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AFIUSEI'IENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
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402,559
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9
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?rq7
5,05
7
46
2,E12,397
E5,765?,557,E+l
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5, EIE, 9() I
tzE,9t7.L7
q,?33.77
r27,500.2E
9,155.E6
27(t,5LL.23
E,410.25
55,655.51
1, r95,574.69
I9E,221.E4
I55, r54.58
46,517.65
6550
6700
FIRE
780 0
7900
80r0 I5 952, 352 952,552
REPORT NO. OEO
X QUARTERLY XX EDITED X
L0cATr0N:88-888
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
LEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEFIBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI.IENT
STATE OF NEl^I l.IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTET{
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO JUNE, 1992
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FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - AL L OTHER
FEDERAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IILITARY RESEARCH
STATE GOVERNI'IENT . EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT - I'IUNICIPALITIESTOT. GOVERNHENT
9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISHI'IENTS . (SERVICES)
TOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
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STATE OF NEI.I I'IEXICO
COI'IBINED REVENUE SYSTE].I
ANALYSIS OF GROSS RECEIPTS TAX BY STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATION
APRIL TO
TOTAL REPORTED
GROSS RECEIPTS
108,278
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AGR I
I5E I
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1400
147 4
MI NE
729
5I
995
AGRICUTTURAL PRODUCTION
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES
FORESTRY AND FISHERIES
TOT. AGRICULIURE
T'IETAL MINING, EXCEPT COPPER,
COPPER
URAN I UI'I
COAL
CRUDE PETROL., NATURAL GAS,OIL AND GAS hIELL DRILLINGOIL AND GAS FIELD SERVICES,
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ISI()
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1700
CONS
5600
567 0
5700
I7
24
23
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7EII5
66I
r, 994
GENERAL BUILDING CONTRACTORS
HIGHT^IAY C0NTRACT0RS
NON_BUILDING HEAVY CONTRACTORS,
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS
TOT. CONTRACT CONSTRUCTION
EXCEPT HIGHI.IAY
FOOD AND KINDRED PRODUCTS, EXCEPT MEAT PRODUCTS
MEAT PACKING AND OTHER I'IEAT PRODUCTS
APPAREL AND TEXTILE I'IILL PRODUCTS
E,q75
427
59r
12, qls
2r,908
529, 086 , E0454,28I, 9E1
55,744, 554
L50,22q,12?
5+9, 557 ,24r
,714,7r5.64
,946,595.8r
,042,q50.7q
,587,45?.5q
,29L,2r0.75
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2010
2500
2400
27 00
2800
2900
5200
5400
550 0
2Elq5
t79
7IEI,356
rt8
L72
460
474
206
10r
150
t54
954,8r0.83
424,400 .75
350,541.05
tE5,55r . 57
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55I,E()E. ()I
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5E00
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MFG-
STONE, CLAY, GLASS, AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS
PRII'IARY I'IETAL INDUST. , FABRICATED I'IETAL PRODUCTS
MACHINERY, EXCEPT ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL MACHINERY,EQUIPFIENT AND SUPPLIES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT
PROF., SCIENTIF., OPTIC., OTHER PRECIS. INSTRUI'ITS.
T'II SCEL LANEOUS MANUFACTURING
TOT. I'IANUFACTURING 5,7,
I
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I0E
L77
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59,206,545
56,592,86 9
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624,EE6,r65
,q90 r904
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I,IOTOR VEHICLES AND AUTOT'IOTIVE EQUIP]'IENT
DRUGS, CHEI'IICALS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS
GROCERIES AND RELATED PRODUCTS
ELECTRICAL GOODS AND HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
HARDI.IARE, PLUI'IBING AND HEATING EQUIP. AND SUPPLIES
I'IACHINERY, EQUIPI'IENT AND SUPPLIES
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PETROLEUI'I AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
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TAXATION AND REVENUE DEPARTI'TENT
STATE OF NEI^I ]'IEXICO
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LEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO]'II'IUNICATIONS
ND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
C I.IATER AND SANITARY SERVICE UTILITIES
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ANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS AND UTILITIES
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5500
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55r 0
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BUILDING I'IATERIALS
HARDI.IARE STORES
FARI'I EQUIPT'IENT DEALERS
GENERAL T'IERCHANDISE, EXCEPT DEPARTI'IENT STORES
DEPARTMENT STORES
RETAIL FOOD STORES
I'IOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
I'IOBI L E HOI'IE DEAL ERS
I'IISCELLANEOUS VEHICLE AND AUTO ACCESSORY DEALERS
APPAREL AND ACCESSORY STORES
FURNITURE, HOME FURNISHINGS AND APPLIANCE STORES
EATING AND DRINKING PLACES
LIQUOR DISPENSERS - BY THE DRINK
DRUG AND PROPRIETARY STORES
PACKAGE LIQUOR STURES
t'IISCEL LANEOUS RETAILERS
TOT. RETAIL TRADE
BANKS
CREDIT AGENCIES, EXCEPT BANKS AND S_AND.L ASSOC.
Eq7
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r60
2,2q0q0?
5r090
697
1,7r7
2t7I,5I2
2,420I,705
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D OTHER INVESTT'IENT COI'IPANI ESCEI INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
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910 09rl9
9lE9
920 0
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9500
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95 95
93 96
GOVT
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53
66
9+
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HOTELS, MOTELS, TRAILER PARKS AND OTHER LODGING
PERSONAL SERVICES
MISCETLANEOUS BUSINESS SERVICES
CONT,IERCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
AUTOT'IOBILE RENTAL, REPAIR AND OTHER SERVICES
I'IISCELTANEOUS REPAIR SERVICES
I'IOTION PICTURE THEATERS AND PRODUCTION
AI'IUSEMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES
PHYSICIANS, DENTISTS AND OTHERS
HOSPITALS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICES
TEGAL SERVICES
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
NONPROFIT I'IEI'IBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
t'IISCEL L ANEOUS SERVICES
ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES
TOT. SERVICES
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FEDERAL GOVERHM
FEDERAL GOVERNIiI
FEDERAL GOVERNIII
STATE GOVERNI'IENT
LOCAL GOVERNI'IENT
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TOT. GOVERNT'TENT
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9999 NONCLASSIFIABLE ESTABLISH].IENTS - (SERVICES)
IOT- TOTAL FOR ALL INDUSTRIES IN THIS LOCATION
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